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About the Compendium

This is a monthly compendium of news reports and judgement pieces published in the Western media
during February 2017 on issues related to Islam and Muslims. The Western media is generally found
to be painting Islam and Muslims as a global threat and danger for the world peace. It has launched
an unethical smear campaign against Islam and Muslims, which is becoming intense by the day and
from the standpoint of the Western media audience such an unfair portrayal of Islam is likely to be
highly Islamophobic and conflictual.
To monitor and catalogue the ever-increasing frequency of the Western media’s negative packaging
of Islam and Muslims, the Centre for Research on Islam and Global Media (CRIGM) collects
within two covers the news stories and leading articles carried in the Western press every month. The
articles are culled based on the known indicators of Islamophobia. and found abundant negative
contents, highlighted, and published them in a bound form. CRIGM is not only observing western
media on issues concerning Islam and Muslim societies but has an eye out for the entire array of the
Western media including the electronic, broadcast, online and the social media as well. Shortly, we
shall start publishing separate medium-specific reports as well.
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Editorial
He may rightly be called the Dutch Trump but is not so lucky. The name is Geert Wilders, wearing
dyed blonde hair. His Party for Freedom (PVV) followed Trump even designing their election slogan
as “The Netherlands Ours Again”. Similarly, he succeeded in setting off ripples through international
media due to his Islamophobic rhetoric. He attracted attention globally in a way that is too much for
a small country like the Netherlands to cope with.
Many an eyebrow was raised when he said he wants all Islamic centers and places of worship out of
the Netherlands. He then went on to say that he wants Muslims’ holy book Quran banned. Filling the
shoes of Trump, Wilders arranged all the elements for being news worthy – controversy, conflict and
clash. Nonetheless, he could not become Trump of the Netherlands. Can we then conclude that
Wilders defeat manifests a defeat for Islamophobia in Europe?
To answer this question for an international audience is neither simple, nor generic. At global level,
things are not as they look. During American election, the conclusion that Trump is ugly face of the
US was had by international audience because the international media, mostly based in the US, was
painting this image. The pollsters were saying so, backed by big files of data they collected from the
electorate. But media and society experts were of the opinion that international media does not carry
the vibes of American society.
Prof Dennis Davis was of the opinion at that time that social media is a better scale to measure
American mode, which was in favor of Trump. Experts of American society agreed that the people
were fed up with lengthy wars that the establishment of their country was waging all over the world
and they perceived that all these wars are heavy on their pocket. American supremacist culture was
the engine for success of Trump as most Americans saw him as somebody challenging the mighty
establishment. Above all, American society is among the most cross-cultural societies of the world,
dominated by white people, who Trump did his best to woo.
Compare it with the Netherlands and we find no analogy between Trump and Wilders. Local Dutch
media did not overstate Wilder’s position for the elections as did the international media. Before and
during the elections, talk of a coalition government was getting thick. Intense reaction from Turkey
to denial to its foreign minister for holding a political gathering by the Dutch government on account
of security did not but sparked a flash of nationalism among the electorate. Wilders had no valid
justification to seek a change other than the scaremongering he tried his best to do. Moreover, Muslim
population in the Netherland has a history of peaceful coexistence; therefore, people did not buy
Wilders’ rhetoric.
Elections are around the corner in France in April before Germany goes to polls in September this
year. Both Germany and France have different dimensions and vibrant Muslim populations. Both
have been freshly bruised by terrorists brandishing Islam as their religion. After Brexit, both are facing
tough choices to make so that their economies continue running. Both have populist parties striking
harder than ever at the core of society. Jean Comaroff concludes in his article Populism and Late
Liberalism: A Special Affinity? that though populism is a necessary ingredient for movements for
change but such a change is short-lived.
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The European academicia has issued cautions against the rising tide of populism, be-all and end-all
of which is Islamophobia, to their societies that need to understand that they cannot live in bunkers
in this age of cyber activism. True, Wilders defeat in Dutch elections is a good sign Europe still has
a long way to go meeting the targets of high human values it set itself.
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Introduction

Department of Media and Communication Studies at International Islamic University, Islamabad has
already magnificently launched the monthly round up ‘Islam and Muslims in Global Media’
containing western news media contents with negative slant towards Islam and Muslims, covering
November and December 2016 edition & January 2017 edition. Muslims and Non-Muslims across
the world applaud it very much and demanding dissertation for research purposes. Centre for
Research on Islam and Global Media (CRIGM) tried to hunt the real triggering point of raising
Islamophobia in the west, the most significant aspect found was the elected US President Trump’s
hateful, xenophobic and chauvinistic media campaign. Media helped Trump to spread anxiety among
the minorities in general and in American Muslims specifically. Several racial and hate attempts were
reported on Muslims because of hateful, xenophobic and chauvinistic election campaign. President
Donald Trump legitimated hate against the Muslims and providing patronage to the bigotries against
Muslims. Media accelerated oppression on Muslims and left them feel suffocated. It was not public
hysteria but somehow media’s kindled fire.
This compendium of February 2017 in hand consists of the media discourses circulated across the
world right after President Donald Trump’s revised edition of an executive order largely fulfilling the
ban on seven Muslim countries (Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen) entering the
United States. Muslims outside the United States grappling ban and inside the United States are under
tentative groping by the newly formed US government. Taking advantage of the negative wave
against Muslims, anit-Islam and Muslim Prestidigitators have come on the stage and bullying Muslims
out as Islamic Center received emailed threats warning Muslims, to "run or die. Holding similar
hateful messages flyers are being distributed in various collages and Universities. Provocation by wall
chalking is common in hostels and other public places in west, to threat the Muslims. According to
the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC), a nonprofit that tracks hate groups and extremists, there
were 917 such groups nationwide in 2016, up from 784 in 2014 but still shy of the all-time peak in
2011 of 1,018. The number of anti-Muslim hate groups nearly tripled between 2015 and 2016. The
SPLC attributes the increasing number of such groups, in part, "to a presidential campaign that flirted
heavily with extremist ideas."
Similarly, many stories from the European newspapers have also been highlighted as anti-Islam and
Muslims. The beginning of the new year 2017, remained potentially Islamophobic around the western
world. That is why the compendium documents variety of media reports and leading articles and
highlights the polemical approaches and negativities by highlighting and making them appear in bold.
These media reports and opinion pieces have been retrived using LexisNexis and websites of various
news organizations for the month of February 2017. The search (key) words were Islam and Muslims
and media from United States & North America, Europe & United Kingdom and Australia & New
Zealand were selected for data retrieval. A total of over 4500 pages of news reports and leading
articles from print media were retrieved in the search on our given key words. Out of them, some of
the reports are made part of this compendium as being highly negative in nature. The reports with
minor tendency of negativity towards Muslims and Islam were excluded to avoid this compendium
becoming huge enough to handle.
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A summary analysis of media negativities has been made to provide a glimpse of how media have
been treating Islam and Muslims in their reports and leading articles.
For this initiative and other associated tasks, CRIGM is highly indebted to Professor Dr. Suliman
Abdullah Aba Al-Khail, Pro-Chancellor IIUI and Rector Al-Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic
University, Riyadh, KSA; Professor Dr. Masoom Yasinzai, Rector IIUI and Professor Dr. Ahmed
Yousif Ahmed Al-Draiweesh for their relentless support and guidance.
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How to read it
Centre for Research on Islam and Global Media (CRIGM) has compiled this book having the
ease of readers in mind. For quick readers the anti-Islam and Muslims contents have been bolded and
underlined. The Summary/round up of each region has been presented separately. To read negative
contents in its context, the whole news stories are given region wise. The negative contents against
Islam, Muslims and Muslim Societies have been picked up and placed separately in the beginning of
this compendium with the name of Highlights, references have also been placed at the end of every
highlight, one can approach the story by the reference on the website of particular news organization
to get its exact location on the newspaper to check the agenda of certain newspapers regarding Islam
and Muslims. To stay in touch with Centre for Research on Islam and Global Media (CRIGM) one
may subscribe Youtube channel, Facebook page, Whatsapp group and website of CRIGM, Centre
keeps its readers updated on daily basis. The detail of Social media links is given at the end of the
book.
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Methodology of Data Collection

The Centre for Research on Islam and Global Media (CRIGM) has adopted a comprehensive
strategy to monitor the Islamophobic content in the Western media as we see that Islamophobia has
been on rise critically in the West and at times it turns violent as in the case of US Presidential
elections 2016 and furthermore on Friday 27 January by Donald Trump’s Executive order of Banning
entry from seven Majority-Muslim countries – Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen –
for 90 days. Where so many hate related incidents, have been reported against Muslims because of
their faith and identity. This situation demands an extensive and thorough approach to counter
prejudice against Islam and Muslims in the West. We need multi-faceted approach for this purpose
and CRIGM has initiated the most important and the basic one by observing and monitoring the
Islamophobic discourse in the Western globalized media, this will help us to comprehend the
prevailing state and level of hatred and hostility towards Islam and Muslims.
We have developed a mechanism to monitor and observe the Western media regularly to obtain
relevant content, CRIGM team closely watch Western media and emphasize on news stories and
contents related to Islam and Muslims to collect the data. We examine all the news contents in the
Western media on Islam and Muslims and focus on those stories where Muslims are being portrayed
negatively or reported as victims of bigotry and prejudice. We have categorized Western media into
three regions, United States & North America, Europe & United Kingdom and Australia & New
Zealand. CRIGM maintains daily media watch by monitoring all forms of media including Electronic
media, Print Media, online and Social Media. CRIGM is also utilizing the corporate data
dissemination services like LexisNexis to get the most relevant content. Data of this very monthly
compendium has been collected through online data service provider LexisNexis by searching news
contents related to two words Islam and Muslims for the period of February, 2017 and comprising
of regions of United states, Australia and Europe & UK. This has provided hundreds of news stories
related to Islam and Muslims and we have read each story thoroughly and used those stories as our
data where hatred and negativities have been found against Muslims and Islam. We have highlighted
and underlined the Islamophobic content in news stories also give whole text to provide full context
of stories so that readers can have clear idea about the perspective and background of news stories of
prejudice and bigotry against Muslims and Islam in the Western media.
This very monthly compendium consists of only print media news contents of three regions, USA,
Australia and Europe & UK. We have collected data from diverse news websites of main stream
newspapers as well as regional newspapers of those three regions through LexisNexis, this will
provide us more detailed views and picture of Western media. We collected this data by monitoring
content of news stories, opinion based stories, special reports and letters to editors.
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Summary Analysis of the US Print Media Contents
Against Islam and Muslims (February 2017)
Since the beginning of the US Election campaign 2016, Muslims are under subjugation by the election
stakeholders. Multiple experiments are being conducted on Muslims with the help of hateful,
xenophobic and chauvinistic tools. Election Prestidigitators have launched a race to paint Islam and
Muslims per their Vicious mechanism. Donald Trump along with his hatemongers team perpetuated
targeting Islam and Muslims malicious sly. Evangelical hate masters team of Donald Trump
endeavored to prove Islam and Muslims as threat for the world peace. During his campaign Donald
Trump proclaimed that "I think Islam hates us." Following his leader Retired Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn,
President Donald Trump's national security adviser, has been instrumental in bringing a dark, deeply
suspicious vision of Islam as an inherently hostile ideology from the fringes of the far right to the
center of U.S. policymaking. Flynn last February tweeted a link to an anti-Muslim video and wrote,
"Fear of Muslims is RATIONAL" and “Islam is Cancer.” Simultaneously several anti-Islam and
Muslims rhetoric started popping up in the Global Media, such as “close all mosques; ban the
Quran”, "Islam hates us,", "imagine a Muslim-free America", “Islam is inherently violent”,
“Muslims "#SubhumanMonsters”, “Huntsville Islamic Center received emailed threats
warning Muslims, to "run or die.", "Islam hates us,", "Muslims Out", “Trump proclaimed "I
think Islam hates us.", "We don't need more people like you here.", “we recognize and accept
that Islam is not a religion of peace, but an ideology of violent extremism”, "America has a
Muslim problem", "I think that Islam is a problem.", "Fear of Muslims is RATIONAL.", "The
hateful ideology of radical Islam," he told supporters, must not be "allowed to reside or spread
within our own communities." Islamic fundamentalism as a "vicious cancer inside the body of
1.7 billion people on this planet”, "total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United
States. Islam as a "vicious cancer" that must be "excised.", "Muslim-Free America", Walnut
Creek is pegged as home to the anti-Muslim Islamthreat.com, "imagine a Muslim-free
America”, "Islam is far more of a political system than a religion.”
By the projection of media these Provocations have become famous among the blind followers of
Western Media. It created a suffocated atmosphere in the western world for the Muslims and other
minorities. Some Muslims are hiding their faith because of the security issues. Notably one of the
Iraqi Muslim families settled in America facing challenges because of their faith. Now they are trying
to assimilate. On an inquiry, the man said, "We left Islam in Iraq." His wife no longer wears a hijab
to cover her hair, which she has dyed light brown. They attend Bible study and are planning to convert
to Christianity. There are many other examples exist.
By Following this propensity many other countries are trying this fashion to win the election. They
consider that the Islamophobia can be used as best tool to grab the voters. Infect the Islamophobia is
a game of interests….
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Summary Analysis of the European Media Contents
Against Islam and Muslims (February 2017)
After the incident of 9/11, the religion of Islam and its followers Muslims are being portrayed as
negative in the Western media. Muslims are much concerned about their portraying of negative
stereotypes in the Western media. As a research centre of the Public-Sector University in the capital
of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, CRIGM (Centre for Research on Islam and Global Media) aims to
become a voice of these Muslims by highlighting the negative image of Islam and Muslims that is
being shown in the Western media. Due to this, the Muslims are also experiencing the issues of antiIslamic rhetoric, hate crimes, religious discrimination, shouting on Muslim hijab girls etc. in the
countries of Europe as well. So the CRIGM tried to find out the Islamophobic discourses in the
European newspapers. The published material in the European newspapers of the months of February
2017 have been collected and analyzed for this purpose. The news stories, features, columns etc. were
analyzed by matching the indicators of Islamophobia.
The Islamophobic terms that have been found in European print media like kill the Muslims,
fundamentalist Islam, he's a f**king Muslim, anti-Islamic feeling is on the rise, understanding and
acting on the need to keep all of us safe from radical Islamist terrorism, Islam is not a religion but an
imperialist ideology like communism or fascism, a resurgent populist right clocked that scapegoating
Muslims and scaremongering over "Islamification" could bring electoral gain, stopping Islamic sharia
law, Geert Wilders' Party for Freedom’s proposed policies are zero new immigration and closure of
all Mosques and a ban on the sale of the Koran in The Netherlands, movements such as PEGIDA or
Patriotic Europeans Against the Islamization of the West, the far-right anti-Muslim group Britain
First, a "Christian" group opposing the rise of radical Islam, labels all Arabs as potential terrorists.
The Islamophobic content has been highlighted by using the bold and underlined options to make it
prominent for the readers. Bristol Post (UK) February 7, 2017, published the story i.e. a 14-year-old
Muslim girl has been attacked by trolls and bullies online. Mya-Rose Craig, who rose to fame after
campaigning about environmental issues and writing about birding, has received explicit and sexist
abuse in the past. But trolls are now targeting her with Islamophobic tweets and posts on social media,
with little regard for the schoolgirl. The Bristol Post has seen some of these Facebook posts and
tweets, and cannot repeat them here. The problems started when Mya-Rose did a documentary when
she was seven, and a thread on a popular birding forum had been started to criticise her. Things got
worse, and people started directing the insults at the teenager as soon as she got on social media. MyaRose, who comes from a family of twitchers - bird watchers who travel to find exotic birds - has now
bravely opened up about the abuse. She said: “At its worst, I get about four or five a day. It got really
bad when I was slightly older. Some of the abuse was racist and Islamophobic. It just hits me really
hard. A lot of the time - even though I'm getting more of it now - the abuse can be completely
unexpected. It can ruin your day or week, and I find it really hard to understand why people think
they can do that to someone else. I feel strongly about my religion. It's part of who I am, and it's just
really upsetting.”
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Highlights of Negative Contents from Western Media (February 2017)
1. Dutch PM candidate calls Islam a threat. The hague, netherlands - This country's version of
Donald Trump - but with more extreme anti-immigration and anti-Islam views - counts on
voters to give his right-wing party a chance next month to implement its controversial vision.
Wilders wants to close all mosques; ban the Quran, the Muslim holy book; and seal the
nation's borders to asylum-seekers and immigrants from Islamic countries to prevent the
spread of Islam, (Argus Leader (Sioux Falls, South Dakota) February 26, 2017).
2. He has made racist remarks against Muslims, as when he told CNN on March 9, 2016, that
"Islam hates us," (Cecil Whig (Elkton, Maryland) February 26, 2017).
3. anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim fliers posted around the UT Austin campus in the past several
weeks. Students, frustrated with the lack of strong condemnation for the incident from the
university, as well as a perceived pattern of weak action on other discriminatory occurrences,
made their concerns known, loud and clear, to the top officials of UT.
Student frustration began with the administration's feeble response to these posters -- noting
that the responsibility for these fliers (some that bore the words "imagine a Muslim-free
America") was claimed by a group called American Vanguard. Although they defend free
speech, these posters were taken down because "only students and student organizations are
allowed to post signage in approved spaces on campus."(The Daily Texan: University of Texas
at Austin, February 28, 2017).
4. "The presumption that Islam is inherently violent [and] alien ... [is] driven by the beliefs that
expression of Muslim identity are portative with the propensity of terrorism," (The Daily
Iowan: University of Iowa, February 28, 2017).
5. More apparent is the rise number in the of hate groups. According to the Southern Poverty
Law Center (SPLC), a nonprofit that tracks hate groups and extremists, there were 917 such
groups nationwide in 2016, up from 784 in 2014 but still shy of the all-time peak in 2011 of
1,018. The number of anti-Muslim hate groups nearly tripled between 2015 and 2016.
The SPLC attributes the increasing number of such groups, in part, "to a presidential campaign
that flirted heavily with extremist ideas." (The Christian Science Monitor, February 27, 2017).
6. San Diegans shared screenshots of his tweets calling Muslims "#SubhumanMonsters."
Gastelum did not respond to requests for comment. When confronted on Facebook about use
of the #SubhumanMonsters hashtag, he replied, "I'm trying to think of a different way, but
what do you call people that treat women like secondhand citizens, stone them to death, honor
killings, etc., throw homosexuals from the roof."
He added, "It is not hateful, it is the reality of how Islamic men are raised and they are not
compatible with civil society."
Gastelum accused Muslims of imprisoning and killing homosexuals. He also accused Muslims
of being pedophiles (Los Angeles Times, February 27, 2017).
7. The largest increase involved the number of anti-Muslim hate groups. The SPLC found that
anti-Muslim hate groups rose from 34 in 2015 to 101 in 2016 - a shocking increase of 197
percent.( The Oak Ridger (Tennessee) February 27, 2017).
8. On Feb. 16, a presentation at a Kernersville seafood restaurant on "Islamization of America"
led to repeated threats and calls to violence against Muslims. Frank del Valle of Winston-
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Salem spoke of "killing the hell out of them," "taking people out," and "shedding - some
blood." A recording of the meeting is available online.( Winston-Salem Journal (North
Carolina) February 27, 2017).
9. last week at least two metro Atlanta mosques received threatening emails that were detailed
enough for the Georgia chapter of the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) to alert
federal authorities.
Earlier this month, the Birmingham Islamic Society and the Huntsville Islamic Center
received emailed threats warning Muslims, blacks and Mexicans to "run or die." It appears to
be the same email that the mosques in metro Atlanta received. (The Atlanta JournalConstitution, February 25, 2017).
10. As a Muslim-American student studying in the country's capital, it pains me deeply to hear
this rhetoric surrounding Islam. It hurts me to hear the man who I must call my president go
directly after my identity and the livelihood of my community. My religion that has made me
who I am and drives my inner force is under attack-the faith that has instilled in me the virtues
of compassion, service, and justice is being compromised. It is emotionally exhausting to
wake up every morning and witness Islamophobia-a vicious challenge to my being-spreading
like wildfire.
123 individuals have been killed as a result of American Muslim extremists since 9/11. In that
same time span, over 240,000 Americans have been killed as a result of gun violence.
Americans are just as likely to be killed by their televisions or their furniture every year. An
American is also more likely to be killed by a toddler than a terrorist. Most frighteningly,
Americans are more likely to be killed because they are Muslim, than by a Muslim. (The
Georgetown Voice: Georgetown University, February 25, 2017).
11. He has made racist remarks against Muslims, as when he told CNN on March 9, 2016, that
"Islam hates us," without distinguishing between followers of that religion and Islamic
fundamentalist terrorists (Record Searchlight (Redding, California) February 25, 2017).
12. In the Chicago area, the Council on American-Islamic Relations reported 400 hate crimes in
2016 and has counted 175 incidents so far in 2017, just two months into the new year.
(Chicago Tribune, February 24, 2017).
13. Yet, major religions, like Islam, are not monolithic entities. All major religions have produced
terrorists and have been used to justify anti-LGBTQ+ and anti-women policies. And yet, all
major religions have also produced peace activists and supporters of LGBTQ+ and women's
rights. The causes of "Islamic" terrorism and opposition to LGBTQ+ and women's rights in
some Muslim communities are complex, and include social, economic and political factors
and the history of Western colonialism. (Old Gold and Black: Wake Forest University,
February 24, 2017).
14. When Ayman Mohamed arrived at the Tarbiya Institute in Roseville for morning prayer on
Feb. 1, he saw his religion had been attacked. On the mosque's white front walls, "Muslims
Out" and other hateful messages about Islam had been spray-painted in black. Even a nearby
truck had been vandalized (Sacramento Bee (California) February 23, 2017).
15. Early in the campaign, Trump proclaimed "I think Islam hates us." He also promised a "total
and complete shutdown" of Muslims entering the U.S. - a proposal he later backed away from
but which remains on his website.
"It's a great concern to us that he continues to employ some of the nation's most notorious
Islamophobes in the White House," Hooper told VOA. (Voice of America News, February 23,
2017).
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16. The largest increase involved the number of anti-Muslim hate groups. The SPLC found that
anti-Muslim hate groups rose from 34 in 2015 to 101 in 2016 - a shocking increase of 197
percent.
There are 44 hate organizations throughout the state including the American Defense League,
an anti-Muslim group; (Boonville Daily News (Missouri) February 20, 2017).
17. "We have been receiving lots of (calls about) cases of people experiencing difficulties before
and after the election. There has been a spike in these incidents ... with 111 reported
nationwide in the week after the election," Usman explained. "Many more go unreported."
In the Bay Area, several women wearing headscarves, or hijabs, have been harassed and even
attacked, she said, and a mosque in Davis was vandalized recently. In addition, "Fifty-five
percent of Muslim students statewide experience some bullying," Usman stated. (The East
Bay Times (California) February 20, 2017).
18. He cited "Iron Eagle," "Aladdin" and "Back to the Future," wherein a Libyan terrorist kills
Doc Brown, as stereotypical, harmful imaginings of Muslims that ought to be replaced by
realistic narratives
There have been many people in the western mainstream press who have also been writing
the stories of Muslims and creating negative stereotypes, Ali said. What people know about
Muslims is overwhelmingly negative due to the sensationalized stories shown in the news
media.(The Towerlight: Towson University, February 20, 2017).
19. The other man, blond-haired and blue-eyed, then demanded, "Where you from?"
Ali said, "It is none of your business."
The other man said, "We don't need more people like you here."
They are trying to assimilate. He said, "We left Islam in Iraq." His wife no longer wears a
hijab to cover her hair, which she has dyed light brown. They attend Bible study and are
planning to convert to Christianity. ( The Cincinnati Enquirer (Ohio) ruary 19, 2017).
20. ACT's leadership acknowledges that it gets a bad rap. The Southern Poverty Law Center and
other civil rights watchdogs label it an extremist group that demonizes Muslims. ACT argues
that the perception comes from ignorance or because the media, Democrats and Muslims hide
the truth in a bid to destroy the country.
In a recent message to members, the group said that Islamophobia is a "deceptive narrative,"
that the mainstream media propagates "fake news" and that refugee advocates are "fanatics."
"It's a spiritual battle of good and evil, and a lot of folks on the left have a difficult time
thinking that there is actually good and evil," he said.
White, a devout Christian, says that sharia - the guiding laws and principles of Islam - is the
embodiment of that evil; that the Muslim Brotherhood, a Sunni Islamic movement that is a
force in Middle Eastern politics, is working to spread sharia throughout America; and that
CAIR, the Islamic Society of North America, the majority of American mosques, and a host
of other Muslim leaders and organizations are outgrowths of the Brotherhood on U.S. soil.
The Trump administration has been considering adding the Brotherhood to its list of
designated foreign terrorist organizations; ACT considers that a top priority.( The Washington
Post, February 19, 2017).
21. How many Americans must be killed by Muslim terrorists before we recognize and accept
that Islam is not a religion of peace, but an ideology of violent extremism?
How can we keep ourselves safe without carefully controlling Muslim immigration, and
eventually removing the jihadist Muslims who are already here in America? If you doubt this,
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please see: www.thereligionofpeace.com, especially the Jihad Reports.(The Courier-Times
(Roxboro, North Carolina) February 18, 2017).
22. No. Instead Maher actually bonded with the extremist author and lecturer on their shared antiMuslim views. Yiannopoulos complimented Maher: "You're sound on Islam unlike most
people on your show." To which Maher glowingly responded, "Yes, that's true." (Although
when Maher remarked that all religions were "stupid and dangerous," Yiannopoulos pushed
back noting that, as a Catholic, he thinks his own faith is great.)
"America has a Muslim problem" has conflated all Muslims with ISIS and has even defended
loathing of Muslims with the comment, "fear of Islam is entirely rational."
"I think that Islam is a problem." (The Daily Cardinal: University of Wisconsin – Madison,
February 18, 2017).
23. During and after the presidential campaign, Muslims reported a wave of harassment on the
streets and attacks on their mosques and community centers. Jewish institutions have also
reported a spike in vandalism and threats.(Torrance Daily Breeze (California) February 18,
2017).
24. Trump told the Christian Broadcasting Network that Christians would be given preference
over other religious groups, asserting falsely that under Obama, "If you were a Muslim you
could come in, but if you were a Christian, it was almost impossible." (Murfreesboro Vision,
February 9, 2017).
25. It appears to be part of a mission by the president and his closest advisers to heighten fears by
promoting a dangerously exaggerated vision of an America under siege by what they call
radical Islam. (The New York Times, February 9, 2017)
26. "There can be some discriminatory policies...equal protection doesn't apply to immigrants,"
Rahman noted, arguing that the nature of immigration policy in the U.S. has allowed for
implicit discrimination against Muslims in this most recent policy. (Swarthmore Phoenix:
Swarthmore College, February 9, 2017)
27. "I do feel comfortable calling it a Muslim ban," he said with regards to the executive
order.(Swarthmore Phoenix: Swarthmore College, February 9, 2017)
28. "I think he made a statement right at the time he issued the order that, 'You know, I've taken
steps to prevent radical Islamic terrorists from-to keep them out,'" Schneiderman said during
an unrelated press conference. "So he's identified this as being a religiously motivated order
himself. Others around him have said similar things." (New York Observer, February 8, 2017)
29. Although the order does not explicitly mention Muslims -- and administration officials insist
it is not a "Muslim ban" -- we know the motive behind the order from Trump's own campaign
promise to mandate the "complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States." (Parsons
Sun (Kansas), February 8, 2017)
30. "I don't actually think it's a rollback. In fact, you could say it's an expansion... People were so
upset when I used the word Muslim. Oh, you can't use the word Muslim. Remember this.
(Parsons Sun (Kansas), February 8, 2017)
31. Orwellian doublespeak cannot obscure the hostility toward Muslims and Islam that animates
President Trump's executive order on immigration. A Muslim ban is a Muslim ban by any
other name. (Parsons Sun (Kansas), February 8, 2017)
32. "The sham of a secular purpose is exposed both by the language of the order and defendants'
expressions of anti-Muslim intent," they maintain. (The Burlington Free Press (Vermont),
February 7, 2017)
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33. President Donald Trump has embraced a deeply suspicious view of Islam that several of his
aides have promoted, notably retired Lt. Gen. Michael T. Flynn (second from right), now his
national security adviser, and Stephen K. Bannon (right), the president's top strategist. (Dayton
Daily News (Ohio), February 7, 2017)
34. Retired Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, President Donald Trump's national security adviser, has been
instrumental in bringing a dark, deeply suspicious vision of Islam as an inherently hostile
ideology from the fringes of the far right to the center of U.S. policymaking. Flynn last
February tweeted a link to an anti-Muslim video and wrote, "Fear of Muslims is RATIONAL."
(Dayton Daily News (Ohio), February 7, 2017)
35. "The hateful ideology of radical Islam," he told supporters, must not be "allowed to reside or
spread within our own communities." (Dayton Daily News (Ohio), February 7, 2017)
36. It sometimes conflates terrorist groups like al-Qaida and the Islamic State with largely
nonviolent groups such as the Muslim Brotherhood and its offshoots and, at times, with the
1.7 billion Muslims around the world. In its more extreme forms, this view promotes
conspiracies about government infiltration and the danger that sharia, the legal code of Islam,
may take over in the United States. (Dayton Daily News (Ohio), February 7, 2017)
37. Gaffney has been labeled "one of America's most notorious Islamophobes" by the Southern
Poverty Law Center. The Anti-Defamation League describes him as a "purveyor of antiMuslim conspiracy theories." (Dayton Daily News (Ohio), February 7, 2017)
38. Potential enemies are hidden in plain sight - praying in mosques, recruiting at Muslim student
associations and organizing through mainstream Muslim rights groups - and are engaged in
"this stealthy, subversive kind of jihad." (Dayton Daily News (Ohio), February 7, 2017)
39. During times like this, the silence of a minority group is equated with complacency. As a
Muslim, I cringe when terrorist attacks occur. That is often followed by the pressure of feeling
as though I must speak out against such an injustice simply because I am Muslim. (The Hoya:
Georgetown University, February 7, 2017)
40. This portrayal parallels the characterization of Islamic fundamentalism as a "vicious cancer
inside the body of 1.7 billion people on this planet" which "has to be excised," according to
National Security Adviser Lt. Gen. Mike Flynn back in August. (The Hoya: Georgetown
University, February 7, 2017)
41. One panel explored the ways in which divisive policies of surveillance and control have
fanned Islamophobia since 9/11. Debbie Almontaser, board director of the Muslim
Community Network, said that the media's reluctance to call an attack "terrorism" unless the
perpetrator is Muslim reinforces the false notion that "terrorism is only defined in the Muslim
context." (Our Town (New York), February 7, 2017)
42. In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, Attorney General John Ashcroft launched a program to detain
and investigate immigrants from Muslim-majority countries who had arrived in the U.S.
during the previous two years. (The Jewish Star (New York), February 8, 2017)
43. Islamophobia is the fear of Muslims. This fear is caused by the negative stereotyping and
portrayal of all Muslims as terrorists based on the actions of some Islamic extremists. Media
coverage also contributes to the fear and confusion with inaccurate and incriminating
implications regarding terrorist attacks. (The News & Observer (Raleigh, North Carolina),
February 8, 2017)
44. On Jan. 29, six people were killed in a Quebec City mosque by a gunman. The suspect's social
media use suggests support for white supremacist ideas and the Trump movement. That event,
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though jarring and terrifying, was neither new nor unpredictable, especially for Canada's
Muslim citizens. (The New York Times, February 6, 2017)
45. After the American election, a member of Parliament named Kellie Leitch sent out an email
blast calling Mr. Trump's win ''an exciting message and one that we need delivered in Canada
as well. (The New York Times, February 6, 2017)
46. She attempted to establish a tip line for ''barbaric cultural practices,'' a blatant attempt to curry
favor with racists and Islamophobes under the guise of protecting women and children. Ads
for Ms. Leitch run on our version of Breitbart, the adorably named The Rebel, a site that
traffics in hate speech. Earlier this week, The Rebel wondered if the Quebec City shooter was
actually a Muslim extremist rather than a white nationalist. (The New York Times, February
6, 2017)
47. Islamism with the added twist that global domination and the spread of draconian
interpretations of Islamic law can be achieved only through the sword, only through the use
terrorism, beheadings, crucifixions, slavery, genocide -- I could go on. (The Washington
Times, 8 February, 2017)
48. Should America's doors be opened to people who hold these beliefs? If not, are effective
measures in place to keep them out? (The Washington Times, 8 February, 2017)
49. Islamophobia is not an alternative fact," Nabila said. "It's real and it's on the rise. Institutional
racism is an obstacle that Black Americans have faced on a daily basis for centuries and
Muslims are currently facing because of increasing intolerance." (The Santa Clara: Santa
Clara University, February 9, 2017)
50. "I think it's unconstitutional [because] it discriminates against Muslims," she said. "It feeds
into islamophobia and anti-Muslim rhetoric, and I think it's unacceptable. (The Chronicle:
Quinnipiac University, February 8, 2017)
51. It was very clear that while Trump said, 'This is not anti-Muslim,' the discussion that followed
the executive order was very much targeting Muslims in seven countries and not others." (The
Chronicle: Quinnipiac University, February 8, 2017)
52. One panel explored the ways in which divisive policies of surveillance and control have
fanned Islamophobia since 9/11. Debbie Almontaser, board director of the Muslim
Community Network, said that the media's reluctance to call an attack "terrorism" unless the
perpetrator is Muslim reinforces the false notion that "terrorism is only defined in the Muslim
context." (West Side Spirit (New York), February 7, 2017)
53. Ms. Alamrani has been subjected to physical and verbal attacks from her fellow officers,
including one incident where two colleagues allegedly attempted to rip the hijab off her head.
(The Christian Science Monitor, February 8, 2017)
54. But it also comes at a time when many American Muslims report feeling unsafe, following a
67 percent increase in hate crimes against Muslims in 2015 and a reported surge in antiMuslim crimes and rhetoric linked to the 2016 presidential election. (The Christian Science
Monitor, February 8, 2017)
55. In December, a female officer named Aml Elsokary was threatened and referred to as "ISIS"
while she was off-duty and wearing her hijab. (The Christian Science Monitor, February 8,
2017)
56. Such incidents have prompted some Muslim women to leave their hijabs at home out of fear
of attracting negative public attention, as Harry Bruinius reported for The Christian Science
Monitor in December. (The Christian Science Monitor, February 8, 2017)
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57. Some Americans remain unmoved. They have this oversimplified and illogical thought
process: if some Muslims are terrorists, then all Muslims are dangerous. (The Daily American
, February 8, 2017)
58. Only 15% of the world's Muslims are affected, the judge said, citing his own calculations. He
added that the "concern for terrorism from those connected to radical Islamic sects is hard to
deny. (Daily Post (Palo Alto, California), February 8, 2017)
59. The amount of evidence that Trump intended to discriminate against Muslims is "remarkable."
It cited Trump's campaign promises of a "total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering
the United States." (Metro – Philadelphia, February 8, 2017)
60. In a tweet on Monday night, Trump said "the threat from radical Islamic terrorism is very real"
urging the courts to act quickly. (Metro – Philadelphia, February 8, 2017)
61. But the on-again, off-again order, as well as anti-Muslim sentiment and the attack on the
Canadian mosque, has some Triangle refugees and Muslims concerned. Members of other
faith communities also are worried. (The News & Observer (Raleigh, North Carolina),
February 8, 2017).
62. To compound this anti-Muslim order, President Trump told an interviewer that Christians, who have
been persecuted in those countries, would be given priority and "we are going to help them."
What Trump has done is fulfill one of his most frightening and un-American campaign promises. In
December 2015, he carefully read from a press release, "Donald J. Trump is calling for a total and
complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States until our country's representatives can figure
out what is going on."
The Wall Street Journal writes that foreign countries supplying the most terrorists were Saudi Arabia,
from which most of the Sept. 11 murderers came, and Pakistan, yet neither of those countries is on the
banned list.
When I came to this country in 1939, many members of Congress, officials in the State Department
and organizations that called themselves "America First" were trying to block the admission of Jews
and others fleeing Europe.( The News Journal (Wilmington, Delaware) February 6, 2017).
63. Hours after a federal appeals court refused because the atmosphere fostered by Trump's anti-Muslim,
anti-Mexican rhetoric has created worries in him
"Today it's our Muslim brothers and sisters," said Joaquin, a native of the Dominican Republic.
"Tomorrow it could be us(The Record (Bergen County, NJ) February 6, 2017).
64. Mike Flynn, Trump's national security adviser, has referred to Islam as a "vicious cancer" that must be
"excised."
Now, the bigotry of people like Flynn is directly targeting and harming Muslim communities all over
the world. (The Rebel Yell: University of Nevada - Las Vegas, February 6, 2017).
65. Only two groups seem to be cheering: Republicans who are afraid of crossing the new president and
jihadists who cannot believe their good fortune.
David Miliband, the former British foreign secretary who now heads the International Rescue
Committee, was exactly right when he wrote in The New York Times that Trump's action is "a
propaganda gift to those who would plot harm to America."
The president's order bars all refugees for 120 days, bans refugees from Syria indefinitely, and stops
all citizens from seven Muslim-majority countries
And U.S.-born jihadists are a far greater threat than outsiders trying to infiltrate the country.( The
News-Examiner (Connersville, Indiana) February 5, 2017).
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66. At the red-hot center of President Trump's first 11 days in office has been his chief strategist Stephen
K. Bannon, who seeks to organize a global populist movement for "Judeo-Christian" values and
against radical Islam.
heartless; it's dangerous. It affirms the Islamic State's narrative that it is at war with an anti-Muslim
America.
"We are in an outright war against jihadist Islamic fascism," he told the Vatican audience. (The Daily
News (Longview, Washington) February 3, 2017).
67. However, we also have an ugly history of exclusion based on religious bigotry.
Unfortunately, religious fear is again shaping policy.
minority religions facing religious persecution in their home countries. While it is unclear precisely
what this will mean in practice, as applied to Middle Eastern refugees it is potentially troubling.
It is undeniable that Christians and other minority religions have suffered persecution at the hands of
ISIS, Iran and others. Trump rightly recognizes that the United States should extend asylum to those
fleeing such attacks.
Singling out these victims of radical Islamic terrorism for indifference because they are Muslim is a
terrible mistake. It is not the act of a strong nation, but of someone who is frightened of suffering and
powerless people because they happen to be Muslim.
those fleeing persecution at the hands of radical jihadists are precisely the people most likely to turn
against murderous perversions of their own religion. These are Muslims who the United States should
be supporting and encouraging rather than turning away.
Third, singling out Muslims for special indifference alienates our allies in the war on terrorism
(Richmond Times Dispatch (Virginia) February 3, 2017).
68. administration uphold what Arab officials see as a "Muslim ban,"
"The policy on the surface, and perhaps under the surface, is anti-Muslim [and] makes it hard for any
Muslim country to be an open partner with the US," says Clint Watts, a senior fellow at the
Philadelphia-based Foreign Policy Research Institute and a former FBI special agent.
an unintended propaganda boost to the jihadists, whose supporters are citing the ban on social
media.(The Christian Science Monitor, February 2, 2017).
69. Stephen Bannon, who proclaims a global populist movement for "Judeo-Christian" values and against
radical Islam.
It affirms the Islamic State's narrative that it's at war with an anti-Muslim America.
Some critics have argued that Bannon is a white nationalist, even a neo-Nazi. What follows is a more
measured account, sticking to his own explanations of how he sees the world - and why he seeks to
overturn the establishment's network of trade and security policies
The rise of the Islamic State in 2014 gave Bannon a new rallying cry: "We are in an outright war
against jihadist Islamic fascism," he told the Vatican audience. "I believe you should take a very, very,
very aggressive stance against radical Islam."( The Courier (Findlay, Ohio) February 2, 2017).
70. Trump's list includes three state sponsors of terrorism, but fails to include all nations identified as
terrorist safe havens (which includes Egypt, Pakistan, the Philippines and others).
Since 2001, most of the jihadist terrorist attacks in the United States have been committed by either
American citizens or naturalized citizens. When foreign nationals were involved in attacks, they came
from other nations not included on the current list, including Kuwait and Russia.( Daily Herald (Provo,
Utah) February 2, 2017).
71. Have we finally gone crazy? Why would any American be opposed to any American president doing
whatever it takes to make our country safe from jihadist terrorists? Why is this so hard to understand
for some people?
George W. Bush within a few days after Sept. 11, 2001.
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72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

Where were the demonstrations when President Obama restricted immigration for six months on
persons from Iraq?
Why were there no demonstrations following the news on Christians being slaughtered in many areas
of the Middle East?
U.K., Germany and France condemn our actions when they have seen so much violence in their
countries? Even many, many peaceful Muslims want to have radicals identified so they, too, will not
be harmed. Wake up, America!(Chattanooga Times Free Press (Tennessee) February 5, 2017).
For Bannon, this appointment puts him on a par with National Security Adviser Michael T. Flynn, his
rival for Trump's ear when it comes to extremist anti-Muslim, pro-Russian views
He said the "Judeo-Christian West," with its traditionalist values and economic nationalism, is
threatened by the rise of global economic elites and "jihadist Islamist fascism."( The MetroWest Daily
News (Framingham, Massachusetts) February 2, 2017).
one ought to acknowledge that this is not a "Muslim ban" per se
is inevitably affective of Muslims seeking refuge,
This was the position of the Obama administration - in the wake of mass violence on behalf of radical
jihadists, the former president felt it more important to lecture America about Islamophobia rather than
to assuage the victims' families that the gubernatorial forces that be are unified in a fight against radical
Islamism.(The Mirror: Fairfield University, February 2, 2017).
It was at a campaign rally in August that President Trump most fully unveiled the dark vision of an
America under siege by ''radical Islam'' that is now radically reshaping the policies of the United States.
and counterterrorism debates over the last 20 years. He has embraced a deeply suspicious view of
Islam that several of his
This worldview borrows from the ''clash of civilizations'' thesis of the political scientist Samuel P.
Huntington, and combines straightforward warnings about extremist violence with broad-brush
critiques of Islam. It sometimes conflates terrorist groups like Al Qaeda and the Islamic State with
largely nonviolent groups such as the Muslim Brotherhood and its offshoots and, at times, with the 1.7
billion Muslims around the world. In its more extreme forms, this view promotes conspiracies about
government infiltration and the danger that Shariah, the legal code of Islam, may take over in the
United States
Those espousing such views present Islam as an inherently hostile ideology whose adherents are
enemies of Christianity and Judaism and seek to conquer nonbelievers either by violence or through a
sort of stealthy brainwashing.
which would designate the Muslim Brotherhood, the Islamist political movement in the Middle East,
as a terrorist organization, is now under discussion at the White House, administration officials say.
Among the most outspoken of those warning about Islam are Pamela Geller, of Stop Islamization of
America, Robert Spencer, of Jihad Watch, and Frank Gaffney Jr., of the Center for Security Policy(The
New York Times, February 2, 2017).
In the age of Islamism, these bans are pragmatic and presidential
Violent Islamism thrives within expanding vacuums formed under weak governments. Unchallenged,
within such vacuums, failed states are filled with extremism. Tragically, each of the seven countries
has become at once victim, safe haven, patron and incubator of violent Islamism.
Islamism thrives in chaos. In the wake of the last decade defined by the Obama presidencies
Somalia remains just as destabilized by the jihadist group al-Shabab as by conflicts between brutal
warlords.(Newsday (New York) February 2, 2017).
''Burn Your Local Mosque,'' it read, around a silhouette of a Turkish-style mosque against an orange
flame. He snapped a cellphone photo and added it to his collection of anti-Muslim propaganda popping
up around the city.
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There are at least 100 right-wing extremist groups in Canada, according to two Canadian studies
published last year, with most of them active in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Alberta and British
Columbia
Canadian police forces recorded 99 religiously motivated hate crimes against Muslims -- up from 45
in 2012, according to Statistics Canada.
Some critics have blamed Donald J. Trump's nationalistic language, but right-wing extremism has long
thrived in Canada among skinheads, white supremacists and others, said Barbara Perry, a global hate
crime expert at the University of Ontario Institute of Technology in Oshawa, Ontario, and the lead
author of a report published last year in the journal Studies in Conflict & Terrorism.
The Canadian authorities have recorded thousands of hate-motivated crimes in recent years, but Ms.
Perry said Canadian law enforcement officials have played down the threat of right-wing extremists,
preferring instead to focus on Islamic terrorism.
A 2016 telephone survey by the Canadian polling firm Forum Research found that in a random
sampling of 1,304 Canadians, Muslims were the focus of the most animosity in Quebec, where 48
percent of respondents expressed dislike of the religion.
''It is clear from these findings that respondents in Quebec are the most likely to hold unfavorable
feelings towards Jewish and Muslim people,'' said the firm's president, Lorne Bozinoff.
ship with a jihadist flag as its sail approaching Quebec City(The New York Times, February 1, 2017).

77. President Trump's executive order suspends the entry of refugees into the United States for
120 days. The order also indefinitely stops the admission of Syrian refugees and for 90 days’
bars individuals from entering the United States from seven predominately Muslim countries:
Iraq, Syria, Iran, Sudan, Libya, Somalia and Yemen (Chico Enterprise-Record: February 16,
2017).
78. NEW BRUNSWICK - Increased security has been requested for Muslim students at Rutgers
University after a poster calling for a "Muslim-Free America" was found on a campus building
used by Muslim students for prayers and programs (Courier-Post: February 16, 2017).
79. According to data from the Women's Rights Project, nearly 70 percent of Muslim women and
girls who wear hijabs reported being discriminated against (Lowell Sun: February 16, 2017)
80. The number of anti-Muslim groups grew the most, almost tripling to 101 in 2016 from 34 in
2015, in part because of President Trump's 2015 proposal to bar Muslims from entering the
United States in response to the Syrian refugee crisis and terrorist attacks in San Bernardino,
Calif., and Orlando, Fla. There were a total of 917 hate groups operating in the United States
in 2016, an increase from 892 in 2015 and 784 in 2014, the center said in its annual report
(The New York Times: February 16, 2017).
81. Selectman Paul Belham and candidate for Board of Selectman James Lang were both accused
of sharing anti-Muslim or racially derogatory photos (The North Attleborough Free Press:
February 16, 2017).
82. According to attendees, the direct impetus for the speak out stemmed from an inflammatory
article, "Europe's Islam problem and U.S. immigration policy," written by Shannon Gilreath,
a Wake Forest professor of law and women's, gender and sexuality studies (Old Gold and
Black: Wake Forest University: February 16, 2017).
83. In San Francisco, the list names the Loyal White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and the white
nationalist Counter-Currents Publishing house as having offices, although contacting them is
tough. Walnut Creek is pegged as home to the anti-Muslim Islamthreat.com, and the Black
Riders Liberation Party black separatist group is placed in Oakland ( The San Francisco
Chronicle: February 16, 2017)
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84. The Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) attributed some of the growth to President Trump,
who it described Wednesday in its quarterly Intelligence Report as having "electrified the
radical right," and whose campaign rallies, the report's author claims, were "filled with just as
much anti-establishment vitriol as any extremist rally." (The Washington Post: February 16,
2017).
85. All across the country, a mass protest movement is challenging the Trump administration's
"shock and awe" assault on our most cherished freedoms, traditions and democratic ideals.
President Trump and his Republican backers are openly promoting racism, Islamophobia and
bigotry in a cynical drive to increase the hold of the environment-destroying billionaire class
on all levels of government, and promote a dangerous right-wing agenda that most Americans
would otherwise reject (The Daily Cardinal: February 15, 2017).
86. The number of hate groups in the United States increased for the second consecutive year--a
rise partly attributed to "radical right" groups emboldened by President Donald Trump's
candidacy, a new report by the Southern Poverty Law Center finds (Long Island Press:
February 15, 2017).
87. A sign espousing a hate group's vision of a "Muslim-free America" has upset students and
faculty at Rutgers University after it was discovered taped next to a building that is a frequent
gathering place for Muslim students, campus officials said Tuesday (The Record: February
15, 2017).
88. Davis mosque vandalism suspect Lauren Kirk-Coehlo wrote text and social media messages
expressing her desire to commit mass murder and glorifying Dylann Roof, the 22-year-old
man convicted of gunning down nine African Americans in a Charleston, S.C., church,
according to a Davis Police Department declaration filed Tuesday in Yolo Superior Court
(Sacramento Bee: February 15, 2017).
89. An Islamic graduate school here has turned down an $800,000 U.S. Department of Homeland
Securitygrant to counter violent extremism (Chico Enterprise-Record: February 14, 2017)
90. Muslim business owners in New York City recently responded to President Donald Trump's
refugee and immigration orders by closing their shops for eight hours and gathering for a
massive rally and call to prayer in downtown Brooklyn (Metro – Philadelphia: February 14,
2017).
91. Woman charged with hate crime in Davis mosque attack (Sacramento Bee: February 14,
2017).
92. Dozens of anti-Muslim posters appeared on campus Monday morning, suggesting people
should "imagine a Muslim-free America ( The Daily Texan: University of Texas at Austin:
February 13, 2017).
93. President Donald Trump issued an executive order that banned refugees from seven Muslimmajority nations from traveling. Trump stated this was necessary to keep America safe, when
rather it has been causing more harm across the globe (The Depaulia: DePaul University:
February 13, 2017).
94. For three years, as undersecretary of state for public diplomacy and public affairs, I would not
and could not utter that phrase. No one in the Obama administration could or did. We used
the much less specific term ''violent extremism.'' As in ''countering violent extremism,'' which
is what we called much of our anti-Islamic State efforts ( The New York Times: February 13,
2017).
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95. "We will win that battle," Trump said. "The unfortunate part is that it takes time”( Chicago
Tribune: February 11, 2017).
96. Trump administration issued an executive order entitled "Protecting the Nation from Foreign
Terrorist Entry into the United States," which suspends the arrival of refugees for 120 days
and bans the entrance of persons from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Syria, Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen
into the country for 90 days. This travel ban, which is more infamously known as the "Muslim
ban," was met with much disbelief and outrage by American citizens and people around the
world ( The Greyhound: Loyola College – Maryland: February 11, 2017).
97. The Reuters news agency reported last week that the Department of Homeland Security
planned to change its "Countering Violent Extremism" program to "Countering Islamic
Extremism" or "Countering Radical Islamic Extremism" and no longer would target white
supremacists and other violent groups (Voice of America News: February 11, 2017)
98. Google Islam, religion and politics, and it's easy to find websites such as PoliticalIslam.com,
which claims to use "statistical methods" to prove that "Islam is far more of a political system
than a religion.” (The Washington Post: February 11, 2017).
99. "We want to be here to show our support and solidarity," said Rabbi Danny Burkeman. He
then presented Chaudhry and the mosque's members a gift--a gesture Chaudhry felt especially
grateful for. Burkeman added that it was important to stand "shoulder to shoulder" amid
tumultuous times (Long Island Press: February 10, 2017).
100. We are going to do whatever's necessary to keep our country safe," Trump said (Metro –
Philadelphia: February 10, 2017).
101. Moments after the ruling was released, Trump tweeted, "SEE YOU IN COURT," adding that
"THE SECURITY OF OUR NATION IS AT STAKE!" (Telegram & Gazette: February 10,
2017).
102. Muslims are the latest enemy on Trump's hit list. His recent executive order was plainly
drafted to appeal to his supporters during the campaign (The Boston Globe: February 9, 2017).
103. A majority of Europeans would support measures similar to President Trump's temporary
immigration ban on people from seven predominantly Muslim countries, according to a recent
survey conducted by Chatham House, a London-based foreign affairs think tank (The
Christian Science Monitor: February 9, 2017).
104. A mass shooting erupted in Canada at the end of January as gunmen targeted a mosque in the
city of Quebec. As a result of the attack, six people were killed and another eight were injured
(Concordiensis: Union College: February 9, 2017).
105. The Houston field division of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives,
along with the state fire marshal's office, the Victoria fire marshal and the Department of
Public Safety, began an investigation after the Victoria Fire Department put the fire out Jan.
28 (Corpus Christi Caller-Times: February 9, 2017).
106. The president's order bars all refugees for 120 days, bans refugees from Syria indefinitely, and
stops all citizens from seven Muslim-majority countries from entering the U.S. for 90 days.
Moreover, it slashes the U.S. quota for refugees from 110,000 a year to 50,000 (The JournalStandard: February 9, 2017).
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Highlights from the European Newspapers’ Stories
107. Five Years For White Supremacist Who Used Social Media To Stir Up Racial Hatred
A white supremacist who idolised Adolf Hitler and posted online calls for his followers to kill Muslim
and Jewish people has been jailed.
Sean Creighton , 45, made racist, Islamophobic, homophobic and anti-Semitic calls to arms on social
media and was also found in possession of a weapons manual which could be used by terrorists.
He told police he was "a bit of a hater who hated for the people", Kingston Crown Court heard.
In one instance, he posted an image of Hitler along with the message "kill the Muslims"
online. (Media Lawyer, February 23, 2017)
108. Stating the case against visit "It's unfair and makes my country unsafe, alienates patriotic Muslims and
gives a platform to those who don't wish us well," [Khizr Khan], whose son Humayun was killed in
2004, said on Monday (30).
The organisation described the ban as "deeply worrying" and "discriminatory," saying it played into
the hands of the far right.
"Muslims will now feel under threat - those living in the US are now more prone to anti- Muslim
attacks, and Muslims with dual nationality who either reside in or have family in America are stuck in
no man's land."
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn, the Liberal Democrats and Scotland's first minister, Nicola Sturgeon,
have all called for the state visit to be cancelled.
White House chief of staffReince Priebus said the countries which feature on the banned list are
included because they were the seven that were most identifiable with dangerous terrorism taking place
in their country.
"These are countries that harbour and train terrorists. These are countries that we want
to know who is coming and going in and out of to prevent calamities from happening in
this country," he added. (Eastern Eye, February 3, 2017)
109. Right-Wing Extremism; Xenophobia Has Economic Consequences
HIGHLIGHT: The government is looking into the consequences of right-wing extremism but the
conclusion is already obvious, Handelsblatt's chief political correspondent writes.
On German unification day in 2016 in Dresden, 200 demonstrators, most of them
followers of the anti-Islam PEGIDA movement, insulted our country's leadership,
shouting "away with Merkel," "traitors to the people" and "get out of here!" Last year,
more than 80 percent of far-right demonstrations centered on the issues of asylum,
immigration and Islamization. Xenophobic movements such as PEGIDA, or Patriotic
Europeans Against the Islamization of the West, have gained strong followings in some
regions of Germany including the East. (Handelsblatt Global Edition, February 23,
2017)
110. Social Instability On The Rise Amid Growing Religious Intolerance
The government's efforts to strengthen ties with conservative Islamic groups are leading to a stronger
'Islamisation' of political decision-making processes. Although this strategy is intended to boost the
ruling Awami League's authority, it will also undermine secular governance and encourage religious
intolerance among the country's Muslim-majority population, posing downside risks to social stability.
Although the government has endeavoured to clamp down on religious extremism and
terrorist groups, its simultaneous efforts to strengthen ties with the conservative Hefazate-Islam group have contributed to growing religious intolerance among the population.
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A hardening of religious views within the Muslim-majority population is likely to trigger
further episodes of violence similar to the Nasirnagar attacks in November 2016 which
were sparked by a social media post on the Islamic faith. (Business Monitor Online,
February 22, 2017).
111. Inside the shadowy world of the extremist Scot who tops the 'dirty dozen' list of the nation's far-right
activists
Dowson, 52, who was born in Airdrie, has a long history of extremist activities, including a spell as a
prominent member of the BNP and founding the far-right, anti-Muslim group Britain First, which
dubbed itself a "Christian" group opposing the rise of radical Islam and provoked huge controversy
after invading mosques in England and Scotland and threatening imams.
Hope Not Hate's State of Hate report for 2017 also named him as one of Britain's most
influential far-right activists, describing him as a Christian Fundamentalist and antiMuslim, who set up anti-immigrant group the Knights Templar International (KTI) soon
after leaving Britain First. (The Sunday Herald (Glasgow), February 19, 2017).
112. Bigotry continues to cast an image of horror over Burma
FOR more than four years now the Rohingya minority of Burma has been subjected to a campaign of
persecution and violence that has seen more than 100,000 displaced from their homes. The Rohingya,
who number around 1.3 million, are Muslims living in a predominantly Buddhist nation.
The Burmese government refuses to recognise the Rohingya as citizens and has subjected them to
restrictions on marriage, employment, healthcare and education.
Such is the recent escalation of violence against the Rohingya that this week Pope Francis drew
attention to their plight.
"They have been suffering, they are being tortured and killed, simply because they uphold their Muslim
faith," he said at his weekly audience at the Vatican, going on to ask those present to pray "for our
Rohingya brothers and sisters who are being chased from Myanmar and are fleeing from one place to
another because no one wants them".
In summer 2012, communal tensions that had long simmered, flared into deadly violence when
Buddhist mobs rampaged after rumours spread that a Buddhist woman had been raped by a Muslim
man. More than 200 people - most of them Rohingya - were killed, some hacked to death with
machetes. Thousands more were driven from their homes. Since then anti-Muslim sentiment has been
stoked by hardline Buddhist monks at the forefront of an extremist nationalism movement that has
grown as Burma emerged from a decades-old military junta.
Earlier this month a UN report documented a litany of abuses exacted on hundreds of men, women
and children by security forces in a "campaign of terror".
The report, based on the testimony of 200 Rohingya who fled Burma to Bangladesh, makes for
harrowing reading.
Witnesses described how soldiers and police officers, assisted by local villagers, carried out "the killing
of babies, toddlers, children, women and elderly; opening fire at people fleeing; burning of entire
villages; massive detention; massive and systematic rape and sexual violence; deliberate destruction
of food and sources of food".
In one case, an entire family, including elderly and disabled individuals, was locked inside a house
and set on fire. Security forces sometimes beat, raped or killed people in front of relatives with the
intention of "humiliating and instilling fear".
A 14-year-old girl told how soldiers had raped her, bludgeoned her mother to death and killed her two
younger sisters.
"They were not shot dead but slaughtered with knives," she told UN investigators.
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An 18-year-old girl said that her 60-year-old mother tried to escape but was seized by
soldiers. "She could not run very well so we saw them catch her and cut her throat with
a long knife." (Irish Independent, February 11, 2017).
113. Trump voters keep faith in America's Arab heartland; Many Arabs in this city support Trump and his
immigration policies
It is a place where headscarves are almost as common as baseball caps, where women in hijab work
out at the gym next to those scantily clad in Lycra, where the kibbeh (spiced raw meat) tastes almost
as good as in Beirut.
The unofficial Arab-American capital of the US prides itself on being an immigrant melting pot, where
nearly everyone's ancestors came from Lebanon or Yemen or Iraq, from Poland or Ireland or Germany.
Americans of every ethnicity have lived side by side here for decades, almost always harmoniously.
But these days, passions are running high over Trump's temporary ban on immigration
from seven Muslim-majority countries - not including Lebanon which, crucially, is the
ancestral home of about half of Dearborn's Arab population. But many Arab-Americans
in Dearborn condemn not just the practical impact of the order - some may not be able
to host family from overseas during the ban period, and even permanent residents face
lengthy interrogation at entry ports - but the fact that they feel it labels all Arabs as
potential terrorists. (The Irish Times, February 4, 2017).
114. Getting it together, Amartya Sen is an eminently reasonable man. Over six decades as an economist
and political theorist-he won the Nobel Prize in 1998-the 83-year-old has kept faith with rational
thinking.
When the Prime Minister Narendra Modi was governor of Gujarat in 2002, he was accused of stoking
anti-Muslim riots that led to 2,000 deaths. Sen took a stand against Modi in 2014, telling me with relish
how he "flew from Boston to New York, New York to New Delhi, New Delhi to Calcutta, and took a
car to my village to vote against Mr Modi's BJP candidates." His criticism drew a sharp response. He
was due to be re-appointed Chancellor of Nalanda University in Bihar, but was unexpectedly rejected,
apparently under government pressure.
Sen said: "I don't really think the [economic] policies are that good, but even if they were," irrespective
of whether Modi was personally culpable or not, the "amount of bloodshed" in a state he controlled
should be "taken into account." He cites two recent scandals involving Hindu extremists: the whipping
of Dalits for skinning a cow, and the killing of a Muslim on suspicion of keeping beef in his fridge.
"These are absolutely atrocious things that have no place in a secular, democratic India." (Prospect,
February 16, 2017).
115. I grilled Nigel and he was half-baked. This week I found myself sitting shoulder-to-shoulder with
Nigel Farage on Loose Women.
He was on to talk about his support for Trump's travel ban, an Executive Order which bars US entry
to passport holders from seven mainly Muslim countries and imposes a 120-day suspension of
admissions for all refugees.
It has became known as the Muslim ban and it has sparked mass protests around the world and been
branded racist and Islamophobic.
He asked me: "How would you feel if Muslims listening to an extremist preacher planted a bomb on
a London Tube?" There was no condemnation of hate crime, just words like "extremist preacher and
bomb" hand-picked to resonate with his supporters. (Daily Mirror, February 5, 2017).
116. An assassination rattles Myanmar; An assassination in Myanmar
The killing of a prominent Muslim lawyer rattles the country
KO NI was shot in the head at close range in broad daylight. He was waiting for a taxi outside Yangon's
bustling international airport, holding his three-year-old grandson in his arms. A prominent lawyer and
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adviser to the ruling National League for Democracy (NLD) party, he had just returned from Indonesia,
where he had been part of a delegation studying democracy and conflict resolution.
Mr Ko Ni was also a Muslim and a prominent defender of religious minorities in a country seething
with anti-Muslim sentiment. (The Economist, February 4, 2017).
117. Media must resist tide of hate speech, Hate speech is intended to incite violent action against a specific
group of people on the basis of their gender, ethnic or national origin, religion, race, disability or sexual
orientation. The act of uttering or publishing it with that intent is what matters, rather than expressing
a private opinion.
Such debates are hugely amplified by Donald Trump's executive order against refugees and all
travellers from Iraq, Iran, Syria, Yemen, Somalia, Sudan and Libya entering the United States. The
link between this order and his campaign rhetoric against Muslims, along with the acknowledged
Islamophobes in his immediate entourage, bring stereotyping and action together.
A conference in Brussels last week, organised by the United Nations Alliance of Civilisations and the
European Union, discussed how hate speech against migrants and refugees is reflected in the media.
(The Irish Times, February 4, 2017).
118. An order that breeds disorder, The immigration ban, coupled with another order to start building a
multibillion dollar wall on the Mexican border has, in one week, sent a disconcerting international
message of American intolerance and isolation. And similar concerns have developed on the domestic
side, with the administration signaling its intent to deny federal funds to so-called "sanctuary cities"
that do not cooperate with federal immigration officials. In other words, the White House will make
local governments pay for the feds' inability to overhaul broken U.S. immigration policy. That shifting
of responsibility makes no sense. And for that reason, we agree with Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer of New York, who said last week, "The only real solution to reform our immigration system
is to pass comprehensive immigration reform that provides a path to citizenship for the 11 million"
undocumented immigrants already in this country.
The outlier was the Zionist Organization of America, which commended the president for
"understanding and acting on the need to keep all of us safe from radical Islamist terrorism." (Jewish
Chronicle, February 3, 2017).
119. Trump is uniting US Jews and Muslims in a way few have ever managed
This has already been tracked in Europe where, in the post-9/11 period, far-right parties
opportunistically swapped one hatred for another in a rehabilitation exercise. A resurgent populist right
clocked that scapegoating Muslims and scaremongering over "Islamification" could bring electoral
gain.
By 2010, far-right figures such as the Dutch Party for Freedom leader Geert Wilders were canvassing
for Jewish endorsements (another image-scrubbing tactic) by talking up support for Israel as a
vanguard in a broader Judeo-Christian battle against "fundamentalist Islam". Welcomed by some of
Israel's hard-right government, Wilders described the country as a front-line fighter, warning: "If
Jerusalem falls, Amsterdam and New York will be next." (The Independent - Daily Edition, February
15, 2017).
120. 14-Year-Old Bird Watcher Speaks Out over Online Trolls, A14-Year-old Muslim girl has been
attacked by trolls and bullies online. Mya-Rose Craig, who rose to fame after campaigning about
environmental issues and writing about birding, has received explicit and sexist abuse in the past.
But trolls are now targeting her with Islamophobic tweets and posts on social media, with little regard
for the schoolgirl.
The Bristol Post has seen some of these Facebook posts and tweets, and cannot repeat them here.
The problems started when Mya-Rose did a documentary when she was seven, and a thread on a
popular birding forum had been started to criticise her.
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Things got worse, and people started directing the insults at the teenager as soon as she got on social
media.
Mya-Rose, who comes from a family of twitchers - bird watchers who travel to find exotic birds - has
now bravely opened up about the abuse.
She said: "At its worst, I get about four or five a day.
"It got really bad when I was slightly older. Some of the abuse was racist and Islamophobic.
Mya-Rose added: "It just hits me really hard. A lot of the time - even though I'm getting more of it
now - the abuse can be completely unexpected.
"It can ruin your day or week, and I find it really hard to understand why people think they can do that
to someone else.
"I feel strongly about my religion. It's part of who I am, and it's just really upsetting.” (Bristol Post,
February 7, 2017).
121. Local police take on Islamophobic online trolls after deadly car attack in Heidelberg; Police battle
Twitter trolls spreading news of fictional Islamist attacks
Minutes after the attack on Saturday afternoon, the trolling began.
A 35-year-old man driving a rented car crashed into pedestrians in the southern German university city
of Heidelberg, killing a 73-year-old passerby.
Leaving two others injured at the scene, the driver bolted from the car, wielding a knife.
He was soon cornered by police, shot in the stomach and taken into custody.
As the perpetrator underwent an emergency operation and police worked to establish his identity, the
trolls were already on the case.
"According to friends at the police, the shot perpetrator from Heidelberg is a so-called #refugee,"
tweeted one.
By 9pm on Saturday, the avalanche of tweets about a supposed Islamist perpetrator continued,
including one from an account called "Brexit Means Brexit", reading in English: "he f**k German.
He's a f**king Muslim. F**k the lot of them out of the West." (The Irish Times, February 28, 2017).
122. To fight far right we must help Muslims to fit in, We have three upcoming elections in France, the
Netherlands and Germany where immigration - and Muslim immigration in particular - will be the
main issue. In America, Donald Trump has declared his hand. Anti-Islam was one of his central
campaign messages. And in Britain, immigration was probably the issue that swung the Brexit vote.
On March 15, Geert Wilders' Party for Freedom, or PVV, is likely to become the biggest political party
in the country. Among his proposed policies are zero new immigration and - more inflammatory closure of all Mosques and a ban on the sale of the Koran in The Netherlands. (Irish Independent,
February 25, 2017).
123. Punishing Muslims for being Muslim.
The immigration ban, coupled with another order to start building a multibillion-dollar wall on the
Mexican border has, in one week, sent a disconcerting international message of American intolerance
and isolation. And similar concerns have developed on the domestic side, with the administration
signaling its intent to deny federal funds to so-called "sanctuary cities" that do not cooperate with
federal immigration officials. In other words, the White House will make local governments pay for
the feds' inability to overhaul broken U.S. immigration policy. That shifting of responsibility makes
no sense. And for that reason, we agree with Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer of New York,
who said last week, "The only real solution to reform our immigration system is to pass comprehensive
immigration reform that provides a path to citizenship for the 11 million" undocumented immigrants
already in this country.
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The outlier was the Zionist Organization of America, which commended the president for
"understanding and acting on the need to keep all of us safe from radical Islamist terrorism." (Jewish
News, February 3, 2017)
124. Henry McLeish: The five questions No voters must ask themselves to decide Scotland's post-Brexit
destiny
EMBRACING at least the spirit of Shakespeare's Mark Antony, and looking at the dispiriting state of
British politics, our new mantra should be: "We come to bury Brexit not to praise it. The evil that
politicians - men and women - do lives after them."
Anti-Islamic feeling is on the rise. (The National (Scotland), February 11, 2017).
125. Rabble Rouser Who Could Be the Next Nail in the Eu's Coffin
He's the Virulently Anti-Muslim Politician on Course to Win the Dutch Election - With Even the
Respectable Middle Classes Supporting Him
Geert Wilders, the 53-year-old of part-Indonesian heritage with peroxide blond hair, who is turning
Dutch thinking on its head. He is described by some as a rabid racist and has been convicted for inciting
discrimination.
Once temporarily banned from Britain as persona non grata' by the Labour government, he lives under
threat of assassination for his fiercely anti-immigration stance, and only this week tried
(unsuccessfully) to plaster Stop Islam' adverts over Holland's trams.
In 2012 he was doing well but not that well, with one in ten supporting him. Today his Right-wing,
Trump-like promises of imposing border controls, stopping Islamic sharia law, sending home migrants
who reject Dutch values or cause crime, and even banning the Koran, has won him an extraordinary
following in this Christian country, which has a Protestant Bible belt' and is dotted with Catholic
churches.
He says Islam is not a religion but an imperialist ideology like communism or fascism. And the Dutch,
from the urban middle class to those out in the sticks, are lapping it up. (DAILY MAIL (London),
February 4, 2017).
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Argus Leader (Sioux Falls, South Dakota)
February 26, 2017

Dutch PM candidate calls Islam a threat; Right-wing Party for Freedom leads
in polls for March election
By, Kim Hjelmgaard
"People are not satisfied. They feel misrepresented. The process of a 'patriotic spring' won't be stopped."
Geert Wilders, Party for Freedom
the hague, netherlands - This country's version of Donald Trump - but with more extreme anti-immigration and
anti-Islam views - counts on voters to give his right-wing party a chance next month to implement its controversial
vision.
"Dutch values are based on Christianity, on Judaism, on humanism. Islam and freedom are not compatible," populist
politician Geert Wilders, 53, told USA TODAY. "You see it in almost every country where it dominates. There is a total
lack of freedom, civil society, rule of law, middle class. Journalists, gays, apostates - they are all in trouble in those places.
And we import it."
Wilders wants to close all mosques; ban the Quran, the Muslim holy book; and seal the nation's borders to asylumseekers and immigrants from Islamic countries to prevent the spread of Islam.
President Trump wants a temporary halt in immigration from seven majority-Muslim nations but has said his goal is to
prevent terrorists from entering the USA.
Many Dutch voters find Wilders' views repugnant, and he was convicted in December of inciting discrimination through
hate speech. Yet his Party for Freedom is projected by polls to come in first in the national election March15, a closely
watched test of populism's growing spread in Europe after Trump's upset victory and Britain's vote to leave the European
Union.
Under the Netherlands' multiparty system, coming in first doesn't guarantee Wilders will wield power. He would have to
form a governing coalition with other parties, most of which have ruled out doing that. Plus, his lead is narrowing as
incumbent Prime Minister Mark Rutte has wooed the Dutch nationalist vote by shifting rightward.
Wilders predicts a populist wave against free-flowing immigration and rules set by the EU will keep washing over Europe,
whether he prevails or not.
"Even if I lose this election, the genie will not go back in the bottle again," he said. "People are fed up with the combination
of mass immigration, Islamization and austerity measures that require us to cut pensions and support for health care and
the elderly while giving (debt bailout) money to Greece and the eurozone.
"People are not satisfied. They feel misrepresented," he said. "The process of a 'patriotic spring' won't be stopped."
Wilders called Islam an ideology that poses an existential threat to core European values.
"The problem is that we are tolerant to everybody. We need to stop being tolerant to the people who are intolerant to us,"
Wilders said.
Wilders' harsh views on Islam have placed him on al-Qaeda, Taliban and Islamic State assassination lists for more than a
decade. He wears a bulletproof vest, has an elaborate security detail and moves with his wife between safe houses. "The
freedom that I personally lost I want the Dutch people to regain," he said.
European populist politicians who share Wilders' enmity for the 28-nation EU are critical of his anti-Islam rhetoric.
"I believe in religious tolerance, and I don't think that going to war with Islam is the right approach," said Nigel Farage,
the former leader of a British anti-immigration party that helped engineer the Brexit.
"People are not satisfied. They feel misrepresented. The process of a 'patriotic spring' won't be stopped."
Geert Wilders, Party for Freedom
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Cecil Whig (Elkton, Maryland)
February 26, 2017

Trump's words, actions have emboldened anti-Semites
Jake Owens
MIAMI -- President Trump is not an anti-Semite, at least in the strict sense of the word. But you have to be living on
another planet -- or exclusively watching Fox News -- to not realize that his words and actions have led to the worst
outburst of anti-Semitic hate crimes in recent U.S. memory.
It's no coincidence that there have been 68 bomb threats to 53 Jewish community centers in 26 states so far this year,
according to the Jewish Community Centers Association of North America. Or that nearly 200 tombstones were
vandalized at a Jewish Cemetery in Missouri, or that anti-Semitic talk is raging through U.S. social media.
Trump created this monster. While he probably harbors no ill feelings against Jewish people -- he keeps reminding
everybody that his daughter Ivanka converted to Judaism and married an Orthodox Jew -- he has unleashed the dark forces
of racism, xenophobia and intolerance among his followers since the first day of his presidential campaign.
And as a public figure, you can't be anti-Mexican, or anti-Muslim, or make fun of the handicapped, or say that you can
grab women by their genitals, without sending the message that it's OK to deride minorities and unintentionally
emboldening some of your followers to commit hate crimes.
As Rep. Mark Sanford, R-S.C., recently told Politico, "Trump has fanned the flame of intolerance."
And once you do that, it's hard to put out the fire.
Remember, Trump started his presidential campaign on June 16, 2015, grabbing world attention with his claim that most
Mexican undocumented immigrants are criminals. Mexicans are "bringing drugs. They're bringing crime. They're rapists.
And some, I assume, are good people," he said.
And from then on, Trump's thinly veiled hate speech, racial innuendo and xenophobic rhetoric has only risen in tone. He
questioned U.S.-born Judge Gonzalo Curiel's credentials to rule in a suit against Trump University because "he's
Mexican." He laughed at former Republican hopeful Jeb Bush because he "speaks Mexican."
He has made racist remarks against Muslims, as when he told CNN on March 9, 2016, that "Islam hates us,"
without distinguishing between followers of that religion and Islamic fundamentalist terrorists. And white supremacist
and neo-Nazi groups -- including the KKK newspaper The Crusader -- have openly supported him, forcing him to
belatedly disavow some of them.
Trump was for several years the leading proponent of the unsubstantiated claim that former President Barack Obama was
not born in the United States, which many have long seen as a racist attempt to undermine the legitimacy of the first black
president of the United States.
Trump's motto, "America First," was the slogan of Nazi-friendly Americans shortly before World War II. The AntiDefamation League asked Trump in an April 18, 2016, statement to drop the phrase, citing its "undercurrent of antiSemitism."
Most importantly, as president, Trump has surrounded himself with several top advisers close to the so-called "alt-right"
movement, such as his top adviser Stephen Bannon.
The White House recently failed to mention anti-Semitism as the driving force of the Holocaust in a Jan. 27 declaration
on International Holocaust Memorial Day, prompting Jewish leaders to criticize the omission as giving ammunition to
Jewish Holocaust deniers.
Early this week, after weeks of complaints by Jewish community leaders that he had repeatedly failed to denounce the
rise in hate crimes against Jews since his election, Trump read a statement saying, "The anti-Semitic threats targeting our
Jewish community and community centers are horrible," and that the country has to "root out hate and prejudice."
My opinion: Mr. President, you are the one who must take the lead in rooting out hate and prejudice in America because
you are the one who set them loose.
And the way to do it is not just saying -- too little, too late -- that anti-Semitism is horrible. The way to do it is stopping
your rants against Mexicans, Muslims and others, which embolden racists across the country, and to denounce white
supremacist groups that support you.
Take a deep breath, get rid of that angry demeanor, start building a positive agenda instead of being the anti-immigration,
anti-trade, anti-everything president, and become the president of all Americans.
Andres Oppenheimer is a columnist for the Miami Herald. Readers may email him at aoppenheimer@miamiherald.com
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The Daily Texan: University of Texas at Austin
February 28, 2017

University owes students direct responses to racist incidents
Janhavi Nemawarkar
Last week, tensions ran high at the university-wide town hall event on campus climate -- specifically, in response to the
anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim fliers posted around the UT Austin campus in the past several weeks. Students,
frustrated with the lack of strong condemnation for the incident from the university, as well as a perceived pattern
of weak action on other discriminatory occurrences, made their concerns known, loud and clear, to the top officials
of UT.
But students have every right to be frustrated and angry with their perception that the administration is not doing enough
to take action against those who perpetuate these racist incidents, and should continue to pressure the administration and
make them uncomfortable. And their allies -- and certainly, anyone who feels like they're in a place to continue to work
with the administration -- should continue to advocate for their behalf to the university.
Student frustration began with the administration's feeble response to these posters -- noting that the
responsibility for these fliers (some that bore the words "imagine a Muslim-free America") was claimed by a group
called American Vanguard. Although they defend free speech, these posters were taken down because "only
students and student organizations are allowed to post signage in approved spaces on campus."
It's not unfair to administrators, then, to see where students are coming from. By not explicitly denouncing the vile
sentiments expressed in the posters, and instead focusing on how simply the placement of the fliers broke university
policy, they reveal to students that UT doesn't particularly mind the existence of these people on their campus. While
administrators have noted that they have a different process for dealing with registered student groups that put up posters
that displayed similar messages, they must still take strong statements, and publicize the process so that it is absolutely
clear that these sentiments are not welcome on campus from anyone.
Intolerance and racist incidents have certainly always existed on college campuses (for instance, the UT campus has seen
the "catch an illegal immigrant day", hosted by Young Conservatives of Texas and the bleach bombings in recent years)
but they have spiked with the election of President Donald Trump as anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim people are
vindicated in their beliefs by the man who occupies our highest office. Opponents, especially on the internet, like to claim
that university students are "snowflakes" -- that we're too delicate, too fragile to deal with the ugly realities of the world
and we want to shut down any other perspective that might seem "offensive" to us. But these incidents go beyond causing
offense -- they incite fear within our very students.
As students and lecturers and professors of this university are intimately affected by Trump's (series of) travel bans aimed
at stopping people from seven Muslim-majority countries from entering the United States, they don't know when they can
see their families again -- and oftentimes haven't seen their family in years -- or what's going to happen to their immigration
status. As undocumented students wait with bated breath at whatever Trump's administration decides to do with their
residency status, they live in constant uncertainty. These students deserve a university that will stand up for their right to
exist, in this university and in this country.
If anything, the town hall demonstrated that UT administrators certainly want to help, but fail to understand how to
interact with those who are the most affected by the university's lack of substantial and public action. There are a range
of things the university must continue to work on, especially with students and allies who are still up for working with
them, including safety and mental health resources for students who feel threatened. While a range of political factors in
the state of Texas might stop UT from declaring itself a sanctuary campus, taking a stand and letting students know that
their priorities lie with all of their students is necessary.
As Fenves said: This is our campus. We take classes here, we practically live in the PCL come midterm and final season.
And when a student is terrified to be on campus because they might be targeted based on the way they look, the way they
choose to present themselves to the world based on their gender identity or their religion, this should automatically signal
to the administration that they have work to do.
Nemawarkar is a Plan II and government sophomore from Austin. She is a candidate for Daily Texan Editor-in-Chief.
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Professor delves into Islamophobia in the U.S.
By Jason Estrada
A law professor examines 'Islamophobia' from his perspective.
"Islamophobia" is a term often used, but one scholar sought to find a concrete definition for the word.
Khaled Beydoun, an associate professor of law at the University of Detroit Mercy School of Law, discussed his research
on the term on Monday at the University of Iowa College of Law.
When Beydoun was thinking about Islamophobia, he said, he mostly focused his research on the term by examining such
items as legal literature, popular-media space, and social-media space. In his research and findings, he realized there was
never a consistent definition for the term.
Scholars, activists, and media personalities were defining and framing the term in distinct ways, he said, so Beydoun
sought to find an organized definition for Islamophobia for legal purposes and law scholars.
"The presumption that Islam is inherently violent [and] alien ... [is] driven by the beliefs that expression of Muslim
identity are portative with the propensity of terrorism," he said.
His research and definition of the term also inspired him to write an article called "Islamophobia: Toward a Legal
Definition and Framework," which was published online in the Columbia Law Review and inspired Monday's
presentation.
Beydoun said there are three dimensions of Islamophobia, most notably dialectical, meaning state laws and policies shape
and confirm people's views and stereotypes of Islam.
He noted 9/11 was the major shift for Islam, and the event forced Americans who had no exposure to the religion to think
deeply about it.
Salma Haider, the vice president of the UI Muslim Student Association, said she believes Islamophobia existed before
9/11. She defined Islamophobia as people who have a hatred and fear toward Muslims because of ignorance and lack of
education.
"Personally, I believe that Islamophobia existed before 9/11, but after 9/11, it became more noticeable and increased in
frequency," she said. "It has gotten worse after 9/11 because people believe they know what Islam and Muslims believe,
but all their information comes from biased news coverage."
Beydoun said it is imperative to not think of Islamophobia as an American phenomenon but a global phenomenon.
"For France, Islamophobia is alive and well, and we see it being manifested by both popular rhetoric, political strategy
on the part of Le Pen, the National Front, the national party, but also by way of law," he said.
Beydoun noted Islamophobia exists in the Trump administration, especially since President Trump's recent travel ban,
which tried to block travel from seven predominantly Muslim countries. That ban has been halted by an appellate court.
"After Trump, it has gotten even worse because he triggers hate with his rhetoric. For example, by banning Muslims, he
is basically saying we're all bad," Haider said.
Adrien Wing, the director of the UI Center for Humans Rights, agreed Islamophobia is a critical issue here in the United
States.
"I've been focusing on the Muslim world for over 30 years, so I think that Beydoun's presentation did a really great job
of summarizing the different ways of looking at Islamophobia and helping people who have never looked at the topic
before and helping people come to grip what it might mean," she said.Please support award-winning college journalism
and engagement. Click here to donate.
Share this:
Click to share on Twitter (Opens in new window)Click to share on Facebook (Opens in new window)Click to share on
Google+ (Opens in new window)
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Jewish centers open doors again after fifth recent wave of bomb threats; As
many as 19 Jewish community centers received bomb threats Monday morning,
the latest wave of such incidents.
Jason Thomson Staff
More than a dozen Jewish community centers received bomb threats Monday morning in the latest in a string of hoaxes
and vandalism attacks targeting Jewish organizations across the United States.
At least 19 community centers and day schools received threats on Monday, the national Jewish Community Centers
Association told NBC. Most were reopened within a couple of hours, after police did a sweep of the facilities and
determined the calls to have been hoaxes.
"The Jewish community is back in business," Paul Goldenberg, the director of the Secure Community Network, told the
Associated Press.
Monday's threats are the fifth wave of bomb threats targeting Jewish institutions since January, and come on the heels of
vandalization at two Jewish cemeteries in Philadelphia and St. Louis.
Some say there has been a clear rise in anti-Semitic incidents in recent months, while others argue it's difficult to tell from
the data available. Many analysts have argued that President Trump's ascension to the White House has empowered the
extreme right in general, pointing to factors such as the appointment of now-chief strategist Steve Bannon, the former
editor of Breitbart News.
When asked earlier this month about increased reports of anti-Jewish hate crimes, Mr. Trump told reporters it was "not a
fair question" and said he was "the least anti-Semitic person that you've ever seen in your life."
Under increasing pressure to comment on anti-Semitic attacks, however, Trump called bomb threats "horrible" and
"painful" last Tuesday, urging greater efforts to "root out hate and prejudice and evil." His daughter Ivanka Trump, her
husband Jared Kushner - a senior adviser to the president - and their three children are all Jewish.
Speaking after a tour of the recently opened National Museum of African American History and Culture, Trump said,
"This tour was a meaningful reminder of why we have to fight bigotry, intolerance, and hatred in all of its very ugly
forms."
Statistics on hate-related incidents in the most recent few months are hard to come by, though there did appear to be a
spike following Trump's election. The Federal Bureau of Investigation tracks such crimes, but the latest data are from
2015.
More apparent is the rise in the number of hate groups. According to the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC),
a nonprofit that tracks hate groups and extremists, there were 917 such groups nationwide in 2016, up from 784
in 2014 but still shy of the all-time peak in 2011 of 1,018. The number of anti-Muslim hate groups nearly tripled
between 2015 and 2016.
The SPLC attributes the increasing number of such groups, in part, "to a presidential campaign that flirted heavily
with extremist ideas."
These groups "see Trump as someone giving them hope that the state will act on their interests," Carolyn Gallaher, a
political geographer at American University in Washington and author of "On the Fault Line: Race, Class and the
American Patriot Movement," told The Christian Science Monitor this week.
"It'll be interesting to see what happens to memberships in [far-right] groups: Will it only get bigger as they feel they now
have a conduit to the White House? Or do people say, 'Now we can just do it on our own, say what we want to say, and
enjoy protections for it'?" she added. "It will depend in large part on what the administration's posture is going forward."
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Anti-Islam comments criticized; A San Diego water board member defends his
tweets calling Muslims rapists and murderers.
Kate Morrissey
Hector Gastelum, an elected member of the Otay Water District board, found himself under fire on Facebook last week
after San Diegans shared screenshots of his tweets calling Muslims "#SubhumanMonsters."
Gastelum accused Muslims of being rapists and murderers, among other things. Gastelum, who won his election in
November with 56% of the vote, is director of Otay Water District 4, which lies east of the 805 Freeway and south of the
Sweetwater Reservoir. Gastelum, 42, of Chula Vista, is a Republican and a real estate agent.
Anisa Hagi, a Muslim woman who spent about six years in San Diego before moving to Minnesota last year, said that
while she usually doesn't engage with such comments, she felt compelled to respond because Gastelum is a public official.
"I was just really shocked by some of the comments that he was writing," Hagi said. "He had plenty of chances to retract
his comments, but he made even more inflammatory comments."
Hagi said her friends in San Diego called the water district and were referred back to Gastelum to discuss their differences.
"That's not a really effective strategy," Hagi said. "If there's a school bully, you wouldn't tell the child to go talk to them.
You would address the bully."
She said some of her friends are now trying to organize a recall election.
Gastelum did not respond to requests for comment. When confronted on Facebook about use of the
#SubhumanMonsters hashtag, he replied, "I'm trying to think of a different way, but what do you call people that
treat women like secondhand citizens, stone them to death, honor killings, etc., throw homosexuals from the roof."
He added, "It is not hateful, it is the reality of how Islamic men are raised and they are not compatible with civil
society."
On Twitter, Gastelum features a photo of himself with President Trump and identifies himself with the Otay Water
District. Last Sunday, he tweeted, "Let's pressure OUR Legislators to increase list of so-called #MuslimBan to prevent
#SubHuman #Scum from #USA to #MAGA." The general manager of the district, Mark Watton, did not respond to a
message left with his secretary.
Edgar Hopida, who lives in the Otay Water District, contacted his division's director, Mitch Thompson, about Gastelum's
comments. "For public officials to spout that kind of divisiveness and hate toward a religious minority and also immigrants
is troubling and also hurts the integrity of a government institution like the Otay Water District," Hopida said by telephone.
Thompson, who represents District 2, said he was concerned by Gastelum's posts.
"I do not believe in any fashion that they reflect the attitudes of the agency," Thompson said. "Obviously individuals -whether they're public officials or not -- are entitled to their opinions and that's part of freedom of speech. Some of the
things that I've looked at deeply concern me." Thompson said he might make a proposal to "reaffirm our agency's long
history of inclusiveness" at the next board meeting on March 1.
With one of the tweets, Gastelum shared Fox News' story saying rapes in Sweden are increasing because of the rise in
immigrants there. That story led to Trump's controversial comments at a rally in Florida this past weekend.
Trump's comments were denounced on Twitter by former Swedish Prime Minister Carl Bildt. Data from Bra, which tracks
reported crimes in Sweden, show that -- contrary to the story's claim -- the rate of reported rapes compared with the
population has stayed relatively stable in the last decade.
Gastelum accused Muslims of imprisoning and killing homosexuals. He also accused Muslims of being pedophiles.
Imam Taha Hassane of the Islamic Center of San Diego said that although Islam doesn't approve of homosexuality,
Gastelum's impression of the faith is wrong. "I always tell LGBT people that I work with that I disagree with you when
it comes to your lifestyle, but I respect you as a human being and I want you to understand that if anyone attacks you
because of who you are, I will be the first person to defend your rights as a human being," Hassane said. "Disagreeing
with someone doesn't mean allowing them to be victimized." Hassane posted a comment inviting Gastelum to tea to talk
about his understanding of Islam. Gastelum has not yet responded.
"As a religious leader, my preferable way to deal with these issues is through education," Hassane said by telephone. "The
vast majority of the people who carry Islamophobic thoughts, it's not because they have studied Islam profoundly. They
are ignorant."
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Rhetoric fuels increase of hate
Matthew T. Mangino; Guest Column
The number of hate groups in the United States increased last year.
Nationwide, researchers found a 3 percent rise in groups that advocate and practice hatred, hostility, or violence toward
primarily members of a race, ethnicity, nation, religion, gender or sexual orientation.
The Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) released its annual "Intelligence Report" documenting the number and kind
of hate groups operating across the country.
California had the most hate groups in 2016, followed by Florida, Texas, New York and Pennsylvania.
Hate groups are not a new thing.
The Roman Empire persecuted Christians and other religious groups for centuries. One of history's most infamous and
horrifying hate groups were the Nazis. Adolf Hitler and his henchmen called for the total annihilation of Jews leading to
the Holocaust and one of darkest moments in human history.
In more recent years, the act of genocide, or attempting to obliterate an entire ethnic, racial or religious group, has
occurred in both Bosnia and Rwanda.
This is the second consecutive year that the number of hate groups has risen. The fear of terrorist attacks, high profile
hate crimes and a contentious presidential election have all contributed to the increase.
The largest increase involved the number of anti-Muslim hate groups. The SPLC found that anti-Muslim hate
groups rose from 34 in 2015 to 101 in 2016 - a shocking increase of 197 percent.
These numbers rose without accounting for the inevitable pushback from President Donald Trump's ill-conceived travel
ban and the federal court's resounding rejection of the president's executive order.
While the Ku Klux Klan nearly doubled in size during the Barack Obama Administration, according to the SPLC the
number of Klan chapters fell 32 percent from 190 groups in 2015 to 130 in 2016. Interestingly, the number of neoConfederate groups - the KKK's first "Grand Wizard" was Confederate General Nathan Bedford Forrest - rose by 23
percent from 35 groups in 2015 to 43 in 2016.
What is surprising about the five leading states with hate groups is that none - other than perhaps Florida - are traditional
states thought of as racially or religiously intolerant. Pennsylvania, for instance, had 40 active hate groups operating within
its borders in 2016, earning itself a fifth place ranking.
The majority of hate groups in Pennsylvania fall under white supremacy.
According to the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, the groups include Klan chapters, neo-Nazis, racist skinheads and white
nationalists.
The Nation of Islam, a black separatist group, also operates in Pennsylvania.
New York, another northern state known for its liberal bent, ranks third in the nation for the number of hate groups. There
are 44 hate organizations throughout the state including the American Defense League, an anti-Muslim group; the Aryan
Strikeforce and the Loyal White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.
Hate crimes in New York City were up by nearly one-third in 2016. NYPD statistics show that anti-Muslim attacks were
responsible for much of the rise, according to the New York Daily News.
The most recent statistics from the FBI cataloged a total of 5,818 hate crimes in 2015 - a rise of about 6 percent over the
previous year. Again, attacks against Muslim Americans saw the biggest surge.
According to the New York Times, there were 257 reports of assaults, attacks on mosques and other hate crimes against
Muslims is 2015, a jump of about 67 percent over 2014. It was the highest total since 2001, when more than 480 attacks
occurred in the aftermath of the Sept. 11 tragedy.
At this moment in America, hate is "hot." Fueled in part by the vitriolic presidential campaign and becoming increasingly
combustible in the wake of the failed policy to ban "Muslim" refugees from entering this country.
There is much blame to go around, but rhetoric from the White House is doing nothing to turn down the heat.
Attorney Matthew T. Mangino can be reached at www.mattmangino.com and follow him on
Twitter@MatthewTMangino.
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Treat Muslims as the neighbors they are
Michelle Voss Roberts Guest columnist
On Feb. 16, a presentation at a Kernersville seafood restaurant on "Islamization of America" led to repeated
threats and calls to violence against Muslims. Frank del Valle of Winston-Salem spoke of "killing the hell out of
them," "taking people out," and "shedding - some blood." A recording of the meeting is available online.
As a Christian theologian, I have discovered that understanding religious dynamics in other contexts can shed light on my
own. My students and I have been studying the religious traditions of India. Out of our shared exploration, I offer a couple
of observations.
First, the social and economic effects of globalization have been accompanied by the rise of religious nationalisms that
instill antagonism between people who otherwise share much in common. Hindu nationalism, for example, creates an
Indian identity that minimizes caste differences between Hindus but excludes Christians and Muslims. After decades of
development at the grassroots level, this ideology led to the 2014 election of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, a nationalist
leader linked to anti-Muslim riots in Gujarat that killed thousands.
Second, violence against religious minorities often has little to do with religion. Religious and other minorities become
proxies for unsettling changes in the world. If uncertain times call roles into question, violence against others rebuilds a
sense of selfhood. Thus, violent religious rhetoric has consequences beyond fear or physical harm. For the people who
participate in the language and rituals of religious violence, these gestures help them to draw clear lines of identity.
How does this work? Chad Bauman, in Constructing Indian Christianities (Routledge, 2014), explains in relation to antiChristian riots in Odisha how violence against religious minorities reinforces the dominance of the majority group. By
expelling religious minorities, traditional elites "purify" sacred spaces and deny all but traditional religious sources of
authority. In short, religious violence removes uncertainty about identity created by colonization, modernity, and
globalization.
There is a cautionary tale here. The specifics differ in the United States, especially in terms of our greater diversity of
race, ethnicity and national origin. Nevertheless, the Triad community can learn from recent history to avoid repeating its
patterns.
Our nation has already responded to an economic downturn with an outpouring of middle-class anxiety and to our first
African American president with assertions of white Christian superiority. The recent election was fueled by talk of
building walls and banning Muslims. And early executive orders have begun to make these things a reality.
However, awareness of global patterns urges us to clarify our religious values. For instance, each religious tradition tells
its adherents to be truthful, or not to bear false witness against their neighbors. This means that no one should condone
lies about other faiths.
My class has learned that Hindu traditions have beautiful resources for countering the greed, hatred and delusion that
fuels religiously-framed violence. Within the Christian tradition, however, I look to Jesus Christ for guidance. He teaches
his friends to offer hospitality to others as if they were Jesus himself: "I was a stranger and you welcomed me" (Matthew
25:35). He shows how neighbor love reaches beyond religious lines, and he holds up a Samaritan as an example for his
friends to imitate.
Many religious communities in the Triad have been involved in welcoming refugees. As the United States closes its
doors to new refugees, the admonition to welcome the stranger continues to apply to people already here, whom the
citizens at the Kernersville meeting would prefer to demonize, make invisible and expunge in order to bolster their own
sense of worth.
Islam may be the current favorite and convenient target for Americans who want to feel great again, but actual Muslims
are people, and they deserve to be treated as neighbors.
Michelle Voss Roberts is an associate dean for Academic Affairs and associate professor of Theology at Wake Forest
University School of Divinity.
The Journal welcomes original submissions for guest columns on local, regional and statewide topics.
Essay length should not exceed 750 words. The writer should have some authority for writing about his or her subject.
Our email address is: Letters@ws journal.com. Essays may also be mailed to: The Readers ' Forum, P.O. Box 3159,
Winston-Salem, NC 27102. Please include your name and address and a daytime telephone number.
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Jewish center, mosques receive threats
Shelia M.Poole; Staff
Metro Atlanta is not immune to anti-Semitism and threats against Muslim institutions.
On Jan. 9, a bomb threat was received by the Marcus Jewish Community Center of Atlanta in Dunwoody, and last week
at least two metro Atlanta mosques received threatening emails that were detailed enough for the Georgia chapter
of the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) to alert federal authorities.
MJCCA spokeswoman Keely Sime would only confirm the Dunwoody center received the threat. She declined to say
whether it came by phone call, email or letter or release further details.
CEO Jared Powers assured MJCCA members via email that same day that everyone was safe.
"The MJCCA's layered security operations and protocols
were immediately implemented," he wrote in the email. "The response team assessed the threat, contacted the Dunwoody
Police Department, anddetermined the appropriate response, which included a full search of the campus. An evacuation
was not deemed necessary."
There has been a rise in anti-Semitic incidents reported across the nation in recent months, including bomb threats against
Jewish community centers and the toppling of dozens of headstones at Chesed Shel Emeth Cemetery in suburban St.
Louis.
On Tuesday, after complaints that the White House seemed silent about the incidents, President Trump denounced them
as "horrible ... painful" and said more must be done to root out prejudice and evil.
Dov Wilker, regional director of the Atlanta regional office of the American Jewish Committee (AJC), said he has not
heard of other anti-Semitic acts in metro Atlanta.
After the incidents elsewhere, though, "there is heightened concern around the security of our Jewish institutions," he
said. "There seems to be an open willingness to engage in anti-Semitic behavior over the past year. It's deeply troubling."
Threats and vandalism are not limited to Jewish targets.
Edwards Ahmed Mitchell, executive director of CAIR-Ga, a Muslim civil rights and advocacy organization, said leaders
at one mosque asked that their identity be withheld.
He said mosques have been urged to take security precautions such as installing security cameras, using armed guards
during major events, hosting self-defense seminars, and working with local law enforcement.
"Georgia Muslims are not afraid," said Mitchell. "We refuse to allow an anonymous bigot to scare us out of visiting our
houses of worship or otherwise practicing our faith."
In 2016, there were 139 incidents against the Muslim community from arson, armed anti-Islam demonstrations and threats
against mosques, according to the national office of CAIR.
Earlier this month, the Birmingham Islamic Society and the Huntsville Islamic Center received emailed threats
warning Muslims, blacks and Mexicans to "run or die." It appears to be the same email that the mosques in metro
Atlanta received.
CAIR has offered a $5,000 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of those who threatened to bomb
at least 10 Jewish community centers around the nation over the Presidents Day holiday.
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Upcoming Campus Speakers Fuel Anti-Muslim Rhetoric
Aly Panjwani
It has been clear through Trump's campaign rhetoric, his nominations and appointees for Cabinet positions, and his
proposed policies like the Muslim ban, that Muslims and those perceived as Muslims are not welcome in this country.
White supremacy is rooted in US history and institutions. This coupled with state-sponsored Islamophobia has resulted
in a dangerous environment in which attacks against Muslims and those perceived to be Muslim are on the rise.
As a Muslim-American student studying in the country's capital, it pains me deeply to hear this rhetoric
surrounding Islam. It hurts me to hear the man who I must call my president go directly after my identity and the
livelihood of my community. My religion that has made me who I am and drives my inner force is under attackthe faith that has instilled in me the virtues of compassion, service, and justice is being compromised. It is
emotionally exhausting to wake up every morning and witness Islamophobia-a vicious challenge to my beingspreading like wildfire.
Institutions like Georgetown University play an important role in combating Islamophobia, especially in an increasingly
heated political climate. Being a respected institution in the global sphere, Georgetown has the responsibility to denounce
the Islamophobia of the current administration and provide a safe haven for Muslim and international students who are
affected by its policy changes and hate speech. To my dismay, the Georgetown University College Republicans, the
Georgetown Bipartisan Coalition, and the Georgetown Review are breaking from this responsibility of the university
community to combat Islamophobia.
On Tuesday, Feb. 28, the College Republicans are providing Nonie Darwish a platform to spew her hateful and violent
views on Islam in an event titled, "Women in Sharia: A conversation with Nonie Darwish." Darwish has no academic
credentials on this topic. She has endorsed violence against the religion when she stated "Islam should be conquered,
defeated, and annihilated." The Georgetown College Republicans put out a statement against Trump's Muslim Ban in
which they said, "We must not allow our fight against radicalism to be co-opted by those who would portray the religion
of Islam to be our enemy." Nonie Darwish does just that and is not hesitant in stating that the enemy of the West is Islam
itself. Darwish is also a fellow with the American Freedom Defense Initiative, who the Southern Poverty Law Center has
listed as a hate group.
On Wednesday, March 1, the Georgetown Bi-Partisan Coalition and the Georgetown Review are providing a similar
platform to Asra Nomani, who many know as the Muslim immigrant woman who voted for Trump. However, she is not
just any Trump supporter who is female, Muslim, and an immigrant. She has a long history of statements and actions that
have perpetuated the same Islamophobia as Darwish and Trump's administration. Nomani argued for the religious and
racial profiling of Muslims saying, "There is one common denominator defining those who've got their eyes trained on
U.S. targets: MANY of them are Muslim ..."
123 individuals have been killed as a result of American Muslim extremists since 9/11. In that same time span, over
240,000 Americans have been killed as a result of gun violence. Americans are just as likely to be killed by their
televisions or their furniture every year. An American is also more likely to be killed by a toddler than a terrorist.
Most frighteningly, Americans are more likely to be killed because they are Muslim, than by a Muslim. The fear
that is incited is objectively indefensible, unless we're going to be afraid of furniture and toddlers too. Nevertheless,
Nomani was, as the American Civil Liberties Union describes, a proponent of the "religious profiling and suspicionless
surveillance of Muslims" that resulted in violating the civil rights of Muslim Americans and provided zero leads on zero
terror cases. She also protested President Barack Obama's mosque visit, the first visit that President Obama made to a
mosque during his administration, calling it "tacit acceptance of a form of gender apartheid." Painting herself as a Muslim
reformer who advocates for human rights, she projects, just as Darwish, that Islam itself is the problem.
My critique of these speakers is not an effort to silence free speech. Muslim communities recognize the importance of
free speech in all situations. However, these speakers are not exercising free speech, they are exercising hate speech, a
speech of the kind that no organization, especially at Georgetown, should endorse or give a platform to. It is also not
enough to make a statement dissociating with the views of these speakers. How are we going to stand with our Muslim
brothers and sisters, which these groups at Georgetown claim to do, by emboldening individuals who frankly spread false
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information and promote hatred and even in some cases, incite violence? The invitation to these speakers should be
rescinded by these groups because their hate speech is not in line with the Jesuit values of Georgetown and is not
constructive. These individuals allow no space for dialogue and are unyielding in their views that the religion of Islam is
a problem. Their being invited to speak on this campus is unequivocally irresponsible, rationally unjustifiable and
dangerous to the safety of the already-vulnerable Muslim community I belong to-a community that is a backbone to this
institution and our country.
Aly is a sophomore in the SFS. The Bridge Initiative will be organizing an event called "Standing Together: A
Conversation on Islamophobia & Anti-Semitism with Rabbi Rachel Gartner and Imam Yahya Hendi" on Wednesday,
March 1 at 7:00pm in Reiss 112. I recommend that the Georgetown community attend this event in large numbers to show
their support for better understanding the intersections of anti-Semitism and Islamophobia. The Bridge Initiative will also
be hosting an event on Tuesday, February 28 at 7:00pm. More details to come.
Share This:
Click to share on Facebook (Opens in new window)Click to share on Twitter (Opens in new window)Click to share on
Tumblr (Opens in new window)Click to share on Pinterest (Opens in new window)Click to share on Google+ (Opens in
new window)Click to share on Reddit (Opens in new window)Click to email this to a friend (Opens in new window)Click
to print (Opens in new window).
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Trump's language and actions have emboldened anti-Semites
President Trump is not an anti-Semite, at least in the strict sense of the word. But you have to be living on another planet
- or exclusively watching Fox News - to not realize that his words and actions have led to the worst outburst of antiSemitic hate crimes in recent U.S. memory.
It's no coincidence that there have been 68 bomb threats to 53 Jewish community centers in 26 states so far this year,
according to the Jewish Community Centers Association of North America. Or that nearly 200 tombstones were
vandalized at a Jewish Cemetery in Missouri, or that anti-Semitic talk is raging through U.S. social media.
Trump created this monster. While he probably harbors no ill feelings against Jewish people, he has unleashed the dark
forces of racism, xenophobia and intolerance among his followers since the first day of his presidential campaign.
And as a public figure, you can't be anti-Mexican, or anti-Muslim, or make fun of the handicapped, or say that you can
grab women by their genitals, without sending the message that it's OK to deride minorities and unintentionally
emboldening some of your followers to commit hate crimes.
Remember, Trump started his presidential campaign on June 16, 2015, grabbing world attention with his claim that most
Mexican undocumented immigrants are criminals. Mexicans are "bringing drugs. They're bringing crime. They're rapists.
And some, I assume, are good people," he said.
And from then on, Trump's thinly veiled hate speech, racial innuendo and xenophobic rhetoric has only risen in tone. He
questioned U.S.-born Judge Gonzalo Curiel's credentials to rule in a suit against Trump University because "he's
Mexican." He laughed at former Republican hopeful Jeb Bush because he "speaks Mexican."
He has made racist remarks against Muslims, as when he told CNN on March 9, 2016, that "Islam hates us,"
without distinguishing between followers of that religion and Islamic fundamentalist terrorists. And white
supremacist and neo-Nazi groups have openly supported him, forcing him to belatedly disavow some of them.
Trump's motto, "America First," was the slogan of Nazi-friendly Americans shortly before World War II. The AntiDefamation League asked Trump in an April 18, 2016, statement to drop the phrase, citing its "undercurrent of antiSemitism."
Most importantly, as president, Trump has surrounded himself with several top advisers close to the so-called "alt-right"
movement, such as his top adviser Stephen Bannon.
The White House recently failed to mention anti-Semitism as the driving force of the Holocaust in a Jan. 27 declaration
on International Holocaust Memorial Day, prompting Jewish leaders to criticize the omission as giving ammunition to
Holocaust deniers.
Early this week, after weeks of complaints by Jewish community leaders that he had repeatedly failed to denounce the
rise in hate crimes against Jews since his election, Trump read a statement saying, "The anti-Semitic threats targeting our
Jewish community and community centers are horrible," and that the country has to "root out hate and prejudice."
My opinion: Mr. President, you are the one who must take the lead in rooting out hate and prejudice in America because
you are the one who set them loose.
And the way to do it is not just saying that anti-Semitism is horrible. The way to do it is stopping your rants against
Mexicans, Muslims and others, which embolden racists across the country, and to denounce white supremacist groups
that support you.
Take a deep breath, get rid of that angry demeanor, start building a positive agenda instead of being the anti-immigration,
anti-trade, anti-everything president, and become the president of all Americans.
Andres Oppenheimer is a columnist for the Miami Herald. Readers may email him at aoppenheimer@miamiherald.com
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Hate crimes on rise, activists report at AG Madigan's summit
By Marwa Eltagouri, Chicago Tribune
At a summit of civil rights leaders Thursday called by the state's attorney general, local activists say they are seeing an
increase of hate crime incidents in the Chicago area in the wake of President Donald Trump's immigration enforcement
policies.
Hate incidents aimed at immigrant and religious minority groups since Trump's election have sent a ripple of fear through
those communities, keeping members from normal activities like attending synagogue or crossing the Canadian border.
Activists report instances of Muslim women having their scarves pulled off and say graffiti with Trump's name paired
with a swastika were found in a suburban library bathroom on five different occasions.
More than 1,000 reports of hate incidents in the United States were collected by the Southern Poverty Law Center in the
month since Donald Trump's election, and data released in January by the FBI show there were 5,850 hate crime incidents
nationally in 2015, up 6.8 percent from 5,479 in 2014.
In the Chicago area, the Council on American-Islamic Relations reported 400 hate crimes in 2016 and has counted
175 incidents so far in 2017, just two months into the new year. The organization could not immediately provide a
monthly comparison to 2016. But Maaria Mozaffar (the last name as published has been corrected here and in a subsequent
reference in this text), a legal adviser with the organization, said members have noticed a spike in bullying and travelrelated hate incidents this year.
The uptick in reported hate crime cases spurred Attorney General Lisa Madigan to host the summit, where she condemned
Trump's executive orders as unconstitutional. Nearly a dozen activists from local organizations representing immigrant
and minority groups described hate crimes committed against themselves or others, and spoke with Madigan on violence
inflicted on minorities.
"We know from our own experience that the strength of our country has always been the strength of its people -- and all
its people," Madigan said.
At least 10 Jewish Community Centers across the country, including one in Chicago, received bomb threats Monday. A
threat to the Hyde Park JCC Monday brought police to the scene, but officers and staff found no evidence that the threat
was bona fide, according to police, and no evacuation was necessary.
In all, 48 JCCs in 26 states and one Canadian province received nearly 60 bomb threats during January, according to an
association of Jewish community centers across the nation. Those threats have continued into February.
Earlier this month, the Chicago Loop Synagogue, which has a congregation of about 800 people, was marked with
swastikas and a window was smashed.
"Our community is suffering, and it's not age specific," Mozaffar said. Children as young as kindergartners are questioning
their identity, she said, and incidents of work discrimination against Muslim adults, which had increased after 9/11, have
grown further in recent months.
At the summit, Jane Charney, director of domestic affairs at the Jewish Community Relations Council, cited additional
hate incidents against the Jewish community in recent months: The belongings of Jewish college students on Illinois
campuses have been vandalized; a swastika was carved into a bench at the Illinois Holocaust Museum in Skokie; and the
Northbrook Public Library has had at least five instances of anti-Semitic vandalism in its men's bathroom.
"Our community is on high alert," Charney said. "But it has also shown tremendous resilience," she said, describing the
overwhelming support Chicago's Jewish community received following the vandalism of the Loop synagogue.
Madigan told the summit of proposed legislation that would ensure that victims of hate crimes may file a civil cause of
action in response to incidents including intimidation, stalking, cyberstalking and transmission of obscene messages. Rep.
Litesa Wallace, D-Rockford, has introduced House Bill 371, which would also impose civil penalties to deter those crimes.
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Staff members reject religious intolerance
Kristina Gupta and Tanisha Ramachandran
As faculty members in Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies , we want to respond to an Op-ed in the Washington
Blade by our colleague Shannon Gilreath titled, "Europe's Islam problem and U.S immigration policy."
We support the free exchange of ideas and, in that spirit, we wish to dispute the arguments made by our colleague.
Professor Gilreath argues that because terrorism and anti-LGBTQ+ and anti-women policies have been propagated in the
name of Islam, we should limit the immigration of Muslims.
Yet, major religions, like Islam, are not monolithic entities. All major religions have produced terrorists and have
been used to justify anti-LGBTQ+ and anti-women policies. And yet, all major religions have also produced peace
activists and supporters of LGBTQ+ and women's rights. The causes of "Islamic" terrorism and opposition to
LGBTQ+ and women's rights in some Muslim communities are complex, and include social, economic and political
factors and the history of Western colonialism.
Engaging in the religious profiling of Muslims makes no sense and is contrary to our values. In addition, equating Islam
with terrorism, sexism and homophobia contributes to the harmful vilification of Muslims and people perceived to be
Muslim, who already face high levels of discrimination.
This narrow view of Islam also empowers right-wing conservatives in the U.S. According to feminist and queer studies
scholars, sexism and, more recently, homophobia in non-Western countries have been used as justifications for Western
imperialism ("colonial feminism" and "homonationalism"). Right-wing and populist politicians in the U.S. today
(including Trump) are using anti-Islamic sentiment to bolster their power and advance their anti-women and antiLGBTQ+ agendas.
Anti-Islamic diatribes are also used by fundamentalist Muslims to garner support for their conservative agendas. Rather
than making generalizations about Islam, we should stand in solidarity with Muslim feminists and LGBTQ+ activists who
are making space for themselves as Muslim women and queer Muslims.
Professor Gilreath suggests that gays and women who are facing oppression at the "hands of Islamic families[?] and
governments," should be allowed to immigrate to the U.S., presumably leaving behind their ties to Islam.
This is not a view of liberation that we support. People should be free to express all aspects of their identity, including
their sexual and religious identities.
The gay rights movement has historically excluded the concerns of people of color and women. Feminism also has a
history of excluding women of color and of attempting to "rescue brown women from brown men." Feminists and queer
people of color have worked hard to make the gay rights and feminist movements more inclusive and more attentive to
class, racial and religious differences. We are committed to continuing this work of supporting intersectional queer and
feminist scholarship and activism.
We want students, faculty and staff to know that regardless of their race, sexuality, gender identity, or religion they are
welcome in WGS and at Wake Forest. We stand with the Intercultural, LGBTQ+ and Women's Centers in rejecting
Islamophobia and affirming our support for the Muslim members of our community.
Sincerely,
Kristina Gupta, WGS Assistant Professor
Tanisha Ramachandran, WGS Core Faculty member and department of religions Associate Teaching Professor
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Travel ban, targeting of mosques trigger mental health concerns among
California Muslims
Sammy Caiola; The Sacramento Bee
When Ayman Mohamed arrived at the Tarbiya Institute in Roseville for morning prayer on Feb. 1, he saw his
religion had been attacked. On the mosque's white front walls, "Muslims Out" and other hateful messages about
Islam had been spray-painted in black. Even a nearby truck had been vandalized.
Shocked and saddened, the mosque's director of Islamic studies opened up the building and ushered in his congregants
for the day's first prayer. His message to his stricken congregation: Stay strong, despite the the angry rhetoric used by
some national leaders targeting their faith.
"A lot of people, as the elections were unfolding and after the inauguration, were scared and came to us fearing for their
safety and asking, 'What can we do? How can we protect ourselves?'" he said. "It definitely increases people's anxiety and
puts everyone on edge."
Coming at the same time as other anti-Muslim attacks and a presidential order banning entry by people from seven
predominantly Muslim countries, many Muslim Americans are asking themselves whether they still are welcome in this
country while they worry about their own safety and the safety of their loved ones.
In response, mosques, student groups and mental health agencies around the Sacramento region are stepping up and
offering Muslims a safe place to share their anxieties and receive professional help.
The Amala Hopeline, a Sacramento-based mental health hotline for young Muslims, has seen a spike in calls since Donald
Trump's election, said Saba Saleem, a volunteer and one of the founders of the organization. During his campaign, the
president promised to ban Muslims from entering the country and accused American Muslims of not doing enough to
stop terrorists.
The Amala line received 77 calls in November 2016 seeking help, compared to the usual 15 calls per month, hotline staff
said. December and January saw 24 calls each, compared to just seven calls total during the same two months a year
before.
Saleem, 23, said mental health issues are rarely discussed in Muslim families because of the stigma attached to mental
illness and suicide.
"People are hesitant to openly talk about it because they're accused of not being religious enough," Saleem said. "They
say you're depressed because you don't pray enough, and if you just pray more, your mental health problems will just go
away, which is isn't a solution for the majority of people."
The two issues people talk about most on the calls are depression and family stress, according to data from the group.
Cultural and religious pressures, relationship problems and financial worries also come up regularly. The line is a project
of the Muslim American Society Social Services Foundation and is open five nights a week.
Some mental health counselors say Muslim Americans are in a moment of crisis, and the need for services is greater than
ever, said Stanford University psychiatrist Dr. Rania Awaad. Fear and helplessness, if sustained over time, can make
people mentally shut down, she said.
"It becomes a psychological condition when it starts to interfere with your daily life," Awaad said. "There is this very real
anxiety, and a sense of 'What if I'm next?' The ability to cope, in general, has definitely gone down."
UC Davis student Nida Ahmed is still coming to terms with a string of attacks that have targeted Muslims in recent weeks.
In late January, a vandal smashed six windows, damaged several bicycles and wrapped pork - a forbidden food in the
Muslim faith - around the front door handle of the Islamic Center of Davis. Last week, 30-year-old Lauren Kirk-Coehlo
was charged with a hate crime in connection to the attack. Police said she wrote in a text message that she wanted to kill
"many people" and had looked up information online about other mosques.
Elsewhere on the continent, a Jan. 29 mosque shooting in Quebec City, Canada, claimed six lives.
As the internal vice president of the Muslim Student Association on campus, Ahmed said she was so worried about herself
and her fellow students that she couldn't keep up with her studies.
"It really takes away your focus when your identity is being targeted," she said. "That Monday I was kind of at a breaking
point because of everything that was going on. I had a midterm I just couldn't study for. I emailed my professor and had
to postpone it, because I was stressed out and anxious."
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A Pew Research Center analysis of FBI data found that in 2015, anti-Muslim assaults were at their highest level
nationwide since 2001, after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. Police reported 91 assaults on Muslims nationwide in 2015, up
from 56 in 2014.
Bahman Fozouni, a professor emeritus at California State University, Sacramento, with a focus on Middle Eastern
government and politics, said the increased violence is part of what he called "terror management." When people associate
a certain community with a traumatic event, they see themselves as an "in group" and the other community as an "out
group," he said.
"What that does is cause people to cling and stick very strongly to their cultural view," Fozouni said. "The first victim
here is complexity. You just see them as the enemy and they're evil, and all shades of gray are taken out to cope with the
sense of threat."
On the UC Davis campus, Ahmed's group has organized several postelection events to support Muslim students who feel
targeted, including a town hall to protest the travel ban and a legal-aid workshop for immigrants. In the fall, Ahmed helped
the campus counseling center hire a psychiatrist with a focus on Muslim students, she said.
Awaad said many Muslims prefer working with a counselor who understands their cultural and religious background. For
example, a non-Muslim counselor might perceive religious fasting as an eating disorder, or call praying five times a day,
a custom in Islam, obsessive.
"Some of these things would have to be clarified, and a Muslim patient might just rather see a Muslim therapist and not
have to explain," Awaad said. "You have to sort out illness versus culture versus religion, and it can be complicated."
Because of the stigma against mental health counseling, few licensed clinicians come from Muslim backgrounds, Awaad
said. Until that gap is filled, she hopes religious leaders will be first responders to the growing mental health needs of
American Muslim communities.
To that end, the Khalil Center, a faith-based therapy practice in Santa Clara where Awaad serves as clinical director,
recently hosted its first mental health training for Muslim community leaders.
UC Davis student Ahmed said she has been coping with her own fears by talking with her therapist and taking comfort in
her favorite television shows.
"Mental health is part of our spirituality; we're supposed to take it seriously," Ahmed said. "A large part of that is being
with community, coming together and having healing spaces."
Sammy Caiola: 916-321-1636, @SammyCaiola
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Muslims Ask: Will Trump Condemn Anti-Muslim Attacks as He Did AntiSemitism?
William Gallo
WHITE HOUSE U.S. President Donald Trump this week explicitly condemned anti-Semitism and the recent spike in anti-Jewish incidents
reported since his inauguration.
Now some are pressing him to do same against anti-Muslim acts.
Speaking Tuesday, Trump called the anti-Semitic acts "horrible" and "painful," and condemned "bigotry, intolerance, and
hatred in all of its very ugly forms."
The remarks followed public criticism that he had failed to forcefully condemn a series of bomb threats against Jewish
community centers across the country and vandalism at a Jewish cemetery in St. Louis.
Vice President Mike Pence visited that cemetery Wednesday, joining in clean-up efforts and echoing Trump's
condemnation.
"There is no place in America for hatred or acts of prejudice or violence or anti-Semitism," he said.
Many Muslim Americans are now hoping the White House will take similar steps to address concerns about rising levels
of anti-Muslim incidents across the country.
But they aren't optimistic.
"I don't expect him to," says Shahed Amanullah, a tech entrepreneur and former State Department senior adviser in
President Barack Obama's administration.
Part of that pessimism has to do with Trump's public statements on Islam, which have been much darker than those of his
predecessors.
Early in the campaign, Trump proclaimed "I think Islam hates us." He also promised a "total and complete
shutdown" of Muslims entering the U.S. - a proposal he later backed away from but which remains on his website.
Since becoming president, Trump has attempted to temporarily restrict immigration from seven Muslim-majority
countries a ban he says is aimed at preventing terrorism. But many view it as a partial fulfillment of his campaign promise
to ban Muslims.
Perhaps the bigger concern is that Trump has surrounded himself with several senior advisers who have explicitly
embraced anti-Islam views, says Ibrahim Hooper, national communications director of the Council on American-Islamic
Relations.
"It's a great concern to us that he continues to employ some of the nation's most notorious Islamophobes in the
White House," Hooper told VOA.
Trump aides
Hooper specifically points to Trump's chief strategist and former Breitbart News executive, Steve Bannon, who has long
portrayed the West as being at war with political Islam.
Breitbart News is an iconoclastic far-right website embraced by some in the so-called "alt-right" movement, which
includes a mix of racism, white nationalism and populism.
During his time as a Hollywood filmmaker in the mid 2000s, Bannon produced a script of an unreleased documentarystyle movie that depicted Muslims taking over America and planting an Islamic flag on the U.S. Capitol.
In 2010, Bannon declared "Islam is not a religion of peace Islam is a religion of submission." Just over a year ago on his
Breitbart radio show, Bannon warned of the danger of Muslim immigration, saying the U.S. is the "wrong place" for
"sharia-compliant" Muslims.
Michael Flynn, who served as Trump's first national security adviser, tweeted last year that "Fear of Muslims is
RATIONAL." Flynn was forced to resign earlier this month, but for reasons unrelated to those comments.
Stephen Miller, a Trump senior adviser, and Sebastian Gorka, a deputy assistant to the president, have also frequently
depicted the fight against Islamic terrorism in religious terms.
White House officials reject the notion that those comments reflect prejudice against Muslims.
"Recognizing the threat of radical Islamic terrorism doesn't make you anti-Muslim," White House spokesman Michael
Short told VOA, adding: "Get serious."
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Short also pointed to Trump's comments earlier this week "condemning bigotry in all its forms and his desire to unite the
country."
Different approach
The Trump administration's rhetoric on Islam goes against the counterterrorism strategy embraced by U.S. administrations
since the September 11, 2001, terror attacks.
In the aftermath of those attacks, President Bush insisted "Islam is peace" and said the acts of violence "violated the
fundamental tenets of the Islamic faith."
Watch: Muslim-Americans Ask President Trump to Address Their Concerns
Former President Barack Obama was hesitant to even use the words "radical Islamic terrorism," arguing that it painted
Muslims with a "broad brush" and risked bolstering the narrative of extremists that insist on a battle between the West
and Islam.
"We are not at war with Islam," Obama said during a 2015 summit on violent extremism. "We are at war with people who
have perverted Islam."
Tamara Sonn, a professor at Georgetown University's Center for Muslim-Christian Understanding, argues that Trump
seems unwilling to make that distinction.
"And that runs the risk of lending credibility to terrorists, who are trying to convince other Muslims that the West is,
indeed, at war with Islam," she says.
But Trump's willingness to use the phrase "radical Islamic terrorism" has pleased many conservatives, including
Republican allies in Congress, who see it as evidence that Trump is serious about the war on terror.
"This potent threat to our civilization has intensified under the Obama administration due to the willful blindness of
politically correct policies that hamper our safety and security," Senator Ted Cruz said in a statement last month.
"It is time to call this enemy by its name and speak with clarity and moral authority," he added.
Rise in anti-Muslim incidents
The debate isn't just political, it has practical implications, both in terms of foreign policy and at home, where there's been
a spike in reported cases of religiously motivated crimes against Muslims.
The number of anti-Islam hate groups in the U.S. nearly tripled during the past year growing from 34 in 2015 to 101 in
2016, according to a report last week by the Southern Poverty Law Center, which tracks hate groups.
But there are also signs of a countervailing trend.
According to a series of polls by the University of Maryland, public attitudes toward Muslims steadily improved during
the year-long presidential campaign, even at a time when public rhetoric about Islam was unusually heated.
In November 2015, 53 percent of respondents said they had a positive view of "Muslim people." Nearly a year later, that
figure had increased to 70 percent.
"Even as Islamophobia has been mainstreamed in America, we've also seen the fight against Islamophobia be
mainstreamed," says Amanullah, who is confident about the future for American Muslims.
"I will put my faith in the Constitution and my neighbors any day of the week," he says.
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Rhetoric fuels increase of hate
Matthew T. Mangino; More Content Now
The number of hate groups in the United States increased last year. Nationwide, researchers found a 3 percent rise in
groups that advocate and practice hatred, hostility, or violence toward primarily members of a race, ethnicity, nation,
religion, gender or sexual orientation.
This week, the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) released its annual "Intelligence Report" documenting the number
and kind of hate groups operating across the country. California had the most hate groups in 2016, followed by Florida,
Texas, New York and Pennsylvania.
Hate groups are not a new thing. The Roman Empire persecuted Christians and other religious groups for centuries.
One of history's most infamous and horrifying hate groups were the Nazis. Adolf Hitler and his henchmen called for the
total annihilation of Jews leading to the Holocaust and one of darkest moments in human history.
In more recent years, the act of genocide, or attempting to obliterate an entire ethnic, racial or religious group, has
occurred in both Bosnia and Rwanda.
This is the second consecutive year that the number of hate groups has risen. The fear of terrorist attacks, high profile
hate crimes and a contentious presidential election have all contributed to the increase.
The largest increase involved the number of anti-Muslim hate groups. The SPLC found that anti-Muslim hate
groups rose from 34 in 2015 to 101 in 2016 - a shocking increase of 197 percent.
These numbers rose without accounting for the inevitable pushback from President Donald Trump's ill-conceived travel
ban and the federal court's resounding rejection of the president's executive order.
While the Ku Klux Klan nearly doubled in size during the Barack Obama Administration, according to the SPLC the
number of Klan chapters fell 32 percent from 190 groups in 2015 to 130 in 2016.
Interestingly, the number of neo-Confederate groups - the KKK's first "Grand Wizard" was Confederate General Nathan
Bedford Forrest - rose by 23 percent from 35 groups in 2015 to 43 in 2016.
What is surprising about the five leading states with hate groups is that none - other than perhaps Florida - are traditional
states thought of as racially or religiously intolerant.
Pennsylvania, for instance, had 40 active hate groups operating within its borders in 2016, earning itself a fifth place
ranking.
The majority of hate groups in Pennsylvania fall under white supremacy.
According to the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, the groups include Klan chapters, neo-Nazis, racist skinheads and white
nationalists. The Nation of Islam, a black separatist group, also operates in Pennsylvania.
New York, another northern state known for its liberal bent, ranks third in the nation for the number of hate groups.
There are 44 hate organizations throughout the state including the American Defense League, an anti-Muslim
group; the Aryan Strikeforce and the Loyal White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.
Hate crimes in New York City were up by nearly one-third in 2016. NYPD statistics show that anti-Muslim attacks were
responsible for much of the rise, according to the New York Daily News.
The most recent statistics from the FBI cataloged a total of 5, 818 hate crimes in 2015 - a rise of about 6 percent over the
previous year.
Again, attacks against Muslim Americans saw the biggest surge.
There is much blame to go around, but rhetoric from the White House is doing nothing to turn down the heat.
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Alameda: Muslim forum draws big crowd for discussion
Janet Levaux
HIGHLIGHT: The desire to improve understanding and take a stand against xenophobia brought more than 150 people
to the Alameda Main Library on Feb. 15 for a forum on what it means to be Muslim in today's America.
ALAMEDA - The desire to improve understanding and take a stand against xenophobia brought more than 150 people to
the Alameda Main Library on Feb. 15 for a forum on what it means to be Muslim in today's America.
Speakers from Alameda and other parts of the Bay Area shared their views on their Islamic beliefs and appreciation for
the audience's interest and support.
"It's so amazing to see so many beautiful faces here tonight. We're so glad you are here," said Sameena Usman,
government relations coordinator with the Council on American Islamic-Relations, who is based in Santa Clara.
"We have been receiving lots of (calls about) cases of people experiencing difficulties before and after the election.
There has been a spike in these incidents ... with 111 reported nationwide in the week after the election," Usman
explained. "Many more go unreported."
In the Bay Area, several women wearing headscarves, or hijabs, have been harassed and even attacked, she said,
and a mosque in Davis was vandalized recently. In addition, "Fifty-five percent of Muslim students statewide
experience some bullying," Usman stated.
Although people of some 80 different religions lived in the United States when the country was founded, "There is a
darker side unfolding or a shadow side of American democracy that's always been there, involving racism and a misplaced
understanding of nationalism ...," said Melinda Thomas, who teaches political science at St. Mary's College in Moraga
and has a law degree.
"Anti-Islamic and anti-immigrant views raise the direct responsibility for us all to address this shadow side and side with
... the notion that we are a free and diverse society," Thomas explained.
Turning to the spiritual beliefs of American Muslims, Ariff Shaik, an imam (or religious leader) with the Islamic Center
of Alameda, told the library crowd that Islam "is practiced by about two billion people worldwide and is not a religion
but a way of life."
Jehan Hakim of the Meet a Muslim program, part of the Interfaith Council of Alameda County, said that when it comes
to understanding Islam and related topics such as Muslim women's rights, "the best source ... is to speak with people like
me about my journey of faith" rather than turning to news programs.
"A hijab means a veil or screen to please God," Hakim said, adding that it is not worn to please others. "I wear a headscarf
by choice, my choice. The hijab is a deep part of our identity and freedom to practice our beliefs."
"The idea is not to force women or daughters to wear a hijab, but for them to wear it for themselves," Shaik explained.
Describing what the Islamic faith means to her, Usman said: "It is my relationship to God and my desire to learn more
about worship and my life. I worship through my actions, by living a good life and being of service to the world."
She and other speakers pointed out that jihad does not mean "holy war." Rather, it means the daily struggle to "bring forth
a positive force for the world," she said. "That is my Islam." Jihad is "a way of living life," explained College of Alameda
student Sohaib Sahraye. "It is about the struggle of striving ... to be a good believer and a good person."
Violence and terrorism mean that "you have killed and failed all humanity," Sahraye said. "We are taught to not kill ants
and insects. Our faith does not allow it. For me and for others, the true jihad is to take care of our parents and to work to
(end) bigotry, ignorance and racism."
Shaik said children coming to the mosque tell him that "some kids will not play with us or say 'go back home,' and these
are scars" that that will remain with Muslim youth for a long time. In response, he asked community members to "take
the hatred away from them and ... get together to solve these problems."
The imam said Islanders are invited to celebrate family night at the Islamic center (located at Santa Clara Avenue and 9th
Street) on the first Saturday evening of every month.
"We will have spicy food from many countries. Come and ask questions, please. We will be happy to answer them," he
explained.
The library forum was presented by the Alameda branch of the American Association of University Women, Friends of
the Alameda Free Library and the League of Women Voters of Alameda.
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The Towerlight: Towson University
February 20, 2017

CSD event explains Islamophobia
By Bailey Hendricks, Assistant News Editor
American Muslim Wajahat Ali, who wears many hats - journalist, playwright, attorney and State Department consultant
- fought Islamophobia through historical precedent and personal narrative Thursday, Feb. 16, during a talk sponsored by
Towson's Center for Student Diversity.
"The diverse stories of 1.7 billion Muslims and 1,400 years of rich, dynamic Islamic civilization have been reduced to a
singular stereotypical image - rage boy," Ali said.
Ali, who gave a presentation billed as "Understanding Islamophobia," describes this "rage boy" trope as a "bearded, antiAmerican, bellicose, turban-wearing, brown skinned-guy who is always burning American flags, who is anti-semitic and
angry."
"If you don't write your stories, your stories will be written for you," Ali said.
He cited "Iron Eagle," "Aladdin" and "Back to the Future," wherein a Libyan terrorist kills Doc Brown, as
stereotypical, harmful imaginings of Muslims that ought to be replaced by realistic narratives.
"I ask us to become participants, not spectators," he said. "We are not impatient, we are not powerless - we are privileged.
We have the opportunity to be proactive. The way to speak powerful truths is to do just that: speak. Pick up and unleash
the pen.... We want to emerge as protagonists of the American narrative. In order to do that we have to tell stories that are
by us - for everyone. No longer by us for us."
Ali told the audience that he was born and raised in California, and that he went to preschool knowing only three words
of English but went on to graduate with a degree in English from the University of California, Berkeley. He compared
being Muslim at school to being one of the popular kids.
"Everyone's giving you lavish attention - even the people you want to avoid," he said.
There have been many people in the western mainstream press who have also been writing the stories of Muslims
and creating negative stereotypes, Ali said. What people know about Muslims is overwhelmingly negative due to
the sensationalized stories shown in the news media.
He said that an influx of Muslims came to America in the 1500s and that up to 15-30 percent of slaves in the slave trade
were Muslim.
"If you think about it, Muslim blood, Muslim sweat and Muslim stories have fertilized this country's soil from the
beginning," Ali said.
Ali said that since the start of Donald Trump's political campaign, anti-Muslim hate-crimes in the U.S. have risen 67
percent, and the number of anti-Muslim hate groups are up 197 percent in the U.S.
There has been a spike in employment discrimination against those with "Muslim-y," or stereotypically Muslim-sounding,
last names and an increase in bullying of Muslim children in schools, he said.
"Despite all the problems, we're deeply privileged people here in America," Ali said, "We cannot live in culturally-isolated
cocoons anymore, because we do not live in culturally-isolated cocoons. Everything is connected in this globalized world.
Every action resonates globally."
Senior Sarah Kirksey said she thought Ali's speech was interesting and that she didn't expect as much humor as there was.
"He made a lot of good points.... I'm happy that there was a lot of people here. It's interesting to hear it from a Muslim's
perspective and for him to just come up and be so comical about the whole thing," Kirksey said.
Share this:
Share on FacebookClick to share on TwitterMoreClick to share on LinkedInClick to share on RedditClick to share on
PinterestClick to share on StumbleUponClick to share on Google+Click to share on Tumblr
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Sense of safety shaken for Iraqi refugee
By, Mark Curnutte,
"After these decisions, we feel like everyone looks at us like we are slaves."
Khalid Ali
Iraqi refugee
Since his arrival from Iraq in March, Khalid Ali watched with concern as increasing numbers of Americans were moved
by Donald Trump's anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim rhetoric.
Some of Ali's worst fears were realized on Jan. 28, in the first hours of the president's targeted travel ban, when two Iraqi
nationals were detained by federal immigration agents in New York. One man was a former U.S. government worker in
Iraq, the other a husband of a former U.S. security contractor.
They were released after American Civil Liberties Union lawyers sued in federal court in Brooklyn. But, 565 miles away
in a small apartment in Springfield Township, Ali's faith and sense of security were badly shaken.
After all, he'd worked for four years for the U.S. Army in his native Baghdad.
"We were feeling that we were in the country of freedom and safety," said Ali, 34, sitting at a used wooden dining table
with his wife. "After these decisions, we feel like everyone looks at us like we are slaves."
Just days before, as he quietly pumped gas at a filling station, a white American man said to Ali, "Remember, we speak
English here."
Ali remained silent.
The other man, blond-haired and blue-eyed, then demanded, "Where you from?"
Ali said, "It is none of your business."
The other man said, "We don't need more people like you here."
Again, Ali said nothing.
Sitting at his table with his wife, after a day working as a forklift driver, as his children played behind him in the living
room, Ali let out the words he wanted to say at the gas station.
"I worked hard for the United States. My life is in danger because I did."
From 2007 through 2011, Ali designed pages for a newspaper called Baghdad Now. It translated the U.S. military
publication Stars and Stripes from English into Arabic. He'd then help distribute the paper to U.S.-led coalition forces at
locations around the city. His family went into hiding after his contract expired. They moved frequently. "The militia kills
anyone they can find who works for the U.S. Army," he said. "You are an agent."
After three years of effort, Ali, his wife and three children arrived in the United States. They are five of the 51 Iraqi
refugees brought to the area from Jan. 1, 2014 through Dec. 31, 2016 by Catholic Charities Southwestern Ohio.
The vetting process included a polygraph test, two interviews and thorough background screening. The U.S. Department
of State assigned the refugee family to the local Catholic agency to resettle. He rents an apartment in Finneytown.
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He and his family were allowed in through a program called I-130. Ali and his "derivatives" - his wife, Rusul Alfreh, 26,
and their unmarried children under 21; they are 11, 10 and 4 - are required to apply for lawful permanent resident status,
known as a green card, at one year.
Five years later, they will be eligible to apply for U.S. citizenship.
In the past decade, the 135,643 refugees admissions from Iraq ranked second to Burma's 159,692. Many of the Iraqis
worked as interpreters or contractors for the U.S. military, government, contractors or media during the second Gulf War.
"What is the next step?" Ali asked. "The next step is Donald Trump will say there is no more permanent residency for
people, for me. What is my next step? I will not go illegally into Canada."
They are trying to assimilate. He said, "We left Islam in Iraq." His wife no longer wears a hijab to cover her hair,
which she has dyed light brown. They attend Bible study and are planning to convert to Christianity.
"I love America," Khalid Ali said. "I wish to make it my home and make contributions. My family will follow the law
and get along with everyone."
"After these decisions, we feel like everyone looks at us like we are slaves."
Khalid Ali
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The Washington Post
February 19, 2017

'It's a spiritual battle of good and evil'
Abigail Hauslohner
AUSTIN - Roy White wants to inform as many Americans as possible about the terrorists he sees in their midst.
The lean, 62-year-old Air Force veteran strode into the Texas State Capitol in late January wearing a charcoal-gray
pinstripe suit and an American flag tie, with the mission of warning all 181 lawmakers about a Muslim group sponsoring
a gathering of Texas Muslims at the Capitol the following day. Although the Council on American-Islamic Relations
(CAIR) works to promote Muslim civil rights across America, White wanted to convince lawmakers that it is actually
working to infiltrate the U.S. government and destroy American society from within.
"They're jihadists wearing suits," White said of CAIR and other Muslim organizations. "That's a tough thing for us to
wrap our heads around because we don't feel threatened."
White is the San Antonio chapter president of ACT for America, an organization that brands itself as "the nation's largest
grass-roots national security advocacy organization" and attacks what it sees as the creeping threat of sharia, or Islamic
law, in the form of Muslim organizations, mosques, refugees and sympathetic politicians.
The group has found allies among a coterie of anti-Muslim organizations, speakers and Christian fundamentalists, as well
as with some state lawmakers. Bill Zedler, a Texas Republican state representative, said during a recent forum supported
by ACT that he fears political correctness is masking the real problem: "Regardless of whether it's al-Qaeda, or CAIR, or
the Islamic State, they just have different methodology for the destruction of Western civilization."
ACT, which has been a vocal advocate for President Trump and his administration, says it now has "a direct line" to the
president and an ability to influence the direction of the nation.
"We are on the verge of playing the most pivotal role in reversing the significant damage that has been done to our nation's
security and well-being over the past eight years," ACT's founder, Brigitte Gabriel, wrote in a December solicitation for
donations.
Stephen K. Bannon, the former executive chairman of Breitbart who has described Muslim American groups as "cultural
jihadists" bent on destroying American society, is Trump's chief strategist. Breitbart has published several articles Gabriel
has written. Trump's CIA director, Mike Pompeo, has spoken at ACT's conferences and sponsored an ACT meeting at
the Capitol last year.
Retired Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, who sits on ACT's board of advisers, served as the president's national security adviser
before stepping down after revelations that he might have violated the law in communications with a Russian diplomat.
In the first days of his presidency, Trump signed an executive order temporarily banning travelers from seven majorityMuslim countries - and all refugees - from entering the United States, an order that has been put on hold as it faces court
challenges.
Ahmed Bedier, former executive director of CAIR's Tampa chapter, said that ACT distorts Islam and works to present it
as a belief that doesn't deserve religious protection in the United States.
"These guys are the fringe of the fringe, and now they have people on the inside of the most powerful government in the
world," said Bedier, who has frequently sparred publicly with ACT. "They're fascists. They don't want any presence of
Muslims in America. And the only Muslim that is acceptable to them is a former Muslim."
ACT, based in Virginia Beach, has nearly 17,500 volunteers and 17 staff members, according to tax records. Gabriel says
ACT has 500,000 "relentless grass-roots warriors," such as White, who are "ready to do whatever it takes to achieve our
goal of a safer America."
A safer America, to ACT, means a nation free of all Islamic influence, a goal that has led some civil rights activists to call
it a hate group akin to white supremacists. It wants groups that practice or advocate sharia - the guiding principles of
Islam - to be forced to disband, supports President Trump's attempt to ban travelers from several Muslim-majority
countries, and opposes the resettlement of Muslim refugees in the United States. It supports preserving the Constitution
and its concept of American culture, which ACT says on its website means "recognizing that we are the greatest nation
on Earth and that if you are an American you must be an American first."
Since it began its work a decade ago, ACT claims 22 legislative victories in Republican-controlled statehouses, many of
them laws that stiffen criminal penalties for terrorism, keep Islamic or foreign influence out of U.S. courts, or aim to
protect free speech. ACT also led a successful campaign to get "errors" removed from Texas school textbooks, including
what leaders consider pro-Islamic, anti-Christian, anti-Western statements.
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In recent weeks, ACT has lobbied on behalf of Trump's travel ban. On Wednesday, it circulated a message to its followers
claiming that Flynn's fall was the work of "rogue weasels" and "shadow warriors" within the U.S. government trying to
destroy Trump.
ACT's leadership acknowledges that it gets a bad rap. The Southern Poverty Law Center and other civil rights
watchdogs label it an extremist group that demonizes Muslims. ACT argues that the perception comes from
ignorance or because the media, Democrats and Muslims hide the truth in a bid to destroy the country.
In a recent message to members, the group said that Islamophobia is a "deceptive narrative," that the mainstream
media propagates "fake news" and that refugee advocates are "fanatics."
ACT has urged supporters to lobby their lawmakers to support Trump's executive order banning citizens of seven Muslimmajority countries from entering the United States, a policy that legal experts say amounts to a "Muslim ban" and that an
appeals court unanimously kept on hold this month amid arguments that it violates the Constitution.
"First of all, there is no 'Muslim ban,' contrary to what the fake news media would have you believe," Gabriel wrote last
week in an article for Breitbart, claiming that the countries subject to the order are "terrorist-infested." "It isn't President
Trump's fault all seven of th ose countries happen to be almost entirely Islamic."
Gabriel did not respond to requests for comment.
White, a commercial airline pilot, said the group has faced an uphill battle.
"I've had family members who - I've talked like this for the last four years - at first thought I was the crazy, loony uncle
because they had never heard any of this stuff, because 'it's a conspiracy,'" White said as he took a break from handing
out pamphlets at the Texas statehouse in Austin.
But, White said, he's not a conspiracy theorist, and he's not chasing UFOs: His conviction is grounded in facts and in
spiritual conviction.
"It's a spiritual battle of good and evil, and a lot of folks on the left have a difficult time thinking that there is
actually good and evil," he said.
White, a devout Christian, says that sharia - the guiding laws and principles of Islam - is the embodiment of that
evil; that the Muslim Brotherhood, a Sunni Islamic movement that is a force in Middle Eastern politics, is working
to spread sharia throughout America; and that CAIR, the Islamic Society of North America, the majority of
American mosques, and a host of other Muslim leaders and organizations are outgrowths of the Brotherhood on
U.S. soil. The Trump administration has been considering adding the Brotherhood to its list of designated foreign
terrorist organizations; ACT considers that a top priority.
White hopes that Trump's travel ban will prevail and that other Muslim countries, including Saudi Arabia and Egypt, will
be added. He wants mosques and American Muslim groups to denounce sharia or be disbanded, and he wants the
government to bar people who associate with those groups from public office.
"We are going to arrest those people who promote sedition," he said. That would mean any "sharia-compliant Muslim,"
he added.
Islamic scholars, Middle East experts and Muslim religious leaders say that ACT's interpretation of Islam is wrong. Sharia
is not a coded rule book but a vast body of religious and legal texts, subject to a range of interpretations and practice,
much of which is not taken literally.
"Sharia as a legal system doesn't exist," said Sahar Aziz, a law professor at Texas A&M University, noting that a Muslim
who claims to follow sharia is similar to a Christian saying he lives his life "in accordance with Jesus Christ."
ACT's critics argue that going after sharia is a subtle way to more broadly attack Muslims. They also say it's dangerous.
The night before White visited the Capitol in Austin, a gunman who expressed support for nationalist and right-wing
causes killed six people and wounded 19 others in an attack on a Quebec City mosque. The day before, a fire destroyed a
mosque that had previously been burglarized and vandalized in Victoria, Tex.
White says some people come to his meetings "who are a little bit off the mark, get a little too fired up." He turns them
away, but he vows to continue pushing.
"I'm never going to stop telling the truth for fear of the consequences of telling the truth to people."
abigail.hauslohner@washpost.com
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Trump's immigration policies protect Americans
One of President Donald Trump's first campaign promises was to build a "big, beautiful wall" along our southern border
with Mexico, and to deport criminal illegal aliens.
Of course, Congressional Democrats and their "paid street thugs" howled about everything. Are Trump and those who
voted for him all "racists, bigots, xenophobes, and Islamophobes"? Or are we prudent and responsible people who want
our families and fellow citizens protected by immigration laws?
I'll bet Trump finds ways to get the wall built with less time and money than bureaucrats would. If it's part wall and part
fence, but well patrolled, fine! Whatever he builds will be a better deterrent than we have now. It still won't stop every
determined smuggler, but millions of regular folks would no longer risk the trip north.
We cannot allow the don't-tear-families-apart argument to guide our laws. If we ever get on that path, 1,001 heart-felt
arguments would be made to allow every illegal to stay. This includes arguments made by illegals who have been here
for decades. Does it matter whether an illegal alien has been breaking our immigration laws for 20 minutes or 20 years?
No! He's illegal either way!
When we depart from that standard, illegals lose respect for our government and our laws. We will only get their respect
back by vigorously and visibly enforcing those laws.
Unfortunately, 300 Democrat municipal governments are creating a terrible mess called sanctuary cities.
These governments refuse to help the Feds deport illegals held in local jails after arrest. Sanctuary cities usually release
these alien criminals back into the community, where many of them commit more crimes.
A lady named Kate Steinle was murdered in San Francisco by an illegal thug who had already been deported five times,
but was freed after yet another arrest. Is it prudent to release violent alien criminals onto the streets of our communities,
simply to benefit Democrat politicians? No!
Fortunately, Trump has issued Executive Order 13768 to withhold federal funds from sanctuary cities.
When accepting Federal grant money, a local jurisdiction is required to follow all federal laws - including immigration
laws. If they don't follow federal laws, they're not entitled to federal money.
During the presidential campaign, America and European countries suffered attacks by radical Islamic terrorists.
Candidate Trump proposed "extreme vetting" of immigrants coming from some predominantly- Muslim countries.
Trump's extreme vetting Executive Order 13769 would stop immigration from a few countries for a few months so his
administration could review current vetting, then add more stringent procedures as needed.
But Trump was sued by Democrats in the state of Washington to block this action, allowing immigration to continue as
it had been.
This judgment was appealed to the 9th Circuit in San Francisco. A threejudge panel upheld the Washington ruling. Also,
I expect there will be a new EO to correct some oversights in 13769 relating to immigrants with green cards or valid visas.
The Constitution and congressional law clearly support the President's actions on immigration, without oversight or
review from either Congress or the courts. I fully expect Trump will prevail in this matter. He won't make the same
mistakes twice.
How many Americans must be killed by Muslim terrorists before we recognize and accept that Islam is not a
religion of peace, but an ideology of violent extremism?
How can we keep ourselves safe without carefully controlling Muslim immigration, and eventually removing the
jihadist Muslims who are already here in America? If you doubt this, please see: www.thereligionofpeace.com,
especially the Jihad Reports.
If you believe we should invite millions more immigrants into America to reduce world poverty, please see this short
video: http://tinyurl.com/gumballs33.
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Bill Maher's shameful mainstreaming of Yiannopoulos' hate
By inviting "alt right" (aka white supremacist) darling Milo Yiannopoulos (known as "Milo") onto his HBO show Friday
night, Bill Maher could've seized a great opportunity to expose Yiannopoulos' history of hate. After all, Yiannopoulos
has spewed so much toxic garbage that he was permanently banned by Twitter in 2016, which says a lot, considering the
cesspool that swirls on that platform.
So when Maher faced Yiannopoulos on Friday, did the HBO host press him on his view that college rape culture is a
fiction and that women are often lying when they report being raped? Did Maher ask him about his anti-Semitic comment
that "Jews run the media," or did he ask why Yiannopoulos wore a Nazi Iron Cross when he was younger? Did Maher
press him on his demonization of transgender people as, in essence, sexual predators?
No. Instead Maher actually bonded with the extremist author and lecturer on their shared anti-Muslim views.
Yiannopoulos complimented Maher: "You're sound on Islam unlike most people on your show." To which Maher
glowingly responded, "Yes, that's true." (Although when Maher remarked that all religions were "stupid and
dangerous," Yiannopoulos pushed back noting that, as a Catholic, he thinks his own faith is great.)
You know, there's nothing nicer than seeing two people who appear to be on different ends of the political spectrum bond
over how much they dislike Islam, right? And no question: Maher and Yiannopoulos do indeed appear to be in lockstep
when it comes to Muslims. Yiannopoulos, writing that "America has a Muslim problem" has conflated all Muslims
with ISIS and has even defended loathing of Muslims with the comment, "fear of Islam is entirely rational."
Maher has echoed that very sentiment with his own comment about Islam that, "The more you know, the more you would
be afraid." And Maher was even praised by the alt-right Breitbart, where Yiannopoulos works as editor, for his remark in
2015, "I think that Islam is a problem."
On his show Friday, Maher did gently push back when Yiannopoulos mocked HBO "Girls" star Lena Dunham with his
playful response, "Let's not pick on fellow HBO stars." But why didn't Maher at any time passionately challenge Milo?
In fact, stunningly, at the end of the interview, Maher seemed to be doing his best to make Yiannopoulos' hateful views
more acceptable. Maher concluded the interview by reading "provocative" jokes the late comedian Joan Rivers had made
and saying she was still considered a "national treasure."
His point appeared to be that if some people gave another comedian a pass, then why shouldn't we do the same with
Yiannopoulos? Well, the reasons are obvious: Rivers was actually a comedian, while Yiannopoulos is a political pundit
who writes for Bretitbart.com, a website that proudly spouts white-supremacist views and was, until recently, headed by
Steve Bannon, who is now a senior adviser to the President of the United States, Donald Trump.
It's especially curious that Maher didn't stand up to Yiannopoulos, given that he had been roundly criticized for even
booking him on the show. In fact, Jeremy Scahill, a frequent guest on Maher's show, canceled his appearance for that
night because he vehemently disagreed with Maher presenting Yiannopoulos with a national TV platform from which to
"legitimize his hateful agenda."
Thankfully, former Comedy Central host Larry Wilmore was on the panel and showed us how you confront hate. In the
"Overtime" segment of the show, which can be seen online, Wilmore confronted Yiannopoulos's past racially-tinged
attack on African-American SNL cast member Leslie Jones and his hatemongering about transgender Americans.
In fact, when Yiannopoulos asserted that transgender people are "disproportionately involved" in committing acts of
sexual assault -- a lie that has been debunked by experts -- Maher remained quiet. It was Wilmore who stepped up to
challenge his "statistics."
And when Yiannopoulos went on to say that being transgender was a "psychiatric disorder," Maher kept his silence, while
it was Wilmore who continued to press Yiannopoulos. The discussion between Wilmore and Yiannopoulos escalated until
Wilmore told him "you can go f*** yourself," drawing a round of applause from the studio audience -- which had no
doubt hoped Maher would've summoned half that much passionate pushback.
If Maher has made a strategic decision to court Yiannopoulos' legion of white-supremacist followers, that's his despicable
choice.
But if he truly wants to regain progressive fans and the respect of his peers, then when he invites guests like Yiannopoulos,
Maher should passionately press them on their hate, not mainstream it.
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Americans rate religious groups, and most gain
Laurie Goodstein; The New York Times
After an election year that stirred up animosity across racial and religious lines, a new survey has found that Americans
are actually feeling warmer toward people in nearly every religious group - including Muslims - than they did three years
ago.
Muslims and atheists still rank at the bottom of the poll, which asked respondents to rate their attitudes toward religious
groups on a "feeling thermometer." However, Muslims and atheists - who have long been targets of prejudice in the
United States - received substantially warmer ratings on the scale than they did in a survey in 2014: Muslims rose to 48
percent from 40, and atheists to 50 percent from 41.
The religious groups that ranked highest, as they did three years ago, were Jews (67 percent) and Catholics (66 percent).
Mainline Protestants, including Methodists, Presbyterians and Episcopalians, who were measured for the first time, came
in at 65 percent. Buddhists rose on the scale to 60 percent from 53, Hindus to 58 from 50, and Mormons to 54 from 48.
Evangelical Christians were the only group that did not improve their standing from three years ago, plateauing at 61
percent.
The random telephone survey of 4,248 adults, conducted by the Pew Research Center, did not ask why people hold the
attitudes they do. (The margin of sampling error was plus or minus 2.5 percentage points.)
The poll was conducted from Jan. 9 to 23 of this year, a period just before and during the inauguration of President Donald
Trump. Many blamed Trump for exacerbating religious prejudice with his campaign promise to protect Americans from
terrorism by banning Muslims from entering the United States.
During and after the presidential campaign, Muslims reported a wave of harassment on the streets and attacks on
their mosques and community centers. Jewish institutions have also reported a spike in vandalism and threats.
So a survey showing a spike in warm feelings among people of different religions came as something of a surprise, said
Jessica Hamar Mart[#xfffd]nez, a senior researcher at the Pew Research Center.
"It's interesting to find that after a very contentious election year, when there was a lot of negativity and a lot of divides
emphasized, there were more positive feelings expressed towards all these religious groups, and really across the board,"
she said.
She speculated it could be a "counterreaction" to the prejudice and hostility, but she said there was nothing in the data to
explain why the thermometer heated up.
However, Jen'nan Ghazal Read, an associate professor of sociology and global health at Duke University, questioned the
value of measuring "warmth" toward religious groups and the study's conclusions.
"To me, this makes it seem like all's well in America, and I think that's not accurately depicting the reality," said Read,
who has studied American attitudes toward Muslims. "What does 'warm' mean?"
The responses varied depending on who was asked. Younger Americans, aged 18 to 29, rated Muslims and atheists more
warmly, and Jews far more coolly, than Americans 50 and older. Black Americans felt more warmly than white or
Hispanic Americans toward Muslims.
But in every case, people felt more warmly toward religious groups when they personally knew someone in that group.
Compared with 2014, the percentage of Americans who said they personally knew a Muslim had increased to 45 from
38, the highest increase in personal contact for any religious group
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Trump's phony compassion
By TOM MALINOWSKI.
Tom Malinowski was the assistant secretary of state for democracy, human rights and labor from 2014 to 2017.
WASHINGTON -- In the summer of 2014, the Islamic State seized a region of northern Iraq where people of different
religions and ethnic groups had coexisted since biblical times, and sought to cleanse it of everyone who was not a Sunni
Muslim. ISIS killed or enslaved thousands of Yazidis and massacred Shiite Muslims. The group readily admitted
that it wanted to eradicate Christianity from the Middle East. In a matter of days, more than 100,000 Iraqi
Christians had fled their homes, mostly to Iraqi Kurdistan.
Last year, as an official of the Obama administration, I walked through a Christian neighborhood of the Kurdish capital,
Erbil, to the beautiful St. Joseph's cathedral, where I met with leaders of every major Christian denomination in Iraq,
including the patriarch of the Assyrian Church of the East and the archbishop of the Chaldean Catholic Church. I also
visited the Yazidi mountain shrine of Lalish, and the town of Alqosh, just a few miles north of Islamic State-controlled
Mosul, where a synagogue still stands, unused for now, but protected by a local Christian family and the Muslim fighters
of the Kurdish pesh merga.
Every religious leader I met asked that the United States keep the door open to refugees from their communities. But
what they wanted most of all was our help in enabling their people to stay safe on their ancestral lands in Iraq. One group,
the Assyrian Church of the East, felt so strongly about this that it made the brave decision to move its headquarters from
Chicago back to Erbil.
I would never say that we have done enough to help persecuted religious minorities in the Middle East. How could
anyone say they have done enough when so many are still suffering? But to suggest, as the Trump administration now
does, that the United States has done nothing, and use this falsehood to justify favoring Christians over others among our
refugee admissions, is outrageous. (On Friday, a federal judge temporarily blocked parts of the president's executive order,
including this element.)
The first shots the United States fired in its fight with the Islamic State were to protect a religious minority: the Yazidis
on Mount Sinjar, in northern Iraq. And we did so within days of their first call for help in 2014. From then on, we were
determined to use American air power to protect civilians in the extremists' path wherever we could. When the Islamic
State attacked Christian villages in the Khabur River Valley of eastern Syria in early 2015, it was our airstrikes,
guided by information provided by local Christian communities, that stopped the terrorists' advance.
Since then, United States Special Operations forces have trained Christian self-defense militias that operate under Iraqi
government authority. We have provided millions of dollars in humanitarian assistance to religious minority
communities. And last year, Secretary of State John Kerry recognized Iraqi Yazidis, Shiites and Christians as victims of
genocide. The decision took longer than some had hoped, because State Department legal experts initially told Mr. Kerry
that there was not enough evidence to include Christians in this determination; he insisted on taking the time to gather the
additional evidence.
Contrary to what President Trump has suggested, more than 40 percent of the refugees the United States has admitted
from Iraq have been Christians or members of other religious minority groups. This was based on need, without setting
any religious test. It is true that very few Christians are among the refugees we've admitted from Syria, because most
Syrian refugees are Sunni Muslims who have fled the Assad regime. Syrian Christians have tended to seek protection
in regime-controlled areas; of those who have left Syria, a majority have gone to Lebanon, where they have support
from friends, family and a large Christian community.
Here is what Mr. Trump does not want you to know: Under his executive order, actually fewer Christian refugees will
make it to the United States, even allowing for his preference for religious minorities. That is because the order slashes
the quota for worldwide refugee admissions for 2017 to about 50,000 from 110,000 -- and this part of the order stays in
place despite Friday's court ruling. Last year, 44 percent of admitted refugees overall happened to be Christians; at that
rate, we could have expected to admit 48,000 this year.
Having now cut the global quota to 50,000, the president would have to bar almost all Muslims and other non-Christians
just to keep the admissions of Christian refugees at the same level -- something that he swears he won't do, and that the
courts clearly won't allow. Instead, America will reject more desperate refugees from every faith and from all over the
world.
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Meanwhile, the perception that Mr. Trump's order has created -- that the United States favors Christian over Muslim
victims of terrorism -- will inflame tensions with Muslim-majority nations and hinder cooperation with countries like
Iraq. That will actually make it harder for the United States to promote the rights of the hundreds of thousands of Christians
and other minorities who want to stay in their homelands.
Of the religious leaders I met in Iraq last year, not one ever asked that we give his community preferential treatment over
another. One of the Christian bishops told me that as much as his people had suffered, the Yazidis had suffered even more,
and he urged us to keep helping everyone. Last week, Iraq's Catholic Chaldean patriarch denounced Mr. Trump's order
as ''a trap'' that would ''feed tensions with our Muslim fellow citizens,'' adding: ''Those who seek help do not need to be
divided according to religious labels. And we do not want privileges.''
The executive order will make it harder for Christians and other victims of the Islamic State to leave the Middle East,
and make life more dangerous for those who stay. Anyone with an ounce of compassion or common sense will urge the
president to revoke his order or Congress to repeal it.
Follow The New York Times Opinion section on Facebook and Twitter (@NYTOpinion), and sign up for the Opinion
Today newsletter.
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Anti-Muslim actions echo earlier bans
Jan. 27 was International Holocaust Remembrance Day, the date fixed many years ago as the anniversary of the 1945
liberation of Auschwitz, the murder camp that took the lives of an estimated million Jews and half a million other victims.
Prior presidents have used the commemoration to remind the world that 6 million Jews died at the hands of the Nazis and
to warn against continued anti-Semitism. But not Donald Trump.
Asked about omitting any mention of the killing of Jews, Chief of Staff Reince Priebus said, " I don't regret the words. I
mean, everyone's suffering in the Holocaust, including, obviously, all of the Jewish people." Did Jared Kushner, his
Orthodox Jewish son-in-law and White House aide, protest?
What makes that omission even more bitter is that Jan. 27 was also the day the White House decided to stop immigration
from seven countries and to ban all refugees. To compound this anti-Muslim order, President Trump told an
interviewer that Christians, who have been persecuted in those countries, would be given priority and "we are
going to help them."
What Trump has done is fulfill one of his most frightening and un-American campaign promises. In December
2015, he carefully read from a press release, "Donald J. Trump is calling for a total and complete shutdown of
Muslims entering the United States until our country's representatives can figure out what is going on."
The policy behind the Jan. 27 ban was to protect our "citizens from foreign nationals who intend to commit terrorist
attacks." The Obama administration had already targeted the same Middle East countries for extra careful vetting of
people hoping to come to the United States.
Most terrorist acts since Sept. 11 have been committed by Americans. The Wall Street Journal writes that foreign
countries supplying the most terrorists were Saudi Arabia, from which most of the Sept. 11 murderers came, and
Pakistan, yet neither of those countries is on the banned list.
Trump has forgotten his own roots. His grandfather, Friedrich Trumpf, at age 16, won asylum in this country from
Germany and started to build the fortune that the president and his father, Fred Trump, expanded into millionaire wealth.
As a refugee from Hitler's Germany, I can understand the terror the barred Muslims must be experiencing as they learn
that the Statue of Liberty's welcoming torch does not shine for them.
When I came to this country in 1939, many members of Congress, officials in the State Department and
organizations that called themselves "America First" were trying to block the admission of Jews and others fleeing
Europe. Their reasons were not just anti-Semitism but also a fear of what newcomers would bring to an economy that
was still trying to recover. Some opponents feared that spies and saboteurs would be among the newcomers, like Trump's
fear of terrorists.
In our family's case, they needed the intervention of a U.S. senator who asked the American consul in Berlin to grant us
visas after my father was denied one. I was the first to escape, on a Kindertransport to England, which welcomed 10,000
children. Three months later I joined my parents on a ship to Cuba. We lived in Havana until U.S. quotas allowed us into
the states. Within months after we landed in Cuba, that country also closed its doors, resulting in the tragic story of many
of the 900 Jewish refugees on the St. Louis as that ship was turned away by both Cuba and the United States and its
passengers sent back to Europe.
My family knows what happens when blockades are placed for those who sought the haven of the United States. Like
many families, we lost relatives in Auschwitz and Treblinka.
The parallels of immigrants forced to return to danger help explain the outburst of outrage that followed this hateful order
by the grandson of an immigrant.
Harry Themal has been a News Journal columnist since 1989.
harry themal
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TAKING ISSUE WITH TRUMP IN PATERSON
Steve Janoski, Staff Writer, @stevejanoski
PATERSON -- Hours after a federal appeals court refused because the atmosphere fostered by Trump's anti-Muslim,
anti-Mexican rhetoric has created worries in him. If this is what happened after two weeks of his presidency,
Abdulazeez said, what will America look like after two years?
"It's not going to stop," Abdulazeez said. "Nobody knows his other plans. It's scary, you know?"
Santos Joaquin, director of the 3,500-strong Paterson Progressive Movement, said through his son and interpreter
Ramon that it was important to support people subject to Trump's anti-immigrant policies.
"Today it's our Muslim brothers and sisters," said Joaquin, a native of the Dominican Republic. "Tomorrow it
could be us."
Wayne resident Sahar Jelahej wore an American flag hijab as she stood with a group of Muslim girls and women after
the march, which started at Federal Plaza off Ward Street and culminated at the Great Falls. Jelahej said she wanted to
show Trump she would not sit idly by while he issued dictums from the Oval Office.
"We don't want this to be a dictatorship," Jelahej said. "This is what America is, and this is what democracy is about."
"And we're gonna stand up for ourselves!" a young girl in the group added.
"And we're gonna stand up for ourselves," Jelahej repeated, nodding.
The protest tried to strike a positive tone -- organizer Salaheddin Mustafa said the theme was pro-peace and unity rather
than anti-Trump. But it was impossible to ignore the defiant aura among the protesters forged by the president's campaign
rhetoric and his recent executive order, which for three months bars entry of residents of the mostly Muslim countries
of Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Syria, Sudan, and Yemen.
The order, signed Jan. 27 but temporarily lifted by a federal judge in Seattle on Friday, also banned indefinitely the
admission of refugees from war-ravaged Syria, and suspended the entry of all refugees into the United States for four
months.
But news of the order touched off a powder keg, and anti-Trump protests immediately surged through cities across the
nation. In Paterson on Sunday, the signs protesters carried bore many now-familiar phrases: "No ban, No wall," "No
ban, no fear, refugees are welcome here," and "Muslim rights = Human rights."
Their call-and-response chanting, conducted by a megaphone-toting young man, gathered strength as the marchers
neared the Great Falls, and culminated with a politician-studded rally on a flatbed truck near the bronze statue of city
founder Alexander Hamilton.
U.S. Rep. Bill Pascrell, a Paterson Democrat, offered a fiery speech in which he called Trump a "fool" and compared
his supporters to the Know Nothings, the anti-immigrant political party from the 1850s formed in reaction to the influx
of Irish and German immigrants.
Sen. Robert Menendez, the son of Cuban refugees, said Americans were in a "fight for the very heart and soul of what
our country is," and that he was proud of the federal judges who suspended Trump's order.
Sen. Cory Booker, the Newark Democrat who many believe will run for president in 2020, pointed to the snowflakes
that fell as he spoke, and compared them to the political power a united people can wield.
"Each one individually is beautiful -- but together we make an avalanche," Booker said. "Together we must always put
forth the truth that the power of the people is greater than that person in power."
A number of area religious leaders and local politicians also spoke.
Fahim Abedrabbo, a demonstration organizer who sits on the Clifton Board of Education, said the protest was not antipresident -- "We respect the office."
But said he hoped Trump would hear their message and reconsider his charted course.
"This is America today, coming together," Abedrabbo said. "This is what it's all about -- what unity is, what peace is,
and demanding justice."
And Mustafa, the co-organizer, said it had been exhilarating to witness the American citizenry rise to the defense of
Muslims.
"That honestly was not something that we fully expected to see," Mustafa said.
Abdulazeez, the protester from Paterson, said the demonstration was an example of what makes America great -- not
Trump's policies.
"This guy, he lives in the castle," Abdulazeez said. "He doesn't see the people. He needs to start changing."
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Let Them In: A Response to Trump's Immigration Ban
Summer Thomad
The Syria I remember has the warmth of family. The Syria I remember is painted with beautiful historic walkways. The
Syria I remember has vendors selling corn in the streets and the best ice cream I have ever tasted.
I am heartbroken to see what has become of it in the eight years since I have visited. I am devastated by the endless
suffering that the Syrian people have endured and the consequences of living in a divided and hostile nation.
I have not seen my dad's side of the family (who are originally from Iraq, but moved to Syria to escape the war, and
ironically, are now back in Iraq due to the current state of Syria) since my last visit. We have always talked about the
possibility of them coming to visit us here in the United States, but now that possibility may be gone. Another one of my
aunts lives in a neighborhood in Syria that has been overrun by rebels. In the midst of destruction and chaos, she and her
family are barely getting by.
It has been about a week since President Donald Trump issued his executive order on immigration, which has banned
entry from seven majority-Muslim countries - Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen - for 90 days, and
suspended the entire U.S. refugee admissions system for 120 days. Additionally, the order specifies that it will give
priority to Christian refugees over Muslim refugees.
This ban has been enacted despite the fact that not one of these seven countries has produced a single person involved in
a lethal terrorist attack in America since 9/11. According toThe Guardian, the U.S. refugee admissions system is already
one of the world's most "rigorous vetting regimens" taking 18 to 24 months and requiring interviews and background
checks through multiple federal agencies.
While I completely recognize that my struggles as a result of this ban are nowhere near that of immigrants, refugees, or
green card holders, it is hard for me as a Muslim to not take this personally.
Mike Flynn, Trump's national security adviser, has referred to Islam as a "vicious cancer" that must be "excised."
The religion I was raised practicing emphasizes the importance of peace, generosity, resilience and compassion toward
every living being, especially the less fortunate.
Now, the bigotry of people like Flynn is directly targeting and harming Muslim communities all over the world.
There is no way of presenting this ban as anything less than an act of discrimination and religious persecution towards
Muslims.
Some of the immediate consequences of this ban include approved refugees, valid visa holder's, non-U.S. dual citizens
and U.S. legal residents being detained, escorted from planes and deported from the U.S.
Fatemah, an Iranian 4-month-old baby wasnot permitted to fly to America to receive a life saving open heart surgery
operation because of Trump's Muslim Immigration ban.
Wael Resol, a Syrian man, is unable to make it back to the U.S. after visiting family in Syria. He planned to move in with
his wife living in Texas and start his degree in Linguistics, but is now barred from entering the country due to his ethnicity.
Nazanin Zinouri, an Iranian U.S. resident of seven years who lives in South Dakota, was detained at Dubai International
Airport after arriving from Iran, where she was visiting family. Later, when boarding a plane back to her home in the
U.S., she was deported.
People who are forced to leave their entire lives in the U.S. behind, who are separated from their families across the world,
who are simply trying to survive by escaping the harshest possible conditions-conditions that no human being should have
to endure, are all being threatened by this ban. All this, because of who they are or the religion they practice.
Selfishly, I cannot help but think of my own fate next time I plan on traveling, especially overseas. Despite being born
and raised a U.S. citizen, as a hijab-wearing muslim woman of Lebanese and Iraqi descent, the odds aren't quite in my
favor.
I've already experienced some airport discrimination, such as being pulled aside and having my hands scanned for
explosives at airport security during my last trip, but I'm afraid of what my future travels will entail. I am afraid for my
father, who hardly gets to see his father and family living on the other side of the world as is, and certainly will not be
able to any time soon.
Being told, now even by our federal government, to go back to where I came from when I have called this country my
home for all of my 18 years is ridiculous and confusing. However, the demonstrations I have seen in protest of this ban
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have been indescribably meaningful and touching. It is comforting to know how many people truly care about protecting
Muslims and will not stand to let this administration persecute us.
Love, tolerance and solidarity as a response to hate has proven to be the strongest power we have in fighting back-and
fight back, we will.
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The News-Examiner (Connersville, Indiana)
February 5, 2017

A stain on our history
Cokie Roberts and Steven V. Roberts
The news coverage of President Trump's refugee-restricting order focused on abused travelers, angry protesters and
aggrieved lawyers. Those reports were useful, but they missed a much larger and more consequential point: Trump's
action was profoundly immoral and un-American. It violated our most basic values and traditions as a nation.
Almost 229 years ago, George Washington wrote to a Dutch minister, Rev. Francis Adrian Vanderkemp, who had arrived
in America after fleeing religious persecution. "I had always hoped," Washington wrote, "that this land might become a
safe and agreeable asylum to the virtuous and persecuted part of mankind, to whatever nation they might belong."
The 45th president has broken faith with the first. Instead of welcoming the "virtuous and persecuted part of mankind,"
he's rejecting them. Moreover, his policy is counterproductive. Instead of keeping the country more safe from terrorism,
it will make us less safe.
Two Republican senators with impeccable military credentials, John McCain and Lindsey Graham, had the courage to
tell the truth: "Ultimately, we fear this executive order will become a self-inflicted wound in the fight against terrorism."
"This executive order sends a signal, intended or not, that America does not want Muslins coming into our country,"
wrote the GOP lawmakers. "That is why we fear this executive order may do more to help terrorism recruitment than
improve our security."
Trump's order has provoked almost universal condemnation, from political leaders like Germany's Angela Merkel to
religious figures like the Catholic bishops. Only two groups seem to be cheering: Republicans who are afraid of
crossing the new president and jihadists who cannot believe their good fortune.
David Miliband, the former British foreign secretary who now heads the International Rescue Committee, was
exactly right when he wrote in The New York Times that Trump's action is "a propaganda gift to those who would
plot harm to America."
The president's order bars all refugees for 120 days, bans refugees from Syria indefinitely, and stops all citizens
from seven Muslim-majority countries from entering the U.S. for 90 days. Moreover, it slashes the U.S. quota for
refugees from 110,000 a year to 50,000.
In defending the impact of the order, administration spokesman Sean Spicer used a flurry of "alternative facts." Only 109
refugees were directly affected this weekend, he said, comparing their trauma to waiting in line for "a couple of hours" at
a TSA checkpoint.
But in fact, the impact is far larger. Families were torn apart. Countless institutions - corporations, universities, hospitals
- were thrown into turmoil. Spicer said the price was necessary to protect the country from terrorist threats, but the
evidence does not back him up.
Refugees are already subjected to extraordinary background checks that can take up to two years. Most of them are
women and children. And U.S.-born jihadists are a far greater threat than outsiders trying to infiltrate the country.
The libertarian Cato Institute estimates that the odds of an American being killed by a refugee-turned-terrorist are 1 in
3.64 billion. Charles Kurzman, a terrorism expert at the University of North Carolina, told the Times that the danger of
such an attack is "infinitesimal."
If the benefit of the president's policy is "infinitesimal," the cost is almost infinite. Terrorism is certainly a real threat, but
any effective effort to combat that threat starts with the cooperation of Muslims - from local imams to foreign intelligence
chiefs - who could be alienated by the administration's hostility.
Former CIA director Michael V. Hayden told the Washington Post that "there is no question this has already created an
irretrievable cost." The refugee order "has taken draconian measures against a threat that was hyped ... It feeds the Islamic
militant narrative and makes it harder for our allies to side with us."
Trump says he wants "to wipe ISIS from the face of the earth," but that can only be done with Muslim troops, not
Americans. Daniel Benjamin, formerly the State Department's top terrorism expert, told the Times: "For the life of me, I
don't see why we would want to alienate the Iraqis when they are the ground force against ISIS."
The moral cost is as high as the military one. As a nation, we have failed Washington's hope many times before: when
Irish Catholics were despised and Italians lynched; when Chinese immigrants were barred by Congress; when loyal
Japanese-Americans were interned during World War II; and when Jewish refugees from the Holocaust were turned away.
We now recognize those moments as shameful stains on our history. This episode will be covered in shame, as well.
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The Daily News (Longview, Washington)
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Ignatius: For Bannon, the game has only just begun
At the red-hot center of President Trump's first 11 days in office has been his chief strategist Stephen K. Bannon,
who seeks to organize a global populist movement for "Judeo-Christian" values and against radical Islam.
Bannon is the intellectual center of the new administration. For nearly a decade he has been advertising his desire to turn
America and the world upside down. He's now doing exactly that. Trump's "America First" trade policies and his antirefugee travel ban are early glimmers of the revolution Bannon has long been advocating.
As the uproar over Trump's actions grows, it's important to distinguish between policies that are politically controversial
and those that actually undermine the country's foundations. The haphazard executive order banning travel by people
from seven Muslim-majority countries seems to me the latter: It strikes at America's core values.
The folly of the travel ban is that it is producing the opposite of what Trump says he wanted. It weakens U.S. alliances,
emboldens our adversaries and puts the country at greater risk. It's not just misguided and heartless; it's dangerous.
It affirms the Islamic State's narrative that it is at war with an anti-Muslim America.
The weakness of Bannon's strategy in these first days of Trump's presidency has been its impatience and disorganization.
The White House's opening salvos have been rushed, poorly planned shots that resulted in what Sen. John McCain (RAriz.) called a "self-inflicted wound." In his seeming counsel to Trump, Bannon appears to have overlooked Benjamin
Franklin's famous advice that haste makes waste.
Some critics have argued that Bannon is a white nationalist and, even, a neo-Nazi. What follows is a more measured
account, sticking to his own explanations of how he sees the world -- and seeks to overturn the establishment's network
of trade and security policies.
As with many revolutionaries, Bannon's story is that of a wealthy man who came to see himself as a vanguard for the
masses. He rose from a middle-class life in Richmond through an uneventful stint with the Navy; but his life changed
after he enrolled at Harvard Business School, joined Goldman Sachs, founded an investment bank and made a fortune.
He began directing conservative agitprop documentaries in 2004, but the 2008 financial crisis was a turning point. Bannon
saw it as a betrayal of working people, and he embraced the tea party's conservative revolt against Republican and
Democratic elites.
Bannon gained a powerful platform in 2012 when he became chairman of the hard-right Breitbart.com after the death of
its founder, Andrew Breitbart. In an April 2010 speech to a tea party gathering in New York that was posted on YouTube,
Bannon's radical rhetoric evoked the 1960s and fused left and right: "It doesn't take a weatherman to tell you which way
the wind blows, and the wind's blowing off the high plains of the country through the prairie, and lighting a fire that's
going to burn all the way to Washington."
Get news headlines sent daily to your inbox
By 2014, Bannon saw himself leading what he called a "global tea party movement" against a financial elite that he
described as "the party of Davos." In a summer 2014 speech broadcast to a conference inside the Vatican, he railed against
Wall Street bailouts and "crony capitalists." Racists and anti-Semites might get attracted to this movement, he said, "but
there's always elements who turn up at these things, whether it's militia guys or whatever . . . it all gets kind of washed
out, right?"
The rise of the Islamic State in 2014 gave Bannon a new rallying cry: "We are in an outright war against jihadist
Islamic fascism," he told the Vatican audience. "I believe you should take a very, very, very aggressive stance against
radical Islam," he said.
Breitbart's London branch became a leading advocate of Brexit, and on the day Britain voted to leave the European
Union, Breitbart thundered: "There's panic in the skyscrapers. A popular revolution against globalism is underway."
Bannon pressed that theme after Trump's victory, telling Breitbart's radio show on Dec. 30 it was only the "top of the first
inning."
Last Friday's travel ban echoed themes Bannon has developed over a half-dozen years. It brought cheers from the rightwing parties in Europe that are Bannon's allies. "Well done," tweeted Dutch populist Geert Wilders. "What annoys the
media and the politicians is that Trump honors his promises," tweeted French right-wing leader Marine Le Pen.
Bannon undeniably has a powerful radical vision. But this time, he may have blundered. The travel ban has triggered a
counterrevolt among millions of Americans who saw his target as the Statue of Liberty.
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Richmond Times Dispatch (Virginia)
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Refugee ban is unnecessary, dangerous
Angela Banks and Nathan B. Oman
Religion often plays a role in America's immigration policies. In the 1970s, for example, Soviet Jews suffering persecution
at the hands of the communists were welcomed to America as refugees. However, we also have an ugly history of
exclusion based on religious bigotry. In the past, the government has targeted both Catholic and Mormon immigrants,
groups that proved to be peaceful, productive and patriotic citizens. Unfortunately, religious fear is again shaping
policy.
Following through on a campaign promise to keep out Muslim refugees, President Trump has banned all refugees for 120
days, all refugees from Syria's brutal civil war until further notice, and non-refugee Iraqi, Syrian, Iranian, Sudanese,
Libyan, Somalian, and Yemeni nationals for 90 days=- The president claims that the ban is necessary to tighten screening
for potential terrorists. However, it simply is not true that under current procedures refugees are inadequately vetted. It
takes months - sometimes years - to complete the process, which requires applicants to prove that they are not tied to
terrorist groups. The order is a solution in search of a problem.
Refugees are first screened by the United Nations high commissioner for refugees, which collects biodata and biometrics,
and interviews the applicant. The United States then conducts its own screening. The FBI, Department of Homeland
Security, State Department and the National Counterterrorism Center all screen each applicant. The agencies look for
information indicating that the individual is a security risk, has connections to known bad actors, has outstanding warrants,
or has committed immigration or criminal law violations. Individuals who pass this security check are interviewed by
Homeland Security agents and fingerprints are checked against FBI, DHS and Department of Defense databases.
In addition to singling out refugees from Muslim countries, the executive order also requires that new regulations favor
refugees who are members of minority religions facing religious persecution in their home countries. While it is
unclear precisely what this will mean in practice, as applied to Middle Eastern refugees it is potentially troubling.
It is undeniable that Christians and other minority religions have suffered persecution at the hands of ISIS, Iran
and others. Trump rightly recognizes that the United States should extend asylum to those fleeing such attacks.
However, the majority of those seeking asylum for persecution in the Middle East are Muslims who reject militant forms
of Islam. Singling out these victims of radical Islamic terrorism for indifference because they are Muslim is a
terrible mistake. It is not the act of a strong nation, but of someone who is frightened of suffering and powerless
people because they happen to be Muslim.
First, it will do nothing to keep Americans safe from terrorism. There are more than a billion Muslims on planet Earth.
Being Muslim doesn't convey any useful information about whether someone is a terrorist. Our energies would be better
spent identifying actual terrorists rather than excluding their victims.
Second, those fleeing persecution at the hands of radical jihadists are precisely the people most likely to turn against
murderous perversions of their own religion. These are Muslims who the United States should be supporting and
encouraging rather than turning away.
Third, singling out Muslims for special indifference alienates our allies in the war on terrorism. They are rightly
horrified at America's actions, which makes cooperation with them more difficult. This hinders the fight against terrorism.
Fourth, it encourages the belief in the Arab world that America hates Muslims and is indifferent to their suffering. This
is precisely the message that radical Islamic terrorists use to recruit their next generation of jihadists.
Finally, singling out any group of persecuted people for official indifference on the basis of religion violates America's
deepest traditions of religious freedom and equality. We have no established or preferred church. Rather, we are a nation
created for those fleeing the pernicious idea that the state should play favorites among religious believers. Trump has
called on the nation to reject that tradition.
We should not listen.
Angela Banks is a professor at William & Mary Law School specializing in immigration law; contact her at
ambanks@wm.edu.Nathan B. Oman, also a professor at William & Mary Law School, writes on law and religion, and
may be contacted at nboman@wm.edu
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How Trump's travel ban hurts the fight against ISIS; Across the Muslim world,
the travel ban is eroding the trust that is vital to sharing intelligence, while
leaders and fighters who have risked their lives to join the US-led coalition
against ISIS are increasingly incensed.
Taylor Luck Correspondent
President Trump's imposition of a temporary travel ban on seven Muslim countries is hurting the fight against the selfdeclared Islamic State, undoing two years of work on and off the battlefield, experts say. And a central question is
emerging: Can the administration uphold what Arab officials see as a "Muslim ban," when the US relies almost
solely on Muslim states, groups, and allies to fight IS across the Middle East?
From Iraq to Syria to Libya, and beyond, Muslim leaders and fighters who have risked their lives to join the US-led
coalition against IS are increasingly incensed by a policy they regard as an insult, devaluing their sacrifice and punishing
them individually and collectively. Across the Muslim world, the policy also threatens to erode the mutual trust that allows
the sharing of vital intelligence.
"The policy on the surface, and perhaps under the surface, is anti-Muslim [and] makes it hard for any Muslim
country to be an open partner with the US," says Clint Watts, a senior fellow at the Philadelphia-based Foreign
Policy Research Institute and a former FBI special agent. "At a time when even the Trump administration is reluctant
to deploy troops in the region, it really limits the options on the counterterrorism playing field."
Among the countries targeted by the ban is Iraq, where 5,000 US troops and advisers are embedded with and supporting
Iraqi forces in their fight to liberate Mosul from IS. The travel ban has strained cooperation, experts say, and given an
unintended propaganda boost to the jihadists, whose supporters are citing the ban on social media.
Some of the executive order's impacts have been direct. An ongoing training program in Arizona for dozens of Iraqi F16 pilots has been put in doubt, with trainees no longer able to travel to the US, Sen. John McCain (R) of Arizona has
warned. The Defense Department said this week it would work to provide an exemption for the pilots, although the matter
has yet to be resolved.
Others are personal. CBS News reported that the ban thwarted plans by Iraqi Gen. Talib Kenani, who commands
American-trained counterterrorist forces, to travel early this month to be reunited with his family, who had been relocated
to the US for their safety.
"There are many American troops here in Iraq," Kenani told CBS News. "After this ban, how are we supposed to deal
with each other?"
'A cleavage in the ranks'
Dozens if not hundreds of Iraqi military officials who have worked alongside the US for years and are leading the fight
against IS could now face a similar predicament. The perception is that an ally for which they put their life on the line is
now treating them no better than suspected terrorists.
In Syria, the ban is also affecting leaders of the Syrian Democratic Forces - the coalition of Kurdish and Sunni Arab
fighters the US is relying on to defeat IS and drive it out of Raqqa, the self-declared capital of the caliphate. In Libya, the
UN-backed Government of National Accord, whose affiliated militias liberated the city of Sirte from IS two months ago
and are on the frontlines fighting the remnants of the jihadist group, was also broadsided.
Other Muslim-majority US allies that were not targeted by the ban are also becoming increasingly incensed.
"This creates a cleavage in the ranks of the groups coming together to mitigate the threat presented by the Islamic State,"
says Charlie Winter, a senior research fellow at the International Center for the Study of Radicalization at King's College,
in London.
"This is a long war, and the latest administration has taken us two steps back; it has reversed a lot of work done already."
The blowback may undo years of work by Washington to unite 17 Muslim-majority nations in the 68-country anti-IS
coalition.
New political pressures
Should Trump uphold the ban, and pursue other policies that could be considered anti-Muslim, experts say key anti-IS
allies may become reluctant to continue siding with Washington.
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"Cooperation is essential, and partners will start asking: Is this cooperation about protecting the world order or just about
protecting the United States?" says Richard Barrett, former head of counterterrorism at MI6 and director of the Global
Strategy Network, a London-based consultancy that helps combat violent extremism.
"More and more, they will believe that they are just serving the United States without any regard to them or their
communities."
Even if various leaders, tribesmen, and politicians wish to continue to cooperate with the US in the fight against
extremism, they are likely to come under immense pressure to cut ties.
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi already is feeling the heat from various political groups and his own parliament to
impose a reciprocal travel ban on US citizens.
On Monday, the Iraqi parliament passed a non-binding measure calling on the government to "respond in kind in the event
the American side does not withdraw its decision." Muqtada al-Sadr, an influential Shiite cleric and a rival to Mr. Abadi,
called on the US to "get your nationals out" of Iraq.
'Where is the trust?'
Iraq's Hashd al-Shaabi, or Popular Mobilization Units, the elite, mostly Shiite militia supported by Iran and taking a
leading role in the Mosul operation, have called for expelling US nationals from Iraq.
Although Abadi and other key coalition allies in Jordan, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia have kept domestic pressure at bay, this
could change as reactions to the ban and other Trump policies continue in the press and social media.
Experts say the ban hinders intelligence sharing and counterterrorism cooperation at the most basic levels.
"Counterterrorism liaison is built on trust, it is one person talking to another and telling them, trust me," says Patrick
Skinner, former CIA case officer and director of special projects at the New York-based risk firm, Soufan Group. "Where
is the trust, when in a very high-profile fashion the president says everybody from this country is blacklisted?"
Even from Trump's party, Republican Sens. McCain and Lindsey Graham warned that the ban amounted to a "selfinflicted wound in the fight against terrorism."
Undermining the narrative
The impact of the travel ban is also being felt off the battlefield, where experts say years of work countering IS ideology
is being undone.
The Global Engagement Center, an inter-agency department in Washington, has funneled millions of dollars to host
communities across the Middle East, supporting clerics, community leaders, and NGOs to counter the jihadists'
apocalyptic claims.
Their main task has been to support voices challenging IS's claim of a "clash of civilizations" between the West and Islam.
"The counternarrative is that rather than the West vs. Islam, it is the whole world against ISIS, which is barbaric and
brutal," says Mr. Barrett, the former MI6 officer. "But this action says to their audience, hang on a minute, maybe there
is something to what ISIS is saying, and that this anti-ISIS line is little more than propaganda."
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"Judeo-Christian" values and against radical Islam
At the red-hot center of President Trump's first 10 days in office has been his strategist Stephen Bannon, who proclaims
a global populist movement for "Judeo-Christian" values and against radical Islam.
Bannon is a passionate ideologue who is the intellectual center of the new administration. For nearly a decade he has been
advertising his desire to turn America and the world upside down. He's now doing exactly that.
Trump's "America First" trade policies and his anti-refugee travel ban are early glimmers of the revolution Bannon has
long been advocating.
As the uproar over Trump's actions grows, it's important to distinguish between policies that are politically controversial
and those that actually undermine the country's foundations. The haphazard executive order banning travel by people
from seven Muslim-majority countries seems to be the latter: It strikes at America's core values.
The folly of the travel ban is that it is producing the opposite of what Trump says he wanted. It weakens America's
alliances, emboldens our adversaries and puts the country at greater risk. It's not just misguided and heartless; it's
dangerous. It affirms the Islamic State's narrative that it's at war with an anti-Muslim America.
The weakness of Bannon's strategy in these first days of Trump's presidency has been its impatience and disorganization.
The White House's opening salvos have been rushed, poorly planned shots that resulted in what Sen. John McCain called
a "self-inflicted wound."
In his seeming counsel to Trump, Bannon appears to have overlooked Benjamin Franklin's famous advice: "Haste makes
waste."
Some critics have argued that Bannon is a white nationalist, even a neo-Nazi. What follows is a more measured
account, sticking to his own explanations of how he sees the world - and why he seeks to overturn the
establishment's network of trade and security policies.
As with many revolutionaries, Bannon's story is that of a wealthy man who came to see himself as a vanguard for the
masses. He rose from a middle-class life in Richmond, Virginia, through an uneventful stint with the Navy. His life
changed after he enrolled at Harvard Business School, joined Goldman Sachs, founded an investment firm, and made a
fortune.
He began directing conservative agitprop documentaries in 2004, but the 2008 financial crisis was a turning point. Bannon
saw it as a betrayal of working people, and he embraced the tea party's conservative revolt against Republican and
Democratic elites.
Bannon gained a powerful platform in 2012 when he became chairman of the hard-right Breitbart.com after the death of
its founder, Andrew Breitbart. In an April 2010 speech to a tea party gathering in New York that was posted on YouTube,
Bannon's radical rhetoric evoked the 1960s and fused left and right: "It doesn't take a weatherman to tell you which way
the wind blows, and the wind blows off the high plains of the country through the prairie, and lighting a fire that's going
to burn all the way to Washington."
By 2014, Bannon saw himself leading what he called a "global tea party movement" against a financial elite that he
described as "the party of Davos." In a summer 2014 speech broadcast to a conference inside the Vatican, he railed against
Wall Street bailouts and "crony capitalists."
Racists and anti-Semites might get attracted to this movement, he said, "but there's always elements who turn up at these
things, whether it's militia guys or whatever ... it all gets kind of washed out, right?"
The rise of the Islamic State in 2014 gave Bannon a new rallying cry: "We are in an outright war against jihadist
Islamic fascism," he told the Vatican audience. "I believe you should take a very, very, very aggressive stance
against radical Islam."
Breitbart's London branch became a leading advocate of "Brexit," and on the day Britain voted to leave the European
Union, it thundered: "There's panic in the skyscrapers. A popular revolution against globalism is underway." Bannon
pressed that theme after Trump's victory, telling Breitbart's radio show on Dec. 30 it was only the "top of the first inning."
Friday's travel ban echoed themes Bannon has developed over a half-dozen years. It brought cheers from the right-wing
parties in Europe that are Bannon's allies. "Well done," tweeted Dutch populist Geert Wilders. "What annoys the media
and the politicians is that Trump honors his campaign promises," tweeted French right-wing leader Marine Le Pen.
Bannon undeniably has a powerful radical vision. But this time, he may have blundered. The travel ban has triggered a
counter-revolt among millions of Americans who saw his target as the Statue of Liberty.
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Herald editorial: Immigration order does not reflect Utah's values
We're heartened to see many Utahns question and protest President Donald Trump's executive order affecting travelers
from seven Muslim-majority nations and all refugees from around the world.
We must all look inside ourselves and ask if the order will actually avert terror and what the order says about us and our
American ideals.
It is indisputable the order was hastily enacted, and no one seemed to have thought about the repercussions. It has sown
incalculable confusion and agony around the world as families were denied reunions, students were shut out of seeking
knowledge and our international allies who have helped us were left scratching their heads.
Although the order has been clarified to allow exceptions for green card holders and dual citizens, it appears the order
will cause more problems than it will solve.
Many supporters of the order say it's a necessary step to protecting national safety. It begs the simple question -- how?
While the seven nations singled out by the Trump administration -- Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen
-- are certainly hot spots for terror, no one from those nations has been recently responsible for deadly terrorist attacks
within the United States.
Trump's list includes three state sponsors of terrorism, but fails to include all nations identified as terrorist safe
havens (which includes Egypt, Pakistan, the Philippines and others).
Since 2001, most of the jihadist terrorist attacks in the United States have been committed by either American
citizens or naturalized citizens. When foreign nationals were involved in attacks, they came from other nations not
included on the current list, including Kuwait and Russia.
So, with little proof that the order will accomplish its stated goal, we must consider the order's malignant side effects
including perceived religious discrimination (although the White House insists it isn't a "Muslim ban"), discouraging
anyone from helping American forces in other nations and turning our backs on those most in need.
Such deleterious effects are anathema to many Utahns who, as a matter of faith and heritage, value religious freedom,
families and reaching out to help their fellow man. Many Utahns and Americans are descendants of those who fled
religious persecution to arrive here.
Seeking to share our bounty, many of us work hard to welcome more recent arrivals to our state -- we've reported several
stories about the work by local residents helping refugees make their home in Utah.
Many of us have gone out into the world on missions or other travels and, in turn, have welcomed the world into our state
-- including 23 international students at Brigham Young University who might be affected by the order.
We wholeheartedly endorse those asking reasonable questions about the order, including Gov. Gary Herbert and the
leadership of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, who have called for all to work together to seek "the best
solutions to meet human needs and relieve suffering."
We're also inspired by the words of President Dieter Uchtdorf, second counselor in the LDS Church's First Presidency,
who recently recounted his experience as a refugee.
We as a nation must be careful not to blindly accept unjust actions in the name of national security. This month marks
the 75th anniversary of President Franklin Roosevelt's executive order calling for the imprisonment of Japanese
immigrants and Japanese-American citizens living on the West Coast during World War II. This detention of tens of
thousands of innocent Americans was also done in the name of "security."
If we are going to compromise the ideals that define us as Americans for a measure of safety, it is imperative that we are
actually gaining that measure of safety and that we are all fully aware of the cost.
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Rivermont a model for all county schools
Judy Spears
Rivermont a model for county schools
My wife and I appreciated two recent positive TFP articles about Rivermont Elementary School.
We have more than 50 years combined experience in public education and have been volunteering at Rivermont for the
current and past two years.
The environment at Rivermont is very child-centered, and as we are reading with individual students, the teachers, staff
and administrators speak to us and express their appreciation for our efforts to help the children with their reading skills.
Each morning when we arrive at Rivermont, we are greeted with friendly and helpful staff members, and as we walk
down the halls to our designated area, we also observe a variety of artwork and classroom activities creatively displayed
on the walls.
The teacher with whom we work, Ms. Sarah Crabtree, exhibits a positive, encouraging and enthusiastic approach to
learning with the children. She, other teachers and Principal Nikki Bailey are an inspiration to us and show the possibilities
for the future of all Hamilton County Schools.
Dr. Robert A. and Diana Smith
Trump fact-checkbox is required
I support a recent writer's suggestion of a daily Trump fact check box on the TFP front page (Sunday's letters, "Trump
'fact check' needed"). Politifact.com. reports 83 percent of what Trump says is half true, mostly false, false or pants-onfire.
I don't worry about unimportant things that are easily verifiable. I do worry about having confidence in what he says on
important matters that are not. How can we have confidence that he's not lying? Trump's words for what he says are
"truthful hyperbole." Kellyanne Conway's are "alternative facts."
Your readers need a way to evaluate what he claims without wasting time on minutia like crowd sizes. All politicians
stretch the truth but 83 percent? Really? It sickens me that our president's constant lies make an idea like this necessary.
Nancy Bishop
Birchwood, Tenn.
Are you next on Trump's list?
Everyone wants to be safe from terrorist attacks. But we have to think through how our safety is approached. Violent
attacks in the U.S. have been carried out by citizens, legal residents or people from countries not on Mr. Trump's list.
This recent executive order will likely cause us more problems than it solves. It strengthens the ISIS position that America
is anti-Muslim, and it confuses our allies. But, more troubling is that this order is based on religion.
Martin Neimoller, a prominent German pastor who spent seven years in a concentration camp, said right after World War
II, "First they came for the socialists, and I did not speak out because I was not a socialist. Then they came for the trade
unionists, and I did not speak out because I was not a trade unionist. Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out
because I wasn't Jewish. And they came for me, and there was no one left to speak for me."
We should oppose this order because the next one might be for me or you.
William H. Taylor
Collegedale, Tenn.
Why oppose keeping U.S. safe?
Have we finally gone crazy? Why would any American be opposed to any American president doing whatever it
takes to make our country safe from jihadist terrorists? Why is this so hard to understand for some people? This
should have taken place many years ago, probably back to President Jimmy Carter's term. And it surely should have
happened under George W. Bush within a few days after Sept. 11, 2001.
Where were the demonstrations when President Obama restricted immigration for six months on persons from
Iraq?
Why were there no demonstrations following the news on Christians being slaughtered in many areas of the Middle
East?
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This is insanity to not want our government to properly check the backgrounds of these people. How can the U.K.,
Germany and France condemn our actions when they have seen so much violence in their countries? Even many,
many peaceful Muslims want to have radicals identified so they, too, will not be harmed. Wake up, America!
Robert Westmoreland
Buyer's remorse? Not on your life
Someone asked, "How many of you Trump supporters now have buyer's remorse?" Why should we? President Trump is
keeping his campaign promises. Which one are you opposed to -- bringing back jobs, keeping out terrorists, stopping the
influx of illegal drugs, deporting illegal criminals or taking care of our people before we take care of the whole world? It
all makes good sense to me!
Nina Reed
Dayton, Tenn.
Do we hold high moral ground?
Does anyone believe the U.S. government always holds the high moral ground?
If your family is killed by a foreign occupier, does it matter whether the bullets were made in Moscow or Missouri?
Are you willing to go to war over what some NATO treaty country does? Why does the U.S. still commit to defending
some of these foreign countries long after World War II? Some of these treaty partners are like kids who pick fights, then
call their big brothers to whip the kids they threatened and harassed. Are you willing to send your loved ones to die for a
foreign government's arrogance and stupidity?
Just as America's entry into World War I was to protect the interests of Wall Street, are you willing to die for the big
bucks of crony government/corporations/military contractors who measure results by the billions they make in war
profiteering? Do they really care about you, or are you a line-item in their profit-and-loss column?
I learned never to trust those who wave the flag fastest, pray loudest, and claim patriotism is whatever they say it is.
Stephen Greenfield
Cleveland, Tenn.
Trump election is illegitimate
John Lewis stood his ground against attack dogs and KKK thugs. He was right then, and he is right now. He will not be
intimidated by a small-handed New York blowhard. Trump is illegitimate for the following reasons:
1. Hillary Clinton got 2,900,000 more votes than he did.
2. James Comey used his office as FBI chief to skew the election to Trump. Comey slipped in a derogatory comment
when he announced that Clinton would not be indicted. This is prosecutorial misconduct. Comey then doubled down by
announcing that he was reopening an investigation on Clinton, based on zero evidence, while early voting was in progress.
3. Russian interference in the election was significant. They hacked Democrats and provided that material to WikiLeaks
and Julian Assange, the pervert hiding out in an embassy to avoid extradition to Sweden to face rape charges. The Russians
distributed disinformation and fake news to sabotage the Clinton campaign. So Trump can thank Vladimir Putin and the
KGB, Jim Comey, Julian Assange and the undemocratic dysfunction of the Electoral College.
Terry Stulce
Ooltewah
Comfortable with Trump's policies?
I think I have some understanding why so many people responded positively to Donald Trump.
Now I would like to ask them, if they are comfortable with the way he is displaying his power. Do you admire him treating
people with blatant disrespect?
Does his preoccupation with issuing executive orders, regardless of their negative impact on so many, appeal to you?
Would it be more sensitive to establish a better immigration policy?
I appreciate that he might seem to be exuding power, but I wonder whether he is the kind of person you should seek to
address your legitimate grievances.
Becky Young
Signal Mountain
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OUR VIEW; More power for Trump's 'mad monk'
The problem isn't that President Donald Trump appointed Stephen K. Bannon to the principals committee of the National
Security Council. The problem is that Trump's judgment is so bad that he lets Bannon anywhere near the White House.
Bannon was perfect where he was before last August, when Trump named him to run his presidential campaign. Bannon
was chairman of Breitbart News, a conservative website that catered to the nativist, white-nationalist, anti-immigrant
views of the right wing's furthest fringes. He could be ignored there.
Instead, by whispering sweet nothings into the ear of an easily flattered man, Bannon got a seat at the head of the grownups' table: chief White House strategist, co-equal with Reince Priebus, Trump's chief of staff. Priebus, the former GOP
national chairman, is a longtime Wisconsin ally of House Speaker Paul Ryan. Bannon had used Breitbart to try to destroy
Ryan. What a team.
Bannon has emerged as first among equals. He is to Trump what Rasputin, the Mad Monk, was to Czar Nicholas II. His
influence could be heard in Trump's "American carnage" inaugural address. It was felt over the weekend in Trump's
draconian immigration crackdown. And it was seen in his appointment to the top working group of the National Security
Council.
Even as Bannon, a political operative with no national security credentials, was added to the principals committee, the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the director of national intelligence were dropped as principals. They'll be invited
in, Trump's announcement said, when their particular expertise is needed. It's hard to think of any national security
discussion that wouldn't require the expertise of the nation's top military and intelligence officials. But this is the Trump
administration.
For Bannon, this appointment puts him on a par with National Security Adviser Michael T. Flynn, his rival for
Trump's ear when it comes to extremist anti-Muslim, pro-Russian views. It's more important than ever for Defense
Secretary James Mattis, Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and other principals committee members to be the voices of
sanity.
Bannon expressed his extremist view of national security in a 2014 interview with the Human Dignity Institute, a
secretive organization of conservative Catholics. He said the "Judeo-Christian West," with its traditionalist values
and economic nationalism, is threatened by the rise of global economic elites and "jihadist Islamist fascism."
Vladimir Putin's Russia thus becomes a natural ally. Putin has made common cause with the Russian Orthodox Church
in his effort to restore Russia's post-Cold War place in the world, going so far as to crush the Islamic rebellion in Chechnya.
Bannon has described himself not as a czarist monk, but as a "Leninist," who shares the Bolshevik revolutionary's goal
of "destroying the state."
Bannon, like the website he formerly ran, has a weakness for conspiracy theories and a relativistic attitude toward truth.
So does the man he works for, who is as insulated from reality as any president we've seen. Trump is easy prey for
Bannon-fomented theories like the "millions" of illegal voters who, Trump says, tilted the popular vote to Hillary Clinton.
It is sobering to contemplate that those who are drawn to conspiracy theories are the most likely to foment conspiracies.
And now Steve Bannon help guide U.S. national security - with the top generals and intelligence officials locked out of
the room. You really can't make this stuff up.
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Trump Botches on Execution
John Hirschauer
President Trump's executive action regarding immigration is frustrating for those who, like myself, believe in a sweeping
sense that the Obama administration did not take threats to national security seriously enough, but in no way desired the
ill-conceived reaction of Donald Trump. To discuss this piece of legislation with any degree of intellectual honesty, one
ought to acknowledge that this is not a "Muslim ban" per se. It makes it much more difficult for Muslims to enter the
country and Syrian asylum seekers are indefinitely suspended, though even under Barack Obama, the United States
accepted very few Syrian refugees. While it's entirely disingenuous to call it a "Muslim ban," an ex post facto side effect
of the law is inevitably affective of Muslims seeking refuge, so I will address it as such.
My first thought is from a Catholic perspective. Our Pope and ecclesiastical authority have reminded the faithful that we
have a moral obligation to harbor those truly in need. Pictures of children fleeing the gargantuan violence of the Islamic
State is horrifying and heart-wrenching. The faces of ravaged people of all ages cry out for mercy from those who can so
provide it. This move by Trump not only departs from that general sense of charity, but it is moreover boorish and overly
broad beyond its optical unpalatability.
So often with Trump, he has his finger on the pulse of things that are real issues, but his remedy for those problems is
often wildly blunt or imprudent. In this case, he is entirely correct that the Islamic world has a large and particular problem
with radicalization and anti-Western sentiment right now to a degree that warrants discussing it as a real and credible
threat by name. The solution he then jumps to is to indiscriminately bar admissions from several Islamic countries, even
calling into question the legitimacy of visa holders. This is, on its face, remarkably unfair and imprecise.
What concerns me and other conservatives who find the optics of the Trump decision uncouth, is that the mostly justified
criticisms of this addenda are essentially going to legitimize the view that there is no problem of Islamic radicalism and
it is only "Islamophobia" that is the tacit problem. This was the position of the Obama administration - in the wake of
mass violence on behalf of radical jihadists, the former president felt it more important to lecture America about
Islamophobia rather than to assuage the victims' families that the gubernatorial forces that be are unified in a
fight against radical Islamism. Similarly, the moral posturing of people like Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, posting
photos of himself with refugees saying "diversity is our strength" is the type of virtue signaling that made people vote for
Trump in the first place. When Trudeau says "diversity is our strength," it is eminently clear by his past actions that what
he means is that Canadians have no national culture and that they, as a collective, will adapt themselves to the incoming
immigrants and their values. I have no problem with "diversity," but there must be an implicit understanding that those
seeking Western shores adapt their values to the liberal values of Western civilization, no ifs, ands, or buts.
If incoming immigrants think that the honor killings of women are sometimes justified, or that the proper punishment for
apostasy is death (both of which a highly significant plurality of even so-called moderate Muslims believe according to
Pew polls), the West shouldn't "tolerate" such beliefs. This acceptance should not be allowed just so we can post "woke"
Instagram photos saying "diversity is our strength" or some other incontinent spew of verbal diarrhea. If asylum seekers
come, they ought to adapt to the West, not the other way around.
Despite the visceral loutishness of the suggestion, I'd echo the refrain of pundit Ben Shapiro and others Republicans who
call for the Islamic world to do a bit more in harboring these asylum seekers. There are 57 Muslim majority countries on
the globe and apart from Turkey, it has been primordially Europe and the West taking these refugees in. Europe, because
of this influx of people with different conceptions of "civilization," has seen an insurgent culture war. It would be ideal if
some Islamic countries could step up to the plate and take in some refugees just like Israel has taken in overwhelming
numbers of Jewish asylum seekers throughout its history. The relative inaction of majority Muslim countries, albeit their
own issues in regards to ISIS, has created this sort of asylum shopping among refugees.
Ultimately, I think the move is dumb and boorish. But I'm concerned that the criticism of this legislation is not only
outraged with the prescription for solving the problem but a basic denial of the problem itself.
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A Sinister Perception of Islam Now Steers the White House
By SCOTT SHANE, MATTHEW ROSENBERG and ERIC LIPTON; Adam Goldman contributed reporting.
WASHINGTON -- It was at a campaign rally in August that President Trump most fully unveiled the dark vision
of an America under siege by ''radical Islam'' that is now radically reshaping the policies of the United States.
On a stage lined with American flags in Youngstown, Ohio, Mr. Trump, who months before had called for a ''total and
complete shutdown'' of Muslim immigration, argued that the United States faced a threat on par with the greatest evils of
the 20th century. The Islamic State was brutalizing the Middle East, and Muslim immigrants in the West were killing
innocents at nightclubs, offices and churches, he said. Extreme measures were needed.
''The hateful ideology of radical Islam,'' he told supporters, must not be ''allowed to reside or spread within our own
communities.''
Mr. Trump was echoing a strain of anti-Islamic theorizing familiar to anyone who has been immersed in security and
counterterrorism debates over the last 20 years. He has embraced a deeply suspicious view of Islam that several of
his aides have promoted, notably retired Lt. Gen. Michael T. Flynn, now his national security adviser, and Stephen K.
Bannon, the president's top strategist.
This worldview borrows from the ''clash of civilizations'' thesis of the political scientist Samuel P. Huntington,
and combines straightforward warnings about extremist violence with broad-brush critiques of Islam. It
sometimes conflates terrorist groups like Al Qaeda and the Islamic State with largely nonviolent groups such as
the Muslim Brotherhood and its offshoots and, at times, with the 1.7 billion Muslims around the world. In its more
extreme forms, this view promotes conspiracies about government infiltration and the danger that Shariah, the
legal code of Islam, may take over in the United States.
Those espousing such views present Islam as an inherently hostile ideology whose adherents are enemies of
Christianity and Judaism and seek to conquer nonbelievers either by violence or through a sort of stealthy
brainwashing.
The executive order on immigration that Mr. Trump signed on Friday might be viewed as the first major victory for this
geopolitical school. And a second action, which would designate the Muslim Brotherhood, the Islamist political
movement in the Middle East, as a terrorist organization, is now under discussion at the White House,
administration officials say.
Beyond the restrictions the order imposed on refugees and visitors from seven predominantly Muslim countries, it
declared that the United States should keep out those with ''hostile attitudes toward it and its founding principles'' and
''those who would place violent ideologies over American law,'' clearly a reference to Shariah.
Rejected by most serious scholars of religion and shunned by Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama, this dark
view of Islam has nonetheless flourished on the fringes of the American right since before the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks. With Mr. Trump's election, it has now moved to the center of American decision-making on security and law,
alarming many Muslims.
Mr. Trump has insisted that the executive order is not a ''Muslim ban,'' and his supporters say it is a sensible precaution
to safeguard Americans. Asked about the seeming antipathy to Islam that appeared to inform the order, the White House
pointed to Mr. Trump's comments in the August speech and on another occasion that signaled support for reform-minded
Muslims. His administration, Mr. Trump said in August, ''will be a friend to all moderate Muslim reformers in the Middle
East, and will amplify their voice.''
James Jay Carafano, a security expert at the Heritage Foundation who advised the Trump transition at the Department
of Homeland Security and the State Department, said the executive order was simply ''trying to get ahead of the threat.''
As pressure increases on the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, he said, ''tens of thousands of foreign fighters'' will flee. Some
could try to reach America, perhaps posing as refugees, he said, so stronger vetting of those entering the country is crucial.
But critics see the order as a clumsy show of toughness against foreign Muslims to impress Mr. Trump's base, one shaped
by advisers with distorted ideas about Islam.
''They're tapping into the climate of fear and suspicion since 9/11,'' said Asma Afsaruddin, a professor of Islamic studies
at Indiana University and chairwoman of the Center for the Study of Islam and Democracy. ''It's a master narrative that
pits the Muslim world against the West,'' appealing to Trump supporters who know nothing of Muslims or Islam beyond
news reports of terrorist attacks, she said.
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The executive order, she said, will backfire by reinforcing the jihadist line that the United States is at war with Islam.
''The White House is a huge soapbox,'' she said. ''The demonization of Muslims and Islam will become even more
widespread.''
Those in the administration with long records of criticizing Islam begin with Mr. Bannon and Mr. Flynn. Mr. Flynn last
February tweeted a link to an anti-Muslim video and wrote, ''Fear of Muslims is RATIONAL.'' In an interview, he said
that ''Islam is not necessarily a religion but a political system that has a religious doctrine behind it.''
Mr. Bannon has spoken passionately about the economic and security dangers of immigration and took the lead role in
shaping the immigration order. In a 2014 talk to a meeting at the Vatican, he said the ''Judeo-Christian West'' is at war
with Islam.
''There is a major war brewing, a war that's already global,'' he said. ''Every day that we refuse to look at this as what it
is, and the scale of it, and really the viciousness of it, will be a day where you will rue that we didn't act.'' Elsewhere, on
his radio show for Breitbart News, Mr. Bannon said, ''Islam is not a religion of peace -- Islam is a religion of submission,''
and he warned of Muslim influence in Europe: ''To be brutally frank, Christianity is dying in Europe and Islam is on the
rise.''
Others with similar views of Islam include Sebastian Gorka, who taught at the National Defense University and is a
deputy national security adviser. Mr. Gorka's wife, Katharine, who headed think tanks that focused on the dangers of
Islam, now works at the Department of Homeland Security. Tera Dahl, who was an aide to former Representative Michele
Bachmann, Republican of Minnesota, is a National Security Council official. Walid Phares, a Lebanese American
Christian who has advised politicians on counterterrorism, advised Mr. Trump's campaign but does not currently have a
government post. All four have written for Breitbart News, the right-wing website previously run by Mr. Bannon.
They all reflect the hard-line opinions of what some have described as the Islamophobia industry, a network of
researchers who have warned for many years of the dangers of Islam and were thrilled by Mr. Trump's election.
They warn about the danger to American freedoms supposedly posed by Islamic law, and have persuaded several state
legislatures to prohibit Shariah's use. It is a claim that draws eye rolls from most Muslims and scholars of Islam, since
Muslims make up about 1 percent of the United States population and are hardly in a position to dictate to the other 99
percent.
''The majority of Muslims don't interpret the Quran literally,'' said Shadi Hamid of the Brookings Institution. ''You can
have five Muslims who all say we think this is God's exact words, but they all disagree with each other on what that means
in practice.''
Among the most outspoken of those warning about Islam are Pamela Geller, of Stop Islamization of America,
Robert Spencer, of Jihad Watch, and Frank Gaffney Jr., of the Center for Security Policy.
All three were hosted by Mr. Bannon on his Breitbart radio program before he became chief executive of the Trump
campaign in August. Mr. Gaffney appeared at least 34 times. His work has often been cited in speeches by Mr. Flynn.
Kellyanne Conway, now counselor to Mr. Trump, did polling for Mr. Gaffney's center. Last year, the center gave Senator
Jeff Sessions, who has warned of the ''totalitarian threat'' posed by radical Islam and is Mr. Trump's nominee for attorney
general, its annual ''Keeper of the Flame'' award.
Mr. Gaffney has been labeled ''one of America's most notorious Islamophobes'' by the Southern Poverty Law Center.
The Anti-Defamation League describes him as a ''purveyor of anti-Muslim conspiracy theories.'' And even the
Conservative Political Action Conference, an annual meeting of right-wing politicians and activists, banned Mr. Gaffney
temporarily after he accused two of its organizers of being agents of the Muslim Brotherhood.
In an interview, he explained his view of Islam, which focuses less on the violent jihad of Al Qaeda and the Islamic State
than on the quieter one he sees everywhere. By his account, potential enemies are hidden in plain sight -- praying in
mosques, recruiting at Muslim student associations and organizing through mainstream Muslim rights groups -- and are
engaged in ''this stealthy, subversive kind of jihad.''
''They essentially, like termites, hollow out the structure of the civil society and other institutions,'' Mr. Gaffney said,
''for the purpose of creating conditions under which the jihad will succeed.''
The day after the election, Mr. Gaffney told the Breitbart radio show how pleased he was with Mr. Trump's win. ''It is a
great blessing literally from God, but also I think obviously from the candidate himself, Donald Trump,'' he said. He
praised the ''superb people'' around Mr. Trump, naming Mr. Bannon and Mr. Flynn, who he said ''are actually going to
lead us to saving the Republic.''
Follow The New York Times's politics and Washington coverage on Facebook and Twitter, and sign up for the First
Draft politics newsletter.
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Donald Trump's travel ban makes sense
Qanta A. Ahmed
Critics of President Donald Trump's executive order on immigration have called it a "Muslim ban," quoting his campaign
rhetoric. But as a Muslim and naturalized American, I believe this is a bold geopolitical decision. In the age of Islamism,
these bans are pragmatic and presidential.
The seven affected countries represent 12.5 percent of all Muslim-majority states, a mere 8.2 percent of the world's
Muslims. Because we Muslims make our homes in more than 183 nations around the world, these orders are neither global
nor anti-Muslim. The executive order targets lands fertile for Islamism: Iran, Iraq, Syria, Sudan, Libya, Yemen and
Somalia.
Violent Islamism thrives within expanding vacuums formed under weak governments. Unchallenged, within such
vacuums, failed states are filled with extremism. Tragically, each of the seven countries has become at once victim,
safe haven, patron and incubator of violent Islamism.
Islamism thrives in chaos. In the wake of the last decade defined by the Obama presidencies, chaos stretches from
the eastern Mediterranean to North Africa. A devastated Iraq that we exited too hastily, when it was unable to govern
itself, is destabilized by the Islamic State. In Yemen, an unfolding humanitarian crisis caused by Saudi Arabia's operation
against the Houthis (precipitated by President Barack Obama's agreement with Iran and his shunning of the Saudi
superpower) is magnified by starvation. Libya, a state crippled by infighting of competing Islamist governments, is
powerless as ISIS expands its third front on the shores of the Mediterranean. And despite 25 years of foreign aid, Somalia
remains just as destabilized by the jihadist group al-Shabab as by conflicts between brutal warlords.
From such vacuums flow migrants and refugees. Legitimate fears of destabilization concern even the most powerful of
nations, as we witness massive influxes in Germany and Canada.
Canadian David Harris, director of international intelligence at consultancy Insignis Strategic Research Inc., notes that
ISIS and other Islamist groups prey on international migration streams. Migrants are captive populations in distress,
thereby at risk of incubating Islamism. Elias Bou Saab, former education minister in Lebanon, warned in September 2015
of the radicalization within that country's refugee camps holding more than a million Syrians. Saab has estimated that 2
percent of them are connected to ISIS extremism.
Pope Francis made a similar observation on Portuguese radio. "The truth is that just 400 kilometers from Sicily, there is
an incredibly cruel terrorist group," he said. "So there is a danger of infiltration, this is true."
That said, most refugees are fleeing the carnage inflicted upon them, and this majority is not Islamist, but rather ordinary
Muslim and Christian and other families in distress. The scale of migration may ultimately also be much greater than we
imagine.
Documents leaked to the German newspaper Bild revealed that the German government was expecting final numbers of
migrants to be four times initial estimates, as each migrant exercises the right to sponsor family members.
President Trump, bearing the burden of our borders, emerges as the consummate pragmatist. He seeks to avoid exactly
such destabilization in the United States as he grapples with radical Islam around the world.
Qanta A. Ahmed is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. She is the author of "In the Land of Invisible Women:
A Female Doctor's Journey in the Saudi Kingdom."
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Anti-Immigrant Fringe Stirs as Canada Transforms
By CRAIG S. SMITH and DAN LEVIN.
TORONTO -- François Deschamps stepped out of his apartment building in the Limoilou neighborhood of Quebec City
recently and stopped when he saw a sticker wrapped around a light pole.
''Burn Your Local Mosque,'' it read, around a silhouette of a Turkish-style mosque against an orange flame. He
snapped a cellphone photo and added it to his collection of anti-Muslim propaganda popping up around the city.
Canada is a remarkably open society, a legacy of liberal politicians who set the thinly populated country on the path of
aggressive multiculturalism decades ago. Last week, Statistics Canada reported that by 2036, nearly half of all Canadians
would be immigrants or the children of immigrants -- most of them what the country calls ''visible minorities,'' which
means nonwhite.
That rapid transformation is stirring the most conservative elements of the white Canadian population, who see the
country as their own, despite the fact that Europeans took the land from a patchwork of indigenous peoples who had long
existed there.
Few people believe that this stirring, which is moderate by United States standards, contributed directly the shooting
Sunday inside Quebec City's largest mosque, in which six worshipers were killed and eight injured. And no evidence yet
has emerged that the accused assailant, a Québécois university student, had ties to specific groups. But the attack has put
many on guard that Canada's embrace of Muslim immigration is raising tensions. Even the most radical groups seem to
sense that expressing extreme views can be dangerous.
There are at least 100 right-wing extremist groups in Canada, according to two Canadian studies published last
year, with most of them active in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Alberta and British Columbia.
While their targets include gays and lesbians, Jews and other minorities, Muslims have faced a sizable amount of the
hostility. In 2014, the last year for which statistics are available, Canadian police forces recorded 99 religiously
motivated hate crimes against Muslims -- up from 45 in 2012, according to Statistics Canada.
Some critics have blamed Donald J. Trump's nationalistic language, but right-wing extremism has long thrived
in Canada among skinheads, white supremacists and others, said Barbara Perry, a global hate crime expert at the
University of Ontario Institute of Technology in Oshawa, Ontario, and the lead author of a report published last
year in the journal Studies in Conflict & Terrorism.
''A lot of that sentiment has been there,'' said Ms. Perry, who said the internet has helped spread the ideology.
Canada has witnessed a flurry of nationalist groups proliferating in recent years, including the Soldiers of Odin, a white
nationalist group that began in Finland. While the Canadian group has denied racist beliefs and members have participated
in community foot patrols in cities like Edmonton and Vancouver, its main Canada Facebook page has anti-Muslim
screeds and derogatory references to immigrants.
The Canadian authorities have recorded thousands of hate-motivated crimes in recent years, but Ms. Perry said
Canadian law enforcement officials have played down the threat of right-wing extremists, preferring instead to
focus on Islamic terrorism. ''That's where all the money and attention goes,'' she said. ''Law enforcement officers in
communities with a fairly well known right-wing presence, they either denied they were there or that it was an issue.''
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service declined to comment on actions
they have taken to monitor and stop the spread of white nationalist groups, though the intelligence service has in the past
minimized the movement's influence, telling the Canadian news media that ''right-wing extremist circles appear to be
fragmented and primarily pose a threat to public order and not to national security.''
Anti-racism activists and others opposed to such views say the government has not done enough to protect vulnerable
groups. In 2013, Prime Minister Stephen Harper's government repealed hate speech provisions in the Canadian Human
Rights Act, which supporters said hindered free speech. A federal court ruled that the provisions did not violate freedom
of expression, but they have not been reinstated.
Daniel Gallant, a former white supremacist from Vancouver who changed his views 15 years ago and is now a social
worker and a law student, said widespread Canadian denial about the prevalence of right-wing extremism was a major
problem. ''It's everywhere,'' he said.
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A 2016 telephone survey by the Canadian polling firm Forum Research found that in a random sampling of 1,304
Canadians, Muslims were the focus of the most animosity in Quebec, where 48 percent of respondents expressed
dislike of the religion.
''It is clear from these findings that respondents in Quebec are the most likely to hold unfavorable feelings towards
Jewish and Muslim people,'' said the firm's president, Lorne Bozinoff.
Nowhere have those elements been as vocal as Quebec City.
Handbills, posters and occasional demonstrations by such groups as the Fédération des Québécois de Souche (which
translates roughly as ''people of original Québécois stock'') have proliferated in the city. Québécois de Souche's slogan is
''I exist, so I act,'' but as with fringe movements everywhere, it and other groups are most active behind the anonymity of
the internet.
''It's very hard to know their numbers,'' said Stéphane Leman-Langlois, a sociology professor at Laval University who
studies Quebec's far right, adding that there is a small core to each group and that the followers are less active. He said
the movement has fragmented and re-formed and groups have changed names for the past 20 years, although the recent
surge in immigration has strengthened their cause. ''It's not a new thing,'' he said.
La Meute, a group that includes many Afghanistan war veterans, has gathered about 43,000 followers since it started a
closed Facebook page last year. The name means ''wolf pack'' in French, and its members are not politically virulent by
United States standards but focus on concerns about Muslim immigration.
At the other end of the scale are followers of Légitime Violence, a proudly fascist heavy metal band that announces its
concerts to a vetted list of fans and performs songs like ''Final Solution,'' which is as subtle as it sounds.
Other extremist groups in Quebec include Atalante Québec; Pegida Québec, which is an offshoot of a German group;
and Soldiers of Odin.
Calling these groups ''far right'' may be a misnomer. The Fédération des Québécois de Souche says its members include
people with different political beliefs, including socialists and libertarians. The common denominator is an opposition to
immigration, particularly by Muslims.
''Our objective is not to shrink to a minority,'' said Rémi Tremblay, spokesman for the Fédération des Québécois de
Souche. He says groups like his have helped to start a debate about immigration and multiculturalism that was
''unthinkable'' when the group formed 10 years ago. ''We want to free the tongues of the people so they start thinking about
this without the constraints of political correctness,'' he said.
That conversation among largely anonymous anti-immigration extremists exists in the broader context of a right-leaning
talk radio culture in Quebec that has been critical of Muslim immigration and what it sees as a failure by Muslims to
assimilate into Canadian culture. Talk radio of this stripe is rare elsewhere in Canada and is reminiscent, albeit far more
mild, of the raucous right-wing shows in the United States.
The radio stations Radio X and FM93 are among those cited as giving voice to anti-Muslim activists. While their own
commentary may be muted, they give a platform to less-tolerant voices from sites like Point de Bascule, which means
Tipping Point, and Poste de Veille, which translates roughly as ''Watchtower'' and whose website shows a pirate ship with
a jihadist flag as its sail approaching Quebec City.
One popular conspiracy theory links Prime Minister Justin Trudeau to the Muslim Brotherhood, a pan-Arab group that
supports the application of Islamic law in Muslim communities.
Even Quebec City's mayor, Régis Labeaume, who was visibly moved at a news conference on Monday while showing
support for the Muslim community, has expressed frustration with some orthodox Muslim customs.
In 2014, during interviews about the appearance of the ''burkini'' at community pools, he recalled one extremely hot
summer day seeing a man dressed in shorts and sandals while his wife was wearing a full niqab -- head-to-toe covering
including black gloves. Mayor Labeaume said his own wife had to hold him back from insulting the man and ''ripping his
head off.''
Many people have called for toning down the talk in the wake of Sunday's mosque shooting in a suburb of Quebec City
by a professed immigration opponent.
''The tone should definitely be more respectful on all sides,'' said Dominic Maurais, who hosts a show on Radio X and
is a leading voice of Quebec's conservative talk shows. Mr. Maurais noted that he was pro-immigration.
''However, we should all be careful about letting political correctness win over crucial, frank and essential discussions
about radical Islam and Islamic values in our democracies,'' he said in a telephone interview.
The Fédération des Québécois de Souche and Atalante Québec issued a joint statement deploring the violence and calling
the gunman deranged.
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immigration Ban: Trump shows he revels in dangerous chaos;
Jesse Jackson
--President Donald Trump's most recent provocation (suddenly issuing an order banning the admission into the United
States of refugees and immigrants from seven predominantly Muslim countries) created chaos and fury that had to be
expected.
Airports across the world were engulfed with demonstrators. Judges issued emergency orders staying enforcement of
parts of the order. Families found their children studying abroad unable to return home, or their loved ones attending a
funeral stranded in an airport. Translators who had risked their lives for American soldiers in Iraq suddenly found their
green cards useless and their lives at great risk. Both intelligence professionals and State Department diplomats have
protested the order.
Trump's act is based on a lie: that America is not careful in vetting those refugees from battle zones that seek refuge in
our country from violence or persecution. In fact, our vetting is already among the
most stringent in the world. Trump told the Christian Broadcasting Network that Christians would be given
preference over other religious groups, asserting falsely that under Obama, "If you were a Muslim you could come
in, but if you were a Christian, it was almost impossible." In fact, last year we admitted virtually as many Christian
refugees as Muslims, despite the fact that far more Muslims are at risk and seeking refuge. But this president has
shown that he's prepared to act on the basis of "alternative facts" when he so chooses.
The real problem is that the unintended consequences are likely to be far more dangerous than doing nothing. For ISIS
and al-Qaida, the order is gift. It feeds their argument that the Muslim world is facing a war on Islam led by the Great
Satan (the U.S.) intent on persecuting Muslims.
The anger and hatred generated will make it more difficult for moderate Muslim leaders to cooperate with the U.S.
At home, a Muslim community under siege (and faced with rising hate crimes) is likely to become more closed, not less,
and less cooperative, not more. If we will not respect their rights and security, they will be less likely to be concerned for
ours.
Across the world, the order reveals an America that is frightened, not strong, and insular, not expansive. Trump has just
mocked his own argument that our allies should bear a fair share of the defense burden, for he's made it clear the U.S.
will not do its part in offering refuge to the displaced--many of them driven from their homes by wars that we started or
continue. And America's claim to be a champion of human rights has just been weakened by our own actions once more.
The irony here is that Trump gets the threat wrong. Seven countries were singled out for special prohibition--a ban on all
travelers, not just refugees for 90 days, visa or no visa. Not one person from those countries has killed any Americans in
a terrorist attack inside the U.S.
The perpetrators of American terrorist attacks in Boston, San Bernardino, Calif., Fort Hood in Texas, and Orlando, Fla.
did not come from the countries banned, and all were radicalized homegrown individuals.
Similarly, the hijackers of 9/11 did not come from the countries that are banned. They came from Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates, Egypt and Lebanon, none of which are on the list.
There must be some other reason than terrorist threat for the selection. It may not simply be coincidental that the countries
listed for bans are those where Trump's company does no business, while the nations from which the 9/11 attackers came
(and yet are exempted) are places where Trump has done or tried to do business.
Democrats have said they would try to get the order rescinded for its trampling of human rights, its lack of preparation
and confused definitions.
The real question is whether Republicans embrace this action or make their opposition known. Trump is happy to mock
Democrats. His aides know that he has to learn to work with Republicans who control majorities in both houses of
Congress.
Thus far, Republicans such as Sens. John McCain, Lindsey Graham and Jeff Flake have risked Trump's wrath by
objecting to the order.
It is revealing that Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell chose to duck (saying the courts would decide whether the
order is constitutional) while
House Speaker Paul Ryan chose to embrace the order rather than criticize it. These are not profiles in courage.
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The New York Times
February 9, 2017

All of Islam Isn't The Enemy
THE EDITORIAL BOARD
Is President Trump trying to make enemies of the entire Muslim world? That could well happen if he follows
up his primitive ban on refugees and visa holders from seven Muslim nations with an order designating the
Muslim Brotherhood -- perhaps the most influential Islamist group in the Middle East -- as a terrorist
organization.
Such an order, now under consideration, would be seen by many Muslims as another attempt to vilify adherents
of Islam. It appears to be part of a mission by the president and his closest advisers to heighten fears by
promoting a dangerously exaggerated vision of an America under siege by what they call radical Islam.
The struggle against extremism is complex, and solutions must be tailored both to the facts and to an
understanding of the likely consequences. Since 1997, the secretary of state has had the power to designate
groups as foreign terrorist organizations, thus subjecting them, as well as people and businesses who deal with
them, to sanctions, like freezing their assets. President Barack Obama resisted adding the Brotherhood to that
list.
There are good reasons that the Brotherhood, with millions of members, doesn't merit the terrorist designation.
Rather than a single organization, it is a collection of groups and movements that can vary widely from country
to country. While the Brotherhood calls for a society governed by Islamic law, it renounced violence decades
ago, has supported elections and has become a political and social organization. Its branches often have tenuous
connections to the original movement founded in Egypt in 1928.
Under State Department guidelines, the ''terrorist'' designation is intended to punish groups that carry out
terrorist attacks. There's no question that some such groups have grown out of the Muslim Brotherhood, like
Hamas, the adversary of Israel, which the United States named a terrorist organization in 1997. Egypt's
president, Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, has worked to crush the Brotherhood in his country since he overthrew his
predecessor, Mohamed Morsi, a former Brotherhood leader, in 2013. But there is no evidence that senior
Brotherhood leaders ordered any violence or carried out any of the recent major terrorist attacks in Egypt,
according to the analysts Michele Dunne and Nathan Brown of the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace.
But those advising Mr. Trump seem unwilling to draw distinctions. Stephen Bannon, the chief White House
strategist, once called the Brotherhood ''the foundation of modern terrorism.'' And Frank Gaffney Jr., an antiMuslim analyst who heads a small think tank, recently told The Times that the Brotherhood's goals are ''exactly
the same'' as those of the Islamic State and Al Qaeda.
It is wrongheaded and dangerous to tar all Brotherhood members with one brush. The Brotherhood is
associated with political parties in Indonesia, Pakistan, Morocco, Jordan, Iraq, Kuwait, Yemen and even Israel,
and runs schools and hospitals. Many of those parties are America's partners. The governing party in Turkey,
a NATO member, also has connections to the Brotherhood. If the group is named to the terrorism list, how
will Washington continue these relationships without violating the law?
Another risk is that penalizing people and countries that deal with the Brotherhood could make it impossible
for members to continue their involvement in politics and even push some of them into violence.
Mr. Trump made America look cruel and incompetent in the eyes of the world with his sweeping
immigration edict. Now talk of branding the Brotherhood as a terrorist group has fueled darker fears
of an administration intent on going after not just terrorists but Islam itself.
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Swarthmore Phoenix: Swarthmore College
February 9, 2017

Recent executive actions create campus uncertainties
Evangela Shread

After President Trump's Jan. 27 executive orders halted travel to and from seven Muslim-majority countries, members of
the campus community responded. President Valerie Smith and administrative deans reasserted the college's vow to
protect all students and faculty by standing in firm opposition to the anti-immigration and anti-Muslim policies.
International and Muslim students affected by the orders have sought advice from administration, and have had to alter
plans and make new ones in response to the travel restrictions.
Muslim Students Association board member Yusuf Qaddura '20 had planned on returning to his home in Lebanon over
the summer. But following the orders, Qaddura realized this might not be possible. He said that with the heightened risk
of traveling to the Middle East on a nonimmigrant visa, he will likely have to stay in the United States.
"I'm okay with not going back to my home country," he expressed. "I'll get used to it ... even if it comes to not going back
in the next three years."
With the question of whether he will be able to go home at the end of the semester looming over him, Qaddura has had
to apply to summer internships and jobs late in the application season.
"I'm now stressed because I have all sorts of applications over my head," he expressed.
The anti-immigration orders, according to the New York Times, affect people who are currently in the U.S. on temporary
visas and would normally be able to travel back home and re-enter the country. The order entails a 90-day suspension of
immigrant and nonimmigrant admission from Iran, Iraq, Sudan, Syria, Libya, Somalia and Yemen into the U.S. Although
a federal judge in Seattle ruled to suspend the orders on Jan. 31, President Trump has since appealed the decision,
according to reports by CNN. This means an uncertain future for students like Qaddura.
"We're concerned about whether the ban is going to be extended after three months, or if it's going to be extended into
more countries," Qaddura said.
In an official statement emailed to staff and students on Jan. 30, President Valerie Smith affirmed the college's
commitment to ensuring the safety of all members of the community in times of increased threat. She outlined a series of
measures the college has taken, led by the Office of International Student Services, to reach out to affected students and
faculty.
International students services director Jennifer Marks-Gold summarized these measures over email. According to MarksGold, OISS has investigated student lists to determine if any students are in the banned countries. At this time, there are
no incoming or enrolled students either residing or studying abroad in the seven countries.
"OISS has and will continue to advise and support students about staying safe," Marks-Gold stated.
She also affirmed that OISS will work to provide housing for students who cannot go home over breaks and during the
summer as one initiative to support students affected by the ban.
"While [these students] are barred from travel, we encourage them to keep in contact with their family and friends back
home and if we can help them do that in anyway, our office will provide these services," Marks-Gold continued.
Qaddura hopes that the administration will do more to assist the unique situations of international students in the coming
months.
"From what I've heard, I'm just being treated like any other student trying to get housing this summer," he said.
Marks-Gold reasserted the college's pledge to be a sanctuary for all members of the community.
She affirmed that the college will not disclose the immigration status of students and faculty members.
"We do not have to release information unless a warrant/subpoena is issued. We will continue to protect our students at
all times," Marks-Gold stated.
Colleges and universities across the country have come out with similar statements, reassuring campus members that they
will refuse to disclose such information. The University of Michigan, for example, made headlines on Jan. 28 when it
announced its intention to maintain the privacy of this information.
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On the evening of Thursday, Feb. 2, students and faculty packed into the Intercultural Center for a panel discussion for
Swatties affected by the anti-immigration orders. The panel was one initiative of the college to support members of the
community affected by the orders.
The panel, composed of Muslim student advisor Umar Abdul Rahman, associate professor of sociology Lee Smithey, and
Philadelphia area immigration attorney John Vandenberg, addressed a number of issues on a spectrum from technical to
personal, covering topics such as H-1B sponsorship and the impact of the orders on the Muslim community.
Vandenberg urged international students to contact OISS with concerns, and remarked on the climate of unease
surrounding their situations.
"I can't tell you not to be anxious ... If I were in the shoes of international students, I'd think, 'why now?'," he said.
At the discussion, Vandenberg briefed attendees on the ban and the subsequent judicial decision to block it. He also
overviewed the process of obtaining an H-1B visa for non-immigrant students hoping to work in the United States. He
explained that immigration law changes faster than any other area of law, so he predicts that there will likely be changes
to the H-1B program during the Trump administration. He urged international students to speak with Marks-Gold to
ensure that they apply for employment authorization and visas on time.
"It's kind of a brave new world we're living in now," Vandenberg said, acknowledging the partisan overtones of the ban,
which have stemmed from a major shift in the political agenda under a new administration.
Smithey expressed a similar view.
"We really don't know where we're at in this moment on the technical side of things and on political, racial, and ethnic
fronts," he remarked.
Even so, Smithey urged students to protest. He cited a statistic from Dr. Erica Chenoweth and Dr. Maria J. Stephan's
book, "Why Civil Resistance" Works that claims only three and a half percent of a population engaged in nonviolent civil
resistance is required to overthrow a regime, a figure equivalent to 11 million Americans. In his opinion, one important
route to opposing the executive orders is through large-scale peaceful protest.
"This is a mobilization and organization problem," Smithey said, arguing that an authoritarian administration can be reined
in through strategic nonviolent resistance.
Rahman elaborated on the new administration's treatment of Muslims and immigrants.
"What's really troublesome is the rhetoric," he observed, referring to President Trump's comments about Islam.
Rahman spoke on the parallels between Muslim oppression and other forms of oppression throughout American
history, encouraging attendees to read Martin Luther King's "Letter from a Birmingham Jail."
"There can be some discriminatory policies...equal protection doesn't apply to immigrants," Rahman noted,
arguing that the nature of immigration policy in the U.S. has allowed for implicit discrimination against Muslims
in this most recent policy.
Vandenberg echoed this sentiment.
"I do feel comfortable calling it a Muslim ban," he said with regards to the executive order.
Qaddura believes the ban is a symptom of a broader misconception of Islam.
"These terrorists groups are not representing the true essence of the Islamic religion," he stated, noting the widespread
misunderstanding of the Islamic practice of jihad. "The Islamic religion tries to spread peace and love."
Qaddura has found a space through the Muslim Students Association to gather with others in this tumultuous time.
"MSA is like a home for Muslim students on campus ... we speak with each other, calm each other emotionally," he said.
Smithey noted the psychological function of large protests and gatherings for building confidence and mitigating anxiety
through collective action.
"Figuring out ways to manage our fear is going to be immensely important," he stressed.
For many, the difficulty of returning home will come at too great a risk. In an official statement, Smith advised community
members from the seven designated countries to suspend plans for international travel. Marks-Gold advised students from
these countries who are traveling within the U.S. to bring all identification papers with them. Vandenberg recommended
that international students and students enrolled under the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program speak to an
experienced immigration attorney before traveling abroad. He also urged caution to DACA students with plans to study
abroad due to the risk of Advance Parole being suspended while they are spending a semester in a study abroad program.
Advance Parole permits those without a valid immigrant visa to re-enter the country after travelling abroad.
"DACA students know that any day it could be over. These students are highly motivated, and they know the risk,"
Vandenberg said of the work ethic of DACA students amidst an uncertain future for the program.
Rahman described reading an email from a local mosque that warned any Muslim person who is not a U.S. citizen,
including those who are legal permanent residents, against traveling under the current orders. This applies to
Muslim non-citizens who are not from the seven banned countries as well.
"It's really something unprecedented," he expressed.
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Smithey share a similar outlook.
"We're two weeks in, and it's going to be a long road," he said.
Smith concluded her email statement with an affirmation of the values of social justice and diversity core to Swarthmore.
"As a nation and as a campus community, we are in unchartered waters with the new administration," Smith wrote. "The
stakes have never been higher, and our commitment to these values has never been more resolute."
The future remains uncertain for international and Muslim students and for faculty affected by the ban. Yet the
campus community is undivided in its commitment to upholding social justice and protecting each member of the
community as the country heads into turbulent waters.
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New York Observer
February 8, 2017

NY Attorney General Says Trump and Giuliani's Comments Prove Travel Ban
Is Unconstitutional
Madina Toure

New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman, who has joined the legal battle against President Donald Trump's
executive order barring travel from seven majority-Muslim countries, asserted asserted today that statements by the
president and former Mayor Rudolph Giuliani prove that the White House fiat is specifically targeted at people of the
Islamic faith-rendering it unconstitutional under the First Amendment.
Last night, the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals heard oral arguments from the U.S. Department of Justice and Washington
State over Trump's decree temporarily banning entry from Syria, Somalia, Sudan, Libya, Yemen, Iran and Iraq, which a
Seattle federal judge suspended last week. Schneiderman has joined 15 other state attorneys general in condemning the
executive order, and filed an amicus brief supporting the Evergreen State's lawsuit.
Schneiderman said justices are likely focusing on whether the dictate violates the First Amendment's prohibition on
"respecting the establishment of a religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof"-and argued Trump's own remarks
make it clear that it does.
"I think he made a statement right at the time he issued the order that, 'You know, I've taken steps to prevent
radical Islamic terrorists from-to keep them out,'" Schneiderman said during an unrelated press conference. "So
he's identified this as being a religiously motivated order himself. Others around him have said similar things."
The prosecutor's comment is a rough paraphrase of a statement Trump made shortly after the swearing-in of Gen. James
Mattis, his secretary of the Department of Defense, on January 20, the day he signed the order.
"I am establishing new vetting measures to keep radical Islamic terrorists out of the United States of America," the
president said at the time. "We want to ensure that we are not admitting into our country the very threats our soldiers are
fighting overseas. We only want to admit those into our country who will support our country and love deeply our people."
Schneiderman's also signed onto the American Civil Liberties Union lawsuit filed on behalf of two people at John F.
Kennedy Airport the weekend after the order went into effect. The ACLU convinced Brooklyn Judge Ann Donnelly to
temporarily keep the administration from deporting anybody who was approved to enter the country under former
President Barack Obama.
Trump's Department of Homeland Security said it would abide by the various court orders, even as he denigrated Seattle
jurist James Robart on Twitter as a "so-called judge."
The executive order states that the secretaries of State and Homeland Security can jointly determine to admit people to
the country as refugees on a case-by-case basis if their admission is in the national interest, "including when the person is
a religious minority in his country of nationality facing religious persecution."
A day after Trump signed the executive order, he noted there are more than 40 Muslim-majority countries worldwide that
are not affected by the order and noted former President Barack Obama's administration had highlighted the seven
impacted nations as potential sources of terrorists.
But in a recent tweet, Trump said that the courts "must act fast" because the "threat from radical Islamic terrorism is very
real." He also said in a previous tweet that certain Middle Eastern countries agree with the ban because they know that "if
certain people are allowed in, it's death & destruction."
Giuliani told Fox News eight days after the signing of the order that Trump wanted a "Muslim ban" and asked him to put
together a commission to give him guidance on "the right way to do it legally."
The attorney general said that it is unclear which experts Trump and his team spoke to, but it is evident that the intent and
effect of the executive order is to discriminate against Muslims.
"As far as Rudy, what can I say?" Schneiderman continued, eliciting laughter from elected officials, advocates and
activists in attendance. "He was asked, 'How did this come about?' and he said, 'I'll tell you how it happened. The president
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said, 'I want to have an order banning Muslim entry into the country, but I wanna figure out a way to do it legally,' as
Rudy said, and he talked to experts and they concocted this scheme."
Schneiderman said fighting the executive order is not just about politics and immigration, but about protecting the rule of
law.
"This is not a challenge based on whether you're liberal or conservative, this is a challenge to the role of the judiciary in
our tripartite government to the fundamental notion established here many decades ago," Schneiderman added. "That no
one is above the law and that the president is still subject to review by the judiciary to ensure that he is not in violation of
the Constitution."
He predicted the Ninth Circuit Court will ultimately decide not to restore the executive order.
"I'm optimistic that they're gonna uphold the ruling of the court in Washington," he said. "They're gonna stay this order.
The order itself is constitutionally offensive but the way it was rolled out has created chaos.
Schneiderman extracted a $25 million settlement from the Republican leader just days after his election. In October 2016,
Schneiderman sent a cease-and-desist letter to the Donald J. Trump Foundation. The attorney general's office kept Trump
from proceeding with plans to shut down his four nation before assuming the Oval Office since the investigation into the
endowment was still underway.
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Parsons Sun (Kansas)
February 8, 2017

A shameful day
On Jan. 27, International Holocaust Remembrance Day, President Donald Trump issued an executive order temporarily
halting immigration from seven Muslim-majority countries, suspending the refugee program and permanently imposing
a religious test for refugees going forward.
Jen Smyers of Church World Service spoke for many people of faith working on behalf of refugees when she called Jan.
27 "a shameful day" in the history of the United States.
Numerous national security experts and diplomats -- including more than 1,000 State Department officials -- have also
spoken out, warning that the order is wrongheaded and dangerous. The optics of an American policy that appears to target
Muslims seriously tarnishes the reputation of the U.S. in Muslim-majority countries and throughout the world.
The initial chaos and confusion surrounding the rollout is a harbinger of the damage to come from alienating Muslims
worldwide, empowering radicals, and abandoning refugees to suffer in camps. Far from making us safer, the executive
order is widely viewed as a direct threat to our national security and an assault on American values.
Of all the controversial provisions of the order, none is more problematic and damaging than the religious test that gives
priority to refugees fleeing religious persecution if, and only if, they are a religious minority in their country of origin.
The intent is clear: Open the door to Christians from Muslim-majority countries while doing everything possible to keep
Muslims out.
Although the order does not explicitly mention Muslims -- and administration officials insist it is not a "Muslim
ban" -- we know the motive behind the order from Trump's own campaign promise to mandate the "complete
shutdown of Muslims entering the United States."
Facing fierce backlash last summer, Trump retooled the "Muslim ban" to make it more palatable, but he did not
retreat from his intention to keep Muslims out. Asked by NBC News in July if he was backing away from his Muslim
ban, Trump answered:
"I don't actually think it's a rollback. In fact, you could say it's an expansion... People were so upset when I used
the word Muslim. Oh, you can't use the word Muslim. Remember this. And I'm OK with that, because I'm talking
territory instead of Muslim."
Now, six months later, Trump's Muslim ban under another guise is the official policy of the United States
government. From a human rights perspective, the most disturbing parts of the executive order bar refugees for four
months, cut the number allowed in by 60,000, impose a religious test, and freeze indefinitely the refugee resettlement of
Syrians. Taken together, these policies add up to an inhumane, immoral and woefully inadequate response to the greatest
humanitarian crisis since World War II. Contradictions and ironies abound. Trump recently told Christian Broadcast
News that he wanted to help Syrian Christians, whom he claimed (without citing evidence) were deliberately kept out
while Syrian Muslim refugees were let in under the last administration. But his executive order bars all refugees from
Syria indefinitely -- meaning that Christians facing genocide in Syria will have no haven in America.
Last year the U.S. accepted a small number of Syrians (10,000 as of August 2016) out of the nearly 5 million Syrian
refugees. After Trump's order, the number will be zero. Once the four-month ban on refugees from other countries is
lifted, the number of projected refugees will be cut almost in half and those seeking entry will face a religious test.
Beyond humanitarian concerns, I am convinced that Trump's order is also unconstitutional. The Establishment clause of
the First Amendment prohibits government from targeting Muslims for exclusion and favoring Christians for admission;
in short, prioritizing some religious groups over others. Lawsuits have already been filed challenging Trump on First
Amendment and other constitutional grounds. If strengthening national security is the goal, keeping out refugees -Muslim or otherwise -- is not the solution. Refugees are currently vetted for over two years before being allowed entry,
and no person accepted into the U.S. as a refugee has been implicated in a fatal terrorist attack since systematic procedures
were established for accepting refugees in 1980, according to an analysis of terrorism immigration risks by the Cato
Institute. Orwellian doublespeak cannot obscure the hostility toward Muslims and Islam that animates President
Trump's executive order on immigration. A Muslim ban is a Muslim ban by any other name.
On the day we remember the Nazi genocide of the Jews, the United States closed the door to those fleeing genocide
today.
A shameful day indeed.
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The Burlington Free Press (Vermont)
February 7, 2017

Travel ban reveals legal clash; Presidential power vs. constitutional precedent is
at issue
Alan Gomez, Richard Wolf, USA TODAY
"The sham of a secular purpose is exposed both by the language of the order and defendants' expressions of anti-Muslim
intent."
Statement from a joint filing by attorneys general who are challenging Trump's order
The legal battle over President Trump's temporary travel ban targeting seven majority-Muslim countries likely will take
weeks to resolve and could require the Supreme Court to make the final decision. But the arguments challenging and
defending the executive order have become clear.
The Justice Department argues that a president has broad powers to act unilaterally on questions of immigration and
national security.
It says judges have limited powers to second-guess such decisions and are urging the court to allow Trump's immigration
order to go back into effect.
Opponents concede that a president has some power on his own, but they say Trump overstepped by banning people from
specific countries and those who follow a specific religion. They contend he violated core principles of the Constitution
and ignored laws passed by Congress.
Trump's order instituted a 120-day ban on refugees entering the U.S. and a 90-day ban for most citizens of Libya, Iraq,
Iran, Somalia, Sudan and Yemen. The order also indefinitely barred Syrians from entering the USA. He said his goal was
to improve background checks to make sure terrorists are not admitted inadvertently.
The order was blocked by U.S. District Judge James Robart in Seattle on Friday and is before the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the 9th Circuit in San Francisco. A three-judge panel could decide as early as Monday night whether to maintain
Robart's order or allow the ban to go forward.
GOVERNMENT'S ARGUMENT
The Justice Department's pitch, is that Trump has both constitutional and legal authority in matters of national security
dating back at least to 1952.
Justice Department lawyers cite passage of the Immigration and Nationality Act under President Truman, which gave the
president the power to suspend or impose restrictions on the entry of foreign nationals if he determines their entry "would
be detrimental to the interests of the United States."
And to back up their claim, they list eight instances dating back to President Reagan in 1986 when presidents blocked
residents of certain nations - such as Cuba, Libya, Russia, Somalia and Yemen - from being granted admission to the U.S.
Robart's order, they argue, "second-guesses the president's national security judgment about the quantum of risk posed by
the admission of certain classes of aliens and the best means of minimizing that risk."
Beyond the constitutional and legal arguments, the administration also maintains that states such as Washington,
Minnesota and Hawaii lack standing to bring their challenge because - unlike would-be immigrants and refugees - they
are not subject to the travel ban.
BAN OPPONENTS' ARGUMENT
The challenge to Trump's order is being led by the attorneys general from Washington State and Minnesota, with help
from arguments filed by other groups, including two former secretaries of State, three former CIA directors, 97 tech
companies and 284 law professors.
In a joint filing, the attorneys general concede that the 1952 law does give broad powers to a president to enforce
immigration laws in the U.S.
But they say Trump's executive order goes far beyond the legal limitations originally enshrined in the Constitution and
later enacted by Congress.
They say the 1952 powers given to a president were limited by a 1965 law that prohibits discrimination against immigrants
based on their country of origin. They say Trump's national security arguments are undercut because no one from the
countries listed in the ban has committed terrorist acts on U.S. soil.
"Though (the order) cites the attacks of September 11, 2001, as a rationale, it imposes no restrictions on people from the
countries whose nationals carried out those attacks," they say in court papers.
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Even though the White House has repeatedly said the order does not constitute a "Muslim ban," the attorneys
general argue that his repeated call for such a ban on the campaign trail shows the true intent of his order.
That allegation is bolstered, they say, by Trump's order that includes a section giving immigration preference to
people who practice a "minority religion" and fear "religious-based persecution" in their countries. The seven
countries listed in Trump's ban are 97% Muslim.
"The sham of a secular purpose is exposed both by the language of the order and defendants' expressions of antiMuslim intent," they maintain.
And they argue that Trump's order violates due process rights established under the Fifth Amendment.
While the administration has said foreigners have few rights to force their way into the country, the attorneys
general say longtime, legal residents of the U.S. - those who were detained at U.S. airports or stranded abroad by
Trump's order - have every right to do so.
"The sham of a secular purpose is exposed both by the language of the order and defendants' expressions of antiMuslim intent."
Statement from a joint filing by attorneys general who are challenging Trump's order
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Dayton Daily News (Ohio)
February 7, 2017

Trump's dark view of Islam holds sway in policymaking; It mixes warnings of
violence with broad-brush critiques of Islam.; RRUNN NRESIDELCY
Scott Shane, Matthew Rosenberg and Eric Lipton

President Donald Trump has embraced a deeply suspicious view of Islam that several of his aides have promoted,
notably retired Lt. Gen. Michael T. Flynn (second from right), now his national security adviser, and Stephen K.
Bannon (right), the president's top strategist.
Retired Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, President Donald Trump's national security adviser, has been instrumental in
bringing a dark, deeply suspicious vision of Islam as an inherently hostile ideology from the fringes of the far right
to the center of U.S. policymaking. Flynn last February tweeted a link to an anti-Muslim video and wrote, "Fear
of Muslims is RATIONAL."
WASHINGTON - It was at a campaign rally in August that President Donald Trump most fully unveiled the dark vision
of an America under siege by "radical Islam" that is now radically reshaping the policies of the United States.
On a stage lined with U.S. flags in Youngstown, Ohio, Trump, who months before had called for a "total and complete
shutdown" of Muslim immigration, argued that the United States faced a threat on par with the greatest evils of the 20th
century. The Islamic State was brutalizing the Middle East, and Muslim immigrants in the West were killing innocents at
nightclubs, offices and churches, he said. Extreme measures were needed.
"The hateful ideology of radical Islam," he told supporters, must not be "allowed to reside or spread within our
own communities."
Trump was echoing a strain of anti-Islamic theorizing familiar to anyone who has been immersed in security and
counterterrorism debates over the past 20 years. He has embraced a deeply suspicious view of Islam that several
of his aides have promoted, notably retired Lt. Gen. Michael T. Flynn, now his national security adviser, and
Stephen K. Ban-non, the president's top strategist.
This worldview borrows from the "clash of civilizations" thesis of political scientist Samuel P. Huntington and combines
straightforward warnings about extremist violence with broad-brush critiques of Islam. It sometimes conflates terrorist
groups like al-Qaida and the Islamic State with largely nonviolent groups such as the Muslim Brotherhood and its
offshoots and, at times, with the 1.7 billion Muslims around the world. In its more extreme forms, this view
promotes conspiracies about government infiltration and the danger that sharia, the legal code of Islam, may take
over in the United States.
Those espousing such views present Islam as an inherently hostile ideology whose adherents are enemies of Christianity
and Judaism and seek to conquer nonbelievers either by violence or through a sort of stealthy brainwashing.
The executive order on immigration that Trump signed Jan. 27 can be viewed as the first major victory for this geopolitical
school. Beyond the restrictions the order imposed on refugees and visitors from seven predominantly Muslim countries,
it declared that the United States should keep out those with "hostile attitudes toward it and its founding principles" and
"those who would place violent ideologies over American law," clearly a reference to sharia.
Rejected by most serious scholars of religion and shunned by Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama, this dark
view of Islam has nonetheless flourished on the fringes of the U.S. right since before the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.
With Trump's election, it has moved to the center of U.S. decision-making on security and law, alarming many Muslims.
Trump has insisted that the executive order is not a "Muslim ban," and his supporters say it is a sensible precaution to
safeguard Americans. Asked about the seeming antipathy to Islam that appeared to inform the order, the White House
pointed to Trump's comments in the August speech and on another occasion that signaled support for reform-minded
Muslims. His administration, Trump said in August, "will be a friend to all moderate Muslim reformers in the Middle
East and will amplify their voice."
James Jay Carafano, a security expert at the Heritage Foundation who advised the Trump transition at the Department of
Homeland Security and the State Department, said the executive order was simply "trying to get ahead of the threat." As
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pressure increases on the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, he said, "tens of thousands of foreign fighters" will flee. Some
could try to reach America, perhaps posing as refugees, he said, so stronger vetting of those entering the country is crucial.
But critics see the order as a clumsy show of toughness against foreign Muslims to impress Trump's base, one shaped by
advisers with distorted ideas about Islam.
"They're tapping into the climate of fear and suspicion since 9/11," said Asma Asfaruddin, a professor of Islamic studies
at Indiana University and chairwoman of the Center for the Study of Islam and Democracy. "It's a master narrative that
pits the Muslim world against the West," appealing to Trump supporters who know nothing of Muslims or Islam beyond
news reports of terrorist attacks, she said.
The executive order, she said, will backfire by reinforcing the jihadi line that the United States is at war with Islam.
"The White House is a huge soapbox," she said. "The demonization of Muslims and Islam will become even more
widespread."
Those in the administration with long records of criticizing Islam begin with Bannon and Flynn. Flynn last February
tweeted a link to an anti-Muslim video and wrote, "Fear of Muslims is RATIONAL." In an interview, he said that "Islam
is not necessarily a religion but a political system that has a religious doctrine behind it."
Bannon has spoken passionately about the economic and security dangers of immigration and took the lead role in shaping
the immigration order. In a 2014 talk to a meeting at the Vatican, he said the "Judeo-Christian West" is at war with Islam.
"There is a major war brewing, a war that's already global," he said. "Every day that we refuse to look at this as what it
is, and the scale of it, and really the viciousness of it, will be a day where you will rue that we didn't act." Elsewhere, on
his radio show for Breitbart News, Bannon said, "Islam is not a religion of peace - Islam is a religion of submission," and
he warned of Muslim influence in Europe: "To be brutally frank, Christianity is dying in Europe, and Islam is on the rise."
Others with similar views of Islam include Sebastian Gorka, who taught at the National Defense University and is a deputy
national security adviser. Gorka's wife, Katharine, who headed think tanks that focused on the dangers of Islam, now
works at the Department of Homeland Security. Tera Dahl, who was an aide to former Rep. Michele Bachmann, R-Minn.,
is a National Security Council official. Walid Phares, a Lebanese-American Christian who has advised politicians on
counterterrorism, advised Trump's campaign but does not currently have a government post. All four have written for
Breitbart News, the right-wing website previously run by Bannon.
They all reflect the hard-line opinions of what some have described as the Islamophobia industry, a network of researchers
who have warned for many years of the dangers of Islam and were thrilled by Trump's election.
They warn about the danger to U.S. freedoms supposedly posed by Islamic law and have persuaded several state
legislatures to prohibit sharia's use. It is a claim that draws eye rolls from most Muslims and scholars of Islam, since
Muslims make up about 1 percent of the U.S. population and are hardly in a position to dictate to the other 99 percent.
"The majority of Muslims don't interpret the Quran literally," said Shadi Hamid of the Brookings Institution. "You can
have five Muslims who all say we think this is God's exact words, but they all disagree with each other on what that means
in practice."
Among the most outspoken of those warning about Islam are Pamela Geller of Stop Islamization of America,
Robert Spencer of Jihad Watch and Frank Gaffney Jr. of the Center for Security Policy.
All three were hosted by Ban-non on his Breitbart radio program before he became chief executive of the Trump campaign
in August. Gaffney appeared at least 34 times. His work has often been cited in speeches by Flynn. Kellyanne Conway,
now counselor to Trump, did polling for Gaffney's center. Last year, the center gave Trump's attorney general-designate,
Sen. Jeff Sessions, R-Ala., who has warned of the "totalitarian threat" posed by radical Islam, its annual "Keeper of the
Flame" award.
Gaffney has been labeled "one of America's most notorious Islamophobes" by the Southern Poverty Law Center.
The Anti-Defamation League describes him as a "purveyor of anti-Muslim conspiracy theories." And even the
Conservative Political Action Conference, an annual meeting of right-wing politicians and activists, banned
Gaffney temporarily after he accused two of its organizers of being agents of the Muslim Brotherhood.
In an interview, he explained his view of Islam, which focuses less on the violent jihad of al-Qaida and the Islamic
State than on the quieter one he sees everywhere. By his account, potential enemies are hidden in plain sight praying in mosques, recruiting at Muslim student associations and organizing through mainstream Muslim rights
groups - and are engaged in "this stealthy, subversive kind of jihad."
"They essentially, like termites, hollow out the structure of the civil society and other institutions," Gaffney said, "for the
purpose of creating conditions under which the jihad will succeed."
The day after the election, Gaffney told the Breitbart radio show how pleased he was with Trump's win.
"It is a great blessing literally from God, but also I think obviously from the candidate himself, Donald Trump," he said.
He also praised the "superb people" around Trump, naming Bannon and Flynn, who he said "are actually going to lead us
to saving the Republic."
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The Hoya: Georgetown University
February 7, 2017

OSIBAJO & BAH: One Story, One Stereotype
On Jan. 5, 2017, four African-American teens in Chicago kidnapped and tortured their disabled white friend, who survived
the attack. They were immediately brought into custody, charged with a hate crime and are now awaiting trial.
Despite being in no way affiliated with the brutal actions of these teens, activist movement Black Lives Matter was falsely
implicated within 24 hours, with the hashtag "#BLMkidnapping" mentioned approximately 480,000 times on Twitter and
quickly emerging as a top trending topic. The use of #BLMkidnapping following this event revealed how outliers in a
community can aggravate stereotypes against marginalized groups.
The event rekindled stereotypical dialogue in mainstream media and was the catalyst to an outpouring of racialized
generalizations and rhetoric on the internet, including #BLMkidnapping. Many people took the horrific actions of these
four black youths, who had no affiliation with the Black Lives Matter movement, and associated them with BLM anyway.
Although the incident was despicable, the resulting #BLMkidnapping helped to reveal an ugly truth about society's
expectations for minorities to renounce other members of their group. There is a tacit expectation ignited by prejudicial
undertones that pressures the average law-abiding individual to overcompensate, forcing the many African-American
college students or Muslim-American teens to disavow these obviously grotesque crimes of the few.
During times like this, the silence of a minority group is equated with complacency. As a Muslim, I cringe when
terrorist attacks occur. That is often followed by the pressure of feeling as though I must speak out against such
an injustice simply because I am Muslim.
Instead of giving us the benefit of the doubt based on our common humanity, the actions of a few are used to label the
character of an entire group. The media painted the actions of these four black youths as a problem within the black
community - as if black students regularly harass and physically harm disabled white students.
This portrayal parallels the characterization of Islamic fundamentalism as a "vicious cancer inside the body of 1.7
billion people on this planet" which "has to be excised," according to National Security Adviser Lt. Gen. Mike
Flynn back in August. I cower at these descriptions, knowing that they only add to the racial tensions and
Islamophobia in the United States.
As important as it is to speak on injustice, when the average law-abiding citizen is expected to disavow every terrible
action committed by someone of their race or religion, it permits stereotypes. I should not feel obliged to disavow a
terrorist attack solely to avoid being labeled as a fundamentalist.
In her 2009 TED talk, author Chimamanda Adichie spoke on the media's inherent bias in creating these simplistic
portrayals, saying: "The single story creates stereotypes, and the problem with stereotypes is not that they are untrue, but
that they are incomplete" - incomplete because terrorism is not a cancer within every Muslim, nor is every black youth a
thug.
Some stereotypes are simply stronger than others.
As Adichie noted, we do not read "American Psycho" and think all white men are serial killers - rather, how our stories
are told depends upon who holds power. White men are not defined by the serial killer image because power has given
them multiple stories; the serial killer is not "the definitive story of that person."
It is clear that the single story is powerful and allowing outliers to reinforce drastically incorrect stereotypes strengthens
it. However, when this story is used to reinforce a narrative - and demands groups to denounce the misbehavior of others
within the group - we encounter the innate hypocrisy of this expectation, applied hurriedly to minorities but not to the
privileged. We ought to seek a more complex representation of all people, to realize our common humanity instead of
allowing differences to divide us.
Anu Osibajo and Isatou Bah are freshmen in the College.Fireside Chats appears every other Tuesday.
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NYU panels urge resistance to Trump
CLAIRE WANG
Coalition of student and activist groups urge sustained campaigns on several fronts
Just a fortnight after his inauguration, President Donald Trump had already fulfilled some of his most
controversial campaign promises, by signing executive orders to defund sanctuary cities, initiating the construction
of a border wall, and barring entry of travelers from seven Muslim-majority nations.
The public reaction was swift and considerable. Mass protests erupted in airports, schools and parks across the country.
The ACLU and other legal organizations have to date filed more than 50 lawsuits against Trump and his administration
over both his policies and business dealings. On Feb. 3, some at New York University also took a stance against the
president by inviting a host of youth activists from local organizations to discuss the complexities of the immigrant
experience and suggest productive methods to counter Trump's anti-immigration measures.
Held at NYU's Kimmel Center for University Life, the series of panel discussions, "Organizing to Resist: Take Action
and Make Change," took up topics from immigration rights to economic inequality to environmental justice.
One panel explored the ways in which divisive policies of surveillance and control have fanned Islamophobia since
9/11. Debbie Almontaser, board director of the Muslim Community Network, said that the media's reluctance to
call an attack "terrorism" unless the perpetrator is Muslim reinforces the false notion that "terrorism is only
defined in the Muslim context." To rally people against Trump's Islamophobic policies, Almontaser said, activists must
first break the link between terrorists and peace-loving Muslims.
Iram Ali, campaign director of MoveOn.org, a public policy advocacy group, urged students to donate to grassroots
organizations as well as to national organizations such as the ACLU. The former, she said, can more directly address the
struggles of refugees, Muslim immigrants and undocumented citizens. Though deeply concerned about the next four
years, Ali found hope in the mass mobilization of young people on college campuses like NYU, saying, "We wouldn't be
seeing this level of energy had Clinton won."
NYU junior Richa Lagu, 20, said that the discussion illuminated the importance of grassroots organizations in defending
the Muslim community and deflecting executive orders. "Protests are good for solidarity," she said, "but these panel
discussions are more productive because they actually inform me of ways I can help protect our community."
Financially strapped, Lagu said she cannot donate to MCN and MoveOn but will encourage her parents to contribute.
She is, however, looking to join or found a club at NYU to foster dialogue on Islamophobia and educate students
unfamiliar with the religion.
Another panel focused on threats of deportation. Panelists Luba Cortes and Thais Marquez, both of them so-called
Dreamers -- undocumented young people shielded from deportation by DACA, Obama's deferred action initiative - said
the Dreamer narrative, while well-intentioned, is misleading in that it primarily focuses on the educated, law-abiding
youth at the expense of those not covered by DACA.
"When you push those narratives, you're saying that other people -- the elderly, those with criminal records -- don't meet
these standards, don't deserve the same amount of protection and relief," said Marquez, a youth organizer for Movimiento
Cosecha, or Harvest Movement.
Immigration rights organizations have a responsibility to talk about all 11 million undocumented citizens, including those
who don't fit into neater narratives, Marquez said. Political education is crucial in understanding the full immigrant
experience, said Cortes, an organizer for city-based Make the Road, an immigrants' rights organization.
"People are not bargaining chips. I also have deferred action. My mom has no relief. We need to protect DACA recipients
as well as criminals and sex workers."
Both speakers called for the establishment of sanctuary campuses as a means to build infrastructure for a larger movement
that would include mass walkouts and days-long strikes. "We need students like you to lead the resistance that will
ultimately win us permanent protection," Marquez said.
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City teens seize the moment
From a walk-out to calling elected officials, how high school students are becoming politically engaged
Read More
Not-so-high hopes
Sutton Place community rallies for a "race against time"
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A clumsy launch but perfectly legal
by Abraham Miller
Point Counterpoint: Click here to read another perspective, "Shoah redux: Same flawed rationale."
To say the implementation of President Donald Trump's travel ban was clumsy would be an understatement. To say,
however, that the principles involved were totally without constitutional justification would be unwarranted.
Since Trump's inauguration, nothing has dominated the political conversation as much as hatred punctuated by hysteria.
The aspiration toward civility that once served as a norm for political discourse in this country has been consumed in
conflagration, riots, mass demonstrations and physical attacks.
In no other policy area, perhaps, has emotion dominated the intellect as much as it has in relation to the travel ban.
This temporary ban is directed at the same countries that the Obama administration named when it prohibited them from
having access to the Visa Waiver Program. In addition, President Barack Obama issued 19 executive orders banning
travel and a six-month order banning travel from Iraq. There was pushback on the Iraqi ban, so it was never enforced.
To be sure, removing a privilege, as in access to a visa waiver, and prohibiting entry are different things. Still, the security
concerns were similar. And Iraqis would have been banned if Obama enforced his own executive order.
With the stroke of a pen, Obama changed the "wet feet/dry feet" rule affecting Cuban immigration. We will no longer
allow the entry of Cubans who take to the sea to flee tyranny.
There were no mass demonstrations on the Cubans' behalf, and the mainstream media showed no inclination to cover
this story in any depth.
We are bombarded incessantly on the news about how Trump's executive order constitutes religious and nationality
discrimination, and is unconstitutional. There is, however, abundant legal precedent for both religious and nationality
discrimination, because immigration is about absorbing people from other nations about whom we make judgments.
During the Iran hostage crisis, President Jimmy Carter not only refused entry to Iranians--he deported students who were
already here. He did not just implement his policy toward Iranians, but eventually toward all Shi'a Muslims.
The Iranians challenged Carter in court. In Narenji v. Civiletti, the Iranian plaintiffs argued that an immigration policy
singling out non-immigrant students by their nationality violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution.
The Appellate Court did not see it that way. The court strongly rejected the plaintiff's petition and concluded that the
U.S. attorney general holds wide latitude to draw distinctions on the basis of nationality in matters of immigration.
Decades later, the 9/11 Commission echoed those sentiments, noting that terrorists' visas were part of their arsenal and
that we had been derelict in having an immigration policy that was oblivious to the relationship between nationality,
religion and terrorism.
As a consequence, the government implemented the National Security Entrance-Exit Registration System
(NSEERS), which applied only to 25 Muslim-majority countries and North Korea.
The NSEERS program was challenged on the basis of discrimination against Muslims. The appellate courts
uniformly upheld the constitutional validity of NSEERS. In Rajah v. Mukasey, the court explicitly noted how what
seems to have escaped many in their reporting on the current imbroglio is that "classifications on the basis of
nationality are frequently unavoidable in immigration matters. ... Such classifications is (sic) commonplace and
almost inevitable." Obama ended the program in 2011.
In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, Attorney General John Ashcroft launched a program to detain and investigate
immigrants from Muslim-majority countries who had arrived in the U.S. during the previous two years. Among
those swept up in this program was Javaid Iqbal, a Pakistani national who had long overstayed his visa and was
illegally working as a cable television installer in Brooklyn. Iqbal sued the government for wrongful imprisonment
because of the attorney general's use of nationality and religion as criteria for his arrest.
Iqbal's case went all the way to the Supreme Court, which denied him a hearing. In very strong language, Justice
Anthony Kennedy wrote, "The September 11 attacks were perpetrated by 19 Arab Muslim hijackers who counted
themselves members in good standing of al-Qaeda, an Islamic fundamentalist group. Al-Qaeda was headed by
another Arab Muslim--Osama bin Laden--and composed in large part of his Arab Muslim disciples. It should
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come as no surprise that a legitimate policy directing law enforcement to arrest and detain individuals because of
their suspected link to the attacks would produce a disparate, incidental impact on Arab Muslims."
The verdict clearly sanctioned a disparate impact on Arab Muslims specifically and Muslims generally, as Iqbal
was a Pakistani.
Although the rounding up of Muslims for being Muslim drew outrage in the Islamic community and a few newspaper
editorials blasting the program, it generated nothing remotely like the mass demonstrations and media attacks against
Trump's immigration ban.
The constitutional issues raised by the Trump administration's ban are complex, and the conflicting rulings by a federal
judge in Seattle and one in Boston show there are no simple answers regarding the ban's constitutionality. At the time of
this writing, the Department of Justice is appealing the Seattle ruling to the Ninth Circuit.
Clearly, the Trump administration could have circumvented the current crisis by taking a more cautious approach to the
issue. It chose not to do that, and not to rewrite the ban once constitutional issues were raised. There is also the issue of
whether a travel ban and an immigration ban fall under the same legal precedents. The argument, however, that the
administration is in clear violation of the Constitution seems to be overly confident in view of previous court decisions.
Ultimately, it will take the Supreme Court to resolve this issue. For no matter what the Ninth Circuit decides, the verdict
will be appealed.
Abraham H. Miller is an emeritus professor of political science, University of Cincinnati, and a distinguished fellow with
the Haym Salomon Center. Follow him on Twitter @salomoncenter.
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What you're saying: Henry Nachman, Aqueil Ahmad, Mayor Pam Hemminger
and Rob Ransone
Islamophobia is the fear of Muslims. This fear is caused by the negative stereotyping and portrayal of all Muslims
as terrorists based on the actions of some Islamic extremists.
Media coverage also contributes to the fear and confusion with inaccurate and incriminating implications
regarding terrorist attacks.
Earlier this month, President Trump enacted an executive order that bans immigration from seven predominantly
Muslim countries, as well as ends the American Syrian refugee program indefinitely. This is the new
administration's effort to ameliorate an important issue with respect to the anti-Muslim sentiment.
However this ban is trying to fix the problem, by eliminating the problem. Instead the national issue of Islamophobia
should be fixed by improving relations between American and those of Middle-Eastern and Muslim heritage. This can be
done by first eliminating the negative stereotype surrounding all Muslims. According to the FBI, in reality only about 5
percent of all domestic terrorist attacks are caused by Islamic extremists. The public must be educated about the truth
regarding terrorist attacks so as to not promote the idea behind these false perceptions. The simple action of educating
yourself and informing others about the truth can help eliminate Islamophobia in the United States.
Henry Nachman Chapel Hill
Lincoln, Churchill, Gandhi and Trump
Abraham Lincoln ended his second inaugural address "with malice towards none, with charity for all."
In his "History of the Second World War," Winston Churchill intoned, "In defeat defiance, in victory magnanimity."
Towards the end of 150 years of colonial rule, Gandhi, the architect of India's freedom told his belligerent followers: "We
have come a long way with the British. When they leave I want to part as friends."
Donald J. Trump's inaugural address was devoid of any such charity, magnanimity, or grace towards his adversaries or
predecessors in office: five living presidents, both Republicans and Democrats. Four of them were sitting right behind
him. He gave no credit to any of them for anything they might have done to help make America great.
Instead, he told the American people and the world that we were a loser country all the way. Others were taking advantage
of us due to our inept leaders. We had social and economic "carnage" all around us. Our industries were decaying. There
was mass unemployment and violence in our inner cities. But now he was in control to set all this right and "make America
great again."
This dystopian vision of our past articulated in the inaugural address so far does not appear leading to the promised utopia.
Aqueil Ahmad Hillsborough
Happy Year of the Rooster!
Happy Chinese New Year! Wishing your family happiness and good fortune in the Year of the Rooster!
Thanks to the Chinese School at Chapel Hill, our community celebrated the Chinese New Year at the first annual
LIGHTUP Lantern Festival on Saturday, Jan. 28, at University Place. We came together to share peace and happiness
through the lighting of blessing lanterns. It was a tremendous event with families from all over the area making lanterns,
sampling foods, enjoying festive dance displays and a dragon parade.
In Chapel Hill, we celebrate our diversity and look for opportunities to understand each other better. We are A Place for
Everyone, a community of people whose lives bridge nations, cultures and races.
Again, many thanks to the Chinese School at Chapel Hill and its partners and volunteers for a wonderful celebration!
Mayor Pam Hemminger Chapel Hill
What Pogo said
This past election is another example of how our republic form of government differs from a Democratic form of
government (this has no relationship with the political parties of the same names). If we had a democratic form of
government (i.e., rule by majority) then Hillary would be our president because she won the popular vote. But we are not
a democratic form of government, we are a republic (i.e., rule by law) in which the Electoral College law determined the
winner.
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This country is literally tearing itself apart - it is more divided now than since the Civil War. And it's not the Clintons or
the Obamas or the Trumps who are doing it, it's us - by not accepting the election and by not supporting our president. If
we cause our president to fail, we cause our country to fail, and there are plenty of opportunistic vultures waiting to pick
our bones.
It's over! Get over it! Accept it! Support our country by supporting our president, and work harder in 2020 if you want
something different.

Rob Ransone Pittsboro
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In Canada, things are just as bad
SCAACHI KOUL.
TORONTO -- When Justin Trudeau was elected prime minister of Canada -- with a majority Liberal government, no less
-- it marked the hopeful end of nearly a decade of Conservative rule. ''Sunny ways,'' Mr. Trudeau said in his acceptance
speech. ''This is what positive politics can do.''
His victory received fawning international coverage: The son of another popular prime minister, and conventionally goodlooking, he managed to say all the right things about climate change and feminism. Remember when he achieved gender
parity with his cabinet appointments? Swoon.
The stereotype, inside and outside of Canada, is that Canadians are so polite and accepting that nothing like the bitter
populism of Donald J. Trump could ever flourish here. Canadians say ''sorry'' all the time, but we say it ''soary,'' and we
are happy to pay for our neighbor's health insurance through higher taxes. We even add an extra ''u'' in neighbor. Canadians
just are that generous.
This impression is so widely accepted that the Canadian immigration website crashed in the hours after America's
presidential election, thanks to a fivefold spike in the number of visitors. But the belief that Canada is a liberal utopia
holds only if you have no concept of Canadian history and little knowledge of current events, and only if you walk through
its cities and towns without speaking to anyone who isn't white, middle class or male.
On Jan. 29, six people were killed in a Quebec City mosque by a gunman. The suspect's social media use suggests
support for white supremacist ideas and the Trump movement. That event, though jarring and terrifying, was
neither new nor unpredictable, especially for Canada's Muslim citizens. The idea that Canada is a safe space is a lie
-- and an easy one to catch for anyone who has actually lived here as part of a minority group and watched how the country
chooses to forget about you.
At least Mr. Trump's presidency will rip that falsehood open. Canada has two Trump-like candidates running for the
federal Conservative leadership on platforms very similar to those that have nudged the United States and parts of Europe
into the embrace of white nationalism.
After the American election, a member of Parliament named Kellie Leitch sent out an email blast calling Mr.
Trump's win ''an exciting message and one that we need delivered in Canada as well.'' Before this, she attempted
to establish a tip line for ''barbaric cultural practices,'' a blatant attempt to curry favor with racists and
Islamophobes under the guise of protecting women and children. Ads for Ms. Leitch run on our version of
Breitbart, the adorably named The Rebel, a site that traffics in hate speech. Earlier this week, The Rebel wondered
if the Quebec City shooter was actually a Muslim extremist rather than a white nationalist.
Meanwhile, Kevin O'Leary, a fame-hungry ''Shark Tank'' judge who has been living in Boston and refers to himself as
''Mr. Wonderful,'' is the latest to announce he's running for the Conservative leadership. He has also argued that the 85
wealthiest people in the world having as much money as the 3.5 billion poorest is a good thing.
''It inspires everybody to get some motivation,'' he said. ''Of course I applaud it.''
Finally, a reality show narcissist with too much money and zero government experience of our very own!
And then there's Mr. Trudeau himself, a colossal disappointment for liberals and conservatives alike, despite his
Superman-style coiffure. He has made no attempt to publicly condemn Mr. Trump's race-baiting and politics of fear,
presumably because he'd worry that calling your largest trade partner a racist would hurt the aforementioned trade. In
November, our eco-friendly prime minister approved the expansion of the Kinder Morgan Trans-Atlantic pipeline, a big
step backward for the environment. Worse, last month he shouted down activists who were protesting the pipeline
development. He was upset that they were interrupting him; they were upset that indigenous people across Canada
continue to live in third-world conditions.
As Toronto's crack-smoking former mayor Rob Ford once said, ''Everything is fine.''
This wave of political reaction is nothing new. Toronto has a history of police performing street-checks on black men at
far higher rates than they do on white men. Quebec in particular has a lamentable record of anti-Muslim rhetoric and
policies. In 2013, the province proposed banning the wearing of religious symbols -- namely, hijabs, turbans, kippas and
niqabs -- by people who work in the public sector. In September, the University of Alberta was plastered with posters that
read ''[Expletive] Your Turban.''
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On criminal justice, as well, Canada is hardly a progressive champion. In Ontario, Adam Capay, a 24-year-old First
Nations man, has been kept in solitary confinement for the last four years. Charged with killing a fellow inmate in a prison
altercation, he has still not gone to trial.
Comparing Canada with the United States is reasonable -- we're close enough, and share a similar history and geography
-- but suggesting that Canada has figured something out that other nations haven't is not. True, everything the United
States does is louder than in Canada: America's food is radioactive, its television is more aggressive (and, well, objectively
better), so it makes sense that America's politics are more overtly noxious. But that hardly makes Canada a refuge.
There's a meme circulating on Twitter and Facebook that you see more than ever now that people are arguing that
Canada's politics are such a stark contrast to America's. It involves posting a link to a goofy Canadian story -- often
involving a moose, why not? -- with accompanying text that reads, ''Meanwhile in Canada.'' While America burns,
Canadians calmly shovel their driveways and buy bagged milk for their kids.
It's like being considered the gentler, kinder sibling. In reality, we're just more passive-aggressive, too frightened to
acknowledge how we fail our citizens day after day.
There is no Canadian exceptionalism. What's happening here now has been happening for decades: Bias and
discrimination are rooted in our history and government. All that's true about America's broken system is true, too, of
Canada's. The only real difference is the illusion that Canada is intrinsically better.
America has elected a dangerous demagogue to its highest office. In Canada, we're just one election away from falling
into the same trap.
Follow The New York Times Opinion section on Facebook and Twitter (@NYTOpinion), and sign up for the Opinion
Today newsletter.
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Border security necessary to head off disputes
Clifford D. May
Al Qaeda does not value diversity and it's not an equal opportunity employer. The same can be said of the Islamic State.
And when the rulers of the Islamic Republic of Iran want to commit an act of terrorism -- the bombing of the U.S. Marine
barracks in Beirut in 1983, to take just one example -- they are likely to give the assignment to members of Hezbollah, a
radical Islamic group of the Shia persuasion. They are highly unlikely to recruit Unitarians, Mormons or Baha'i.
This is an uncomfortable reality for all of us but especially for the millions of moderate Muslims who are not our enemies,
and the smaller number of reformist Muslims who are our most valuable allies in the war that must be fought against
ideologies that are supremacist, anti-Christian, anti-Jewish, anti-Hindu, anti-Buddhist, anti-LGBT, anti-women, antifreedom, anti-democratic -- I could go on.
To label such belief systems "violent extremism," as did President Obama, obscures more than it reveals. Islamism
and radical Islam are somewhat better terms. And then there is jihadism: Islamism with the added twist that global
domination and the spread of draconian interpretations of Islamic law can be achieved only through the sword,
only through the use terrorism, beheadings, crucifixions, slavery, genocide -- I could go on.
Should America's doors be opened to people who hold these beliefs? If not, are effective measures in place to keep
them out? To even ask such questions is to risk being called immoral, bigoted and Islamophobic.
Donald Trump was elected president in no small measure because, unlike his opponents, he promised to address, rather
than deride, such concerns. He began last week by issuing an executive order limiting immigration.
To call it a "Muslim ban" is imprecise. The order imposed a temporarily halt on entry into the U.S. by people,
regardless of faith, from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen -- seven states where jihadists are
active and governments are weak; "countries of concern," was how President Obama's Department of Homeland
Security labeled them. Remember, too, that the Organization of Islamic Cooperation has 57 members; 50 were not
included.
That said, there is no getting around the fact that the order was clumsily drafted and amateurishly implemented. The
officials responsible failed to "run the traps" -- Washington jargon for getting input from experts and making sure
supporters are looped in and ready to combat distorted narratives.
Imagine how differently the story might have played out had the president begun by demanding a government report
reviewing current vetting practices, citing deficiencies and providing recommendations for improving the system.
Instead, members of Congress and diplomats in foreign capitals were blindsided. Former CIA Director Michael Haydon
wrote that the order "breached faith" with vital intelligence sources and imposed an "unnecessary burden" on case officers.
Confusion reigned at borders and airports, and some anti-Islamist Muslims, including those who have risked their lives
serving as interpreters for the U.S. military in Iraq and Afghanistan, were needlessly frightened, offended and
inconvenienced.
The neophyte administration deserved criticism. What it got instead: Whoopi Goldberg comparing Mr. Trump to the
Taliban and David Harbour, at the Screen Actors Guild Awards, threatening to "punch some people in the face" -- a threat
that elicited a standing ovation. Curious, is it not, that the Hollywood crowd so successfully managed to contain its outrage
over the past six years as an estimated 500,000 Syrians were butchered and millions left homeless?
Which brings me to a larger point: The maladies and pathologies afflicting what we have come to call the Muslim world
cannot be cured by the mass transfer of as many good people as possible to America and Western Europe.
And the corollary, the notion that the bad guys left behind in the Middle East and North Africa will slaughter only each
other, leaving the rest of us in peace, is an illusion -- one that should by now be self-evident.
There are those on the far left who believe America's borders ought to be open -- that everyone has a right to live in the
United States. I suspect most Americans disagree. There are those on the far right who would lock the doors -- barring
even immigrants eager to help defend America from its enemies. I suspect most Americans reject that view as well.
The United States has always been a place of refuge for those fleeing persecution and longing for freedom. That shouldn't
change.
But Americans do have a right and a responsibility to decide whom we welcome and how many newcomers we are
prepared to resettle and integrate. There are 65 million displaced people around the world, according to the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees. Do we have room and resources for them all? If not, priorities have to be established.
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Among mine: Those to whom we grant the privilege of American citizenship should regard the U.S. Constitution as the
highest law of the land, believe in freedom of speech and religion, and embrace tolerance. The day they are sworn in as
Americans should be the proudest day of their lives.
A few nights ago, the philosopher-neuroscientist Sam Harris (not a supporter of Mr. Trump) told comedian-political
commentator Bill Maher (not a supporter of Mr. Trump): "You don't have to be a fascist or a racist or even a Trumpian
to not want to import people into your society who think cartoonists should be killed for drawing the Prophet."
Mr. Harris was talking about Islamists and jihadists -- not moderate and reformist Muslims. We should be tough enough
to fight the former. We should be smart enough not to confuse them with the latter. That's the reality and, as noted, it's
uncomfortable for all of us.
o Clifford D. May is president of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies and a columnist for The Washington
Times.
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Drawing Communities Together with Songs of Protest
Perla Luna
Black and Muslim choirs unite for "Art Against All Odds"
Perla Luna
THE SANTA CLARA
February 9, 2017
COURTESY OF ZAWAYA ASWAT ENSEMBLE Inspired by the negative rhetoric of the election, Zawaya Aswat
Ensemble and Vukani Mawethu created a concert, hoping to provide a space to dispel stereotypes. They will perform on
Feb. 11 in the Mission Church.
Amidst the marches, Facebook rants and disappointing leadership of the American government, "Art Against All Odds"
seeks to be a venue for hope and solidarity. On Feb. 11, the Mission Church will play host to a cultural concert by Zawaya
Aswat Ensemble and Vukani Mawethu. The performance will highlight unity between black and Muslim communities.
Founded in 2003 by Nabila Mango, Zawaya is a non-profit organization increasing awareness of multicultural discourse
and offering a genuine image of Arab-Americans through the use of art. Since 2013, they've been working with Vukani
Mawethu, a black gospel choir from Oakland, on various inter-community projects to sing for justice. The idea of art as
a form of resistance comes from a long tradition of oral protest for Vukani.
"We sing songs from the Anti-Apartheid movement taught to us by James Madhlope Phillips, an exiled South African
freedom fighter," Vukani leader Andrea Turner said. "We also come out of the Civil Rights movement-singing not only
freedom songs, but gospel and spirituals."
On Dec. 4, the Aswat Ensemble and Vukani gave the first performance of "Art Against All Odds." The historical targeting
of black community and Muslim communities inspired the concept of tying the two together. Current political and social
trends also made the connection all the more obvious to Zawaya and Vukani. They focused on the theme of intercommunity collaborations as a way of overcoming and fighting back against the increasing intolerance faced by many
minorities in America today.
"Islamophobia is not an alternative fact," Nabila said. "It's real and it's on the rise. Institutional racism is an
obstacle that Black Americans have faced on a daily basis for centuries and Muslims are currently facing because
of increasing intolerance."
Their first "Art Against All Odds" concert successfully drew an audience of over 600 people, a response so
overwhelmingly positive that they wanted to tour the show. Santa Clara Professor Farid Senzai introduced Nabila to
Danielle Aguilar from the Office for Multicultural Learning. The two began collaborating to bring the performance to
Santa Clara.
"We felt that as a Jesuit campus it was important important to be able to highlight the celebration of two groups of people
that are currently very marginalized and have a lot of negative connotations associated with them," Danielle said.
The only space on campus that could accommodate the event was the Mission Church and that brought up the complicated
question of what it would mean to host an Islamic performance there. Conversations were held between staff and Campus
Ministry but they decided hosting them would be a relevant and powerful experience for students.
"Our Jesuit values call us to engage in new perspectives to understand our community and that includes our black and
muslim student staff and faculty," Danielle said. "That's the first step to creating the equity and justice we want."
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Those in attendance can expect to hear collaborative performances of songs in English, Turkish and Arabic that represent
both communities. They will be singing music they consider sacred, including Gospel, Sufi and Islamic Sacred Music,
Black Spirituals and Civil Rights songs.
"I would describe 'Art Against All Odds' as an inspiring tribute to unity, freedom of expression, love and faith in God,"
Nabila said. "We hope that 'Art Against All Odds' highlights the importance of inter-community cooperation and that it
encourages more communities to become involved in projects like this."
Looking forward, Zawaya and company already have more performances of "Art Against All Odds" lined up and have a
goal to bring it to every county in the Bay Area. Their next collaboration continues the spirit of intersectionality as they
celebrate San Jose's "Day of Remembrance" with the Japanese Community on Feb. 19.
"I hope that people come away from the experience with a greater understanding and appreciation of the rich and diverse
musical heritage of these two minorities," Nabila said. "Our goal is for people to leave the concert feeling uplifted and to
see that despite our differences we can work together to create a beautiful and inspiring experience."
Contact Perla Luna at pluna@scu.edu or call (408) 554-4852.
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Students, faculty participate in silent vigil to support immigrants and refugees
Erin Kane | The Quinnipiac Chronicle
Approximately 70 students, faculty and staff lined the Arnold Bernhard Library steps from 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. to
participate in a silent vigil, put together by a group of faculty and students.
The silent vigil gave members of the community an opportunity to stand in solidarity with immigrants and refugees who
have been affected by President Donald Trump's executive order to ban against immigrants from Iraq, Iran, Libya,
Somalia, Syria, Sudan and Yemen from traveling to the United States.
Assistant professor of English Kim O'Neill passed out pamphlets with information on the executive order, how members
of the community can learn more and help take action against the ban. President of Muslim Student Association Ayah
Galal said the flyers were passed out to educate passersby on the executive order and clear up any misconceptions people
may have.
O'Neill was proud of the students and faculty for coming together and showing how much they care about the issue.
"I wanted to show our students who feel vulnerable who have been threatened by both policy and by the hate speech that
has been exacerbated by the change in administrations; I wanted the students to know that we care," O'Neill said. "We
support them and we will put ourselves, our bodies on the line. I am happy to do whatever I can, and I'm not alone."
Galal is pleased with the turnout of the vigil and said she is participating because she thinks the executive order is unAmerican.
"I think it's unconstitutional [because] it discriminates against Muslims," she said. "It feeds into islamophobia and
anti-Muslim rhetoric, and I think it's unacceptable. I'm here today to take a firm stance against that to say that is
not okay, that is not who we are as Americans and we will stand against that."
Many prominent figures from the university participated in the vigil as well, such as Vice President and Provost Mark
Thompson, Rabbi Reena Judd, Father Jordan Lenaghan and Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs and Chief
Diversity Officer Diane Ariza. Members of the Department of Public Safety, including Chief of Public Safety Edgar
Rodriguez, also attended the vigil.
For Ariza, the vigil was an opportunity to show the community coming together on in support of the Muslim populations
that have been affected by the ban, as well as refugees.
"I have my personal convictions about [Trump's ban] because it is one that has created a sense of fear and
marginalized communities," Ariza said. "It goes against our values as a nation. It was very clear that while Trump
said, 'This is not anti-Muslim,' the discussion that followed the executive order was very much targeting Muslims
in seven countries and not others."
Thompson said it is important the university shows support for those affected by President Trump's executive order.
"I think we have an obligation to know they are a valued part of the community," Thompson said. "It's another example
of a way to bring a current issues to the forefront of discussion, and it's another opportunity for different viewpoints to be
heard and give us the chance to talk with one another and learn from each others perspectives."
Student Government Association Senior Class Representative Chris Desilets participated in the vigil and said this
executive order hits close to home for him since his mother immigrated to the United States.
"I think it is sad we live in a time in our country where there are people that are worried that the country doesn't believe
that they belong," Desilets said. "I think it is good that students get to see that there are other students on this campus that
are willing to stand with them and stand for them of all different grades, nationalities, colors, and I think that is very
important."
Assistant Professor of Anthropology Julia Giblin said she participated in the vigil to show support for students and faculty
on this campus affected by the ban.
"I wanted to be here to support faculty and the students on campus who are feeling worried or threatened about this
executive order and how it impacts people in our community who may not be protected," Giblin said.
Sophomore Caroline Sullivan was walking by the vigil and eventually decided to participate. She thinks the protest is
great because it is peaceful and respectful which is appropriate for a college campus.
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It is happening all across the country and I think it is important that students are expressing their opinion towards what is
going on in our government," she said. "It is important for this country to have this voice among it's citizens."
Giblin said that the vigil demonstrated how the faculty and students care about one another and show that there is hope
when we all get together.
"I wanted to promote thinking about understanding and openness versus exclusion and building walls or bans on people
who enter the country," she said.
Reporting by: Sarah Doiron and Victoria Simpri
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West Side Spirit (New York)
February 7, 2017

NYU panels urge resistance to Trump
CLAIRE WANG
Coalition of student and activist groups urge sustained campaigns on several fronts
Just a fortnight after his inauguration, President Donald Trump had already fulfilled some of his most controversial
campaign promises, by signing executive orders to defund sanctuary cities, initiating the construction of a border wall,
and barring entry of travelers from seven Muslim-majority nations.
The public reaction was swift and considerable. Mass protests erupted in airports, schools and parks across the country.
The ACLU and other legal organizations have to date filed more than 50 lawsuits against Trump and his administration
over both his policies and business dealings. On Feb. 3, some at New York University also took a stance against the
president by inviting a host of youth activists from local organizations to discuss the complexities of the immigrant
experience and suggest productive methods to counter Trump's anti-immigration measures.
Held at NYU's Kimmel Center for University Life, the series of panel discussions, "Organizing to Resist: Take Action
and Make Change," took up topics from immigration rights to economic inequality to environmental justice.
One panel explored the ways in which divisive policies of surveillance and control have fanned Islamophobia since
9/11. Debbie Almontaser, board director of the Muslim Community Network, said that the media's reluctance to
call an attack "terrorism" unless the perpetrator is Muslim reinforces the false notion that "terrorism is only
defined in the Muslim context." To rally people against Trump's Islamophobic policies, Almontaser said, activists
must first break the link between terrorists and peace-loving Muslims.
Iram Ali, campaign director of MoveOn.org, a public policy advocacy group, urged students to donate to grassroots
organizations as well as to national organizations such as the ACLU. The former, she said, can more directly address the
struggles of refugees, Muslim immigrants and undocumented citizens. Though deeply concerned about the next four
years, Ali found hope in the mass mobilization of young people on college campuses like NYU, saying, "We wouldn't be
seeing this level of energy had Clinton won."
NYU junior Richa Lagu, 20, said that the discussion illuminated the importance of grassroots organizations in defending
the Muslim community and deflecting executive orders. "Protests are good for solidarity," she said, "but these panel
discussions are more productive because they actually inform me of ways I can help protect our community."
Financially strapped, Lagu said she cannot donate to MCN and MoveOn but will encourage her parents to contribute.
She is, however, looking to join or found a club at NYU to foster dialogue on Islamophobia and educate students
unfamiliar with the religion.
Another panel focused on threats of deportation. Panelists Luba Cortes and Thais Marquez, both of them so-called
Dreamers -- undocumented young people shielded from deportation by DACA, Obama's deferred action initiative - said
the Dreamer narrative, while well-intentioned, is misleading in that it primarily focuses on the educated, law-abiding
youth at the expense of those not covered by DACA.
"When you push those narratives, you're saying that other people -- the elderly, those with criminal records -- don't meet
these standards, don't deserve the same amount of protection and relief," said Marquez, a youth organizer for Movimiento
Cosecha, or Harvest Movement.
Immigration rights organizations have a responsibility to talk about all 11 million undocumented citizens, including those
who don't fit into neater narratives, Marquez said. Political education is crucial in understanding the full immigrant
experience, said Cortes, an organizer for city-based Make the Road, an immigrants' rights organization.
"People are not bargaining chips. I also have deferred action. My mom has no relief. We need to protect DACA recipients
as well as criminals and sex workers."
Both speakers called for the establishment of sanctuary campuses as a means to build infrastructure for a larger movement
that would include mass walkouts and days-long strikes. "We need students like you to lead the resistance that will
ultimately win us permanent protection," Marquez said.
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The Christian Science Monitor
February 8, 2017

Why is a Muslim cop suing the NYPD?; Danielle Alamrani, a Brooklyn cop, said
she was harassed and bullied when she began wearing a hijab to work in 2008,
according to a new lawsuit.
Gretel Kauffman Staff
A Muslim NYPD officer has filed a lawsuit against New York City and its police department, alleging that the
department turned a blind eye to years of faith-based harassment from her colleagues.
Danielle Alamrani of Brooklyn first joined the New York Police Department in 2006, and converted to Islam one
year later. The reported bullying began in 2008, when she started wearing a hijab to work. In the years since, her
lawsuit claims, Ms. Alamrani has been subjected to physical and verbal attacks from her fellow officers, including
one incident where two colleagues allegedly attempted to rip the hijab off her head.
"You do expect police officers to have thicker skin and be able to deal with other people," Alamrani's attorney, Jesse
Rose, told The Washington Post. "But you don't expect them to have do that with their own colleagues."
The lawsuit comes just months after the NYPD expanded its policy on religious accommodations, granting Sikh and
Muslim officers permission to grow out their beards and wear a turban in place of the traditional police cap. The move
was applauded by many as a step toward greater inclusiveness in law enforcement.
But it also comes at a time when many American Muslims report feeling unsafe, following a 67 percent increase in
hate crimes against Muslims in 2015 and a reported surge in anti-Muslim crimes and rhetoric linked to the 2016
presidential election.
Alamrani is not the first NYPD officer to report anti-Muslim harassment. In December, a female officer named
Aml Elsokary was threatened and referred to as "ISIS" while she was off-duty and wearing her hijab. The man
responsible was arrested on charges of aggravated harassment and menacing as a hate crime.
"She is an example of everything we would want from our fellow citizens - a commitment to others, a commitment to
service, a willingness to do something greater than herself," New York Mayor Bill de Blasio said of Ms. Elsokary shortly
after the incident. "And what does she get for it? Threats to her life and bigotry. Taunts. We can't allow this. It's
unacceptable in this city, it's unacceptable in this nation."
Such incidents have prompted some Muslim women to leave their hijabs at home out of fear of attracting negative
public attention, as Harry Bruinius reported for The Christian Science Monitor in December.
"It would be a tragedy to us here in the United States if Muslims felt like they had to hide their faith, if Muslim women
felt like they had to take off their hijabs, or Sikh men their turbans, or anyone who felt they could not identify who they
are in public," Imam Omar Suleiman, the president of the Yaqeen Institute for Islamic Research in Irving, Texas, told the
Monitor at the time.
"So I think that it's important that we collectively challenge these attacks on people that are identifiably Muslim," he
continued. "It's important for us to challenge all of that, and to stand tall and firm, because at the end of the day, bigotry
is not something that can be reasoned with. And bigotry should not force us to change the way we live our lives."
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The Daily American (Somerset, Pennsylvania)
February 8, 2017

Stand up against the Muslim ban
Staff Writer
With the recent inauguration of a new president and the subsequent transition of power to a new administration, our nation
has recently undergone some major changes. The most widespread change, however, has been the piece of legislature
effectively nicknamed the "Muslim Ban."
Here is some background knowledge: an executive order, signed by President Donald Trump on Jan. 27, placed an
effective 120-day ban on immigrants of seven Muslim-majority nations: Iraq, Iran, Sudan, Libya, Somalia, Yemen and
Syria. On the implementation of the ban, its supporters say it takes measures to protect the United States against terrorism,
not against Muslims.
However, there are two issues with this claim. The first is the most crucial evidence against Trump's ban: not a single
nation on that list has committed a terrorist attack on U.S. soil in the past 40 years, as stated by the Cato Institute. This
means that even even if the ban were justified, it is directed at the wrong nations.
Let me stress this: in the past 40 years, zero Americans have died on U.S. mainland at the hands of citizens of Iraq, Iran,
Sudan, Libya, Somalia, Yemen, or Syria. So there is no factual evidence that this ban will protect anyone by any means
because even if the ban had been imposed for the past 40 years, it would have saved exactly zero lives. Conversely, Saudi
Arabia's citizens are responsible for 2,369 deaths, United Arab Emirates' citizens have taken the lives of 314 Americans,
Egypt has killed 162, and Lebanon has killed 159 according to the Cato Institute.
The second issue with the idea that the ban is anti-terrorism and not anti-Muslim is this: While the rhetoric of the
order never explicitly states that only Muslims are affected, it includes an exception for "minority religions,"
meaning that truly, the majority religion of Islam is targeted.
Even still, some Americans remain unmoved. They have this oversimplified and illogical thought process: if some
Muslims are terrorists, then all Muslims are dangerous. In reality, terrorists come from all religions and all parts of
the world. According to the FBI, 94 percent of terrorist attacks between the years of 1980 to 2005 in the United States
were carried out by non-Muslims. Even if a majority a group of people so happened to make up a majority of terrorists,
we should never contend that the god one worships marks one as exclusively malevolent.
Additionally, some argue that, "The ban is only for 120 days. It's not that big of a deal." But since when is prejudice or
hatred justified by its brevity or lack thereof? No prejudice over any length of time, from 10 seconds to 10 millennia, is
ever justified.
The War on Terrorism is real and alarming, but let us not allow this fear to cause us to categorize religions or classify
nationalities.
So, our government is in the wrong. How do we react? We live in a world where negativity can easily run rampant. That
fact manifests itself in the form of hatred against political activist groups who express their Constitutional rights by
marching for what they believe in. It shows itself when any statement is made that acts to group a people and label them
as bad. It is also conversely expressed every time anyone who sees this negativity apathetically sits back and complains.
Comments such as "I'm embarrassed of my country," or "Our country is crumbling," not only have recently filled my
social media feeds, but have also disheartened me with this thought: Have we become a generation that seeks change
through negativity?
Do not complain. Stand up. Fight. Take action. Spread the word. Sign a petition. Donate to the American Civil Liberties
Union. Let us use this opportunity to say that no, the United States never has been, is not, and never will be a nation that
boxes a majority religion or a nationality or a skin and labels it as inherently evil. Rather, it is a nation that was founded
by people who were escaping persecution based on their religion and will continue to empathize with such people. Let us
be active and caring and never unresponsive to the actions our country and leaders make. But most importantly, let us be
constantly striving to make our nation and world a more positive place, void of negativity, filled with action, exhausted
of all grouping, and controlled by us, equal Global Citizens, where our rank in society is marked not by who we choose
to worship nor the nation we live in nor the color of our skin, but by one simple fact: that we are human, and all humans
deserve to be treated equally, cared for well, and given a chance at a fair life.
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Daily Post (Palo Alto, California)
February 8, 2017

Judges ask tough questions about Trump's travel ban
President Trump's travel ban faced its toughest test yet yesterday as a panel of federal appeals court judges in San
Francisco hammered away at the administration's claim that the ban was motivated by terrorism fears. They also directed
pointed questions to an attorney challenging the executive order on grounds that it unconstitutionally targeted Muslims.
The contentious hearing before three judges on the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals focused narrowly on whether a restraining
order issued by a lower court should remain in effect while a challenge to the ban proceeds. But the judges also jumped
into the larger constitutional questions surrounding Trump's order, which temporarily suspended the nation's refugee
program and immigration from seven mostly Muslim countries that have raised terrorism concerns.
The hearing was conducted by phone -- an unusual step -- and broadcast live on cable networks, newspaper websites and
various social media outlets. It attracted a huge audience, with more than 130,000 alone tuned in to the court's YouTube
site to hear audio.
A decision by the 9th Circuit was likely to come later this week, court spokesman David Madden said.
Is it a Muslim ban?
Judge Richard Clifton, a George W. Bush nominee, asked an attorney representing Washington state and Minnesota what
evidence he had that the ban was motivated by religion. The two states are suing to invalidate the ban.
"I have trouble understanding why we're supposed to infer religious animus when in fact the vast majority of Muslims
would not be affected."
Only 15% of the world's Muslims are affected, the judge said, citing his own calculations. He added that the
"concern for terrorism from those connected to radical Islamic sects is hard to deny."
Noah Purcell, Washington state's solicitor general, cited public statements by Trump calling for a ban on the entry
of Muslims to the U.S. He said the states did not have to show every Muslim is harmed, only that the ban was
motivated by religious discrimination.
Clifton also went after the government's attorney, asking whether he denied statements by Trump and former New York
City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, who said recently that Trump asked him to create a plan for a Muslim ban. Judge Michelle
T. Friedland, who was appointed by President Obama, asked why the case should not move forward to determine what
motivated the ban.
"We're not saying the case shouldn't proceed, but we are saying that it is extraordinary for a court to enjoin the president's
national security decision based on some newspaper articles," said August Flentje, who argued the case for the Justice
Department.
Under questioning from Clifton, Flentje did not dispute that Trump and Giuliani made the statements.
Clifton said he understood if the government argued that statements by Trump and his advisers should not be given much
weight, but he said they are potentially evidence in the case.
Friedland also asked whether the government has any evidence connecting the seven nations to terrorism.
Flentje told the judges that the case was moving fast and the government had not yet included evidence to support the
ban. Flentje cited a number of Somalis in the U.S. who, he said, had been connected to the al-Shabab terrorist group.
The ban has upended travel to the U.S. for more than a week and tested the new administration's use of executive power.
Whatever the court eventually decides, either side could ask the Supreme Court to intervene.
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Metro - Philadelphia
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Legal battle over travel ban pits Trump's powers against his own words
A U.S. appeals court is weighing arguments for and against President Donald Trump's temporary travel ban, but its
decision this week may not yet answer the underlying legal questions being raised in the fast-moving case.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco is expected to rule only on the narrow question of whether a lower
court's emergency halt to an executive order by Trump was justified. Trump signed the order on Jan. 27 barring citizens
from seven Muslim-majority countries for 90 days and halted all refugee entries for four months.
The appeals court has several options. It could kick the case back to lower court judge James Robart in Seattle, saying it
is premature for them to make a ruling before he has had a chance to consider all the evidence. Robart stopped Trump's
order just a week after he issued it and before all the arguments had been developed on both sides.
Or the panel of three appellate judges could side with the government and find halting the order was harmful to national
security, reinstating it while the case continues.
Their decision is "one step in what will be a long, historic case," Stephen Yale-Loehr, a professor at Cornell University
Law School who specializes in immigration. Ultimately, the case is likely to end up in the U.S. Supreme Court, legal
experts said.
The case is the first serious test of executive authority since Trump became president on Jan. 20, and legal experts said
there were three main issues at play for the judiciary.
The broad questions in the case are whether the states have the right to challenge federal immigration laws, how much
power the court has to question the president's national security decisions, and if the order discriminates against Muslims.
Washington state filed the original lawsuit, claiming it was hurt by the ban when students and faculty from state-run
universities and corporate employees were stranded overseas.
Trump administration lawyer August Flentje argued at an appeals court hearing on Tuesday that the states lack "standing"
to sue the federal government over immigration law, but his arguments were questioned by the judges.
NATIONAL SECURITY
If the court decides the states are allowed to bring the case, the next major question is about the limits of the president's
power.
"Historically courts have been exceedingly deferential to governmental actions in the immigration area," said Jonathan
Adler, a Case Western Reserve University School of Law professor. Though, he added, "the way they carried it out
understandably makes some people, and perhaps some courts, uneasy with applying the traditional rules."
Trump issued the order late on a Friday and caused chaos at airports as officials struggled to quickly change procedures.
At Tuesday's hearing, Judge Richard Clifton, an appointee of Republican president George W. Bush and Judge William
Canby, an appointee of Democratic president Jimmy Carter, pushed the government to explain what would happen if
Trump simply decided to ban all Muslims from entering the United States. "Would anybody be able to challenge
that?" Canby asked.
Flentje emphasized that the order did not ban Muslims. He said the president made a determination about immigration
policy based on a legitimate assessment of risk.
The government has said its order is grounded in a law passed by congress that allows the president to suspend the entry
of "any class of aliens" that he deems "would be detrimental to the interests of the United States."
When asked by the third judge - Michelle Friedland, appointed by Democrat Barack Obama - if that meant the president's
decisions are "unreviewable" Flentje, after a pause, answered "yes." When pressed, Flentje acknowledged, however, that
constitutional concerns had been raised about the order.
RELIGIOUS DISCRIMINATION
One of the main concerns is allegations by the states, civil rights groups, some lawmakers and citizens that the order
discriminates in violation of the constitution's First Amendment, which prohibits favoring one religion over another.
The judges will have to decide whether to look exclusively at the actual text of the president's order, which does not
mention any particular religion, or consider outside comments by Trump and his team to discern their intent.
Washington state's attorney Noah Purcell told the hearing that even though the lawsuit is at an early stage, the amount
of evidence that Trump intended to discriminate against Muslims is "remarkable." It cited Trump's campaign
promises of a "total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States."
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In a tweet on Monday night, Trump said "the threat from radical Islamic terrorism is very real" urging the courts
to act quickly.
Government lawyer Flentje countered Purcell by saying there was danger in second guessing Trump's decision-making
about U.S. security "based on some newspaper articles."
Clifton asked about statements on Fox News by Trump adviser Rudolph Giuliani, former New York mayor and former
prosecutor, that Trump had asked him to figure out how to make a Muslim ban legal.
"Do you deny that in fact the statements attributed to then candidate Trump and to his political advisers and most recently
Mr. Giuliani?" Clifton asked. "Either those types of statements were made or not," said Clifton. "If they were made it is
potential evidence."
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The News & Observer (Raleigh, North Carolina)
February 8, 2017

'Of course they're worried': Triangle faith groups react to Trump travel order,
Canadian mosque attack
Abbie Bennett; News & Observer
In the face of President Donald Trump's order that would shut down travel from seven predominantly Muslim countries,
and an attack last month on a mosque in Quebec, faith communities in the Triangle are working together to promote unity
and peace.
Trump's executive order Jan. 27 temporarily barred immigrants, refugees and some U.S. citizens from seven countries
from traveling to the United States, sparking protests across the country - including at least two in the Triangle. A federal
judge in Seattle stayed the order on Feb. 3, and three judges from the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals heard arguments
Tuesday on whether to lift the stay.
But the on-again, off-again order, as well as anti-Muslim sentiment and the attack on the Canadian mosque, has
some Triangle refugees and Muslims concerned. Members of other faith communities also are worried.
"As Jews, we are deeply concerned about the current actions on immigration," said Carin Savel, chief executive officer
of The Jewish Federation of Raleigh-Cary. "These statements severely restrict immigration and instill fear among existing
immigrant populations."
The Jewish Federation, a national organization, has received bomb threats against its branches across the country. The
Raleigh-Cary center has not received a threat but is on alert.
"As always, safety is the top priority, and we are following security protocols to coordinate with local law enforcement
to ensure the safety of all members and visitors to our JCC," Savel said.
Islamic Association of Raleigh Chairman Mohamed Elgamal said that targeting people because of their religion weighs
heavily on all people of faith.
"Any attack on any faith or religion - a church, a temple or a mosque, anything, is something against every American's
values," he said. "We are against terrorism no matter where it's coming from ... I believe terrorism doesn't have a region
or faith."
Elgamal said the Islamic Association has stepped up security and is working with interfaith groups and other faith
communities, along with law enforcement, including the state and federal bureaus of investigation. But that's not new.
"We have been doing this for years," he said. "But especially this time."
N.C. Council of Churches Director Jennifer Copeland said "an attack on people of faith anywhere is an attack of people
of faith everywhere."
"It's not about whether it's a mosque or a synagogue or a church," she said. "It's about people of faith being attacked for
their belief system. We call that persecution - regardless of whether it's a Muslim, a Jew or Christian. In the U.S. we value
freedom of religion."
Chad Austin, communications coordinator for the N.C. Baptist State Convention, said his group was praying for victims
of the mosque attack Jan. 29. Six people were killed and 19 wounded by a gunman, and a Quebec native has been charged.
"We are grieved and saddened over acts of violence such as this one," Austin said. "Our prayers go out to the individuals
and families who have been impacted by this tragic incident, and our hope is that they would find comfort in the gospel
of Jesus Christ."
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Elgamal said Trump's travel ban reminds him of an incident in 1941, when Jewish refugees were turned away from U.S.
shores and many later died in concentration camps during the Holocaust.
"I think they're taking it as a way to justify denying the basic rights to any people who really need shelter," Elgamal said.
"We should show people our American values like kindness and giving help to those who need it."
Copeland said the Trump administration is "trying to capitalize on fears that are mostly unfounded in order to embed a
culture of fear in the American people."
The United States already has an extensive vetting process for refugees, Copeland said.
"Yet we're playing on the fear in the minds of people who really don't have anything to be afraid of," she said. "When we
become afraid, rightfully or not, we don't think clearly."
As the daughter of refugees, Savel said, she takes Trump's executive order personally.
"The Jewish community knows all too well the suffering that comes when America turns away refugees," she said. "We
have experienced, first hand, the extraordinary contributions that we, as immigrants and the children of immigrants, have
brought to our nation. We came to this country to pursue our hopes, our dreams, freely practice our faith, and realize the
promise of America. We must not close our doors to those around the world who seek these same opportunities today."
'Of course they're worried'
The ban is causing difficulties and spreading fear among Triangle Muslims, Copeland and Elgamal said.
At least one person connected to the Islamic Association of Raleigh - a teenage girl - was affected by the travel
order, Elgamal said Monday.
"That's just one example," he said. "We have students who are here at our universities - N.C. State and Duke and the rest
- and they are afraid. They are here to study, but they know if they go outside the country probably they cannot come
back."
Copeland said immigrants and refugees are afraid "they will be unfairly targeted and unfairly identified as people of
violence on the basis of association."
"We're not talking about individual people anymore," she said. "We're just lumping people together in this one category:
refugee equals dangerous person."
Elgamal said Islam is unfairly characterized as a faith of violence.
"There is no radical Islam," he said. "Only radical Muslims. Islam is a faith of peace, but there are some Muslims who
take that faith and hijack it for their own purposes. We are against those people. Any violence or violent people, we are
against."
And people of faith have been working to resettle refugees throughout U.S. history, Copeland said.
"Right now they're afraid for their friends," Copeland said of faith groups that work with refugees. "Almost from day one,
we started fielding calls of people asking what they can do to protect their neighbors."
"Of course they are worried," Elgamal said of Muslims in the Triangle. "The people are worried. Syrian refugees
have friends and family outside the country and cannot come. We are worried for them."
America has many established Muslim communities, Elgamal said, including in North Carolina.
"They were born here," he said. "They're second, third, fourth generation. We have many American Muslims who have
never been outside the states. Deport them? Deport them to where?"
Elgamal said he hopes Trump will work to unite people.
"He is our president, like it or not, and we want him to succeed," he said. "But we want him to reach out to people,
everyone, even those who disagree with him."
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'Take 'em a pound cake'
The Muslim community can do its part to educate the public and fight back against unfair judgment, though, Elgamal
said.
"If you know some Muslims, you most likely won't have biases against them. So most of the mosques are open almost 24
hours and everybody is welcome," he said, adding that the Islamic Association has programs including preparing meals
for those in need, a food pantry and others to help members of the community - not just Muslims."
The ban itself goes against values in many faith communities, Copeland said.
"We believe people of faith drive out fear with love, not with courage," she said. "The love of God that commands us to
welcome the stranger, protect the vulnerable, shelter the weak. When you provide those kinds of safeguards to people,
when you surround them with communities of love, they're far less likely to be violent."
And members of other faith communities can do something to help Muslims, Copeland said, by reaching out to Muslim
neighbors throughout North Carolina.
"We've had churches calling asking how they can become sanctuary sites," she said. "People of faith are really reaching
out to stand by the Gospel imperative of loving God and loving your neighbor. That's our higher calling."
Elgamal, a first-generation Egyptian immigrant who owns Applied Technologies Inc. and raised his family in Chapel
Hill, also said the Islamic Association has seen an outpouring of support.
"We have had many people reaching out to us," he said. "We are humbled by the support. We receive lots of emails from
the community, phone calls, in person. They say, 'Don't worry; if you need us you can come to our home. The churches
will open sanctuaries for you.'"
Copeland encouraged North Carolinians to show a little Southern hospitality.
"Reach out to neighbors. Take 'em a pound cake and say 'We've got your back.' Spend time in the schools as a volunteer
and ask to work with immigrant and refugee children. Let them know Americans, who they must be mortally afraid of
right now, are actually nice."
Trump's effort to bar travelers from those seven countries is on track to the U.S. Supreme Court, which may eventually
decide whether the executive branch has top authority on immigration and national security.
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Chico Enterprise-Record (California)
February 16, 2017

Ninth Circuit judges right to reject travel ban
Under the Constitution, the government never can assume that a person is more dangerous because of his or her religion
or race or national origin. President Donald Trump's travel ban, imposed by an executive order on Jan. 27, violates this
basic constitutional principle by presuming greater danger because individuals are Muslims from specific countries.
That is why virtually every court to consider the travel ban, including the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit,
said that it is very likely unconstitutional and has enjoined it.
President Trump's executive order suspends the entry of refugees into the United States for 120 days. The order
also indefinitely stops the admission of Syrian refugees and for 90 days bars individuals from entering the United
States from seven predominately Muslim countries: Iraq, Syria, Iran, Sudan, Libya, Somalia and Yemen.
However, the president said that religious minorities in these countries, notably Christians, would be eligible for
admission.
There are enormous legal problems with this order. As written, itprevents entry into the country even by those with the
legal right to be in the United States. For example, longtime lawful permanent residents with green cards who happened
to be outside the United States on Jan. 27 were kept from returning. Those with proper visas from those countries could
not enter the United States. The president has no authority to exclude those who have the legal right to be present.
Federal law explicitly prohibits exactly the discrimination based on nationality and place of residence that is
imposed by Trump's executive order. The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 explicitly says that no person
can be "discriminated against in the issuance of an immigrant visa because of the person's race, sex, nationality,
place of birth or place of residence." This supersedes an earlier statute, from 1952, that President Trump relies
on, which gave the president broad authority to regulate immigration and exclude individuals.
Moreover, the Trump policy is unconstitutional discrimination based on religion. The U.S. Supreme Court repeatedly
has said that above all, the First Amendment's religion clauses forbid the government from favoring some religions over
others. Although Trump's executive order does not expressly exclude Muslims, that was unquestionably its purpose and
its effect as it bans refugees from predominately Muslim countries while creating an exception for minority religions in
these countries. In fact, Trump adviser Rudy Giuliani said on Fox News that the president's goal was to create a Muslim
ban. Trump told Christian Broadcast News that he intended to give priority to Christians seeking asylum over Muslims.
The Trump order is unnecessary to protect us from terrorism. There is no indication that refugees pose a terrorist threat
or that the existing, intensive screening procedures before admission to the United States are inadequate. Syrian
refugees in the United States have not been linked to any terrorist acts. The 5 million Syrian refugees are fleeing the
violence of a civil war and the horrors created by Syrian dictator Bashar al-Assad and the terrorism of ISIS.
Perhaps what is most disturbing is that the lawyers for President Trump argued to the Ninth Circuit that the president's
decisions as to matters of immigration are unreviewable by any court. The court forcefully rejected that claim. The
judges wrote: "[T]he government has taken the position that the president's decisions about immigration policy,
particularly when motivated by national security concerns, are unreviewable, even if those actions contravene
constitutional rights and protections. ... There is no precedent to support this claimed unreviewability, which runs
counter to the fundamental structure of our constitutional democracy."
In 1803, in Marbury v. Madison, the Supreme Court ruled that courts can review the actions of Congress and the
president to ensure their compliance with the Constitution. Chief Justice John Marshall explained that the Constitution
exists to limit government power and its limits are meaningless unless they are enforced.The court held, and it has been
the law ever since, that the judiciary can review the constitutionality of presidential and congressional actions. President
Trump's position is at odds with this long-established principle of American government and with the very idea of
checks and balances that is at the core of our constitutional system.
The Ninth Circuit's decision, and those of federal courts around the country, thus reaffirms one of the most basic
principles of the rule of law: No one, not even the president, is above the law.
Erwin Chemerinsky is dean of the UC Irvine School of Law.
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Courier-Post (Cherry Hill, New Jersey)
February 16, 2017

Anti-Muslim poster found at Rutgers; CAIR-NJ calls for increased security for
Muslim students

"The hatred and the implicit call for genocide targeting American Muslims exhibited in this poster must not be
tolerated. All Americans must be able to practice their faith and worship as they choose without fear of harassment or
intimidation." James Sues: CAIR-NJ executive director
NEW BRUNSWICK - Increased security has been requested for Muslim students at Rutgers University after a
poster calling for a "Muslim-Free America" was found on a campus building used by Muslim students for
prayers and programs.
The request was made Tuesday by the New Jersey chapter of the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIRNJ) based in South Plainfield after a poster was found on a campus building with a silhouette of the Twin Towers
against the American flag and the words "Imagine a Muslim-Free America."
Under the image the poster said American Vanguard, a reference to an apparent white supremacist organization and the
Twitter page address for American Vanguard that appears to have been suspended.
Rutgers University officials Wednesday condemned the poster. The school issued a statement saying its content
"violates the values and ideals for which Rutgers stands."
Rutgers University police are investigating the incident, according to CAIR-NJ.
"The hatred and the implicit call for genocide targeting American Muslims exhibited in this poster must not be
tolerated," said James Sues, CAIR-NJ executive director. "All Americans must be able to practice their faith
and worship as they choose without fear of harassment or intimidation. The diversity of the student body at
Rutgers University has long been a source of pride and inspiration, and the university administration must not
allow narrow-minded bigots to tarnish its reputation and intimidate its students."
A Rutgers University-New Brunswick spokesperson said in an email statement that several members of the Rutgers
University-New Brunswick community on Monday evening reported that they were offended and threatened by a flier
from American Vanguard posted at the Paul Robeson Cultural Center, which also serves as a prayer space on campus.
"Following our standard protocol, the Rutgers University Police Department responded and the flier was removed.
Details of the incident were immediately referred to the Middlesex County Prosecutor's Office for review," the
statement said. "The contents of the flier, which was also posted elsewhere nationwide, violate the values and ideals for
which Rutgers stands. We strongly condemn this kind of speech and are appalled that our Muslim community was
targeted in this way."
Sues said an identical poster had been found on the University of Texas campus.
According to Sues, CAIR has seen a spike in Islamophobic rhetoric and anti-Muslim incidents nationwide in
recent months, particularly since the Nov. 8, 2016, election of Donald Trump as president.
The Washington-based Muslim civil rights group is asking Muslim community members to report any bias incidents to
police and to CAIR's Civil Rights Department at (202) 742-6420
Staff Writer Suzanne Russell: 732-565-7335; srussell@mycentraljersey.com
"The hatred and the implicit call for genocide targeting American Muslims exhibited in this poster must not be
tolerated. All Americans must be able to practice their faith and worship as they choose without fear of
harassment or intimidation."James Sues
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Lowell Sun (Massachusetts)
February 16, 2017

Lowell High School Essays
English-language learners in Jessica Lander's class at Lowell High School were asked to write an essay about a social
issue, and for the second consecutive year, The Sun agreed to publish a selection of them. Here are the published essays,
which showcase the passionate voices of today's high-school students.
Stopping religious prejudice starts in school
By Riyam A. Abdulelah and Ghadeer I. Jawad
Last summer, a Muslim woman in Virginia was fired from her job for wearing a
headscarf. Last fall, a woman in New York City was attacked by another woman who
tried to pull off her headscarf. In December, a Muslim student at the University of
Michigan was threatened by a man who wanted her to take her hijab off. These are,
unfortunately, the stories of many Muslims in America. They are our story. But why are American Muslim women
treated so poorly?
Across the country, there are many reports of Muslim women being harassed. According to data from the Women's
Rights Project, nearly 70 percent of Muslim women and girls who wear hijabs reported being discriminated
against. In California in 2015, the Council on American-Islamic Relations reported that more than half of Muslim
students were bullied because of their beliefs, compared to 1 in 4 students bullied for other reasons. They also
found that 1 in 5 Muslim students reported being discriminated against by a teacher or an administrator.
The hate-filled words of politicians over the last year, and the recent executive order, has deeply hurt the American Muslim
community, making them feel that they are not a part of the United States. Luckily, there are many people and many
Islamic centers working to address Islamophobia in the U.S. In Boston, we have the Islamic Society of Boston Cultural
Center, which tries to teach Americans more about American Islam and to make Muslims feel more comfortable practicing
their religion in the United States.
How can we make Muslim women feel more accepted in Lowell? We believe that people need to learn more about Islam,
so that they don't think we are all terrorists, and so that they understand why, in particular, some Muslim women choose
to wear headscarves.
In school, we think it is important to learn more about all religions. We teach freshmen about religion, but could we teach
more? This can help decrease religious discrimination and make students feel more accepted and to start to see the
similarities between the many rich traditions we have in Lowell. People might have questions about Islam or other
religions. If you don't know about the religion and only hear bad things, then you are going to have stereotypes.
Muslim women should be treated as equal to any other women in the United States. We as Muslim women want to be
able to choose how to express our faith openly, without worrying about our safety.
Riyam A. Abdulelah, 17, was born in Iraq. She is a junior at Lowell High School and likes to dance. She hopes to go to
college to study medicine and to become a heart surgeon.
Ghadeer I. Jawad, 17, was born in Iraq. She is a senior at Lowell High School and likes reading, especially novels. She
hopes to go to college to study to become a pharmacist.
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The New York Times
February 16, 2017

Hate Group Numbers in U.S. Rose for 2nd Year in a Row, Report Says
The number of extremist groups active in the United States rose for the second year in a row last year, propelled
in part by the mainstreaming of far-right rhetoric by the Trump campaign, particularly on topics like immigration
and Islam, according to the Southern Poverty Law Center, which tracks extremism in the United States.
The number of anti-Muslim groups grew the most, almost tripling to 101 in 2016 from 34 in 2015, in part because
of President Trump's 2015 proposal to bar Muslims from entering the United States in response to the Syrian
refugee crisis and terrorist attacks in San Bernardino, Calif., and Orlando, Fla. There were a total of 917 hate
groups operating in the United States in 2016, an increase from 892 in 2015 and 784 in 2014, the center said in its
annual report.
The number of organized anti-government groups, like armed militias, dropped by almost 40 percent, however, to 623
in 2016 from 998 in 2015. That decline was a consequence of the increasingly mainstream presence of policy ideas and
conspiracy theories about Islam and immigrants that originated on the political fringe, researchers said.
Mark Potok, a senior fellow at the center, said Mr. Trump's election had been ''absolutely electrifying to the radical
right.''
''Trump has co-opted many of the issues of the radical right, and that has prevented or at least slowed the growth
of these groups,'' Mr. Potok said. He added, ''The Trump phenomenon has really unleashed right-wing hate in this
country in a way that is difficult to remember.''
Mr. Trump began his presidential campaign with a series of divisive claims, including a June 2015 speech that referred
to Mexican immigrants as ''rapists'' and ''criminals.'' That December, he proposed fighting terrorism with a Muslim ban,
a sharp departure from past presidents, including George W. Bush and Barack Obama, who said jihadist groups did not
represent all Muslims.
Both as a candidate and as president, Mr. Trump has used Twitter and speeches to attack an ever-growing list of targets
that number in the hundreds. He has sometimes posted images and messages of support on Twitter that appeared to be
anti-Semitic or the work of white nationalists, as have his advisers.
Nevertheless, Mr. Trump has consistently rejected the notion that his rhetoric or policy proposals have been divisive or
extreme. He has often pointed out that his daughter Ivanka and son-in-law, Jared Kushner, are Orthodox Jews, and when
asked about his support among white nationalist groups in an interview with The New York Times last November, he
said, ''I disavow and condemn'' them.
The Southern Poverty Law Center said its report tracked only groups that engage in activities in the real world, like
passing out leaflets, holding rallies or distributing membership cards. But it warned that such an approach could play
down the true reach of extremism because many extremists operate primarily on social media and other online forums.
''We make a mighty effort to separate out what is really just some guy with a web page or a web forum or tweeting,'' Mr.
Potok said in an interview. ''They have to do something that happens in the real world as opposed to online.''
He said the drop in far-right groups might also reflect that they have less to offer members in an age when similar rhetoric
can be heard at a political rally. ''They can find just as much anti-government vitriol expressed at a Trump rally and be
part of a bigger, more exciting movement,'' he said.
The rise in the number of anti-Muslim groups mirrored the 67 percent surge in anti-Muslim hate crimes reported
by the F.B.I. in 2015, the last year for which the agency has statistics. There were 257 anti-Muslim episodes
reported to the police that year, the highest number since 2001, when more than 480 hate crimes were reported in
the wake of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
In the first 10 days after Mr. Trump's election, the center said, it documented 867 bias incidents, including more
than 300 that targeted immigrants or Muslims.
Hate crimes across the board appear to have become more common in recent years: In 2015, the F.B.I. said, there
were 5,818 reported bias incidents against racial and religious minorities, gays and transgender people, and others,
an increase of 6 percent from the year before.
URL: http://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/15/us/hate-groups-increase-usa.html
The North Attleborough Free Press (Massachusetts)
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A pair of North Attleborough politicians are being criticized for posts that have appeared on their Facebook pages.
Selectman Paul Belham and candidate for Board of Selectman James Lang were both accused of sharing antiMuslim or racially derogatory photos.
Someone going by the name "NA Exposed" anonymously emailed the Free Press last week with screenshots taken
from Belham's Facebook account. Posts include a photo of the White House with the Confederate flag
superimposed over it, a photo of President Barack Obama kissing Senator Nancy Pelosi with the caption "The
only time you'll ever see a Muslim kiss a pig," and a photo that used an expletive to mock U.S. Senator Elizabeth
Warren for claiming she had American Indian ancestors. Other posts took aim at transgender bathroom access.
Some of the posts were over three years old. Belham said his Facebook account was hacked last week so he shut it down,
but he took responsibility for the posts.
"At that place and time I did not think they were offensive, and I apologize to whom they offended, it will not happen
again," Belham said.
In a prepared statement, Belham said he has learned from the experience.
"I am guilty of being insensitive to people I know and people I don't know by participating in sharing derogatory ethnic
humor about their culture," he said in his statement. "At that time I did not think it was improper, but after thinking about
it, I came to realize this is not who I am and does not reflect my true feelings about people of different backgrounds. I
thank you for bringing this to my attention. I sincerely make an apology to anyone that may have been offended and will
not partake in this behavior in the future."
Lang was one of six people running for the board, with a preliminary election held on Tuesday, Feb. 14. Last year Lang
made posts to his personal Facebook account insulting Muslims. He shared a meme stating that Islam requires its followers
to send their children to die, and referred to Muslims as "dirty old men," "pedophiles," "muzzies," and "animals."
Lang apologized for the posts, and said he doesn't hold any ill will towards those of different religions or ethnicities.
In a prepared statement he said he was solely to blame for offending others, but he has since said some of the posts may
have been the result of hackers.
It was originally reported that Lang would drop out of the race, but he decided to remain a candidate.
One of Belham's fellow selectmen said he couldn't defend or condemn Belham personally.
"I've known Paul for a long time, and while we don't agree on everything, I've never known him to have racist tendencies
or ever make any racist remarks," Selectman John Rhyno said. "But I do believe you have to be accountable for the things
that appear on your social media page."
These incidents came less than a year after another North Attleborough official drew public ire for anti-Muslim posts on
his Facebook page.
Last March Paul Couturier resigned from his Representative Town Meeting seat after sharing a photo of a shark
with the words "Throw me a Muslim."
Belham helped convince Couturier to resign last year, and also pushed the Board of Selectmen to adopt a social media
policy.
"I do not condone what was said," Belham said at the time. "We all enjoy freedom of speech, but that does not mean that
I or we should condone racism, prejudice or religious intolerance. We must embrace diversity."
None of Belham's racially derogatory posts were dated after Couturier resigned.
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Old Gold and Black: Wake Forest University
February 16, 2017

Speak out on the quad challenges immigration policy
Dozens of students, faculty and staff convened on Manchester Plaza on Friday, Feb. 10 for a speak out in response to
recent events that have raised questions about the role of Islamophobia in federal policy-making and campus climate.
According to attendees, the direct impetus for the speak out stemmed from an inflammatory article, "Europe's
Islam problem and U.S. immigration policy," written by Shannon Gilreath, a Wake Forest professor of law and
women's, gender and sexuality studies.
In late January, President Donald Trump issued an executive order effectively barring entry to the U.S. by people from
seven Muslim-majority countries for 90 days and nearly all refugees for 120 days.
Gilreath uses his identity as a gay man to advocate for increased controls on the immigration of Muslims like the
ones that result from the order, writing that "Islam is endemically antithetical to the wellbeing of gay people."
Gilreath also claims that Muslim immigrants have "no intention of integrating into more enlightened Western
concepts of equality and tolerance."
Many students, faculty and staff found his central argument Islamophobic.
"The way [Gilreath] talked about Muslim people was offensive and overgeneralizing," said sophomore Roohi Narula, an
executive member of the South Asian Student Association .
She, along with other student leaders in SASA and the Muslim Student Association, orchestrated the speak out in order
to create a forum for exchanging narratives and proposing solutions.
"The problem is that Muslims aren't often humanized and it's easy to disregard a group of people when that's the
case," said junior Rakin Nasar. "A speak out allows individual voices and stories to be heard in a way that forces
people to engage them."
Narula echoed Nasar's concerns. "For students most directly impacted by these policies and political atmosphere,
this is not just a one-day Facebook newsfeed thing," Narula said. "It's changing my entire future in terms of where
I can or cannot live."
During the event, junior Varun Reddy iterated that Gilreath's article "breaches the line into ethnocentric, xenophobic
criticisms of people who are part of the Wake Forest community."
Reddy outlined the organizers' demands "that Dr. Gilreath issue a formal apology to members of our community, that he
meet with members of the MSA and SASA communities and that action be taken to directly remedy this."
Organizers also encouraged peers to submit bias reports.
"He's someone who holds academic power and who we came here to learn from. We want the administration to know this
is not okay," Narula said.
Fahim Gulamali, assistant director of programming and student engagement at the Pro Humanitate Institute, was also a
member of MSA as an undergraduate.
"I received a voicemail from a colleague in the Office of Student Engagement [that] morning saying 'our office stands
with you and we're here to show up in any way you want us to.' That's an awesome example of allyship," Gulamali said.
"Presence matters. Administrators and faculty have the power to show up in multiple forms if you can't be there physically
you can be on online platforms or talk to students in your classroom."
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Angela Mazaris, director of the LGBTQ Center, spoke briefly but emphatically. "Shannon Gilreath and the article he
wrote do not represent the views of the LGBTQ Center at all," Mazaris said. "If you're queer and Muslim - or straight and
Muslim - you are welcome in the LGBTQ Center."
The speak out lasted just short of an hour. Audience members were visibly moved by many of the testimonies including
sophomore Yaffa Ali's reading of original poetry.
Ali dedicated the poem to three Muslim UNC students who were murdered in 2015.
"The part of the poem where I talk about 'wrapping the hijab a little tighter' is actually from one of their friends," Ali said.
"She recited a poem at a service and I thought it was so powerful. In a way it was perfect that the speak out took place on
the exact two-year anniversary of that event."
Ali wants her poetry to redirect hate in order to foster more discussion, and she believes the speak out was successful.
"I felt energized and realized I felt more enraged than fearful about what's happening," Ali said. "It was beautiful to have
that moment of solidarity together."
Gilreath's article was removed from the Wake Forest Law School site but remains on the Washington Blade's site where
it was originally published on Jan. 19. Trump's executive order is also being challenged in the federal court system.
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The San Francisco Chronicle (California)
February 16, 2017

More hate groups infiltrate Bay Area; Numbers up since '15, watchdog says;
KKK, other hate groups showing up in Bay Area
It turns out that the Bay Area's reputation as a bastion of tolerance doesn't make it immune to hate groups - eight of them,
in fact, according to a new list compiled by a national watchdog group.
In San Francisco, the list names the Loyal White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and the white nationalist CounterCurrents Publishing house as having offices, although contacting them is tough. Walnut Creek is pegged as home
to the anti-Muslim Islamthreat.com, and the Black Riders Liberation Party black separatist group is placed in
Oakland.
In all, there are two more hate groups in the Bay Area than in 2015, according to the Southern Poverty Law Center.
The group compiles its list annually, and in Wednesday's report it said the number of hate groups in the U.S. rose
to 917 in 2016, up from 892 the year before. Most alarmingly, it says, the number of anti-Muslim hate groups
nearly tripled, to 101 from 34 the year before.
Mark Potok, editor of the center's quarterly Intelligence Report, said last year "was an unprecedented year for
hate," which he blamed at least partially on the rise of President Trump and his followers.
"The country saw a resurgence of white nationalism that imperils the racial progress we've made, along with the
rise of a president whose policies reflect the values of white nationalists," Potok said. "In Steve Bannon, these
extremists think they finally have an ally who has the president's ear."
Bannon is chief strategist to the president and formerly ran Breitbart News, a fringe-right website. The White House did
not respond to requests for comment.
Efforts to contact the KKK, Counter-Currents and other organizations listed as hate groups were not successful.
The center's compilation of organizations ran heavily right-wing in many parts of the country, but in the Bay Area it
spanned a wider gamut - taking in groups such as the Black Riders as well as ones it considered jihadist, such as AsSabiqun in Oakland.
Also on the list were branches in Mountain View and Santa Cruz of the neo-Nazi Daily Stormer, a racist website
that features stories deriding Jews and Muslims and advocating white power. The site, run by white nationalist
Andrew Anglin, made it onto the list because Internet chatter revealed book-reading meetings in the two cities,
said Ryan Lenz, an editor with the law center.
"Andrew Anglin's Daily Stormer has sought to move from cyberspace to the real world, or what they call 'meat space,'
and one of the things he's been doing is forming book clubs to read Nazi literature," Lenz said. "That's what's been
happening in Santa Cruz and Mountain View. And where they are meeting changes day to day."
Lenz said Counter-Currents is one of the biggest white nationalist websites and publishers in the country.
The KKK wound up with a tag in San Francisco because of flyers from the group that appeared on streets last summer.
Sources in antiracist groups say one man living in the Marina neighborhood was principally responsible for Klan activity
in the city, but efforts to contact anyone associated with the group were unsuccessful.
"I'm a little bit surprised that there are racist groups in San Francisco, but not really," said Alan Schlosser, a
senior counsel with the American Civil Liberties Union of Northern California. "It's a diverse city. These are views
that exist in this country, and San Francisco is not immune.
"It's good that there's sunlight being shown on these groups so they don't just operate in the shadows."
.
Read the report
.
The Southern Poverty Law Center's report on hate groups in the U.S. can be read at http://bit.ly/2lPOMOL.
Bay Area hate groups
White Nationalist
Counter-Currents
Publishing
San Francisco
Loyal White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
San Francisco
General hate
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As-Sabiqun
Oakland
Masjid al Islam
Oakland
Black Separatist
Black Riders Liberation Party
Oakland
Nation of Islam
Oakland
Anti-Muslim
Islamthreat.com
Walnut Creek
Neo-Nazi
The Daily Stormer
Mountain View
Santa Cruz
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The Washington Post
February 16, 2017

Hate groups rise with anti-Muslim sentiment, report finds
Advocacy group says Trump's election helped bolster extremism
American hate groups - and particularly anti-Muslim groups - are on the rise, fueled in part by the recent presidential
election, according to a new report from a liberal-leaning advocacy group that tracks domestic extremism.
The Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) attributed some of the growth to President Trump, who it described
Wednesday in its quarterly Intelligence Report as having "electrified the radical right," and whose campaign
rallies, the report's author claims, were "filled with just as much anti-establishment vitriol as any extremist rally."
The White House did not respond to a request for comment on the report and its conclusions. Many of the groups the
SPLC identified as part of the rise in extremist activity reject the label of "hate group."
According to the SPLC, the number of American hate groups has been climbing steadily for most of the past 30 years,
but the new arrivals to the SPLC's list in 2016 were predominantly characterized as white nationalist and anti-Muslim
groups.
"By far, the most dramatic change was the enormous leap in anti-Muslim hate groups," wrote the report's author,
Mark Potok, an SPLC senior fellow. The report says hate groups in the United States nearly tripled, from 34 in
2015 to 101 last year.
Nearly 50 of those new additions are local chapters of ACT for America, an anti-Muslim activist group that claims
Michael Flynn, who this week resigned as Trump's national security adviser, as a board member.
Potok argues that Trump's rhetoric throughout the campaign - including calls for a ban on immigration from some Muslimmajority countries, proposals for ideological vetting of those seeking entry to the United States, and accusations that
American Muslims harbor terrorists - stoked popular fears in the aftermath of terrorist attacks in Europe, California and
Florida. Potok wrote that Trump's rhetoric has helped fuel a spike in anti-Muslim sentiment, a view that is shared by
several other civil rights advocacy groups, including the American Civil Liberties Union and the Council on AmericanIslamic Relations.
Diminished are the overt Ku Klux Klan robes and Nazi insignia sometimes associated with extremist hate groups: The
number of KKK chapters fell 32 percent, and the use of symbols has diminished in favor of a more "intellectual" approach,
ok wrote. More prominent now are the groups born as think tanks and nonprofits, and the correlated emergence of the
"alternative right," which the SPLC argues is a "rebranding of white supremacy for public relations purposes."
Oren Segal, director of the Anti-Defamation League's center on extremism, said in December that he, too, had seen an
uptick in white supremacist messaging, some of it targeting college campuses as part of an outreach to appeal to a younger
audience. He said at the time that it appeared supremacist groups viewed Trump's electoral victory as a victory for their
cause, noting that "the alt-right in general thinks this is the time to pounce."
Militias within the Patriot movement, like the Bundy brothers, who seized control of a wildlife refuge in Oregon, also
dropped by 40 percent, the SPLC reports.
New arrivals to the 2016 list included white nationalist groups such as the campus-based Identity Evropa in
California and the 29 clubs created by the popular neo-Nazi Daily Stormer website, which changed its masthead
from "The World's Most Visited Alt-Right Web Site" to "America's #1 Most-Trusted Republican News Source"
the day after the election. And the SPLC warns of "growing numbers of right-wing extremists [who] operate
mainly in cyberspace until, in some cases, they take action in the real world," such as Dylann Roof, who killed nine
people in a Charleston, S.C., black church after finding inspiration in online propaganda.
The FBI says it does not investigate organizations characterized by the SPLC as "hate groups," or others, unless it has
reason to believe that a particular individual is engaged in criminal activity.
"The FBI cannot initiate an investigation based solely on an individual's race, ethnicity, national origin, religion or the
exercise of First Amendment rights, and we remain committed to protecting those rights for all Americans," said Carol
Cratty, an FBI spokeswoman.
Potok argues that more hate group activity - in terms of online and physical participation - yields more "small level hate
violence," though he acknowledges such activity is difficult to prove.
The growth in anti-Muslim and white nationalist groups coincided with what Muslim and civil rights leaders have
described as an ongoing spike in anti-Muslim harassment and violence. The FBI reported a 60 percent rise in hate
crimes targeting Muslims in 2015. Statistics for 2016 are not yet available.
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The SPLC says it recorded 1,097 "bias incidents," including some secondhand reports of harassment and namecalling, as well as crimes including vandalism and assault, during the first 34 days following Trump's election.
More than a third of those incidents, the organization says, "directly referenced either Trump, his 'Make America
Great Again' slogan, or his infamous remarks about grabbing women by the genitals."
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February 15, 2017

Barbara Olson: Netanyahu visit spotlights U.S. moving wrong way on Israel
All across the country, a mass protest movement is challenging the Trump administration's "shock and awe"
assault on our most cherished freedoms, traditions and democratic ideals. President Trump and his Republican
backers are openly promoting racism, Islamophobia and bigotry in a cynical drive to increase the hold of the
environment-destroying billionaire class on all levels of government, and promote a dangerous right-wing agenda
that most Americans would otherwise reject.
This campaign of fear and slander has targeted many groups in turn, including institutions like the free press and
federal judiciary, and demographic groups like African-Americans, Latinos, women and LGBTQ people. But
arguably its most vicious aspect has been the demonization of Muslims, especially immigrants and refugees from
certain Arab and Muslim-majority countries, as potential or actual "terrorists."
How appropriate, then, that in the midst of this struggle, Trump has invited his far-right counterpart, Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu, to the White House for a mutual admiration session.
This meeting will undoubtedly result in even more U.S. support for Israeli policies of ethnic cleansing, imprisonment,
economic strangulation and denial of the most basic human rights of the Palestinian Arabs, a predominantly (but not
exclusively) Muslim people who are indigenous to historic Palestine, most of which is now ruled by Israel.
For at least the past 70 years, Israel's twin policies of expulsion and land expropriation have led to walls and
prisons, torn apart families, and created millions of refugees who are permanently denied the right to return home.
Palestinian resistance, whether violent or nonviolent, has always been labeled "terrorism," just as Native
Americans, African slaves and others resisting colonialism were dismissed as violent savages and inferior human
beings, and just as those struggling to find or maintain their place in contemporary U.S. society are labeled as
illegal, thugs, freeloaders, criminals and rapists.
Trump campaigned on a promise to be more favorable to Israel than Obama, although only in the world of "alternative
facts" could Obama's administration be called anything other than pro-Israel when measured by how much military and
other aid it provided.
Still, Trump has a number of prime plums for Netanyahu that Obama was unwilling to offer, such as supporting even
greater expansion of illegal Jewish-only settlements on Palestinian land, moving the U.S. embassy to Jerusalem (half of
which is also illegally occupied), and nominating the extreme right-winger David Friedman, a leader in and major funder
of the settlement movement, to be ambassador to Israel.
Trump clearly admires the disagreeable Netanyahu personally, much like he admires Vladimir Putin, as a "strong leader."
He loves Israel's draconian and discriminatory racial profiling measures. He wants to model his Mexican border wall on
Israel's "separation wall" (the "apartheid wall" to Palestinians). Israeli companies plan to bid on its construction and Israeli
technology - field tested on Palestinians - is already in use along the border.
Many in progressive and Democratic Party circles continue to uphold the "Palestine exception" when it comes to the basic
right to be treated like human beings. Their commendable support of refugees apparently does not extend to the longestexisting refugee population in the world. They would do well to ponder what the Netanyahu visit signifies: a surging
alliance between the right-wing here and in Israel that may well shatter the "bipartisan consensus" in blind support of
Israel and expose the true face of Israeli society. It is, of course, a face that the Palestinians have always known.
Barbara Olson is a member of the Madison-Rafah Sister City Project.
Share your opinion on this topic by sending a letter to the editor to tctvoice@madison.com Include your full name,
hometown and phone number. Your name and town will be published. The phone number is for verification purposes
only. Please keep your letter to 250 words or less.
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Long Island Press (New York)
February 15, 2017

Report: Number of U.S. Hate Groups Rose for Second Consecutive Year
The number of hate groups in the United States increased for the second consecutive year--a rise partly attributed
to "radical right" groups emboldened by President Donald Trump's candidacy, a new report by the Southern
Poverty Law Center finds.
The faction that saw the steepest gain among its ranks were anti-Muslim hate organizations, which nearly tripled
from 2015, the report stated. An emboldened anti-Muslim following in the United States came as Muslim advocacy
groups decried comments from then-candidate Trump, who famously called for a ban of all non-U.S. Muslims
entering the country.
At the same time, Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) and other anti-hate organizations documented hundreds of bias
attacks and harassment of immigrants following the presidential election--which was coming off a significant increase in
anti-Muslim hate crimes in 2015, according to FBI statistics released days after the election.
What followed in 2016 was an "unprecedented year for hate," according to Mark Potok, senior fellow and editor of the
Intelligence Report, an annual study.
"The country saw a resurgence of white nationalism that imperils the racial progress we've made, along with the rise of a
president whose policies reflect the values of white nationalists," Potok said.
America is now home to 917 SPLC-designated "hate" groups, up from 892 in 2015 and creeping ever-closer to
2011's record of 1,018. With hate speech transitioning to the Internet--where groups have become extremely vocal
and unabashedly anti -immigrant--it's likely that SPLC's count is understated, the report contends.
Anti-Muslim hate groups skyrocketed from 34 in 2015 to 101 in 2016. The findings come three months after the
FBI's annual hate crimes report discovered that anti-Muslim hate crimes jumped 67 percent in 2015. Hate crimes
against Muslims hadn't been that high since the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks. Other groups tracking similar anti-Muslim
crimes recorded a huge uptick in mosque attacks from 2014-2015, with nearly half the incidents occurring after
the terror attacks in Paris and San Bernardino, Calif. Subsequently, Trump, then a Republican presidential
primary hopeful, called for a ban of all non-U.S. Muslims from entering the country.
Potok argues that the so-called "radical right" has veered away from the margins and found their footing in the "political
mainstream." At the same time, he noted, "Trump appealed to garden-variety racists, xenophobes, religious bigots and
misogynists." Potok, however, acknowledges that stoking anti-immigrant fervor was not the only factor propelling Trump
to the White House, citing globalization's negative impact on blue-collar jobs in the Rust Belt, and employers increasingly
focused on hiring graduates with college degrees.
"As manufacturing wages have fallen and higher education has become essential to make a living wage, income
inequality has risen dramatically since the 1970s," Potok said.
The report found parallels in Trump's victory and the slim majority that voted England leave the European Union in
2016's "Brexit" vote. A large swath that voted to leave the EU resides in industrial areas also hit hard by changing
economic winds.
Still, the sheer number of hate crimes during and after the U.S. presidential election worried minority and religious
groups. SPLC received reports of 1,049 bias incidents in the first 34 days after the election--a staggering number "clearly
tied directly to Trump's victory," the report argues.
Since he's taken office, the Trump administration has followed through on its promise to address immigration. Trump
signed executive orders related to the building of a wall along the border with Mexico, though America's neighbor says it
refuses fund the project, banning travel from seven Muslim-majority nations and halting refugee resettlement. Both
measures incited large-scale protests, including at U.S. airports. But the travel ban has not held up to various court
challenges, the most significant being a federal appeals court in San Francisco ruling 3-0 against the government's
argument that the president has sweeping powers to control America's border. The ban is currently frozen and it's unclear
if the administration will appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, or issue a new executive order.
During an appearance at the White House Wednesday, Trump was asked about the rise in anti-Semitic threats.
"We are going to do everything within our power to stop long-simmering racism and every other thing that's going on,"
he said, according to the Guardian.
"I think one of the reasons that I won the election is because we have a very, very divided nation," he added.
"Very divided, and hopefully, I'll be able to do something about that."
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Among the most recent attacks that have advocacy groups concerned were the burning of a mosque in Texas,
which is under investigation, and the slaying of six worshipers inside a Quebec City mosque in Canada allegedly
carried out by a college student who reportedly frequented right-wing websites.
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Oyster Bay Enterprise-Pilot (New York)
February 15, 2017

Travel Ban Up In The Air
President Donald Trump 's executive order banning travel from seven countries is up in the air, as the Department of
Justice and two states head to court to fight over the ban's legality.
Since being issued on Jan. 27, Trump's executive order putting a four-month suspension on the U.S. Refugee
Admissions Program and 90-day ban on travel from seven Muslim-majority countries has been met with much
controversy. The abrupt rollout of the order resulted in confusion and protests, as travelers who had previously
been granted visas were detained at airports or prevented from boarding planes to the United States.
On Friday, Feb. 3, Judge James Robart granted a temporary restraining order on the ban, a move that allowed travel to
resume for visa-holders and refugees. A federal appeals court rejected Trump's administration's request to reinstate the
ban on Saturday, Feb. 4. The fight now heads to the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, where the justice department and the
two states challenging the ban, Washington and Minnesota, have been asked to present more arguments.
Trump took to Twitter to lash out at the Washington-state judge and the decision, saying that "the opinion of this socalled judge, which essentially takes law-enforcement away from our country, is ridiculous and will be overturned" and
that "because the ban was lifted by a judge, many very bad and dangerous people may be pouring into our country."
The order bans those traveling on passports from Iraq, Syria, Sudan, Iran, Somalia, Libya and Yemen from entering the
United States for 90 days to "allow for proper review and establishment of standards to prevent terrorist or criminal
infiltration by foreign nationals," according to a fact sheet issued by the Department of Homeland Security. Travelers
from Iran, Iraq, Sudan and Syria previously faced tighter restrictions under the Obama administration, after Congress
approved a law in 2015 that tightened the Visa waiver program for travelers from those countries, requiring them to apply
for a visa when traveling to the U.S.
Many decried the order as an act of Islamophobia, since it focuses on Muslim-majority countries and gives
preferential treatment to Christian refugees. Those who have successfully carried out deadly attacks in the U.S.,
have also not come from the countries on the list, with NPR reporting that they've come instead from Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, Lebanon, United Arab Emirates, Pakistan, Russia and Kyrgyzstan.
"Everybody agrees we need to be secure and safe, however this is not about safety, it's about profiling," said Dr. Faroque
Khan, co-founder of the Islamic Center of Long Island (ICLI), in Westbury. "The countries that have been listed, none of
the citizens have been involved in any problems in the United States. The countries that have come here and caused
troubles, they're exempt. It doesn't make a whole lot of sense."
Khan said the executive order is especially dangerous because it gives ISIS a "gift."
"This is the biggest recruitment tool for ISIS," Khan said. "What they'll say is, 'look America hates Muslims,
come join us and we'll get even.' This kind of action turns off a lot of people, it makes them angry. That's the
biggest danger."
Secretary of Homeland Security John Kelly said the order was not a ban, rather a "temporary pause" that would
allow the department to "better review the existing refugee and visa vetting system." He refuted any claims that
the order was "a ban on Muslims."
"The homeland security mission is to safeguard the American people, our homeland, our values and religious
liberty," Kelly said. "The seven countries named in the executive order are those designated by congress and the
Obama administration as requiring additional security when making decisions about who comes into our
homeland. By preventing terrorists from entering our country, we can stop terror attacks from striking the
homeland."
After the executive order's issuance, several on-campus rallies were held at schools across the island, with Hofstra
University and Stony Brook University holding demonstrations of solidarity. More than a dozen interfaith religious
leaders and political leaders also gathered outside the state Supreme Court Building in Mineola last week to denounce the
order.
"We should make America great again by making it a place that's safe for everyone. A place where we fight for equality,
not discriminate," said Hicksville's Susan Wahab, who attended a protests outside Trump Tower in Manhattan. "People
come to this country to make a better life for themselves, not to be banned because of their religion or country of origin."
At the ICLI, Khan said there's "no other conversation going on," except those about the executive order.
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"People are scared and afraid," Khan said. "People say this is just the beginning. I've been in this country for
over 50 years, this is the first time I've faced this kind of environment. I'm concerned about my children and
grandchildren. It impacts everyone. Today it's Muslims, who knows who it could be next?"
A community forum will be held on Wednesday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. Westbury Middle School, to discuss the effects of the
executive orders, as well as concerns for minority communities. The moderated forum is open to all.
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Plainview-Old Bethpage Herald (New York)
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Locals React To Trump 's Travel Ban
President Donald Trump's executive order banning travel from seven countries has recently been thwarted by a
three-judge panel on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit, calling into question the ban's legality. While
the refusal to uphold Trump's order has put many at ease, the effects of the ban have been reverberating
throughout the country and around the world since it was enacted.
Since being issued on Jan. 27, the executive order putting a four-month suspension on the U.S. Refugee Admissions
Program and 90-day ban on travel from seven Muslim-majority countries has been met with much controversy.
The abrupt roll out of the order resulted in confusion and protests, as travelers who had previously been granted
visas were detained at airports or prevented from boarding .
On Friday, Feb. 3, Judge James Robart granted a temporary restraining order on the ban, a move that allowed travel to
resume for visa-holders and refugees. A federal appeals court rejected Trump's administration's request to reinstate the
ban on Saturday, Feb. 4. On Thursday, Feb. 9, it was unanimously ruled that the travel ban will remain blocked, allowing
citizens of those seven countries to be able to travel to the U.S., a significant setback to the Trump administration's agenda.
Trump immediately took to Twitter to lash out at the decision, saying "SEE YOU IN COURT, THE SECURITY
OF OUR NATION IS AT STAKE!" This is not the first time Trump has used Twitter to express his frustration
with the courts, previously calling the federal judge who temporarily blocked enforcement of the ban a "so called
judge."
The order had banned those traveling on passports from Iraq, Syria, Sudan, Iran, Somalia, Libya and Yemen from entering
the United States for 90 days to "allow for proper review and establishment of standards to prevent terrorist or criminal
infiltration by foreign nationals," according to a fact sheet issued by the Department of Homeland Security. Travelers
from Iran, Iraq, Sudan and Syria previously faced tighter restrictions under the Obama administration, after Congress
approved a law in 2015 that tightened the Visa waiver program for travelers from those countries, requiring them to apply
for a visa when traveling to the U.S.
Many decried the order as an act of Islamophobia, since it focuses on Muslim-majority countries and gives
preferential treatment to Christian refugees. Those who have successfully carried out deadly attacks in the U.S.,
have also not come from the countries on the list, with NPR reporting that they've come instead from Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, Lebanon, United Arab Emirates, Pakistan, Russia and Kyrgyzstan.
"Everybody agrees we need to be secure and safe, however this is not about safety, it's about profiling," said Dr. Faroque
Khan, co-founder of the Islamic Center of Long Island (ICLI), in Westbury. "The countries that have been listed, none of
the citizens have been involved in any problems in the United States. The countries that have come here and caused
troubles, they're exempt. It doesn't make a whole lot of sense."
Khan said the executive order is especially dangerous because it gives ISIS a "gift."
"This is the biggest recruitment tool for ISIS," Khan said. "What they'll say is, 'look America hates Muslims,
come join us and we'll get even.' This kind of action turns off a lot of people, it makes them angry. That's the
biggest danger."
Secretary of Homeland Security John Kelly said the order was not a ban, rather a "temporary pause" that would allow
the department to "better review the existing refugee and visa vetting system." He refuted any claims that the order was
"a ban on Muslims."
"The homeland security mission is to safeguard the American people, our homeland, our values and religious liberty,"
Kelly said. "The seven countries named in the executive order are those designated by congress and the Obama
administration as requiring additional security when making decisions about who comes into our homeland. By preventing
terrorists from entering our country, we can stop terror attacks from striking the homeland."
After the executive order's issuance, several on-campus rallies were held at schools across the island, with Hofstra
University and Stony Brook University holding demonstrations of solidarity. More than a dozen interfaith religious
leaders and political leaders also gathered outside the state Supreme Court Building in Mineola last week to denounce the
order.
"We should make America great again by making it a place that's safe for everyone. A place where we fight for
equality, not discriminate," said Hicksville's Susan Wahab, who attended a protests outside Trump Tower in
Manhattan. "People come to this country to make a better life for themselves, not to be banned because of their
religion or country of origin."
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At the ICLI, Khan said there's "no other conversation going on," except those about the executive order.
"People are scared and afraid," Khan said. "People say this is just the beginning. I've been in this country for
over 50 years, this is the first time I've faced this kind of environment. I'm concerned about my children and
grandchildren. It impacts everyone. Today it's Muslims, who knows who it could be next?"
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The Record (Bergen County, NJ)
February 15, 2017

ANTI-MUSLIM POSTER JARS RUTGERS STUDENTS
A sign espousing a hate group's vision of a "Muslim-free America" has upset students and faculty at Rutgers
University after it was discovered taped next to a building that is a frequent gathering place for Muslim students,
campus officials said Tuesday.
The name of a white nationalist organization, American Vanguard, was listed on the bottom. On its website,
American Vanguard claims it is organizing a "mass poster effort" at universities in Texas and what it called a
"northern propaganda campaign" to target schools from New York to Seattle.
The black-and-white poster, first spotted by students about 5:30 p.m. Monday, contained the words, "Imagine a
Muslim-Free America" and a silhouette image of the Twin Towers destroyed in the Sept. 11 attacks.
The Rutgers poster was one of many examples of rising intolerance for Muslims discussed in the Capitol on Tuesday
as New Jersey senators and House members joined leaders of community organizations to strategize about ways to
combat hate.
"It's being fueled by what's coming out of the [Trump] administration," a visibly irritated Sen. Cory Booker said after
learning of several incidents, including the poster. "Think of creative ways to elevate the hate, because it can't withstand
the disinfectant of light shining on it."
Rutgers officials say they are investigating and that campus police will increase security and patrols at the Busch
campus building that serves as a hub of Muslim and other minority student gatherings..
"Several members of the Rutgers University-New Brunswick community on Monday evening reported that they were
offended and threatened by a flier from American Vanguard that was posted at the Paul Robeson Cultural Center, which
also serves as a prayer space on campus," said university spokesman Zach Hosseini
The Rutgers University Police Department responded to the call, removed the flier and referred the incident to the
Middlesex County Prosecutor's Office, Hosseini.said.
Hosseini would not comment on whether there are security cameras posted at the building.
"The contents of the flier, which was also posted elsewhere nationwide, violate the values and ideals for which Rutgers
stands," Hosseini said.
The New Jersey chapter of the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR-NJ) called on Rutgers to step up security
for Muslim students, and executive director James Sues said Tuesday he was assured that campus police and the
chancellor's officer were taking the matter seriously.
"All Americans must be able to practice their faith and worship as they choose without fear of harassment or
intimidation," Sues said. "The diversity of the student body at Rutgers University has long been a source of pride and
inspiration, and the university administration must not allow narrow-minded bigots to tarnish its reputation and intimidate
its students."
The council, whose national headquarters are in Washington, has had increased reports of Islamophobic
rhetoric and anti-Muslim incidents in recent months, and particularly since the Nov. 8 election. The council urges
American Muslims and Islamic institutions to take extra security precautions and has even created a booklet,
"Best Practices for Mosque and Community
Safety," that is available for free on its website:
http://www.cair.com/mosque-safety-guide.
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Sacramento Bee (California)
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Suspect in Davis mosque vandalism dreamed of mass murder, police say
Davis mosque vandalism suspect Lauren Kirk-Coehlo wrote text and social media messages expressing her desire
to commit mass murder and glorifying Dylann Roof, the 22-year-old man convicted of gunning down nine African
Americans in a Charleston, S.C., church, according to a Davis Police Department declaration filed Tuesday in
Yolo Superior Court.
Kirk-Coehlo, 30, was arrested Tuesday morning and charged with a hate crime in a Jan. 22 vandalism attack at
Davis Islamic Center, which included breaking windows and wrapping pork around the door handle of one of the
mosque's exterior doors, Davis police said. Muslims are forbidden to eat or touch pork.
In requesting that Kirk-Coehlo's bail be set at $1 million, Davis police Detective Daniel La Fond wrote that a
survey of Kirk-Coehlo's text messages showed she had written about her dreams of murdering people. He also
wrote that she had texted about her self-described "mental problems" in a conversation with her mother.
Her family could not be reached for comment Wednesday. The Yolo County Public Defender's Office said Wednesday
that it was waiting to see whether Kirk-Coehlo would retain her own legal representation.
La Fond also said Kirk-Coehlo had conducted several web searches about Alexandre Bissonnette, a suspect in the Jan. 29
mosque attack in Quebec City that killed six people and injured 19. Kirk-Coehlo had searched for information about bomb
vests and said in a text exchange with an unidentified party that while she had not killed anyone yet, "I have dreams and
aspirations" and "I would like to kill ... many people," the declaration read.
"I believe Kirk-Coehlo is an immediate danger to the public," La Fond wrote. Kirk-Coehlo is an unemployed UC Berkeley
graduate who got her bachelor's degree in English in May 2010, according to university media relations officer Yasmin
Anwar.
After reading the declaration, Judge Samuel MacAdam set Kirk-Coehlo's bail at $1 million. The bail schedule for that
category of crime called for bail of $40,000.
La Fond said his investigation of Kirk-Coehlo's "hate-motivated vandalism" led to her Twitter account, where one
message read "3 cheers for Dylan (sic) Roof" and another commented on how "intelligent" Roof was in interviews.
A search of Kirk-Coehlo's cellphone included derogatory remarks about Jews, Mexicans and African Americans,
La Fond wrote.
In addition to mosques in Davis and Woodland, the suspect conducted online searches of other mosques across the
country, La Fond wrote.
After the Jan. 22 attack, she posted "Twitter messages indicating how much 'fun' she had," La Fond wrote. About
a week after the incident, anti-Muslim graffiti was spray-painted on the walls of the Tarbiya Institute, a Roseville
mosque.
Kirk-Coehlo is being held in Yolo County jail, and her arraignment hearing is scheduled for 1:30 p.m. Thursday in
Superior Court in Woodland. She faces up to six years in prison if convicted, said District Attorney Jeff W. Reisig.
Yolo prosecutor announces arrest of Davis woman in hate crime targeting Islamic CenterYolo County District
Attorney Jeff Reisig discusses the arrest Tuesday, Feb. 14, 2017 of suspect Lauren Kirk-Coehlo in a hate crime
targeting the Islamic Center of Davis.
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Federal grant rejected; Islamic graduate school turns down $800,000 from
Homeland Security
CLAREMONT: An Islamic graduate school here has turned down an $800,000 U.S. Department of Homeland
Securitygrant to counter violent extremism
"We have and will continue to work with our government where there is no conflict of interest, but given the antiMuslim actions of the current executive branch, we cannot in good conscience accept this grant," the board of
trustees of Bayan Claremont Islamic Graduate School said in a statement.
The award, announced in the final days of the Obama administration, was based on a proposal submitted in summer 2016
by Bayan Claremont, operating as a division of the Claremont School of Theology, for a two-year project called
"Flourishing Communities."
"It is a whole lot of money," JihadTurk, the school's founding president, said in a telephone interview Monday.
"It has been a very trying last couple of weeks."
Located on the campus of the Claremont School of Theology, Bayan Claremont started with three students in 2011 and
now has 53, he said.
Of the total grant, $250,000 was to go to 20 nonprofits in the Los Angeles area to support whatever projects the groups
were doing for underserved communities without regard to reli
gion, Turk said.
At the time of the application, Turk said he anticipated objections from some in the Islamic community because
the government's efforts to counter violent extremism has been focused on Islamic groups.
But Turk and others on Bayan Claremont's board believed those concerns would be outweighed by the good the grant
could do.
"But, Trump poisoned the well," Turk said. The new president's travel ban for citizens of the predominantly
Islamic countries of Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen was an overshadowing event.
That, coupled with news reports that the Countering Violent Extremism program will be renamed the Countering
Islamic Terrorism program, led the Bayan Claremont board to reject on Friday the grant.
"We concluded that the story of why this money was being accepted would be lost in the noise surrounding the
program," he said. "It would be an issue of perception."
Rev. Kah-Jin Jeffrey Kuan, president of the Claremont School of Theology, said that his institution stands with Bayan
Claremont.
"If we are serious about creating a different kind of world, then people of different religions need to respect one another
and do what is best for society," he said.
Under its current name, Countering Violent Extremism is a "code" singling out people of the Islamic faith, Kuan said.
The two other affiliates of Claremont School of Theology - The Academy for Jewish Religion Californiain Los Angeles
and the University of the West, a private Buddhist school in Rosemead - also stand with Bayan, Kuan said.
Homeland Security Department officials did not respond Monday to a request for a comment about Bayan Claremont's
decision. Three other non-governmental organizations outside of California also declined the grants.
The Department of Homeland Security issued a notice of funding opportunity on July 6, 2016, announcing the new
Countering Violent Extremism Grant Program, the first federal grant funding available to non-governmental organizations
and institutions of higher education, and others, to help fund anit-violent extremism programs.
The city of Los Angeles received two grants, totalling $825,000 under the program.
Carl Marziali, press secretary for L.A. Mayor Eric Garcetti, said in an email that the grants support "community-led
programs aimed at strengthening our values of inclusion, promoting civic engagement and youth development, and
offering interventions for individuals who may be on a destructive path."
He did not respond to questions about Los Angeles possibly declining the grant's funding. Los Angeles has not received
the funds yet, he added.
Abed Ayoub, spokesman for the Washington D.C.-based American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, said
that "cities have an obligation to their residents not to accept this grant money."
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The organization has been against the Countering Violent Extremism program since its inception and is prepared
for a legal battle with Trump, depending what changes are made, he said.
Announced in July 2016, the Countering Violent Extremism Grant Program was designed to "provide state, local
and tribal partners and community groups - religious groups, mental health and social service providers, educators
and other NGOs - with the ability to build prevention programs that address the root causes of violent extremism
and deter individuals who may already be radicalizing to violence," according to the Homeland Security website.
Turk said Bayan Claremont is working to raise money from donations that would replace the lost federal funds.
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Philadelphia's Muslim businessmen troubled by Trump's Islamophobic talk;
The president's policies on immigration and refugees are fueling anti-Muslim
sentiment, many say.
Muslim business owners in New York City recently responded to President Donald Trump's refugee and
immigration orders by closing their shops for eight hours and gathering for a massive rally and call to prayer in
downtown Brooklyn.
In Philadelphia, Muslim and Arab business owners haven't organized any anti-Trump demonstrations, but they
harbor grave concerns about the actions of the new president.
"The more we see the president and his cabinet talk about Islamophobia, the more we can see this as an attack on
our community," said Marwan Kreidie, executive director of Philadelphia's Arab American Development
Corporation. "What he [Trump] is doing is empowering racists... and, we are going to fight it."
Kreidie said that he's heard from those in his organization - which he said works with "hundreds of people each month,"
mostly immigrants and first-generation Philadelphians - that there are worries about family members overseas and what
might happen to them if the travel ban had been enforced.
RELATED: Bike funding jeopardized by sanctuary cities bill
Last week, a federal appeals court unanimously voted to uphold a suspension on a travel ban to several Arab
nations that had been imposed by Republican president, Donald Trump. The ban would have kept anyone
traveling from seven Middle Eastern nations - Iraq, Syria, Iran, Sudan, Libya, Somalia and Yemen - from entering
the U.S.
But, the ban wouldn't have effected just Muslims, Kreidie said. Many of the Arab-American individuals his
organization works with are Christians. Furthermore, about 80 to 85 percent of Philadelphia's Muslim population
are African-Americans, not immigrants, he said.
RELATED: Yemeni-Americans shut hundreds of shops in NYC to protest travel ban
To Mikal Shabazz, resident Imam at Masjidullah Incorporated, a mosque and learning center in the city's West Oak Lane
neighborhood, and a member of Philadelphia's Universal Muslim Business Association, the travel ban might not impact
him personally or many of the Muslims in Philadelphia's African-American community directly, but it could have dire
consequences for those in our armed forces stationed overseas.
Shabazz, who said he served as an Army officer in 2003 to 2004 as a part of Operation Iraqi Freedom, worked closely
with translators who put their lives in danger by working with the American military. If those translators weren't given
the opportunity to have themselves and perhaps, their families to come to America, they could be left to die in a hostile
country.
"What would happen if they should want to come here and they can't do it?" asked Shabazz. "This is just bad for so many
reasons."
He added that in his experience in working to stabilize the community overseas by helping rebuild educational systems
and infrastructure, Trump's proposed ban has the "potential to create more harm than good."
"It's important to protect people, and I'm all for that, but this [the travel ban] is bad because there could be unintended
consequences," he said.
Instead, the answer to how to protect Americans might not be to ban travel, but to help those who might not understand
the Muslim culture to realize it's not so different from any other religion, Shabazz said.
"People think that if you're Muslim you don't believe in God. That couldn't be further from the truth. We believe
in God. We believe in Mary and the virgin birth. And, we believe in Jesus," he said. "Terrorism is the antithesis
of Islam."
Asked if the ban might indicate the spread of Islamophobia or if Trump might push for more anti-Muslim
regulations, Shabazz said he believes Americans will not stand idly by and let that happen.
"I believe that Americans won't stand for that," he said. "I don't think anything bad will happen."
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Woman charged with hate crime in Davis mosque attack
An unemployed Davis resident has been arrested and charged with vandalizing the Davis Islamic Center last
month in what both state and federal prosecutors are calling a hate crime.
Lauren Kirk-Coehlo, 30, was arrested at her residence Tuesday morning following a joint investigation by the
Davis Police Department and the FBI, law enforcement officials said at a news conference Tuesday afternoon. Tips
from the public triggered by surveillance video from the Islamic center helped investigators build the case against
Kirk-Coehlo, said Davis Police Chief Darren Pytel, who cited the work of Detective Dan LaFond in conjunction
with the FBI.
Kirk-Coehlo, a graduate of UC Berkeley, has been booked into the Yolo County jail for felony vandalism with a
hate crime enhancement in relation to the early morning Jan. 22 incident, said Yolo County District Attorney Jeff
Reisig.
Kirk-Coehlo was also charged with felony vandalism to a church for the purpose of intimidating worshippers and using
fear to prevent them from freely exercising their religious beliefs, Reisig said. The suspect faces up to six years in prison
if convicted, and bail has been set at $1 million. Reisig said the amount was based on the severity of the alleged crime.
The suspect is charged with doing more than $7,000 in damage, smashing six window panes, destroying two bicycles and
wrapping strips of bacon on the center's exterior door handle. Muslims are forbidden to eat or touch pork, which
contributed to the hate crime charge.
In response to a Bee inquiry about the bail amount, Chief Deputy District Attorney Jonathan Raven said by email: "I
understand that when the (Davis Police Department)detective and FBI special agent went to see Judge (Samuel) McAdam
they requested a bail enhancement. They must have presented him with information that in his mind warranted that bail."
Kirk-Coehlo will be arraigned at 1:30 p.m. Thursday in Yolo County Superior Court. The terms of her bail will likely be
discussed then.
Monica Miller, special agent in charge of the Sacramento FBI office, said whatever Kirk-Coehlo's motives,
"political, religious or ideological beliefs are not an excuse to commit hate crimes." Miller said the FBI is
investigating the suspect for federal civil rights violations, and Kirk-Coehlo could be prosecuted on federal charges
along with state charges. "We are seeing a rise in these types of crimes," Miller said.
On Feb. 1, anti-Muslim graffiti was spray-painted on the walls of the Tarbiya Institute, a Roseville mosque. No
one has been arrested in relation to that incident.
Some Muslims nationwide have reported being targeted for harassment after President Donald Trump signed an executive
order on Jan. 27 barring all entry into the U.S. by visitors from seven predominantly Muslim countries for 90 days.
Pytel said Kirk-Coehlo is the only suspect in the Davis mosque vandalism case but noted that the mosque had received
threatening hate mail last December.
Muslim leaders in Davis and Sacramento praised law enforcement for catching the suspect, "which is a rare
occurrence in these types of crimes," said Hamza El Nakhal, the former president and board chairman the Davis
Islamic Center and a longtime Muslim leader.
The attack struck fear in many of the more than 200 worshippers who regularly attend mosque services, said
treasurer Mohamed Kheitzer. He added that the mosque leadership is spending thousands of dollars to improve
security and upgrade surveillance cameras.
"There are some who are afraid to come pray, some sisters are afraid to wear their hijabs or work at night," he said. "Our
imam, Amer Shain, explained that he believes in destiny, and these things happened because God wants to wake us up
and make us active and open."
Center President Amr Zedan, a 26-year-old chemical engineering graduate student at UC Davis, invited people from the
community to visit. "Our doors are open," he said. "We'd like people to know more about us."
Muslim leaders drew strength from the outpouring of support from area residents following the Davis attack.
"Nearly 1,000 people of all races and faiths attended our Friday prayer service in Central Park a week later," said
El Nakhal. "The crime was awful, it was really sickening. After the election, many of us Muslims wondered if we're
all going to get kicked out or be put in prison or sent to camps like the Japanese."
But when the Davis community came together to support them, "we know we're not going anywhere no matter what the
president says," he said. "We are Americans, and this is a country of laws."
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El Nakhal says he's forgiven the suspect. "I have no ill feeling," he said. "I just want to have a cup of coffee or lunch with
her to understand why she did what she did."
Video catches vandal wrapping bacon on door handle of Davis mosque to offend MuslimsA woman suspected of
smashing six windowpanes smashed and placing strips of uncooked bacon on an exterior door handle of the Davis
mosque early in the morning of Jan. 22, 2017, has been arrested, Davis police said. The woman has been identified
as Lauren
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UT removes anti-Muslim posters from campus
Dozens of anti-Muslim posters appeared on campus Monday morning, suggesting people should "imagine a
Muslim-free America."
While many posters were posted by American Vanguard, a white supremacy group, it is unclear if the group was
responsible for all versions of the posters that were seen on campus. The posters have since been removed by UT
staff in the Dean of Students Office.
J.B. Bird, director of UT media relations, released a statement Monday afternoon regarding the posters.
"This morning, staff at The University of Texas at Austin discovered signs on the Student Activity Center, College of
Liberal Arts and the Sanchez building containing political messages aimed at immigrants, minorities and Muslims," Bird
said in the statement. "The signs, some of which were affixed with adhesive, are in the process of being removed. The
university vigorously supports free speech, but posting signs of any nature on the outside of university buildings is not
allowed under campus rules. Additionally, as per policy, only students and student organizations are allowed to post
signage in approved spaces
on campus."
According to American Vanguard's website, the group's Texas branch has placed posters at Texas State
University, the University of North Texas and the University of Texas at Dallas, among others.
UT President Gregory Fenves responded to the incident on his Twitter account.
"When some try to divide us, Longhorns stand together," Fenves said in the tweet. "Diversity and inclusion are
among our top priorities."
Rami Abi Habib, international relations and global studies junior, was walking home from class when he saw the posters
late Sunday night. After removing the poster from the pole on Guadalupe Street, Habib posted it to the UT Class of 2019
Facebook page.
"(The posters) increase alienation of an already alienated section of UT, which are Muslim students," Habib said. "Such
propaganda -- and yes, I do mean that word -- creates an environment where your opinion isn't just expressed, it's
aggressive. You are not simply voicing an opinion, you are attaching it to things like terrorist attacks, and it is directly
affecting other people who could be just as hurt as you are. It paints an extremely black and white picture."
Habib said other students on the page commented on his post and reported the posters to the Office of the Dean of
Students.
"I'm all for expression and right to an opinion, and if you simply do not agree with what a religion stands for and prefer
to not surround yourself with it -- more power to you," Habib said. "But there's a pattern forming of violence not debate,
and it scares me. You have the right to an opinion -- not the right to enforce one."
Theatre studies sophomore Francesca Ghizzoni said she didn't see the posters on campus firsthand but became aware of
them after several students posted them on the UT Class of 2019
Facebook page.
"I'm sure UT wouldn't stand for the distribution of these flyers as President Fenves has made it very clear to us, especially
in the light of the recent election, that this campus is no place for hatred and bigotry," Ghizzoni said.
"These posters are amazingly problematic, because not only are we a learning institution, we are a university that
takes pride in our diversity. We are not a campus of hatred."
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Trump's travel ban remains suspended, but its impact carries on
Jan. 27, President Donald Trump issued an executive order that banned refugees from seven Muslim-majority
nations from traveling. Trump stated this was necessary to keep America safe, when rather it has been causing
more harm across the globe.
This Muslim ban is not just an executive order to keep everyone safe, it's a result of Islamophobia. By banning
individuals who have the right to travel freely from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen, is not
only unconstitutional, but it portrays the sentiment from the White House that Muslim travelers and residents are
not welcome to the U.S.
Feb. 3 was a victory day for those opposing the travel ban, U.S. district Judge James L. Robart from Seattle halted the
executive order on a nationwide ruling. In the most recent update surrounding the travel ban, three U.S. appeals court
members upheld the suspension, which led to an angry tweet from President Donald Trump who tweeted "see you in
court" in response to his loss in reinstating the ban.
While Trump and his administration are pushing for the travel ban to be reinstated because of national security, their
responses towards the backlash are unpresidential. The expulsion of Sally Yates from her position as acting attorney
general because of her position against legally defending the order speaks volumes of how the administration will handle
future offenses.
Press Secretary Sean Spicer even commented, "I think that they should either get with the program or they can go."
"As a person with such a high level of influence, Trump should be able to take criticism and respect other's points of
view," Katherine Power, a DePaul senior said. "The way he fired the attorney general worries me because it shows how
he will defame other people's character and knock them down just to get what he wants, without attempting to hear the
other side of the story or how it will affect others."
While national security seems to be the biggest motive behind Trump's highly controversial and unethical executive order,
the travel ban rejects traveling refugees and immigrants an opportunity to create a better life for their family and
themselves. The argument can be made the order is based on principles of Islamophobia. This is disgraceful and not at all
what America is about.
DePaul junior Isabel Aldape had a different point of view on the ban.
"I agree with it as a temporary solution to a permanent problem, we need to develop a stronger and more secure screening
systems for not only Muslims but anyone coming into America because of the events that have happened due to terrorist
acts missed by a faulty security check somewhere down the line," Aldape said. "It's harsh, but that's what we need right
now until we figure this out."
Like Aldape said, it is harsh, and those who support the ban fail to understand the position the travel ban has put America
in regards to international relations. It will forever remain as an ugly mark in American history towards Islamic relations;
it creates fear in many because it goes against so much of what this country was built on. Many countries including Peru,
China and Colombia are coming together to mobilize against Trump. Iran has even banned American citizens from
entering their country in retaliation of Trump's executive order.
Barring refugees, visa holders and immigrants with green card status, for the first 48 hours of the ban, from entering the
U.S. only succeeds in highlighting the Trump administration's incorrect leadership style.
The question has been posed if this ban even protects us from terrorism, which it does not because terrorism is everywhere.
You do not have to be a certain religion or race to be a terrorist and that is something everyone should understand from
the history of attacks countries have seen in the past.
The Trump administration says this is not a ban on Muslim people, but the several countries that are under the ban are all
predominantly Muslim. Trump says he is just trying to keep America safe, but what he fails to realize is this ban targets
those who already have been in the U.S. and those who have worked in the U.S.. Even people with green cards who have
went through a long process to be able to live in the U.S. are being denied their rights.
"The travel ban does put the U.S. in danger because it's (going to) put our allies against us, and it's going to make
those people already in the U.S. revolt, and may result into more "attacks," freshman Natalia Bies, majoring in
economics and minoring in political science, said. "Leaders from other countries have said that (this shows the
U.S.' true colors) so everyone is going to see Trump as the face of America."
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It is not fair for Trump to be able to create an executive order that takes away so many people's rights. Having our country's
representatives not support or welcome all types of people into America is hurtful and not what, we as Americans, are
supposed to believe.
During the procession of the ban, CEOs from companies like Facebook, Lyft, Starbucks and many more have reached out
to the public to make it known they do not stand with Trump's executive action. Many of them voiced that their own
family members once migrated to the U.S.
Lyft took an extra step to show their support by donating $1 million over the next four years to the American Civil
Liberties Union , as well as Starbucks, which pledged to hire 10,000 refugees in 75 countries over the next few
years. However the CEO of Uber, recently made it public that he supported Trump and mentioned he was on his
advisory council. He eventually backed down because of the large amount of criticism he began to receive.
This not only brings awareness to the situation, but allows our crumbling nation to rise together and stand up against
Trump. There have been recent reports of people coming together to protest against this ban at different airports. It's a
great message to send to Trump that we, as a nation, will not allow our rights to be taken away, that we will stand together
to fight this and whatever else he throws at us in the future.
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Call It What You Want. Just Defeat It.
For three years, as undersecretary of state for public diplomacy and public affairs, I would not and could not utter
that phrase. No one in the Obama administration could or did. We used the much less specific term ''violent
extremism.'' As in ''countering violent extremism,'' which is what we called much of our anti-Islamic State efforts.
And for all of that time, we were collectively excoriated by conservatives, Republicans and Donald J. Trump.
''These are radical Islamic terrorists, and she won't even mention the word, and nor will President Obama,'' Mr.
Trump said, referring to Hillary Clinton at a presidential debate last year. ''Now, to solve a problem, you have to
be able to state what the problem is, or at least say the name.''
The implication is that we were all somehow too timid or too politically correct to say it.
But the reason was a much more practical one: To defeat radical Islamic extremism, we needed our Islamic allies -- the
Jordanians, the Emiratis, the Egyptians, the Saudis -- and they believed that term unfairly vilified a whole religion.
They also told us that they did not consider the Islamic State to be Islamic, and its grotesque violence against Muslims
proved it. We took a lot of care to describe the Islamic State as a terrorist group that acted in the name of Islam. Sure,
behind the scenes, our allies understood better than anyone that the Islamic State was a radical perversion of Islam, that
it held a dark appeal to a minority of Sunni Muslims, but it didn't help to call them radical Islamic terrorists.
Now the Trump administration wants to toss out the term ''violent extremism'' and the rubric we used to fight it. Instead,
they are renaming it ''countering Islamic extremism,'' or ''countering radical Islamic extremism.''
Fine. Abandon the name, but let's not abandon the strategy. First, let's acknowledge that it's working. The Islamic State
as a military force, much less as a caliphate, is on the ropes in Iraq and Syria. The group has not had a military victory in
a year and a half. The flow of foreign fighters into Iraq and Syria is down by 90 percent, according to the Defense
Department. The liberation of Mosul is on the horizon.
Second, let's recognize the truth of what King Abdullah of Jordan has said over and over: ''This is our fight.'' And by that
he meant that it is Islam's fight.
It is a misconception that the Islamic State is focused on fighting us. I led the State Department's agency that sought to
counter the Islamic State's propaganda efforts and saw this firsthand. More than 80 percent of the Islamic State's
propaganda is in Arabic. Russian is the second-most-used language, while English and French are tied for third. The
United States is not the Islamic State's main audience. We have always been the distant enemy.
So, jettison ''violent extremism,'' but let our Arab allies know that ''radical Islam'' or ''Islamic extremism'' refers
only to the tiny fraction of the world's 1.6 billion Muslims who have embraced violence. Tell them we need their
help both on the military battlefield and in the information and intelligence space. And be specific: ''We are
fighting the Islamic State and Al Qaeda and their radical Islamic imitators like Boko Haram.'' After all, ''radical
Islam'' is only a shade less vague than ''violent extremism.''
The Islamic State is not just a terrorist group, it is an idea. Its rallying cry is that the West is hostile to Islam and
that every good Muslim has a duty to join the caliphate. Most of the group's propaganda was not violent at all. I
saw thousands of tweets about how beautiful the caliphate was. There were videos of kids on Ferris wheels and
jihadi fighters distributing cotton candy. I remember one tweet showing a shiny apple and the words, in Arabic,
''The caliphate is bountiful.''
It is not up to us to say what is Islamic and what is not. Only the voices of mainstream Muslims and independent clerics
in Muslim countries can create a narrative that refutes the Islamic State's and offers a more positive alternative. A tweet
from the United States government saying the Islamic State is a distortion of Islam is not going to hurt the group. Instead,
it will help its recruiting.
That is why the Trump administration's executive order on immigration from seven Muslim-majority nations is
deeply counterproductive in the fight against Islamic extremism. It has already been reported that the Islamic
State has called it ''the blessed ban'' because it supports the Islamic State's position that America hates Islam. The
clause in the order that gives Christians preferential treatment will be seen as confirming the Islamic State's
apocalyptic narrative that Islam is in a fight to the death against the Christian crusaders. The images of Muslim
visitors being turned away at American airports will only inflame those who seek to do us harm.
Two years ago, just before Ramadan, Abu Muhammad al-Adnani, the Islamic State's spokesman, said: Don't bother
coming to the caliphate, but commit acts of violence against the enemy wherever you are. The call was no longer religious
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or ideological -- what the group sought to do was exploit vulnerability. Mr. Adnani was, in effect, saying, ''Whatever
angers you -- whether it's your boss or your neighbors or the police -- commit acts of violence in the Islamic State's name.''
Thus, the black flag of the Islamic State became a flag of convenience for any complaint. Now the travel ban, despite
being blocked by the courts, has given the group ammunition to weaponize grievance here in America. President Trump
may become its No. 1 recruiting tool.
The Islamic State will go away, but violent extremism will not. The way to defeat radical Islamic extremism is to
help our Islamic allies and promote the voices of mainstream Islam that reject everything the Islamic State does
and stands for. Defeating the Islamic State on the military battlefield is only temporary. Violent extremism -- or
whatever you call it -- must be defeated on the battlefield of ideas.
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Trump may hit reset button on travel ban; 'Brand-new order,' narrower in
scope, may come next week, president says
Rebuffed again by the courts, President Donald Trump said Friday that he is weighing a new, more narrowly
tailored executive order to curb entry into the U.S., a step that would mean setting aside his legal battle in favor of
moving more quickly on his broader goal of restricting the flow of who comes into the country.
"We need speed for reasons of security," the president told reporters as he traveled to Florida.
Trump said he might implement a "brand-new order" as early as next week. That step could effectively void his first
executive order and end the court proceedings over it.
Trump insisted that he was confident his policy was on solid legal ground, a day after judges on the 9th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals unanimously refused to reinstate his temporary bans on travelers from seven majority-Muslim countries and
on all refugees.
But he suggested that he was uninterested in a prolonged fight in court.
"We will win that battle," Trump said. "The unfortunate part is that it takes time."
The administration was weighing several options, chief of staff Reince Priebus said Friday at the White House, including
asking the Supreme Court to lift the temporary restraining order on the travel bans.
The new order under consideration would suspend only refugee admissions and the issuance of new visas, according to
an administration official familiar with the internal deliberations. Everyone who already was granted a visa or refugee
status would be allowed to keep them.
The new directive would be intended to allay the chaos that erupted as a result of Trump's Jan. 27 order, which blocked
an estimated 60,000 people with valid visas, some while they were in midair and others who were removed from planes
bound for the U.S. before takeoff.
The federal court rulings against Trump cited the rough implementation of the order in staying it.
In addition to temporary bans on entry by refugees and on all citizens of Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria
and Yemen, the order Trump issued also indefinitely suspended the admission of Syrian refugees and gave
preference to refugees who are members of persecuted religious minorities.
"We will not allow people into our country who are looking to do harm to our people. We will allow lots of people
into our country that will love our people and do good for our country," Trump said earlier Friday at a White
House news conference alongside Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe.
If Trump does decide to take the restraining order to the Supreme Court, he may undercut his objectives, legal experts
warn, given the court's 4-4 split between Republican and Democratic appointees.
"The government needs to take its medicine and withdraw the current executive order, substituting with one that clearly
exempts (green card holders) and previously admitted non-immigrant visa holders like students and medical residents.
Otherwise, the government is in a box," said Peter Margulies, who teaches immigration law at Roger Williams Law
School in Rhode Island. But if the White House chooses to fight on, justices could take action that would effectively yield
the same outcome as Trump rescinding the order, with a middle-ground ruling rather than an all-or-nothing decision.
The court could allow the ban to apply to thousands of foreigners who have obtained U.S. visas but have not yet used
them, and not to green card holders, foreign students, doctors, technology company executives and tourists who were
already living in the U.S. when the travel restrictions were announced. Such a move could allow the high court to avoid
a tie and a broader debate on the constitutionality of the ban. Some immigration lawyers say a middle-ground ruling makes
sense legally and practically.Temple University law professor Peter Spiro agreed that if the case reached the high court,
the justices might move toward narrowing the order, noting U.S. law gives more protection to people who are in this
country, even if they were foreign citizens.
"From the administration's perspective, a limited reinstatement would get them much of what it's looking for: No
new visas would be issued to nationals of the listed countries or to refugees," he said.
Meanwhile, Trump also has revived claims of voter fraud, arguing in a lunch meeting Thursday that he and former
Republican Sen. Kelly Ayotte would have won in New Hampshire if not for voters bused in from out of state.
A GOP official with knowledge of the lunch conversation with senators described the president's comments. The
official spoke on condition of anonymity because it was a private meeting.
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Trump weighs a new, tailored travel order
WASHINGTON - Rebuffed again by the courts, President Donald Trump said Friday that he is weighing a new,
more narrowly tailored executive order to curb entry into the U.S., a step that would mean setting aside his legal
battle in favor of moving more quickly on his broader goal of restricting the flow of who comes into the country.
"We need speed for reasons of security," the president told reporters as he traveled to Florida on Friday.
Trump said he might implement a "brandnew order" as early as next week. That step could effectively void his
first executive order and end the court proceedings over it.
Trump insisted he was confident his policy was on solid legal ground, a day after judges on the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals unanimously refused to reinstate his temporary bans on travelers from seven majority-Muslim countries and on
all refugees. But he suggested he was uninterested in a prolonged fight in court.
"We will win that battle," Trump said. "The unfortunate part is that it takes time."
The administration was considering several options, Chief of Staff Reince Priebus said late Friday at the White House,
including asking the Supreme Court to lift the temporary restraining order on the travel bans the 9th Circuit panel kept in
place.
The new order under consideration would suspend only refugee admissions and the issuance of new visas, according to
an administration official familiar with the internal deliberations. Everyone who already was granted (Trump, Page 4)
(Continued from Page 1)
a visa or refugee status would be allowed to keep them.
The new directive would be intended to allay the type of chaos that erupted as a result of Trump's Jan. 27 order, which
blocked an estimated 60,000 people with valid visas, some while they were in midair and others who were removed from
planes bound for the U.S. before takeoff. The federal court rulings against Trump cited the rough implementation of the
order in staying it.
In addition to temporary bans on entry by refugees and on all citizens of Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria
and Yemen, the order Trump issued also indefinitely suspended the admission of Syrian refugees and gave
preference to refugees who are members of persecuted religious minorities.
"We will not allow people into our country who are looking to do harm to our people. We will allow lots of people
into our country that will love our people and do good for our country," Trump said earlier Friday at a White
House news conference alongside Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe.
If Trump does decide to fight the restraining order all the way to the Supreme Court, he may undercut his objectives, legal
experts warn, particularly given the court's 44 split between Republican and Democratic appointees.
A tie is possible, similar to the stalemate last year over President Barack Obama's immigration order temporarily
protecting millions in the country illegally from deportation. If the Trump administration can't win five votes, the 9th
Circuit order would remain in effect.
"The government needs to take its medicine and withdraw the current executive order, substituting with one that clearly
exempts (green card holders) and previously admitted nonimmigrant visa holders like students and medical residents.
Otherwise, the government is in a box," said Peter Margulies, who teaches immigration law at Roger Williams Law
School in Rhode Island.
If the government appeals to the Supreme Court, Justice Anthony Kennedy would receive the request and probably ask
for written briefs in the coming days.
The court's conservative justices would be likely to see merit in the government's claim that the law calls for deferring to
the president on matters of immigration and national security.
The liberal justices would be likely to agree with the two states that sued the administration, Washington and Minnesota,
that Trump's order was rash, disruptive and unfair to foreign travelers who were traveling legally into and out of the
country.
If the White House chooses to fight, justices could take action that would effectively yield the same outcome as Trump
rescinding the order, with a middleground ruling rather than an allor- nothing decision.
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The court could allow the ban to apply to thousands of foreigners who have obtained U.S. visas but have not yet
used them, but not to green card holders, foreign students, doctors, technology company executives and tourists
who were already living in the U.S. when the travel restrictions were announced.
Such a move could allow the Supreme Court to avoid a tie and a broader debate on the constitutionality of the ban.
Some immigration lawyers say a middle- ground ruling makes sense legally and practically.
"This would provide a balanced remedy that would relieve the chaos," Margulies said. "It would protect the visa
holders who are here and want to travel outside the country. It's unfair to change the rules on them. But it would
not apply to people who have never been admitted to this country."
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Loyola stands in solidarity with those affected by the 'Muslim Ban'
On Friday, Jan. 27, 2017, the Trump administration issued an executive order entitled "Protecting the Nation from
Foreign Terrorist Entry into the United States," which suspends the arrival of refugees for 120 days and bans the
entrance of persons from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Syria, Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen into the country for 90 days. This
travel ban, which is more infamously known as the "Muslim ban," was met with much disbelief and outrage by
American citizens and people around the world.
The following Saturday, Jan. 29, protestors took to the John F. Kennedy International airport in Queens, NY after
the detainment of two Iraqis by Customs and Border Patrol. By the end of the day, more than 200 people were
detained in airports around the country. According to a Rolling Stones article, thousands of protestors were in
attendance for the planned vigil at 6 p.m.. CityLab reported that thousands of protestors followed suit and held
peaceful protests in cities like Boston, Los Angles, Chicago, Portland, and Seattle.
The Middle East Relief Initiative hosted a peaceful demonstration on the Quad on Friday, Feb. 3 to stand in solidarity
with immigrants and refugees around the world, people who they believe are victims of racism and Islamophobia.
Passersby crowded around the open space in front of Maryland Hall and listened intently as guest speakers offered
opinions and shared stories of what we as a community can do to spread peace and fight against hate.
Among the speakers were professors Dr. Theresa Nguyen of the Chemistry Department, Dr. M. S. Raunak of the
Computer Science Department, Dean of Natural Sciences Dr. Jahangir Roughani, and Fr. Timothy Brown. Despite the
cold weather, students and faculty alike stood their ground to be inspired and empowered.
"Hope has two beautiful daughters, anger and courage. Anger, so that can be, won't be. And courage, so that what
should be, will be," Fr. Brown said.
Those in attendance were given the chance to trace their hands on a poster board to document their support of the
immigrants and refugees affected by the ban. At the end of the two-hour peaceful protest, a closing prayer was offered by
Campus Ministry.
"I think it is extremely important for demonstrations to occur on national issues regardless of the size of turnout. We can't
push past the hate on any subject unless there is a group of people willing to take the first stand in showing support for
all," MERI president Stephanie Hakeem '18 said. "There will always be uncertainty in who will join in supporting the
cause, and maybe even a fear that you will be standing alone, but it's important to take a stand nonetheless."
According to USA Today, U.S. District Senior Judge James Robart issued a nationwide restraining order on the executive
order on Feb. 3. This was in support of Washington Attorney General Bob Ferguson's decision to file a suit to "block key
provisions of the president's executive order." On Feb. 9, CNN reports that the travel ban will remain blocked after the
9th Circuit ruled against its reinstating.
"People tend to stand wherever the herd will take them, but unfortunately that could be the wrong side of history,"
Hakeem said. "In order to make a change, someone has to be the spark that sets the world on fire."
All Photos Courtesy of Rodlyn-mae Banting and Angela DeCarlo
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Trump may issue new, more narrow travel ban
WASHINGTON - Rebuffed again by the courts, President Donald Trump said Friday that he is weighing a new,
more narrowly tailored executive order to curb entry into the U.S., a step that would mean setting aside his legal
battle in favor of moving more quickly on his broader goal of restricting the flow of who comes into the country.
"We need speed for reasons of security," the president told reporters as he traveled to Florida on Friday.
Trump said he might implement a "brand-new order" as early as next week. That step could effectively void his
first executive order and end the court proceedings over it.
Trump insisted that he was confident his policy was on solid legal ground, a day after judges on the 9th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals unanimously refused to reinstate his temporary bans on travelers from seven majority-Muslim countries and
on all refugees. But he suggested that he was uninterested in a prolonged fight in court.
"We will win that battle," Trump said. "The unfortunate part is that it takes time."
The administration was considering several options, Chief of Staff Reince Priebus said late Friday at the White House,
including asking the Supreme Court to lift the temporary restraining order on the travel bans that the 9th Circuit panel
kept in place.
The new order under consideration would suspend only refugee admissions and the issuance of new visas, according to
an administration official familiar with the internal deliberations. Everyone who already was granted a visa or refugee
status would be allowed to keep them.
The new directive would be in-tended to allay the type of chaos that erupted as a result of Trump's Jan. 27 order,
which blocked an estimated 60,000 people with valid visas, some while they were in midair and others who were
removed from planes bound for the U.S. before takeoff. The federal court rulings against Trump cited the rough
implementation of the order in staying it.
In addition to temporary bans on entry by refugees and on all citizens of Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and
Yemen, the order Trump issued also indefinitely suspended the admission of Syrian refugees and gave preference to
refugees who are members of persecuted religious minorities.
"We will not allow people into our country who are looking to do harm to our people. We will allow lots of people
into our country that will love our people and do good for our country," Trump said earlier Friday at a White
House news conference alongside Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe.
If Trump does decide to fight the restraining order all the way to the Supreme Court, he may undercut his objectives, legal
experts warn, particularly given the court's 4-4 split between Republican and Democratic appointees.
A tie is possible, similar to the stalemate last year over President Barack Obama's immigration order temporarily
protecting millions in the country illegally from deportation. If the Trump administration can't win five votes, the 9th
Circuit order would remain in effect.
"The government needs to take its medicine and withdraw the current executive order, substituting with one that clearly
exempts (green card holders) and previously admitted nonimmigrant visa holders like students and medical residents.
Otherwise, the government is in a box," said Peter Margulies, who teaches immigration law at Roger Williams Law
School in Rhode Island.
If the government appeals to the Supreme Court, Justice Anthony Kennedy would receive the request and probably ask
for written briefs in the coming days.
The court's conservative justices would be likely to see merit in the government's claim that the law calls for
deferring to the president on matters of immigration and national security.
The liberal justices would be likely to agree with the two states that sued the administration, Washington and Minnesota,
that Trump's order was rash, disruptive and unfair to foreign travelers who were traveling legally into and out of the
country.
If the White House chooses to fight on, justices could take action that would effectively yield the same outcome as
Trump rescinding the order, with a a middleground ruling rather than an all-or-nothing decision.
The court could allow the ban to apply to thousands of foreigners who have obtained U.S. visas but have not yet
used them, but not to green card holders, foreign students, doctors, technology company executives and tourists
who were already living in the U.S. when the travel restrictions were announced.
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Complex facts beyond that Muslim ban hashtag
Finally, the late Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J., acted, adding language to a massive 1990 appropriations bill to offer
special assistance to refugees in persecuted religious minorities. Year after year, the Lautenberg amendment has been
extended to provide a lifeline to Jews, Baha'is, Christians and others fleeing persecution in Iran, the former Soviet bloc
and parts of Asia.
"There's nothing new about the United States taking religion into account when it's clear that refugees are part of
persecuted minority groups," said Samuel Tadros, a research fellow at the Hudson Institute's Center for Religious
Freedom. He also teaches at the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies.
"Tragically, religion is part of the refugee crises we see around the world right now, and that certainly includes
what's happening in Syria and Iraq."
Thus, Tadros and a few other religious-freedom activists paid close attention - during the #MuslimBan firestorm
surrounding President Donald Trump's first actions on immigration - when they saw language in the executive
order that was more nuanced than the fiery rhetoric in the headlines.
In social media, critics were framing everything in reaction to this blunt presidential tweet: "Christians in the Middle-East
have been executed in large numbers. We cannot allow this horror to continue!" Trump also told the Christian
Broadcasting Network: "If you were a Christian in Syria, it was impossible, at least very tough, to get into the United
States. ... If you were a Muslim, you could come in."
However, the wording of the executive order proposed a different agenda, stating that the "Secretary of State, in
consultation with the Secretary of Homeland Security, is further directed to make changes, to the extent permitted by law,
to prioritize refugee claims made by individuals on the basis of religious-based persecution, provided that the religion of
the individual is a minority religion in the individual's country of nationality."
The New York Times, however, summarized this part of the order by saying it "gives preferential treatment to
Christians who try to enter the United States from majority-Muslim nations."
The hottest debates, of course, focused on seven Muslim-majority lands - Syria, Iraq, Libya, Iran, Somalia, Sudan
and Yemen - designated as "countries of concern" by Obama administration security experts.
It's crucial that while Christians face brutal oppression in those lands, they are not the only minorities being
targeted, Tadros said in an interview.
During the previous administration, Secretary of State John Kerry used the strongest possible language under
international law to describe this crisis. In March 2016, he told reporters that "Daesh" - the Arabic term for the
Islamic State - is "responsible for genocide against groups in areas under its control, including Yazidis, Christians
and Shi'ite Muslims. ... Daesh is genocidal by self-proclamation, by ideology and by actions, in what it says, in what
it believes and what it does."
However, refugees from religious groups facing extermination have few options when looking at the map. Can
Yazidis - called "devil worshippers" by radical Muslims - flee into other Muslim lands? Are Assyrians safe in
Kurdish territories? Can Christians flee into Turkey, which continues to oppress its own ancient Christian
community? Can devastated minority-faith families return to the burned-out shells of their Nineveh Plain homes?
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Meanwhile, noted Tadros, believers in all of these religious minorities face persecution in the very United Nations
refugee camps in which they are forced to survive in order to climb the bureaucratic ladder toward approval for
immigration.
"These camps are a reflection of the cultures that surround them," he said. "The hatreds and divisions inside these
communities do not simply disappear when these people become refugees and head into these camps. ...
Terry Mattingly is the editor of Get Religion.org and Senior Fellow for Media and Religion at The King's College in New
York City. He lives in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
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Nonprofits React to Reports Trump Could Focus on Radical Islam
Advocacy groups are turning away U.S. federal grants to combat extremism after reports that the Trump
administration wants to focus its counterterrorism effort exclusively on Muslim radicals.
The Reuters news agency reported last week that the Department of Homeland Security planned to change its
"Countering Violent Extremism" program to "Countering Islamic Extremism" or "Countering Radical Islamic
Extremism" and no longer would target white supremacists and other violent groups.
In the final days of the Obama administration, the Homeland Security Department announced $10 million in
grants to a diverse group of 31 nonprofit groups and state agencies to combat all manner of extremism, from
Muslim extremists to neo-Nazis. Now, at least three of the grantees have responded to the planned revamping and
the Trump administration's perceived anti-Muslim policies by rejecting the money.
Forgoing grants
Ka Joog, a Somali-American youth organization in Minneapolis; Leaders Advancing and Helping Communities, a
nonprofit that works in Dearborn, Mich.; and Unity Productions Foundation in Virginia have all spurned their grants.
Several others are reviewing their offers, while other grantees such as the Muslim Public Affairs Council are taking a
wait-and-see approach.
Hoda Hawa, MPAC's director of policy and advocacy, said she'd heard from congressional staffers and government
officials that Trump was considering renaming the CVE program through an executive order.
"We'd vigorously oppose such a program, and in fact, we'll be working on multiple fronts, including legislative and legal,
to stop its creation and implementation," Hoda said.
Another nonprofit official said he'd received conflicting information about the reported change, with some officials
"reassuring" his organization that no renaming was in the works.
A Homeland Security spokesman declined to comment on the report. White House spokesman Sean Spicer said he did
not have information about it, but he said at a White House briefing February 3 that it would not be a surprise that "rooting
out radical Islamic terrorism" is a major focus of the Trump administration.
With its neutral name, the Countering Violent Extremism initiative, launched in 2015, ostensibly sought to combat
all violent ideologies, but Muslim critics felt their community of 3.3 million was its real target.
Controversy ounds
Regardless of whether the administration renames the program, experts say the new White House's growing focus
on "radical Islamic terrorism" to the exclusion of other extremists is troubling to many.
"The threat today is so diffuse that tomorrow we could have an intermediate or mass casualty event across a spectrum of
ideologies of which violent Salafist jihadists are but one," said Brian Levin, director of the Center for the Study of Hate
and Extremism at California State University at San Bernardino.
The Department of Homeland Security has said the threat of violent extremism has evolved in recent years, with
individuals inspired by the Islamic State terrorist group and al-Qaida posing the "most immediate threat."
However, research indicates the level of Muslim involvement in violent extremism in the United States remains
relatively low.
According to the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism, since the attacks of
September 2001, far-right extremists have carried out 89 attacks, causing 158 deaths, while Muslim extremists have been
responsible for 41 acts of terror, killing 119 people. Levin's data, however, show that "Salafist jihadists" killed a larger
number than far-right extremists.
Adnan Kifayat, a senior fellow at the German Marshall Fund in Washington, a public policy and grant-making group,
said refocusing the program exclusively on Islamic extremism would make it more difficult for Muslims to cooperate
with government counterterrorism efforts.
"My sense is that, unfortunately, the Trump administration will only be focused on radical Islam and Middle East-based
terrorist organizations and that the administration will continue to associate countering violent extremism with an entire
religion, if not an entire region of the world," said Kifayat, who is also head of global security ventures at the Gen Next
Foundation, a "venture philanthropy" group that works to create opportunities and confront challenges in education,
economic opportunity and global security.
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"I think we need to invest far more in these programs," Kifayat added. "What we cannot do is have the administration talk
about countering violent extremism and then come the kind of executive orders that are simply not going to solve the
problems."
Constitutional questions
Other critics of renaming the program say it could run afoul of the Constitution.
"Insofar as the administration is singling out Islam as the root of terrorism, one could argue a violation of the First
Amendment's Establishment Clause because it disfavors one faith tradition and group in contrast to others," said Engy
Abdelkader, an adjunct professor of law at Georgetown University in Washington.
"Policies and tactics that single out innocent Americans on account of their faith practices may also trigger the First
Amendment's Free Exercise Clause," Abdelkader said.
But John Banzhaf, a professor of law at George Washington University in Washington, said the government enjoys broad
authority to choose counterterrorism targets and methods. As long as federal agencies can show a "compelling public
interest," they can use religion or race as a factor in conducting counterterrorism.
"Undoubtedly someone will try to raise legal objections to it, but I think overall it would be constitutional, it would
be legal," Banzhaf said of the reported plan to rename the Countering Violent Extremism initiative.
Rather than excluding other groups from the program, Banzhaf suggested splitting it up into parts that focus on
different strands of extremism.
"Each of these is different enough that you'll probably want to have a different program, and this will make people feel a
lot better because it's not as if you're abandoning all the others," he said.
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Why do so many Americans believe that Islam is a political ideology, not a
religion?
For many Americans, President Trump's executive order on immigration was a clear case of religious discrimination since
it directly targets Muslim-majority countries and gives preferential treatment to non-Muslim refugees from those
countries.
The implication seems to be that, in keeping with Trump's campaign promises, the United States will sort people
at the border based on faith.
For other Americans, the executive order might not seem to be a case of religious discrimination - not because the
policy doesn't differentiate between Muslims and non-Muslims, but because they are skeptical that Islam is
actually a religion.
Google Islam, religion and politics, and it's easy to find websites such as PoliticalIslam.com, which claims to use
"statistical methods" to prove that "Islam is far more of a political system than a religion."
The argument travels outside the Internet fringe of conspiracy theories. "When we discuss 'Islam,' it should be
assumed that we are talking about both a religion and a political-social ideology," former assistant U.S. attorney
Andrew C. McCarthy wrote in the National Review in 2015.
"Islam is not even a religion; it is a political system that uses a deity to advance its agenda of global conquest," said
John Bennett, a Republican lawmaker in the Oklahoma state legislature, in 2014.
A thoughtful, educated evangelical pastor recently told me that he thinks "religious liberty just needs to be protected for
all belief systems, but there also needs to be clarity as to if Islam is fully a religion, or if it's really a political movement
disguised as a religion."
The idea has adherents at the highest levels of power. "Islam is a political ideology" that "hides behind the notion of it
being a religion," national security adviser Michael Flynn told an ACT for America conference in Dallas last summer.
The growing popularity of this idea speaks to a profound disconnect in American conversations about faith - and it offers
a way that many self-proclaimed advocates of religious liberty might defend discriminatory policies against Muslims.
It is difficult to think of a definition of religion that does not include Islam - an ancient tradition with practitioners
who believe in one God, pray and try to live their lives in accordance with a scripture.
So why has this particular canard taken off?
Wajahat Ali, a writer, lawyer and the lead author of "Fear, Inc.," a report on American Islamophobia, traces the idea's
recent surge to anti-Islam activists David Yerushalmi and Frank Gaffney. In 2010, Gaffney's Center for Security Policy
published a report, "Shariah: The Threat to America," arguing that Muslim religious law, or sharia, was actually a
dangerous political ideology that a cabal of Muslims hoped to impose on the United States.
"Though it certainly has spiritual elements, it would be a mistake to think of shariah as a 'religious' code in the
Western sense," the report argued. It also suggested banning "immigration of those who adhere to shariah ... as
was previously done with adherents to the seditious ideology of communism."
"They misdefine sharia in a way which is not recognizable to any practicing Muslim," Ali said. But the idea was
influential. By the summer of 2011, more than two dozen states were considering anti-sharia legislation. More recently,
Gaffney reportedly advised Trump's transition team.
For many Americans, confusion about religious law, political ideology and sharia may reflect a distinctly Christian - and
especially Protestant - way of thinking about the nature of religion.
"It's hard to talk about this sometimes because there is no equivalent of sharia in the Christian tradition," said
Shadi Hamid, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution and the author of "Islamic Exceptionalism: How the
Struggle Over Islam Is Reshaping the World." "Even when you're talking to well-intentioned, well-meaning people
who really want to understand, explaining sharia is very challenging because there's nothing in Christianity that's
quite like it."
This kind of wide-ranging religious legal code may be unfamiliar to many Christians, but it's not unique to Islam. There
are strong similarities between sharia and Jewish law, or halakhah, which descends from legalistic sections of the Bible
that both Jews and Christians consider scripture. Both words derive from roots meaning "path" or "way."
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Judaism has also been accused of being as much a political program as a religion. The "Protocols of the Elders of Zion,"
an influential anti-Semitic forgery, falsely depicts Jews describing Judaism as "the one and only religious and political
truth."
Both sharia and halakhah include laws for communal as well as personal life. These traditions do not necessarily draw
sharp legal distinctions between religious and other kinds of spaces.
Certainly, some Muslims may believe that faith touches all parts of their lives, including their political involvement. But
the same could be said of devout members of almost any religious tradition.
The entanglement of faith and politics is not unique to Islam. Consider the televangelist Pat Robertson, who ran for
president in 1988 because, he believed, God wanted him to do so. After he lost, Robertson wrote about his hope for "one
of America's major political parties taking on a profoundly Christian outlook in its platforms and party structure."
Nevertheless, Robertson told viewers in 2007 that "Islam is not a religion" but instead "a worldwide political movement."
The idea of Islam as a political ideology fits well with our particular political moment. Since the fall of communism,
some Western intellectuals, most notably the late Harvard political scientist Samuel Huntington, have argued that
the next great global struggle will be between Western civilization and Islamic civilization.
"The ideology that is against the U.S. or the American values used to be communism, and now it's Islam. And it
cannot be Islam as a religion. It has to be Islam as a political ideology," said Jocelyne Cesari, a professor at the
University of Birmingham in Britain and author of "Why the West Fears Islam," paraphrasing those arguments.
Increasingly, there seems to be a disconnect between those who understand the national conversation about Islam in terms
of religious rights and the protection of religious minorities, and those who see it as a conversation about large-scale
ideological battle.
As Cesari points out, thinking about Islam in those terms allows people to reconcile a commitment to First
Amendment rights with a sense of Islam as an existential political enemy. The stakes could be high. "Once you
look at Islam as a political ideology, especially one that is threatening, you can ignore or neglect all kinds of civil
procedures or protection of religious freedoms that go with the status of being religious in this country."
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'Catholic Muslim' Fresno Latina shares concerns and reminder: 'Islam is for
everybody'; Heart in the san joaquin
Thalia Arenas of Fresno sometimes is asked, "How are you Muslim if you're Mexican? I don't understand."
It's a perplexing question to the 28-year-old Fresno woman, but one she answers willingly.
"Islam is for everybody," she says. "Matter of fact, only 20 percent of Muslims in the world are Arab. Most of
them are actually from other countries."
Arenas is in an unusual position in the wake of recent executive orders by President Donald Trump calling for
travel bans from seven predominantly Muslim countries, more deportations, and a border wall between the U.S.
and Mexico - a country that many of her family members immigrated from.
"As a woman, as a Muslim, as a Latina - in all of these ways I feel like anything he (President Trump) does is going
to affect me."
She is concerned that Trump eventually may extend his ban to include green card holders from Mexico, which
would include some of her immediate family members.
Arenas shared these concerns during a MEChA club meeting at Fresno State last week, where she also told the
group that the "Muslim Hispanic community is growing." She personally knows around 15 Muslim Hispanics and
says mosques in cities such as Los Angeles now hold services in Spanish. She wants people to know that followers
of Islam are a larger and more diverse group than they are often perceived.
She has overheard offensive conversations about Muslims by people who don't realize she is a follower of Islam because
she doesn't wear a hijab, a headscarf worn by some Muslim women as a tenet of their faith to dress modestly. She says
she doesn't wear a hijab for functional reasons - she works at an animal shelter, and doesn't want to get the garment dirty
- but also because she is afraid.
"I think people might say something - might look at me differently," she said.
These concerns were highlighted in an October story in The Bee about a Hijab Challenge at Fresno State sponsored by
the Muslim Student Association. Arenas is a spokeswoman for the club. The Hijab Challenge - which encouraged students
to wear a headscarf for a day to help them better understand how it feels to be a Muslim in America today - came under
attack by a Clovis veteran who denounced the event in a follow-up story, stating it violated the First Amendment.
Fresno State student wears hijab for the first timeThe Muslim Student Association at Fresno State hosted a Hijab
Challenge on Wednesday to offer non-Muslim students a taste of what it's like to wear a head scarf during a time of
nationwide anti-Islam sentiment. Students said the goal is to educate people
"There's a lot of Christian groups that come and they use the Free Speech Area (at Fresno State)," Arenas counters, "and
they literally shout at you and promote Christian values. So, I just felt that it was hypocritical or one-sided for them not
to see or be open-minded about what the purpose of the event was."
Arenas also considers herself a "Catholic Muslim." She was raised Catholic and started researching different religions as
a young woman.
"Once I got into college I realized I was my own independent person - my mom wasn't going to take me to church
anymore. ... If I wanted to have a relationship with God, I had to look for it, and I did."
While searching for her spirituality, she joined three clubs that represented Catholic, Christian and Muslim students. She
found similarities between the religions and liked what she learned. She decided to become Catholic and Muslim. She
goes to Catholic Church one weekend and a mosque the next.
Her belief system reminds one Fresno State assistant professor of how peace activist and political leader Mahatma Gandhi
once said he identified as a follower of many religions.
"He was looking at the shared teachings of all religions rather than dogmatic differences," says Veena Howard,
director of Fresno State's peace and conflict studies, who teaches Asian traditions and comparative religion.
Howard applauds Arenas' decision to explore different faiths as a great step in interfaith understanding. She sees
many similarities between Christianity and Islam - including the belief in one God, and shared prophets and beliefs
- but points out the doctrine particularly differs in how Muslims pray directly to God, and Christians pray to God
through their belief in his son, Jesus Christ.
In Howard's experience, Arenas' identification as both Catholic and Muslim is something "rather new" and more rare. She
has heard of more people mixing faiths such as Buddhism, Judaism, Hinduism and Sikhism.
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Arenas' mother didn't take the news well that her daughter identifies as both Catholic and Muslim, but her husband - also
Catholic and Mexican - has been supportive.
The number of couples who are able to work through religious differences appears to be on the rise in the United States.
The Pew Research Center in 2015 shared survey data showing that 39 percent of Americans married since 2010 have a
spouse with a different faith or who identifies as religiously unaffiliated, compared with 19 percent of those married
before 1960.
Arenas doesn't feel like she has to pick between Catholicism and Islam.
"I don't want to compromise my marriage or my relationship with my parents when I already believe in it (Catholicism)
and grew up in it, so why would I have to leave it? I feel like it's easier to accept both," she says.
Arenas says she doesn't follow either religion "by the book," citing her decision not to wear a headscarf and her support
of friends in same-sex relationships as two examples.
"These are all ideas that come through the society that I currently live in but that would be something that wouldn't
be accepted by Catholicism or Islam," she says.
During her presentation at Fresno State, Arenas also addressed a number of misconceptions about Islam, including some
people's view that Islam is a violent religion. She says most Muslims don't agree with terrorism any more than most
Christians agree with the views of the Ku Klux Klan. Another misconception: That "Allah" - which means God in Arabic
- is a different God than the one Christians worship.
"We don't pray to any new God. It's the same God as the Jewish God or the Christian God ... it's the same being."
For those interested in learning more, Arenas will take questions during a "Know Your Rights" workshop she is
helping put on Monday at Fresno State, aimed at providing information and resources to people concerned about
potential impacts of recent presidential executive orders regarding immigration.
Carmen George: 559-441-6386, @CarmenGeorge
Know Your Rights workshop Thalia Arenas will be available for more questions during a Know Your Rights workshop,
to be held at 6 p.m. Monday in Fresno State's North Gym 118, . The event is co-sponsored by the Fresno State Muslim
Student Association and local Islamic centers, which will be joined by representatives from the Council of AmericanIslamic Relations and Asian Americans Advancing Justice.
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Victoria's example; It shouldn't take a fire to remind people to express support
for one another.
The ruling by investigators on Wednesday that the recent fire at a Victoria mosque was arson is a sober reminder
that old-fashioned domestic terrorism is more of a threat to our safety than ISIS or al-Qaida or whatever brand
of "radical Islamic terrorism" the White House identifies to justify its anti-Muslim agenda. Law enforcement at
every level no doubt knows that, even though President Trump and his band of nativist advisers in the White
House work to keep the focus on foreigners. The 16-year-old Victoria Islamic Center was set ablaze two weeks ago,
hours after the president signed his executive order barring refugees from entering the country and restricting
travel from seven Muslim-majority countries.
Investigators say they don't know who set the fire. The mosque fire could be the work of some right-wing extremist
hate group, although it's more likely an isolated incident perpetrated by a disturbed individual. Exercised by
something he or she has read on the internet - or encouraged by a Tweet from the president - the individual decides
to take action against the "other," in this case Muslims. Mental health treatment, not a nationwide Muslim ban,
would likely be a more effective deterrent for such incidents. Thankfully, the good people of Victoria went to great
lengths to erase any sign of otherness that anyone might attach to their Muslim neighbors, who have been part of the
community for decades even though their mosque is relatively new. Hundreds of Victorians donated money and expressed
solidarity. The leaders of the local Jewish congregation gave the Islamic congregation the keys to their synagogue, so
they could continue to worship while they rebuild. Local expressions of support are part of a worldwide outpouring, now
more than $1 million from nearly a hundred countries. "I never doubted the support that we were going to get," Dr. Shahid
Hashmi, a surgeon and president of Victoria Islamic Center, told CNN. "We've always had a good relationship with the
community here." It shouldn't take a fire to remind us to express support for each other these days, particularly for
neighbors who feel threatened by a reckless president with no regard for the venerable truth that words have consequences.
Perhaps we'll soon learn to tune out Trump's anti-immigrant, anti-Muslim rhetoric, although we have to be ready to resist
whenever his words, or his actions, actually threaten the vulnerable among us. One example: Trump may be about to
modify a federal program aimed at combatting the range of extremist threats, instead re-focusing the program
exclusively on Islamic extremists. With this action he would perpetuate the "alt-fact" that only Muslims are
terrorists. He also would make it easier for hate groups in our midst to target Muslims and other groups they
despise. Trump and his chief adviser, alt-right champion Steve Bannon, need to hop aboard Air Force One and
pay a visit to Victoria, a small Texas city where neighbors look out for neighbors. Their big-hearted response to
the mosque fire suggests they have no time for hateful words, for scapegoating, for bigotry.
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Jews Visit Long Island Mosque to Show Support & Learn About Islam
Rashed Mian
As she meticulously outlined the tenets of Islam to a small contingent of congregants from a nearby synagogue, Dr.
Isma Chaudhry recalled how it was not too long ago that her own son objected to studying his parent's religion,
saying: "I don't want to be Muslim."
"Well, what do you want to be?" Chaudhry asked.
"Jewish," her young son replied.
"We have one book, and they have six," she reminded her son. He quickly changed his tone.
Chaudhry, president of the Islamic Center of Long Island in Westbury, was serving a similar role on Friday: as
an educator. Yet instead of her son, her students were a dozen or so members of The Community Synagogue in
Port Washington, laughing as Chaudhry recalled her son's brief misgivings.
The event, held an hour before the first of two well-attended Friday prayers, provided the synagogue's
congregation the opportunity to ask questions they've often pondered but never sought answers to about Islam.
What became apparent early on, were the similarities the two religions share--commonalities often obscured by
ancient struggles that are still ongoing.
"We want to be here to show our support and solidarity," said Rabbi Danny Burkeman. He then presented
Chaudhry and the mosque's members a gift--a gesture Chaudhry felt especially grateful for. Burkeman added that
it was important to stand "shoulder to shoulder" amid tumultuous times.
Burkeman did not elaborate, but it was clear to anyone what he meant. Muslim Americans have for years been battling
stereotypes and contending with ever-growing Islamophobia. The recent travel ban on immigrants from seven Muslimmajority nations, one of three key points to President Donald Trump's immigration executive order, has Muslims on edge.
On Thursday, a three-member panel of a federal appeals court in San Francisco unanimously objected to the government's
argument that a lower court's freeze on the travel ban be reversed--a huge win for rights groups and a stunning loss for
the young administration.
On Friday, however, there was no talk of bans or the nation's security. What unfolded instead was a discussion about the
pillars of Islam--fasting, donating and five daily prayers, for example--and the intersection of religion, politics, and current
affairs in sermons.
"Anyone can come to a mosque, whether they're a member or non-member," Chaudhry said. "We cannot say 'no' to
anyone coming in."
She noted that prayers can run up to an hour, depending on the mosque. The content of the prayers may often include
topical remarks, such as the weather or social strife. It's a combination of "the religion, the social, the political aspects and
putting it in a religious perspective," she said.
"We talk too much as clergy," Rabbi Burkeman joked.
Some members of the congregants were surprised to hear that upwards of 600 worshippers attend Friday prayers at ICLI.
"They cannot wiggle their way to stand next to their best friend," Chaudhry said through a smile, noting that worshippers
fill in the first opening they see.
Addressing suggestions from the outside that Muslim women are treated "badly" because they sit at the back of a mosque,
Chaudhry said such a standard is about "honoring the modesty of women."
"In a spiritual mode, you want your own space," she added.
After explaining the similarities between Islam and Judaism--which share many of the same prophets--a member of the
Port Washington synagogue characterized the struggles between the religions as a "tragic irony."
The two religions are so "closely connected, but yet there's so much conflict," he lamented.
Afterward, those in attendance grabbed signs, one of which read "Jews support our Muslim neighbors," and
formed a circle around the entrance of the mosque, greeting worshippers as they entered.
Count Jeremiah Bosgang, 55, of Port Washington, was someone who walked away with a deeper understanding.
"It's just really interesting, really fascinating to me because I've had very little exposure in my life to Islam or to
Muslim culture," he told the Press. "So to come to the mosque and to hear different people speak about the
tradition and what it means to them--and hear, really, about all the similarities with my own Jewish tradition, it's
really amazing."
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Friday's gathering was the second such meeting between Muslim and Jewish communities in as many weeks. Chaudhry
said she expects to invite more people to the mosque.
Dr. Safdar Chadda, ICLI's first president, said different faith groups should always welcome people with open arms.
"We are children of God and our commonality is the same traditions," he said.
Told of statistics that show the vast majority of Americans don't have a personal relationship with a Muslim--a
religious bloc that accounts for less than 1 percent of the U.S. population--Chadda was not surprised.
"That's why we're telling everybody, 'talk to your neighbors,'" he said. For instance, he added, a couple went
door-to-door Thursday helping neighbors during the blizzard. "We are your Muslim neighbors," they told people.
"Humanity is common," Chadda said.
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Trump promises new security measures after travel ban court setback; "We are
going to do whatever's necessary to keep our country safe," Trump said.
President Donald Trump promised on Friday to introduce additional national security steps, a day after an appeals
court refused to reinstate his travel ban on refugees and citizens from seven Muslim-majority countries, and he
expressed confidence his order would ultimately be upheld by the courts.
The White House is not ruling out the possibility of rewriting Trump's Jan. 27 order in light of the actions by a
federal judge in Seattle and an appeals court in San Francisco that put the directive on hold, an administration
official said.
Trump's order, which he has called a national security measure to head off attacks by Islamist militants, barred
people from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen from entering for 90 days and all refugees for
120 days, except refugees from Syria, who are banned indefinitely.
"We are going to do whatever's necessary to keep our country safe," Trump said during a White House news
conference with visiting Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe.
The Republican president did not answer directly when he was asked whether he would sign a new travel ban.
"We'll be doing something very rapidly having to do with additional security for our country. You'll be seeing
that sometime next week," Trump added, without providing specifics.
The president said his administration would also continue to go through the court process.
"And ultimately I have no doubt that we'll win that particular case," he added, referring to Thursday's ruling by
a three-judge panel of the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco, which upheld the lower court's
suspension of his ban.
The administration could appeal the 9th Circuit ruling to the U.S. Supreme Court as early as Friday.
NBC News reported that White House lawyers were working on a rewrite of Trump's executive order that could win
federal court approval.
"The administration is looking through all the options on how to move forward. But we'd like to win the case in court,"
the administration official told Reuters.
Trump, who has repeatedly expressed frustration with the week-old court-mandated suspension, tweeted on Friday that
the appeals court decision was "disgraceful." "SEE YOU IN COURT," he said in a Twitter post on Thursday after the
ruling.
Thursday's ruling related only to whether to maintain the decision by U.S. District Judge James Robart in Seattle to
suspend the order, and did not resolve a lawsuit against the ban brought by the states of Washington and Minnesota. Those
states have argued the ban violated constitutional protections against religious discrimination.[
The administration has also been defending Trump's ban in more than a dozen additional lawsuits now moving through
the U.S. court system.
Justice Department lawyers argued in federal court in Alexandria, Virginia on Friday against a preliminary
injunction that would put a longer hold on the executive order than the Seattle court ruling.
The Supreme Court is currently one short of its nine-member strength and ideologically split, with four liberal
justices and four conservatives, pending Senate confirmation of Trump's conservative nominee, Neil Gorsuch, to
the bench.
The administration would need five of the eight justices to vote in favor of reinstating the travel ban while litigation
continued in the lawsuit brought by Washington and Minnesota.
That would mean the administration would need to win over at least one of the liberal justices.
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Torn between safety, sympathy Complex facts behind that Muslim ban hashtag
0The Star Democrat (Easton, Maryland)
The late 1980s were dark times for Jews trying to flee persecution in the fading Soviet Union.
Finally, the late Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.) acted, adding language to a massive 1990 appropriations bill to
offer special assistance to refugees in persecuted religious minorities. Year after year, the Lautenberg amendment
has been extended to provide a lifeline to Jews, Baha'is, Christians and others fleeing persecution in Iran, the
former Soviet bloc and parts of Asia.
"There's nothing new about the United States taking religion into account when it's clear that refugees are part
of persecuted minority groups," said Samuel Tadros, a research fellow at the Hudson Institute's Center for
Religious Freedom. He also teaches at the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies.
"Tragically, religion is part of the refugee crises we see around the world right now and that certainly includes
what's happening in Syria and Iraq."
Thus, Tadros and a few other religious-freedom activists paid close attention -- during the #Muslim-Ban firestorm
surrounding President Donald Trump's first actions on immigration -- when they saw language in the executive order that
was more nuanced than the fiery rhetoric in the headlines.
In social media, critics were framing everything in reaction to this blunt presidential tweet: "Christians in the MiddleEast have been executed in large numbers. We cannot allow this horror to continue!" Trump also told the Christian
Broadcasting Network: "If you were a Christian in Syria, it was impossible, at least very tough, to get into the United
States. ... If you were a Muslim, you could come in."
However, the wording of the executive order proposed a different agenda, stating that the "Secretary of State, in
consultation with the Secretary of Homeland Security, is further directed to make changes, to the extent permitted by law,
to prioritize refugee claims made by individuals on the basis of religious-based persecution, provided that the religion of
the individual is a minority religion in the individual's country of nationality."
The New York Times, however, summarized this part of the order by saying it "gives preferential treatment to Christians
who try to enter the United States from majority-Muslim nations."
The hottest debates, of course, focused on seven Muslim-majority lands -- Syria, Iraq, Libya, Iran, Somalia, Sudan and
Yemen -- designated as "countries of concern" by Obama administration security experts.
It's crucial that while Christians face brutal oppression in those lands, they are not the only minorities being targeted, said
Tadros in an interview. Anyone who has followed the chaos unleashed by the Islamic State and other jihadist groups has
seen reports about the persecution facing Yazidis, Alawites, Baha'is, Druze and believers in other faiths, as well as the
region's ancient Christian communities. Shia Muslims often face persecution by majority Sunni Muslims.
During the previous administration, Secretary of State John Kerry used the strongest possible language under
international law to describe this crisis. In March 2016, he told reporters that "Daesh" -- the Arabic term for the Islamic
State -- is "responsible for genocide against groups in areas under its control, including Yazidis, Christians and
Shi'ite Muslims. ... Daesh is genocidal by self-proclamation, by ideology and by actions, in what it says, in what it
believes and what it does."
However, refugees from religious groups facing extermination have few options when looking at the map. Can
Yazidis -- called "devil worshippers" by radical Muslims -- flee into other Muslim lands? Are Assyrians safe in
Kurdish territories? Can Christians flee into Turkey, which continues to oppress its own ancient Christian
community? Can devastated minority-faith families return to the burned-out shells of their Nineveh Plain homes?
Meanwhile, noted Tadros, believers in all of these religious minorities face persecution in the very United Nations refugee
camps in which they are forced to survive in order to climb the bureaucratic ladder toward approval for immigration.
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"These camps are a reflection of the cultures that surround them," he said. "The hatreds and divisions inside these
communities do not simply disappear when these people become refugees and head into these camps. ...
"Look at it this way: Can you afford to go to church on Sunday morning in a refugee camp when you know that
doing this will identify you as a Christian and place the lives of your children at risk?"
Terry Mattingly is the editor of GetReligion.org and Senior Fellow for Media and Religion at The King's College in New
York City. He lives in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
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Court refuses to reinstate travel ban
SAN FRANCISCO -- A federal appeals court refused Thursday to reinstate President Donald Trump's ban on
travelers from seven predominantly Muslim nations, dealing another legal setback to the new administration's
immigration policy.
In a unanimous decision, the panel of three judges from the San Francisco-based 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
declined to block a lower-court ruling that suspended the ban and allowed previously barred travelers to enter the
U.S. An appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court is possible.
Moments after the ruling was released, Trump tweeted, "SEE YOU IN COURT," adding that "THE SECURITY
OF OUR NATION IS AT STAKE!"
The court rejected the administration's claim that it did not have the authority to review the president's executive order.
"There is no precedent to support this claimed unreviewability, which runs contrary to the fundamental structure of our
constitutional democracy," the court said.
The judges noted that the states had raised serious allegations about religious discrimination.
U.S. District Judge James Robart in Seattle issued a temporary restraining order halting the ban last week after Washington
state and Minnesota sued. The ban temporarily suspended the nation's refugee program and immigration from countries
that have raised terrorism concerns.
Justice Department lawyers appealed to the 9th Circuit, arguing that the president has the constitutional power to restrict
entry to the United States and that the courts cannot second-guess his determination that such a step was needed to prevent
terrorism.
The states said Trump's travel ban harmed individuals, businesses and universities. Citing Trump's campaign promise to
stop Muslims from entering the U.S., they said
SEE travel ban, A8
the ban unconstitutionally blocked entry to people based on religion.
Both sides faced tough questioning during an hour of arguments Tuesday conducted by phone -- an unusual step
-- and broadcast live on cable networks, newspaper websites and social media. It attracted a huge audience.
The judges hammered away at the administration's claim that the ban was motivated by terrorism fears, but they
also challenged the states' argument that it targeted Muslims.
"I have trouble understanding why we're supposed to infer religious animus when, in fact, the vast majority of
Muslims would not be affected," Judge Richard Clifton, a George W. Bush nominee, asked an attorney
representing Washington state and Minnesota.
Only 15 percent of the world's Muslims are affected by the executive order, the judge said, citing his own calculations.
"Has the government pointed to any evidence connecting these countries to terrorism?" Judge Michelle T. Friedland, who
was appointed by President Barack Obama, asked the Justice Department attorney.
The lower-court judge temporarily halted the ban after determining that the states were likely to win the case and had
shown that the ban would restrict travel by their residents, damage their public universities and reduce their tax base.
Robart put the executive order on hold while the lawsuit works its way through the courts.
After that ruling, the State Department quickly said people from the seven countries -- Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia,
Sudan, Syria and Yemen -- with valid visas could travel to the U.S. The decision led to tearful reunions at airports
round the country.
The Supreme Court has a vacancy, and there's no chance Trump's nominee, Neil Gorsuch, will be confirmed in time to
take part in any consideration of the ban.
The ban was set to expire in 90 days, meaning it could run its course before the court would take up the issue. The
administration also could change the order, including changing its scope or duration.
From Page A1
David Pearce, left, and his daughter Crissy Pearce hold signs outside of the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
San Francisco. [The Associated Press]
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Trump loses bid to reinstate ban; Immigration order stays on hold; next stop
could be Supreme Court
A federal appeals court refused to let President Trump reinstitute a temporary ban on travelers from seven
majority-Muslim nations, ruling Thursday that it violates the due-process rights of people affected without a
sufficient national security justification.
The unanimous verdict quoted a 75-year-old Supreme Court precedent that said courts have a duty "in time of war as well
as in time of peace, to preserve unimpaired the constitutional safeguards of civil liberty."
The quick decision from a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit could lead to a showdown at
the Supreme Court within days unless the administration dials back the travel ban or agrees to try its case before the
federal judge in Seattle who ordered it blocked last week.
The Justice Department said it was "reviewing the decision and considering its options." Trump indicated more
appeals are coming. "SEE YOU IN COURT, THE SECURITY OF OUR NATION IS AT STAKE!" he tweeted
minutes after the ruling was released.
The 29-page order represented a wide-ranging rebuke of Trump's travel order. The judges found that the plaintiffs in the
case -- the states of Washington and Minnesota -- showed that the ban may have violated the due-process rights of
foreigners who had valid visas and green cards, as well as those in the country illegally.
They said "serious allegations" about religious discrimination against Muslims raised "significant constitutional
questions" requiring a full airing in a trial court.
The order rejected a last-minute suggestion by the Justice Department to scale back the ban so it would apply only to visa
holders who had never stepped foot in the USA. "It is not our role to try, in effect, to rewrite the executive order," they
wrote.
The panel said the president should get "considerable deference" in the areas of immigration and national security, but "it
is beyond question that the federal judiciary retains the authority to adjudicate constitutional challenges to executive
action."
Washington state Solicitor General Noah Purcell, who tried the states' case during Tuesday's oral arguments, said the
court "seriously considered all the government's arguments and rejected them."
Trump's ban, announced Jan. 27, temporarily barred citizens of Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan and Yemen for
90 days, all refugees for 120 days, and Syrian citizens indefinitely. It led to chaos at U.S. and international airports
as tens of thousands of visa holders were blocked from entering the country or detained after arriving in the USA.
A barrage of protests and lawsuits followed, leading to federal court rulings against the order in New York, Virginia and
elsewhere. One judge in Massachusetts ruled in Trump's favor, but on Friday, District Judge James Robart in Seattle
halted the policy nationwide, citing "immediate and irreparable injury" to foreigners with valid visas and green cards.
The next day, the State Department said it would restore more than 60,000 canceled visas, and the Department of
Homeland Security stopped enforcing the ban, reverting to standard inspections. Trump denounced the ruling of the "socalled judge" in starkly personal terms, and the Justice Department appealed to the 9th Circuit, the nation's most liberal
appeals court with jurisdiction over Western states.
That court required both sides to submit legal arguments by Monday and held an hour-long telephone hearing Tuesday
that was live-streamed to listeners around the world. All three judges voiced skepticism about the need for the ban, but
one said it did not appear to target Muslims in general.
The Trump administration contends that the president has authority under the Constitution to control immigration for
national security purposes. It points to a 1952 law that allows a president to bar entry to immigrants if the president deems
them to be "detrimental to the interests of the United States."
Opponents of the travel ban, led by Washington state and Minnesota, say it discriminates against citizens of certain
countries and the Muslim religion. They say the ban violates the clause of the Constitution that protects freedom
of religion.
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While the judges mulled and crafted their ruling, Trump renewed his verbal assault on the judiciary. He called the oral
arguments at the 9th Circuit "disgraceful," complained that courts "can be so political" and warned, "Right now, we are
at risk because of what's happened."
His comments even drew a response from his Supreme Court nominee, Judge Neil Gorsuch of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the 10th Circuit, who called such remarks "disheartening" and "demoralizing" in a private meeting with a Democratic
senator. After Gorsuch's reaction became public, Trump said it had been distorted.
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Standing up for 'so-called' law
On Saturday, President Trump tweeted, "The opinion of this so-called judge, which essentially takes lawenforcement away from our country, is ridiculous and will be overturned!" In mocking Judge James L. Robart,
the federal district court judge who stayed the president's executive order banning travel for individuals from
seven predominantly Muslim countries, Trump is making an enemy of the law and the Constitution.
Now Trump is attacking anyone who calls him to account -- senators, scientists, the civil service, the media, and the
Democratic Party, to name a few. His approach divides the world between friends and enemies, vividly reminding us of
the political philosophy of notorious Nazi theorist Carl Schmitt. Politics, Schmitt said, was an existential struggle for
survival that requires us to destroy those who oppose us. It is no surprise, therefore, that Trump tells us that he is in a
"running war" with the media, and that Trump's trusted adviser, Stephen Bannon, instructs the press to "keep its mouth
shut and just listen for while."
Muslims are the latest enemy on Trump's hit list. His recent executive order was plainly drafted to appeal to his
supporters during the campaign. Because such a shocking proposal would violate sacred American traditions
protecting religious freedom and nondiscrimination, he crafted the executive order in the close confines of the
White House and refused to permit the relevant federal agencies with legal expertise -- Homeland Security,
Defense, State, Justice -- to vet the order. The evident goal was to maximize the political impact of the order while
minimizing the reasonable restraints that a respect for law might impose.
The executive order produced pointless confusion and massive heartbreak. It caused untold and needless suffering among
the more than 100,000 affected by the administration's secret revocation of already-granted visas. Although the White
House initially announced that only 109 persons had been affected by the order, the administration's staggeringly
inaccurate account of the facts can most charitably be explained by a cruel indifference to the order's human consequences.
The sufferings of Muslims apparently don't count once they are included on Trump's growing enemy list.
Trump's executive order feeds the "clash of civilizations" narrative used by Islamist radicals to recruit those,
including disaffected American citizens, who would attack this country. It turns the United States from a shining
beacon into a scene of religious and ethnic discrimination. It is no accident that anti-Semitism and reports of hate
crimes are on the rise.
We are deans of respected law schools. We have dedicated our professional lives to the proposition that law overrides
violence with reason. Law stands for what we have in common, not merely what divides us. Law respects disagreement;
it patiently considers evidence and advocacy; it engages with the views of all. Each person -- not just each citizen -- is
equal before the law. Created in ancient times to terminate endless cycles of vengeance and retribution, law substitutes
official, publicly justified sanctions for animosity and enmity.
This is what is so radically disturbing about Trump's attack on Judge Robart, the George W. Bush appointee who
temporarily suspended the enforcement of the executive order. If Trump believes he can make an enemy of the law and
of the Constitution, then he has truly become a foe of the Republic, despite the oath he swore at his inauguration. The
craft and professional culture of law is what makes politics possible; it is what keeps politics from spiraling into endless
violence. By questioning the legitimacy and authority of judges, Trump seems perilously close to characterizing the law
as simply one more enemy to be smashed into submission. At risk are the legal practices and protections that guard our
freedom and our safety from the mob violence that destroyed democracies in the 1930s.
It is time for all who care about this country to worry when the nation's most powerful office is used to intimidate
the institutions of law that have maintained American stability and prosperity since the founding of the Republic.
Trump's attack on the "so-called" Judge Robart and his "ridiculous" order exposes just how fragile our
democracy is. We must be vigilant to preserve what makes America precious: the thirst for freedom and fairness,
the demands of responsibility and cooperation, the solidarity that somehow makes e pluribus unum. Law is an
essential medium of these virtues. If we are to keep the rule of law, it must not be a partisan question; it must not
be the concern simply of lawyers. We must all defend it, passionately and whole-heartedly. Without the rule of
law, we may have a "so-called" president who has in fact become a tyrant. Fundamentally, this moment is not
about Trump. It is about all of us.
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Despite leaders' chiding, Europeans may think Trump is right about
immigration, survey says; A recent survey asked Europeans from ten different
countries whether they agreed with the statement 'All further migration from
mainly Muslim countries should be stopped.'
A majority of Europeans would support measures similar to President Trump's temporary immigration ban on
people from seven predominantly Muslim countries, according to a recent survey conducted by Chatham House,
a London-based foreign affairs think tank.
Mr. Trump's executive order, which was temporarily halted by a federal judge in Seattle, sparked waves of protests
in the United States and abroad, with protestors' concerns echoing those of many European leaders and politicians.
But despite the large numbers of protesters, the Chatham House survey may indicate that they could be in the
minority.
The survey was given to 10,000 people from 10 different European countries, and found that in almost every state, a
majority of those surveyed would support the statement, "All further migration from mainly Muslim countries should be
stopped."
While the research was conducted before the executive order was put in place in the United States, the researchers drew
a parallel between the statement and the spirit of Trump's ban.
"There is evidence to suggest that both Trump and these radical right-wing parties reflect an underlying reservoir
of public support," they noted.
Overall, 55 percent of Europeans surveyed agreed with the anti-Muslim immigration statement, and only 20 percent
disagreed. The rest neither agreed nor disagreed.
This majority opinion stands in contrast to that of many European leaders, including German Chancellor Angela Merkel,
who said she felt the need to explain "the United Nations Refugee Convention to the president in a phone call," as the
study notes, and French President François Hollande, who said he told Trump that "the ongoing fight to defend our
democracy will be effective only if we sign up to respect to the founding principles and, in particular, the welcoming of
refugees."
But many mainstream European leaders like Mr. Hollande and Dr. Merkel have begun to feel the heat in recent years as
anti-immigration sentiments and economic woes fuel the rise of far-right populism across Europe. Trump's unexpected
anti-establishment victory in the US in November put many leaders in the EU on the defensive, as The Christian Science
Monitor reported in December:
Political disaffection has been a long, slow-burning fuse in a Europe still feeling the effects of the financial crisis. Few
citizens feel any emotional attachment to remote European Union government agencies, and many are anxious about how
the arrival of a million-plus refugees will change their continent.The EU's internationalist ideals are in danger of
foundering on the rock of nativist sentiment, bolstered by fear of Islamist terrorism and uncontrolled globalization. As
voters prepare to go to the polls in France, the Netherlands, and Germany next year to choose new governments, the rising
anti-establishment mood would be familiar to Americans."There are clearly similar trends," says Sheri Berman, an
expert in European history at Barnard College in New York. "Factors motivating people to vote for Trump are
motivating populists elsewhere, too. People who are very, very unhappy with the status quo are willing to try new
things."
The recent survey results could spell bad news for establishment eurozone politicians still reeling from unexpected antiEU victories such as the Brexit vote last year, which was also driven in part by immigration fears. Britain, however, was
one of only two countries surveyed where approval for the anti-Muslim immigration statement fell below the majority
threshold, with only 47 percent approval. Spain had the lowest agreement rate, at 41 percent, while the highest went to
Poland, where the agreement rate stood at 71 percent.
In France, where establishment politics are under threat by the rise of far-right leader Marine Le Pen in polls for the
upcoming presidential election, the approval for the statement stood at 61 percent. In Germany, where pro-refugee Merkel
will try to win a fourth term in September, a tighter majority approving of the statement, at 53 percent, though only 19
percent of Germans said they disagreed with the statement.
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The survey also noted that people with lower levels of education tended to be more likely to agree with the statement.
Older, retired survey-takers tended to support the statement as well, compared to survey-takers under the age of 30.
In every country surveyed, at least 38 percent of people "strongly agreed," and no country saw more than 32
percent disagree.
"Our results are striking and sobering," the researchers wrote about the survey. "They suggest that public
opposition to any further migration from predominantly Muslim states is by no means confined to Trump's
electorate in the US but is fairly widespread."
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Mass shooting in Quebec City targets mosque, two suspects arrested
A mass shooting erupted in Canada at the end of January as gunmen targeted a mosque in the city of Quebec. As
a result of the attack, six people were killed and another eight were injured.
The attack has come as a shock to the Canadian public, as Canada is a country in which mass shootings are a
rarity.
The shooting has also sparked alarm because Canada is widely regarded as a welcoming safe-haven for refugees
who are trying to escape terrorism and fighting in their war-torn and often majority-Muslim nations. It is possible
that the incident could tarnish this reputation.
Indeed, Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has dubbed the travesty a "terrorist attack on Muslims in a
center of worship and refuge." The site of the attack was the Islamic Cultural Center of Quebec.
Mr. Trudeau also vocalized further the perturbance of the Canadian people. Canada strongly supports the principles of
diversity and religious freedom, so the shooting seemingly represents an attempt to subvert these ideals.
However, a motive for the attacks has not yet been released. It seems that the mosque was a target for anti-Islamic
sentiment leading up to the attacks. The previous June, a pig's head was placed at the door of the mosque during the season
of Ramadan. The anti-Islamic message - especially during an important religious holiday - was clear, as pork is considered
unclean by Muslims. Abstaining from consuming pork is a common dietary restriction for those practicing the faith.
No ties have been drawn between the two incidents as of yet. The investigation is only in its beginning stages.
Some details of the shooting were divulged by the president of the mosque, Mohamed Yangui, when he participated in a
radio interview by Ici RDI, a French Canadian broadcaster. While Yangui was not present at the mosque at the time of
the attack, he offered some eyewitness accounts second-hand.
According to witnesses, the gunman entered the mosque on the first floor and immediately made his way up to the
second floor to the area dedicated to women's prayer. It is still unclear whether any women were present. It has
been revealed that the age range of the victims spanned from 35 to 70.
Furthermore, witnesses reported that the gunmen fired many rounds, reloading their weapons several times.
The two suspected gunmen were quickly apprehended. The first was captured at the scene of the shooting, while the other
was arrested close by at the Île d'Orléans.
The timing of the attack has further fueled fears that anti-Islamic feelings could be bubbling to the surface. The attack has
followed on the heels of President Trump's executive order on immigration. This executive order has severely restricted
immigration from several Muslim countries, suspended all refugee admission to the United States for the next 120 days
and barred all Syrian refugees indefinitely.
The executive order has garnered massive outcry as critics claim the order is directed at Muslims. Canada sought to
combat Mr. Trump's executive order, which has been perceived as anti-Islamic, by continuing Canada's welcoming
policies to refugees from terrorism and war. Following the shooting, it seems that Canada's stance may be under attack.
Canadian government officials have affirmed that the government will continue to protect its population. Muslims make
up a substantial populace. In Quebec alone, approximately 6,800 of the city's residents identified themselves as Muslim.
Just as Canada responded to changing foreign policy in the U.S. by continuing it welcoming attitude, some areas of the
United States are trying to learn from Canada's experiences as well.
Following the attacks in Quebec, the mayor of New York City, Bill de Blasio, announced that police protection of mosques
would by increased in the city.
Canada is still looking to continue to protect Muslims beyond Canadian borders. Mr. Trudeau has been highly vocal for
this cause, especially on social media. On his Twitter, Mr. Trudeau posted a photo of himself welcoming refugees to
Canada with the hashtag "#WelcomeToCanada."
Throughout his term in office, Mr. Trudeau has shown support of the cause of refugees. Since his term in office began
back in 2015, Canada has admitted nearly 40,000 Syrian refugees.
On the international stage, Canada has received widespread praise for its acceptance of refugees. However, within
Canada's own borders, this has proved to be a contentious domestic issue.
A survey conducted recently in Ontario revealed that though there was majority support for welcoming refugees,
only about one-third of those who took the survey had a positive view of Islam. Furthermore, more than half of
this sampling pool believed that the doctrines of the Muslim faith promote violence.
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Domestically, less severe incidents have been targeting members of the Islamic community. A mosque in Montreal
and another in the Sept-Iles community experienced some damages in December after arsonists attempted to torch
the buildings. December brought other targeted attacks; the head of the Association of Muslims and Arabs for a
Secular Quebec received online death threats.
Canada is looking to quell what could be rising Islamophobia. A vote proposed by Parliament member Iqra Khalid
is to be carried out this week requesting a study on how the government can combat the trend of anti-Islamic
sentiment.
Canadian officials are further showing that they stand with the refugees and the Muslim populace as plans move
forward to host solidarity rallies expressing outrage at the shootings.
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Corpus Christi Caller-Times
February 9, 2017

ATF: Victoria mosque fire was arson; rewards offered
Less than two weeks after the Victoria Islamic Center went up in flames, officials have determined it was arson.
The Houston field division of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, along with the state fire
marshal's office, the Victoria fire marshal and the Department of Public Safety, began an investigation after the
Victoria Fire Department put the fire out Jan. 28.
According to an ATF news release, the fire engulfed the building and caused $500,000 in damage.
As of Wednesday, a GoFundMe page set up to raise donations to rebuild the center has raised more than $1.1
million. The goal was $850,000.
Dr. Samer Jifi Bahlool, a member of Corpus Christi's Islamic Society of Southern Texas, said he was proud of local and
national communities for supporting a founding principle of America - the freedom of religion.
"Some said they were atheists, Jews, Muslims - all supporters who thought it was wrong and banded together against all
actions of discrimination on certain religious minorities," Jifi Bahlool said. "They all said 'This is what America is about.'
"
After the fire, the small town of 62,000 immediately came together, with leaders of different faiths sharing their support.
Members of the one Jewish temple in Victoria, the Congregation B'Nai Israel, were the first to offer their house of worship
for the Islamic community to use. They handed their synagogue's keys to one of the Victoria Islamic Center's founders.
The Islamic Society of Kingsville will be the site of the Festival for Peace and Unity scheduled for 6-8 p.m. Saturday, . It
is partly sponsored by the Texas A&M University-Kingsville's chapter of KDChi Alpha Delta and Texas A&M
International Students Association.
Participants will decorate the area around the mosque with chalk drawings proclaiming love and peace and a
complimentary dinner of Middle Eastern and Indian food will be served. Mosque tours also will be offered to the public
to create a better understanding of Islam, according to a news release.
Evidence indicates that the mosque fire was incendiary, or intentionally set, but it does not reveal that the fire was
a "biased crime," according to the ATF news release. O.C. Garza, public information officer for the city of
Victoria, would not comment on the evidence, stating that it is a key part of the investigation.
"We would like to get more information, particularly if anyone was around the mosque area between 1-3 a.m. Saturday,
Jan. 28," Garza said. "If they noticed anything suspicious, we would like to visit with them."
Victoria Fire Chief Tanner Drake said investigators are working "feverishly" to follow tips that could lead to the arrest of
the person or people who set the fire, the news release states.
Congressman Blake Farenthold, R-Texas, released a statement after learning the fire's cause was arson.
"It was extremely upsetting to hear the cause of the Victoria mosque fire was ruled arson," Farenthold said in a
news release. "While there is currently no suspect, the perpetrator must be caught and prosecuted to the fullest
extent of the law."
The ATF and Victoria mosque are each offering a $10,000 reward and Crime Stoppers is offering up to $10,000 for
information leading to the arrest and indictment of the person or people responsible for this crime.
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The Daily Leader (Pontiac, Illinois)
February 9, 2017

Sharia law being brought by Christians?
Much-dreaded "sharia law," or something resembling it, may well be coming to the United States.
Just not in the form many Americans expected.
That is, the religiously motivated laws creeping into public policymaking aren't based on the Koran, and they
aren't coming from mythical hard-line Islamists in, say, Dearborn, Mich.
They're coming from the White House, which wants to make it easier for hard-line Christians to impose their
beliefs and practices on the rest of us. A few days after declaring his intention to impose a religious test upon
refugees so that Christians would be given priority, President Trump gave a bizarre speech at the National Prayer
Breakfast. In between a plug for "The Apprentice" and boasts about his disastrous calls with heads of allied states,
he made some less-noticed policy news.
He vowed to help blur the line between church and state by repealing the Johnson Amendment.
For those unfamiliar, this tax code provision bars tax-exempt entities such as churches and charitable organizations from
participating in campaigns for or against political candidates. It dates to 1954, when it was signed by Republican President
Dwight D. Eisenhower. It was not terribly controversial at the time.
The provision basically says that if you want to be exempted from paying taxes - meaning you are effectively subsidized
by other taxpayers, who pay for your access to emergency services, roads and other government functions - you can't be
involved in partisan politics. You can't, among other things, take tax-deductible donations from your worshippers and
turn around and spend them on political campaigns.
That's just the trade-off you agree to make.
Certain religious organizations, in particular those from the evangelical Christian community, have opposed this law in
recent years. And during the campaign, Trump indicated he'd do his darnedest to get them what they really want: not the
ability to endorse candidates from the pulpit - a practice that the IRS has already been ignoring - but the ability to funnel
taxpayer-subsidized funds into the political process.
The president can't "totally destroy" the law unilaterally, despite Trump's pledge to do so; he'll need action from Congress,
but that may not be hard to secure these days. Republicans control both houses of Congress, and the most recent
Republican platform included a commitment to repeal the Johnson Amendment.
Also this week, the Nation's Sarah Posner published a leaked draft of an executive order that would require federal
agencies to look the other way when private organizations discriminate based on religious beliefs. Coincidentally,
these seem to primarily be religious beliefs held by conservative Christians.
The effect of the order might be to create wholesale exemptions to anti-discrimination law for people, nonprofits and
closely held for-profit corporations that claim religious objections to same-sex marriage, premarital sex, abortion and
transgender identity.
It would also curb women's access to contraception through the Affordable Care Act. (A White House official did not
dispute the draft's authenticity.) This is, of course, all in the name of preserving religious freedom. Except that it allows
some people to practice religious freedom by denying jobs, services and potentially public accommodation to those with
differing beliefs.
The order, if signed, would seem to exceed the executive branch's authority, Posner notes; moreover, given that the
order's language appears to privilege some religious beliefs over others, it may violate the establishment clause of the
First Amendment.
Trump has also chosen personnel who seem keen on muddying the distinction between church and state.
For example, his embattled education secretary, Betsy DeVos, has advocated that government dollars be
channeled to religious schools through relatively expansive voucher programs. (During the campaign, Trump also
said that public funds should follow students to the private school of their choice, explicitly including religious
schools.) During her confirmation hearings, DeVos's cryptic comments about supporting science education that
encourages "critical thinking" have also been interpreted as well-established code for supporting the teaching of
intelligent design, a sort of dressed-up creationism.
I wish I could say that only a tiny fringe believes Christian practices deserve pride of place in public life and
policymaking. But that's not the case.
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In a poll released last week by the Pew Research Center, Americans were asked what made someone "truly American."
A third of respondents overall, and 43 percent of Republicans, said you need to be Christian.
That would exclude me, as well as about 30 percent of the population.
The far right has done a lot of fear-mongering about the undue influence that religious fanatics may soon exert on the
body politic. Seems they better understood what they were talking about than most of us realized.
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The Journal-Standard (Freeport, Illinois)
February 9, 2017

THEIR VIEW; Terrorists get a propaganda gift
The news coverage of President Trump's refugee-restricting order focused on abused travelers, angry protesters
and aggrieved lawyers. Those reports were useful, but they missed a much larger and more consequential point:
Trump's action was profoundly immoral and un-American. It violated our most basic values and traditions as a
nation.
Almost 229 years ago, George Washington wrote to a Dutch minister, Rev. Francis Adrian Vanderkemp, who had arrived
in America after fleeing religious persecution. "I had always hoped," Washington wrote, "that this land might become a
safe and agreeable asylum to the virtuous and persecuted part of mankind, to whatever nation they might belong."
The 45th president has broken faith with the first. Instead of welcoming the "virtuous and persecuted part of
mankind," he's rejecting them. Moreover, his policy is counterproductive. Instead of keeping the country more
safe from terrorism, it will make us less safe.
Two Republican senators with impeccable military credentials, John McCain and Lindsey Graham, had the courage to
tell the truth: "Ultimately, we fear this executive order will become a self-inflicted wound in the fight against terrorism."
"This executive order sends a signal, intended or not, that America does not want Muslins coming into our
country," wrote the GOP lawmakers. "That is why we fear this executive order may do more to help terrorism
recruitment than improve our security."
Trump's order has provoked almost universal condemnation, from political leaders like Germany's Angela Merkel to
religious figures like the Catholic bishops. Only two groups seem to be cheering: Republicans who are afraid of crossing
the new president and jihadists who cannot believe their good fortune.
David Miliband, the former British foreign secretary who now heads the International Rescue Committee, was exactly
right when he wrote in The New York Times that Trump's action is "a propaganda gift to those who would plot harm to
America."
The president's order bars all refugees for 120 days, bans refugees from Syria indefinitely, and stops all citizens
from seven Muslim-majority countries from entering the U.S. for 90 days. Moreover, it slashes the U.S. quota for
refugees from 110,000 a year to 50,000.
In defending the impact of the order, administration spokesman Sean Spicer used a flurry of "alternative facts." Only 109
refugees were directly affected this weekend, he said, comparing their trauma to waiting in line for "a couple of hours" at
a TSA checkpoint.
But in fact, the impact is far larger. Families were torn apart. Countless institutions -- corporations, universities, hospitals
-- were thrown into turmoil. Spicer said the price was necessary to protect the country from terrorist threats, but the
evidence does not back him up.
Refugees are already subjected to extraordinary background checks that can take up to two years. Most of them are
women and children. And U.S.-born jihadists are a far greater threat than outsiders trying to infiltrate the country.
The libertarian Cato Institute estimates that the odds of an American being killed by a refugee-turned-terrorist are 1 in
3.64 billion. Charles Kurzman, a terrorism expert at the University of North Carolina, told the Times that the danger of
such an attack is "infinitesimal."
If the benefit of the president's policy is "infinitesimal," the cost is almost infinite. Terrorism is certainly a real threat, but
any effective effort to combat that threat starts with the cooperation of Muslims -- from local imams to foreign intelligence
chiefs -- who could be alienated by the administration's hostility.
Former CIA director Michael V. Hayden told the Washington Post that "there is no question this has already created an
irretrievable cost." The refugee order "has taken draconian measures against a threat that was hyped ... It feeds the Islamic
militant narrative and makes it harder for our allies to side with us."
Trump says he wants "to wipe ISIS from the face of the earth," but that can only be done with Muslim troops,
not Americans. Daniel Benjamin, formerly the State Department's top terrorism expert, told the Times: "For the
life of me, I don't see why we would want to alienate the Iraqis when they are the ground force against ISIS."
The moral cost is as high as the military one. As a nation, we have failed Washington's hope many times before:
when Irish Catholics were despised and Italians lynched; when Chinese immigrants were barred by Congress;
when loyal Japanese-Americans were interned during World War II; and when Jewish refugees from the
Holocaust were turned away.
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Media Lawyer
February 23, 2017

FIVE YEARS FOR WHITE SUPREMACIST WHO USED SOCIAL MEDIA
TO STIR UP RACIAL HATRED
A white supremacist who idolised Adolf Hitler and posted online calls for his followers to kill Muslim and Jewish
people has been jailed.
Sean Creighton , 45, made racist, Islamophobic, homophobic and anti-Semitic calls to arms on social media
and was also found in possession of a weapons manual which could be used by terrorists.
He told police he was "a bit of a hater who hated for the people", Kingston Crown Court heard.
In one instance, he posted an image of Hitler along with the message "kill the Muslims" online.
He was caught after officers in the Metropolitan Police Counter Terrorism Command were made aware of a picture
on social media of a man, later identified as Creighton, holding an assault rifle and standing in front of a Nazi flag.
Judge Peter Lodder QC , the Honorary Recorder of Richmond Upon Thames, jailed Creighton for five years.
Prosecutor Jonathan Sandiford had previously told the court: "The defendant was a committed racist, a member of the
National Front .
"He was enthralled by Nazism and Adolf Hitler, whom he told police in his interviews was his God."
Creighton also had an electronic document entitled White Resistance Manual 2.4, which contains details of shotguns,
improvised weapons and explosives, and harassment said Mr Sandiford, who described it as a "complete guide on
how to prepare for and conduct a terrorist campaign".
Authors of the document said they wanted to exacerbate existing tensions, to smash Jewish power and influence,
destroy the legitimacy of government and punish white people who had committed acts of treason
against their own people.
Creighton, of Enfield , north London , pleaded guilty to eight offences, including a charge of collecting information
which could be useful to someone committing or preparing an act of terrorism.
He also pleaded guilty to six counts of publishing or distributing materials that were likely to stir up racial hatred and
a further count of possession of racially inflammatory materials.
The court was told that Creighton's actions showed links to and support for various groups such as neo-Nazi
organisation Combat 18, National Action and Aryan Strikeforce.
Among the other posts he put on social media was an image of a gun alongside a Swastika and the words "Jews prepare
to die".
Creighton also posted an image of an injured man alongside words intended to stir hatred of sexual orientation as well
as a cartoon of a head in a noose, the court heard.
He also had stickers from Combat 18 with the text "sink the refugee boats!".
Creighton also posted a "threatening, abusive or insulting" image of a man holding a rifle in front of a black child.
The court heard that Creighton posted material to his 692 followers and that he had suggested that no harm was done
because he was contacting people who had similar views.
Sue Hemming , of the Crown Prosecution Service , said: " Sean Creighton's crimes are indicative of a man who
thought that his online anonymity meant that he could get away with stirring up hatred of all kinds.
"Those who seek to stir up hatred between communities, particularly where that hatred is combined with dangerous
terrorist ideologies, should understand they will be prosecuted."
Commander Dean Haydon , of the Counter Terrorism Command, said: "We are as committed to apprehending and
prosecuting far-right extremists who commit terrorist offences and promote hatred as we are those who support and
promote Isis.
"Both are intent on destroying communities and pose a real risk if they are allowed to continue."
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Eastern Eye
February 3, 2017

Stating the case against visit
"It's unfair and makes my country unsafe, alienates patriotic Muslims and gives a platform to those who don't wish us
well," [Khizr Khan], whose son Humayun was killed in 2004, said on Monday (30).
The organisation described the ban as "deeply worrying" and "discriminatory," saying it played into the hands of the
far right.
"Muslims will now feel under threat - those living in the US are now more prone to anti- Muslim attacks, and Muslims
with dual nationality who either reside in or have family in America are stuck in no man's land."
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn, the Liberal Democrats and Scotland's first minister, Nicola Sturgeon, have all called
for the state visit to be cancelled.
FULL TEXT
'Britain should not give trump pomp of ceremonial welcome'
Against the visit. However, May said Trump's visit , which would include a banquet hosted by the Queen, will go
ahead, and 90,000 people have signed a counter-petition supporting it.
In the US, Khizr Khan, the Pakistan-born father of a US Army captain killed in the Iraq war, and whose speech at the
Democratic National Convention targeting Trump made global headlines last summer, told ITV his son would not
have been allowed into America under a Trump administration.
"It's unfair and makes my country unsafe, alienates patriotic Muslims and gives a platform to those who don't wish us
well," Khan, whose son Humayun was killed in 2004, said on Monday (30).
Conservative Baroness Sayeeda Warsi, a former cabinet minister, accused the British government of "bowing down"
to Trump, and also demanded that May consider cancelling his state visit.
Baroness Warsi said ministers had to decide whether it was right for the UK to bestow the "highest honour" it can on
a US president who holds such controversial views.
"Those who govern this country bowing down to a man who holds the views that he holds, values which are not the
same as British values, I think is sending out a very wrong signal," she said earlier this week.
She added: "[State visits] are an honour of the highest order that a country can bestow on a visiting dignitary. It's lots
of pomp and ceremony, banquets and gifts and flattering speeches, and all at the cost of the British taxpayer.
"We have to question whether this is something Britain should be doing for a man who has no respect for women,
disdain for minorities, no compassion for the vulnerable and whose policies are rooted in divisive rhetoric."
Peter Ricketts, a former head of Britain's foreign ministry, said he was surprised the invitation had been issued so
early into Trump's presidency, and that it would have been possible to invite him without the ceremonials of a full
state visit.
"My concern is the Queen will have acted on the government's advice as she always does. Clearly there is now a lot
of controversy around that," Ricketts said.
"If the current level of protest and opposition goes on, then I do think the Queen is being put in a difficult position."
The Muslim Council of Britain (MCB) told Eastern Eye the group had called on the UK government to speak out
much more forcefully and stand up for the British values "it supposedly seeks from others".
"We are told that British values include the rule of law and 'mutual respect for and tolerance of those with different
faiths and beliefs and for those without faith. Yet our prime minister has found it hard to express these values when
representing us on the world stage."
The organisation described the ban as "deeply worrying" and "discriminatory," saying it played into the hands of the
far right.
"Muslims will now feel under threat - those living in the US are now more prone to anti- Muslim attacks, and Muslims
with dual nationality who either reside in or have family in America are stuck in no man's land."
Representatives from the MCB were set to take part in a protest on Saturday (4) outside the US embassy in London
against "inequality, discrimination and hate".
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn, the Liberal Democrats and Scotland's first minister, Nicola Sturgeon, have all called
for the state visit to be cancelled.
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Scottish National Party politician Humza Yousaf told Eastern Eye that he was proud to be a member of the Scottish
government led by a first minister who had taken an unequivocal stance and condemned president Trump's executive
order.
"This policy is divisive and security experts have said it is likely to be counterproductive in the fight against terrorism.
Let alone adding any other countries to this list, president Trump should do the honourable thing and rescind his
executive order at the earliest opportunity," Hamza said.
White House chief of staffReince Priebus said the countries which feature on the banned list are included because
they were the seven that were most identifiable with dangerous terrorism taking place in their country.
"These are countries that harbour and train terrorists. These are countries that we want to know who is coming
and going in and out of to prevent calamities from happening in this country," he added.
Meanwhile, a coalition of US technology firms has begun planning a joint legal strategy challenging Trump's
executive order barring refugees and many Muslims from American soil, sources said.
More than 20 firms from the sector were expected to attend a meeting to discuss legal options on the ban, which was
expected to have a large impact on Silicon Valley and other tech firms that employ thousands of immigrants.
Bigger companies such as Apple Inc, Google and MicrosoftCorp offered legal aid to employees affected by the order,
according to letters sent to staff.
Several Silicon Valley executives are also donating to legal efforts to support immigrants facing the ban.
Tesla chief executive Elon Musk and Uber head Travis Kalanick both said on Twitter they would take industry
concerns about immigration to Trump's business advisory council, where they serve. (With agencies)
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Handelsblatt Global Edition
February 23, 2017

Right-Wing Extremism; Xenophobia Has Economic Consequences
HIGHLIGHT: The government is looking into the consequences of right-wing extremism but the conclusion is
already obvious, Handelsblatt's chief political correspondent writes.
Right-wing enemies of the state are emerging from the shadows of criminality with increasing boldness.To anyone
who cares about constitutional order, this must be evident ever since the series of murders by the far-right NSU terrorist
group emerged in 2011.Not a day goes by without worrying news reports about "Reich citizens," PEGIDA followers,
hooligans, the "identitary movement" and arch-conservatives gone crazy. On German unification day in 2016 in
Dresden, 200 demonstrators, most of them followers of the anti-Islam PEGIDA movement, insulted our country's
leadership, shouting "away with Merkel," "traitors to the people" and "get out of here!" Apparently, you can now
insult the chancellor or president without the police intervening. That isn't only the case in Eastern Germany, but it's
especially true there.The government has now commissioned a study about right-wing extremism and its economic
impact in Eastern Germany.
What it will find can already be described today. Xenophobia, right-wing extremism and intolerance are endangering
economic development. Who wants to work or invest in a German state and be surrounded by people with such a
crude worldview?If you talk to anyone who knows anything about the scene, it's already obvious what's to follow.
Look at what's happening in neighboring countries like France and Austria. There you see right wingers holding rallies
and demonstrations under the slogan "Battle for the Streets." These range from vigils by a dozen extremists to large
demonstrations with several thousand participants. Then there are the anniversaries of the Allied bombing of certain
cities or holidays like May Day when right-wing extremists mobilize regional and nationwide marches.Last year, the
far right held 690 rallies in Germany, the highest number since reunification. The overall number of right-wing
demonstrations was even higher. Last year, more than 80 percent of far-right demonstrations centered on the
issues of asylum, immigration and Islamization. With the far-right radicals, respect for the authority of the state has
given way to pure hatred. What is ludicrous about all this is that in the Eastern German states - with the exception of
Berlin - the share of foreigners is very low, but the hate persists.To contact the author: sigmund@handelsblatt.com
WHY IT MATTERSMounting xenophobia in former East Germany means it is failing to attract enough skilled
workers, a trend which could further slow the region's development. FACTSThe commissioner for former East
Germany, SPD politician Iris Gleicke, has called for an investigation into xenophobia in the former GDR and its
economic consequences. Xenophobic movements such as PEGIDA, or Patriotic Europeans Against the
Islamization of the West, have gained strong followings in some regions of Germany including the East.
Unemployment is higher than average in former East Germany and some posts for skilled workers cannot be filled
because people don't want to move there.
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Business Monitor Online
February 22, 2017

Social Instability On The Rise Amid Growing Religious Intolerance
HIGHLIGHT: The government's efforts to strengthen ties with conservative Islamic groups are leading to a
stronger 'Islamisation' of political decision-making processes. Although this strategy is intended to boost the ruling
Awami League's authority, it will also undermine secular governance and encourage religious intolerance among the
country's Muslim-majority population, posing downside risks to social stability. We will look to downgrade
Bangladesh's short term political risk score from its present level of 60 if social instability continues to escalate over
the coming months.
BMI View: The government's efforts to strengthen ties with conservative Islamic groups areleading to a
stronger'Islamisation' of political decision-making processes. Although this strategy is intended to boost the ruling
Awami League's authority, it will also undermine secular governance and encourage religious intolerance among the
country's Muslim-majority population, posing downside risks to social stability. We will look to downgrade
Bangladesh's short term political risk score from its present level of 60 if social instability continues to escalate over
the coming months.We highlight that the Awami League government's apparent leanings towards conservative Islamic
groups may undermine secular governance and encourage growing religious intolerance between the country's
majority Muslim community and other minority groups. On the one hand, the move reflects the government's strategy
to entrench its power by burnishing its religious credentials. On the other, the creeping influence of religion on political
decisions is likely to exacerbate social instability and intensify communal tensions, which in turn may escalate to
violence.
Further Downgrade Likely With Rising Social Stability Risks
Bangladesh - Short Term Political Risk Index (STPRI) And Sub-Components

Source: BMI
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Awami League Seeks To Consolidate Power Through Religion The government is allegedly seeking to improve
its ties with Hefazat-e-Islam, a network of religious leaders, teachers and academics, partly as a means to boost its reelection chances in 2019. We believe that its efforts are part of its broader strategy to consolidate power by gaining
legitimacy through religion. Cultivating stronger ties with Hefazat-e-Islam would significantly enhance the Awami
League's dominance as the ruling party and significantly weaken the main opposition party, the Bangladesh Nationalist
Party (BNP), given that the BNP has traditionally relied on such Islamic groups as a major component of its support
base. The Awami League's outreach to Hefazat-e-Islam is therefore in line with its previous efforts to weaken the
opposition through lawsuits and extra-judicial arrests (See 'Security Situation Likely To Worsen In Coming
Months,'July 20,2016). Growing Influence Of Conservative Islam In Political Decisions The government's attempt
to boost its standing among religious institutions has also led to a creeping 'Islamisation' of the country's political
environment, which could further undermine the country's secular framework (see 'Rise In Security Threats Could
Hurt Growth Prospects' February 23, 2016). For instance, revisions to the national education syllabus removed a
number of literary works by renowned writers and poets, supposedly due to their contradictions with the teachings of
conservative Islam, while increasing the level of Islamic references in textbooks. The adoption of the new syllabus
has also been accompanied by ongoing threats against 'liberal' bloggers and authors, many of whom have been
assaulted, murdered or forced to flee the country since 2015 (see 'Islamist Violence On The Rise, Downgrade
Possible,'May 31,2016). In a statement that also seemed to reflect an increasing official acceptance of censorship, the
police warned writers and publishers against the sale and display of books that may hurt 'religious sentiments' at the
country's month-long Ekushey book fair in February, adding that it would investigate and take action against any
complaints received. Both the religion-related censorship and the syllabus revisions reflect the growing influence of
Hefazat-e-Islam, a group which advocates Sharia Law, compulsory religious education and capital punishment, on
political decisions made by the government.
Operational Risks High Relative To Regional Peers
Bangladesh - Operational Risk Score

Source: BMI
Social Instability Likely To Escalate Although the government has endeavoured to clamp down on religious
extremism and terrorist groups, its simultaneous efforts to strengthen ties with the conservative Hefazat-eIslam group have contributed to growing religious intolerance among the population. A hardening of religious
views within the Muslim-majority population is likely to trigger further episodes of violence similar to the Nasirnagar
attacks in November 2016 which were sparked by a social media post on the Islamic faith (See 'Communal Tensions
Unlikely To Abate Over The Near-Term,'November 28,2016). We will be looking to downgrade Bangladesh's short
term political risk score again if social instability continues to climb, after reducing the score to 60 from 61 in
November. The heightened social instability will significantly undermine Bangladesh's investment climate, which is
already relatively poor by regional standards, as seen in our operational risk index. This in turn will discourage foreign
investment inflows and weigh on the country's growth outlook.
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The Sunday Herald (Glasgow)
February 19, 2017

Inside the shadowy world of the extremist Scot who tops the 'dirty dozen' list
of the nation's far-right activists
Judith Duffy
ONCE he was notorious as the militant face of the anti-abortion movement in Scotland. Now Jim Dowson is once
again back in the spotlight of extremism after being named one of Britain's most influential far-right activists.
The Sunday Herald can reveal Dowson claims he is an adviser to more than 150 companies, groups and parties around
the world, running offices in Budapest, Fort Worth in the US, and Belgrade. His activities in the US and Europe led
to anti-fascism campaign group Hope Not Hate placing Dowson at number one in a "Dirty Dozen" list of Britain's
most influential far-right activists in its annual State of Hate report last week.
Dowson, 52, who was born in Airdrie, has a long history of extremist activities, including a spell as a prominent
member of the BNP and founding the far-right, anti-Muslim group Britain First. His apparent global reach now
is a far cry from the late 1990s, when he was living in a former council house in Cumbernauld and running his own
church, the Reformed Evangelical Mission, from a Portakabin.
As a young man, Dowson was a member of the local Orange lodge. In one interview he claimed he "lost interest" in
the Orange Order as it was just "mindless, sectarian Catholic-hating bigotry". Other reports, however, state he was
forced to leave as his views were too extreme, with senior figures in the Grand Orange Order of Scotland describing
him as a "zealot".
Perhaps little surprise, then, that Dowson soon became known for running militant pro-life groups including Precious
Life Scotland. But the group's campaigning sparked anger by mimicking shocking tactics of US campaigners such as
using graphic images of aborted foetuses and threatening to post the details of staff working in abortion clinics on the
internet.
As his activities came under scrutiny, the Sunday Herald revealed his past involvement in hardline Loyalist groups in
the west of Scotland, as a former organiser of a flute band which produced a tape of music in tribute to Loyalist killer
Michael Stone, who murdered three Catholics in 1988. In the wake of these revelations, the Catholic Church
subsequently moved to distance itself from the Precious Life group.
In the mid-2000s, Dowson became involved with the BNP, becoming its chief fundraiser and leader Nick Griffin's
right-hand man. He claims to have raised £4 million for the organisation between 2007 and 2010.
But that association was not to last. By 2010, Dowson had quit the party amid a fallout and an allegation he groped a
female activist, which he denied.
A year later, he went on to found the ultra-right Britain First, which dubbed itself a "Christian" group
opposing the rise of radical Islam and provoked huge controversy after invading mosques in England and
Scotland and threatening imams. He quit that group in 2014, saying the raids were "provocative and
counterproductive" and were attracting "racists and extremists".
Just before that he popped up in the thick of the union flag protests in Belfast in 2013, during which disturbances were
triggered by the city council's decision to restrict the flying of the union flag at city hall. He was subsequently given
a three-month suspended jail sentence after pleading guilty to participating in unlawful public processions.
Now the activities of Dowson are under scrutiny once again. In December, the New York Times ran an investigation
linking him to a number of websites including the Patriot News, which it says "pumped out pro-Trump hoaxes tying
his opponent Hillary Clinton to Satanism, paedophilia and other conspiracies". The postings were viewed and shared
tens of thousands of times in the US, according to the report.
Hope Not Hate's State of Hate report for 2017 also named him as one of Britain's most influential far-right
activists, describing him as a Christian Fundamentalist and anti-Muslim, who set up anti-immigrant group the
Knights Templar International (KTI) soon after leaving Britain First.
The report states he controls a number of Facebook pages and "news" websites which have an enormous reach across
social media and that he is active in countries including Austria, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the UK, Poland, Russia,
Serbia and Syria.
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Recent activities it says Dowson has been involved in include travelling with ex-BNP leader Nick Griffin to Bulgaria
to supply materials to an extreme right-wing militia group patrolling the border.
The report added: "Both have also spoken at conferences on the "demographics" they claim prove the white race (read
"Christian" in Dowson's phraseology) is facing extinction.
"Both are now regular visitors to Budapest, where Dowson's KTI has opened a 'hub' in an Old Reform Church building
for far-right guests from as far afield as Sweden and the United States."
Other activities KTI has been involved in include advertising homes in a village in Hungary which has banned the
wearing of Muslim dress such as the hijab and the call to prayer, as well as public displays of affection by gay people.
In a report by the BBC earlier this month, Laszlo Toroczkai, the mayor of Asotthalom -who wants to attract Christian
Europeans who object to multiculturalism to live in the village - said he had been contacted by Dowson who had
visited with Griffin "just to have a look".
Dowson's activities have attracted the attention of far-right leaders in central and eastern Europe, according to Hope
Not Hate - including Aleksandr Dugin, a "Russian academic and fascist with alleged links to the Kremlin and Russian
military" who is said to have helped Dowson open an office in Belgrade. Dugin has advocated for the formation of a
"Eurasian Empire" to rival the "liberal" West.
In 2015, Dowson spoke at an annual gathering of far-right leaders in St Petersburg, known as the International
Russian Conservative Forum. A report in the Financial Times told how he addressed the crowd saying: "In the West
we have been brainwashed to hate Vladimir Putin ... [But] Vladimir Putin understands the right of the majority should
be put in front of the whims and the fancies of the minorities.
"The West has been polluted by the virus of decadence, of liberalism, of homosexuality, of the destruction of the
family."
Dowson declined to be interviewed by phone, but agreed to answer questions put by the Sunday Herald by email.
When it comes to pinning down his activities, he denies a lot and is also light on much of the detail. His answers are
reproduced here as sent.
On being named as one of the most influential far-right activists in Britain, he said the claim was "almost too ridiculous
to warrant an answer".
Asked to clarify his ideology and whether he is anti-immigrant, he said: "For the record I am a socially conservative
Christian. I reject all forms of race politics as blasphemous as God created all men and to judge a man on skin
pigmentation is not only wicked but rather stupid."
Dowson may use language much associated with the so-called "alt-right" ideology - such as "snowflake" - but refuted
that he is part of the fascist movement.
He described the alt-right as a reaction to the "bigotry" of the liberal establishment, adding much of it is "nothing more
than Muslim baiting or anti jihad libertarians."
He added: "I have more in common with a decent Muslim than I have with most alt-right leaders and that is scary!"
On the issue of reports he helped Trump to victory by spreading "fake news", he wrote: "Totally untrue, without merit
or foundation, nothing more than a shocking fake news story from the mainstream media, similar garbage we heard
after Brexit. Snowflake arrogance manifest in lies.
"Trump won, the liberal clowns need to grow up and deal with it."
Dowson said he had assisted with "one or two projects" with KTI, but did not hold a "position, title or authority". He
said he had no involvement with Patriot News Agency "other than they are a branch of a client's portfolio."
He also denied Dugin had helped establish the office in Belgrade and said he had "never even heard of this guy" until
the report from Hope Not Hate.
"Again, total and utter fabrication of the most bizarre kind," he added.
He did say he is an adviser to "over 150 companies and groups/parties who do [run websites] in a wide range of forms
from business to political in many countries around the world", but did not provide any further details.
When it comes to how he makes his money, Dowson said it was from providing business services. One of his key
successful tactics, according to Hope Not Hate, is to employ a knowledge of algorithms to flood social media pages
with right-wing material, particularly using emotive memes.
His concerted campaign to promote Trump during the US presidential elections was conducted from his Budapest
bolthole. The Hope Not Hate report said: "Operating behind a plethora of websites and Facebook groups, Dowson
announced his mission to "spread devastating anti-Clinton, pro-Trump memes and sounds bites into sections of the
population too disillusioned with politics to have taken any notice of conventional campaigning."
Long before the advent of social media, Dowson recognised the value of the looming digital era during his antiabortion campaigning. In an interview in 1999, he said: "We live in a media age. Pictures mean everything."
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In its latest edition, Crusader, a magazine published by the KTI, states that in the run-up to Brexit there were seven
"skilled and devoted KTI social-media experts" working 12-hour shifts six days a week for 16 weeks, "producing or
finding and promoting stories, memes and videos that we fed out to literally millions of people daily across the UK".
It added: "All-in-all, we played the key role in a grassroots Brexit campaign force which had a social media reach
more than three times than that of the official 'Out' campaign. Now that's Templar power and influence!"
Another article in the summer 2014 edition of Crusader outlines a chilling vision of engagement in a "Holy cyberwar". It claims the group has identified an ideal way to "mobilise our people all over the world in a powerful internet
strike force".
It added: "We have already identified the very best system and are now negotiating to buy it, because top-notch
cyber info-war capability doesn't come cheap.
"We can tell you that the system will enable Templars and active militant Christian cyber-warriors everywhere to
deliver crushing blows in the Information War, switching targets between the Islamists, the atheistic left and other
deadly enemies of tradition, decency and freedom to hammer who deserves it the most.
"We look forward to telling you more and to giving you a way to get involved in our own Holy War."
But Dowson dismissed any notion he sees himself as involved in some kind of cyber "Holy War". Despite his past
and present involvement with extremist groups, he was at pains to insist he is just a normal guy.
In his email to the Sunday Herald, he wrote: "I am a 52-year-old father and grandfather to 11 wonderful children, not
a spotty teenager sitting in a bedroom in a batman cape ffs!"
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Bigotry continues to cast an image of horror over Burma
Mary Fitzgerald

FOR more than four years now the Rohingya minority of Burma has been subjected to a campaign of persecution and
violence that has seen more than 100,000 displaced from their homes. The Rohingya, who number around 1.3 million,
are Muslims living in a predominantly Buddhist nation.
The Burmese government refuses to recognise the Rohingya as citizens and has subjected them to restrictions on
marriage, employment, healthcare and education.
Their plight casts a considerable pall over the record of Aung San Suu Kyi, the Burmese dissident and Nobel Peace
Prize winner, who is now the country's de facto civilian leader. Once feted for her bravery and activism, Ms Suu Kyi
is now criticised for her mealy-mouthed approach to gross violations against the Muslim minority that human rights
groups say may amount to crimes against humanity. Hopes Ms Suu Kyi would bring an end to the repression of the
Rohingya when she was elected in 2015 have come to nothing.
Such is the recent escalation of violence against the Rohingya that this week Pope Francis drew attention to their
plight.
"They have been suffering, they are being tortured and killed, simply because they uphold their Muslim faith,"
he said at his weekly audience at the Vatican, going on to ask those present to pray "for our Rohingya brothers and
sisters who are being chased from Myanmar and are fleeing from one place to another because no one wants them".
In summer 2012, communal tensions that had long simmered, flared into deadly violence when Buddhist mobs
rampaged after rumours spread that a Buddhist woman had been raped by a Muslim man. More than 200
people - most of them Rohingya - were killed, some hacked to death with machetes. Thousands more were
driven from their homes. Since then anti-Muslim sentiment has been stoked by hardline Buddhist monks at the
forefront of an extremist nationalism movement that has grown as Burma emerged from a decades-old military
junta.
Earlier this month a UN report documented a litany of abuses exacted on hundreds of men, women and children
by security forces in a "campaign of terror".
The report, based on the testimony of 200 Rohingya who fled Burma to Bangladesh, makes for harrowing
reading.
Witnesses described how soldiers and police officers, assisted by local villagers, carried out "the killing of
babies, toddlers, children, women and elderly; opening fire at people fleeing; burning of entire villages; massive
detention; massive and systematic rape and sexual violence; deliberate destruction of food and sources of food".
In one case, an entire family, including elderly and disabled individuals, was locked inside a house and set on
fire. Security forces sometimes beat, raped or killed people in front of relatives with the intention of
"humiliating and instilling fear".
A 14-year-old girl told how soldiers had raped her, bludgeoned her mother to death and killed her two younger
sisters.
"They were not shot dead but slaughtered with knives," she told UN investigators.
An 18-year-old girl said that her 60-year-old mother tried to escape but was seized by soldiers. "She could not
run very well so we saw them catch her and cut her throat with a long knife."
After the report was published, the United Nations' high commissioner for human rights Zeid Raad al-Hussein said
Ms Suu Kyi had promised to investigate the allegations but many observers are sceptical that much will be done.
The plight of the Rohingya may have become a stain on the image Burma seeks to present to the world as it transforms
itself from military dictatorship to fledgling democracy, but inside the country many ordinary Burmese condone what
is happening.
Many Burmese refer to the Rohingya pejoratively as Bengalis, an insult that aims to give the impression they don't
really belong to Buddhist-majority Burma, though most have been there for generations.
I visited Burma in 2014, travelling to Rakhine state where the worst persecution of the Rohingya has occurred. Not
surprisingly, the Burmese authorities are not keen on journalists visiting the miserable camps of Rakhine where
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thousands of displaced Rohingya languish. Not only had they lost everything when they were driven from their homes,
the conditions they lived in were atrocious.
"The government is keeping us here like chickens under a net," one man told me. "It is like living in a prison."
Even more shocking were the conversations I had with Buddhists in Rakhine and other parts of Burma who either
supported what the Rohingya had been subjected to or made excuses for it.
Until serious efforts are made by Ms Suu Kyi and others to counter such prejudice and bigotry, the horrific persecution
of the Rohingya will continue.
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Trump voters keep faith in America's Arab heartland; Many Arabs in this
city support Trump and his immigration policies
Patti Waldmeir

It is a place where headscarves are almost as common as baseball caps, where women in hijab work out at the gym
next to those scantily clad in Lycra, where the kibbeh (spiced raw meat) tastes almost as good as in Beirut.
The unofficial Arab-American capital of the US prides itself on being an immigrant melting pot, where nearly
everyone's ancestors came from Lebanon or Yemen or Iraq, from Poland or Ireland or Germany. Americans of every
ethnicity have lived side by side here for decades, almost always harmoniously.
But these days, passions are running high over Trump's temporary ban on immigration from seven Muslim-majority
countries - not including Lebanon which, crucially, is the ancestral home of about half of Dearborn's Arab population.
Dangerous signal
Even within the Arab-American community, which counts a significant number of Trump voters, reasonable people
disagree about his executive order.
Many think it sends a dangerous signal that Muslims and Arabs are not welcome in the US, while others think it is
just a storm in a Middle Eastern coffee cup, which will soon blow over and leave cross-cultural relations unharmed.
Paul Sophiea (58) is a second-generation Lebanese-American who voted for Trump. Like many of the tycoon's
supporters, he approves of the immigration restrictions even if he thinks their roll-out ought to have been handled
better.
Over a lunch of hummus, pita, shawarma and sleep-defeating Arab coffee, he explains why the travel ban is necessary,
why it is not a Muslim ban - and why it will not harm Dearborn in the end.
In common with many Republican voters, he wouldn't have picked Trump as his first choice but now he is sold. And
his confidence in the president has not been shaken by the travel ban even though it targets his fellow Arab-Americans.
"Arab-Americans are not monolithic in this country," he says, carefully pouring the thick coffee from a traditional
brass pot.
"Depending on who you talk to, you will get different perspectives, but the one thing we all have in common is - it's
in our genes - we are business people," he says. And here in the US rust belt, home to Ford Motor, many voted for
Trump for economic reasons.
Like almost every Trump voter in Dearborn interviewed for this article - many of whom did not want to give their
names - Sophiea bristles at the notion that the president's "extreme vetting" order is anti-Muslim.
"If it's anti-Muslim why aren't the two countries with the largest Muslim populations, India and Indonesia, on the list?
Why aren't the Saudis on the list?" Other Trump supporters point out that the vast majority of Dearborn's population
of Arab descent is not affected directly because their countries of origin are not on the list: mainly Yemenis, Iraqis
and a few Syrians are affected.
But many Arab-Americans in Dearborn condemn not just the practical impact of the order - some may not be able to
host family from overseas during the ban period, and even permanent residents face lengthy interrogation at entry
ports - but the fact that they feel it labels all Arabs as potential terrorists.
"I can empathise with that," says Norma Wallis (67), a businesswoman and Trump voter. "But it's really just a matter
of taking a pause, taking a fresh look at our [immigration] policy." She believes it will be no more than a temporary
"inconvenience" to local Arab-Americans, and will not harm good intercultural relations.
Mike Hachem (23), a first-generation Arab-American Muslim of Lebanese descent who voted for Trump, disagrees:
he says the ban has made him think twice about his Trump vote.
Immigration crackdown
Does the immigration crackdown make him feel less welcome in the US? "I don't need to be welcomed in this country.
I was born in the homeland. When somebody tells me, 'hey you're an Arab': no, I put America first. I put America first
in everything," he says, over a meal of grilled kofte and sausage at Dearborn Meat Market, a Middle Eastern hostelry.
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But Hachem appears to be in the minority among Trump voters in Dearborn: chaos at the airports and protests in the
streets notwithstanding, they support their president.
"That's what I voted for: I voted for someone who said he was going to do something and actually did it," says Wallis.
Trump appears to be on firm political ground with his supporters on this one - even here in the Arab heart of America.
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Getting it together
Sameer Rahim

Amartya Sen is an eminently reasonable man. Over six decades as an economist and political theorist-he won the
Nobel Prize in 1998-the 83-year-old has kept faith with rational thinking. This is as much to do with personal
experience as intellectual preference. As a boy growing up in Bengal, Sen saw a bleeding labourer stumble into his
garden. He was a Muslim who had been stabbed by Hindus. "Aside from being a veritable nightmare, the event was
profoundly perplexing," Sen wrote in his Identity and Violence (2006). It provoked revulsion, but also consideration.
Through his career, even while working on emotive subjects like famine, poverty, justice and inequality, he has
maintained a calm equilibrium.
When I spoke to him in London about the emotions unleashed by Donald Trump, Sen put things in perspective. "There
is nothing new or extraordinary in his rejection of reason," he said, in the Bengali accent that western universities have
never drummed out of him. "Even the French Revolution, which was so enormously well-backed by reason, led to a
reign of terror." One victim was the philosopher the Marquis de Condorcet, whose theories influenced Sen's work on
social choice. Under threat from the Revolutionary regime, Condorcet committed suicide in 1794.
The US president keenly targets his enemies-if only via Twitter. "He has managed to unleash a kind of thinking which
drew more on prejudice than on cool reasoning," said Sen, with magnificent understatement. "And I would apply this
to Brexit," he continued, "where some of the sentiments of hatred of foreigners came into the story in a big way." He
quotes Thomas Jefferson: "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." Without it, democracy can be "taken over by
forces that play up other things, especially hatred of particular communities."
His home nation India has recently taken a nasty turn in that direction. When the Prime Minister Narendra Modi
was governor of Gujarat in 2002, he was accused of stoking anti-Muslim riots that led to 2,000 deaths. Sen took
a stand against Modi in 2014, telling me with relish how he "flew from Boston to New York, New York to New
Delhi, New Delhi to Calcutta, and took a car to my village to vote against Mr Modi's BJP candidates." His
criticism drew a sharp response. He was due to be re-appointed Chancellor of Nalanda University in Bihar, but
was unexpectedly rejected, apparently under government pressure.
Was it depressing, I asked, that both Americans and Indians were prepared to ignore the bigotry in favour of
economic interests? "I don't really think the [economic] policies are that good," he replied, "but even if they
were," irrespective of whether Modi was personally culpable or not, the "amount of bloodshed" in a state he
controlled should be "taken into account." He cites two recent scandals involving Hindu extremists: the
whipping of Dalits for skinning a cow, and the killing of a Muslim on suspicion of keeping beef in his fridge.
"These are absolutely atrocious things that have no place in a secular, democratic India." Elections do not
guarantee good government. "Democracy is not a ready-made solution for anything; it just creates an opportunity."
Sen's 1970 book Collective Choice and Social Welfare, which he has just updated and expanded, touches on deep
problems in the theory of democracy. One of the starting points is the economist Kenneth Arrow's famous 1951
"impossibility theorem." The impossibility is designing a voting system that reliably aggregates personal preferences
into coherent social choices. Something gets lost in the totting up, so that you end up either without a complete set of
results, or with perversities-such as everyone preferring candidate A to B, but B nonetheless coming out on top, or
with one voter effectively deciding everything, which doesn't sound much like democracy at all.
Sen gave it a twist, mixing formal logic with an eye-catching example. Enter two citizens, Mr Lewd and Mr Prude,
and one copy of Lady Chatterley's Lover. What should happen to it? Lewd is keen to read it himself, but would be
even more thrilled at the idea of buttoned-up Prude having to do so. Prude, of course, thinks the book should go
straight in the bin, but feels that-if someone must read it-then it would be better if it was his upstanding self, not a
Lewd seeking cheap thrills. So what to do? A good liberal would want to allow Lewd his literary pleasure, and let
Prude avert his eyes. And yet-if we count up the votes-both Lewd and Prude prefer Prude reading it. The example
may sound contrived, but it points to a deep tension between liberalism and democracy. And Sen turned this field
upside down, by integrating ethical complexities into economistic accounts of democracy.
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Sen also argued that the "rational choice" presumption of everyone acting in their own economic interests was flawed.
"It's the individual who is the agent of action," he told me, "yet it does make sense to think of social values. Not
because there is an abstract entity called "~society'," but because "it is the collectivity of individuals that allows some
understanding of what the social values might be." He finds it "much more attractive" to avoid the pretence that
individuals are not "affecting each other's lives."
Sen characteristically explains his ideas using practical examples. He asks me to imagine being offered a plate with
six oranges and an apple. Suppose I like apples more than oranges. But I decide not to take the last apple because I
don't want to be inconsiderate to others. Or at least, not wanting to seem inconsiderate.
"You could say it's in your own interests [to be selfless], but you could also say it's not. Suppose you think, "~oh
people will think I'm very greedy but what the hell, they might just think I did it
without thinking at all and I wasn't being greedy.' ... Even then I might do that on the grounds it might be the best way
to behave."
It's similar to voting. "We know that it's extremely unlikely that my vote will make a difference, and yet we go to great
trouble to vote. Why? Because we think we are doing something together... I don't vote by saying I voted for party A
but we voted for party A."
During an election, competing notions of the good are on offer. Sen believes they can sometimes be of equal worththere is no one absolute path to justice. In response to his friend John Rawls's influential and highly prescriptive
Theory of Justice, Sen argued that a plurality of views is desirable-and he gave an example. Imagine three children,
Anne, Bob and Carla, each of whom could lay claim to a flute. Anne is the only one who can play it; Bob, unlike the
others, has no toys; and Carla has spent months making the flute. Who should get it? An egalitarian would give it to
poor Bob; a libertarian to the budding craftswoman Carla; and a utilitarian to Anne, who would get and give pleasure
by playing it. Each option has some merit. Sen's point is that justice is comparative, not transcendental. "Our ideas of
justice may differ between one person and another," he told me. "I don't assume that ultimately everyone has one view
of justice, one understanding of justice." That's all very well, but who gets the flute? And what do we tell the two left
empty-handed? "We could contribute by generating public discussion: we can't go beyond that; they have to decide
what they want to do." He adds with a chuckle that discussing how people should actually behave could make you "a
party bore."
Sen didn't think much of the quality of debate during the Brexit campaign. "Public discussion is extremely important
both preceding a referendum and, I believe, following a referendum. I take a view of democracy like that of JS Mill:
democracy is government by discussion. I'm really quite shocked that one vote on the basis of a campaign in which
many factors were distorted," and by "a small margin victory... should be taken to be the end of all argument, no
further argument, the rest is just engineering," that is to say, a mere argument about practical implementation. He adds:
"The shortage of public discussion is not to the credit of one of the oldest democracies in the world."
Sen's pluralistic vision of democracy is tied to his view that we all harbour plural selves. In arguing against
fundamentalism in Identity and Violence, he wrote that: "we have to draw on the understanding that the force of a
bellicose identity can be challenged by the power of competing identities." But we seem to be returning to a world
where the dividing lines between various political, ethnic and social tribes are becoming sharper, with more
antagonism, and less room for overlapping membership. The liberal thinker Mark Lilla argued shortly after Trump's
election that "identity liberalism" had cleared a space for nationalist politics. I asked Sen whether Lilla was right.
"The article was right to say it is wrong to take refuge in identity politics-that is surely not what you want to do. I was
delighted that somebody said that." On the other hand, he believes minority rights need special attention. As usual he
takes the long view. In 1790, Mary Wollstonecraft wrote The Vindication of the Rights of Men-by which she meant
the universal rights of mankind. And yet, says Sen, "she expressed opposition to the American Declaration of
Independence and American revolutionary movement on the grounds that it didn't talk about slaves." He continued:
"The metric of universal rights should also capture the rights of minorities such as African-Americans." In 1792,
Wollstonecraft published A Vindication of the Rights of Woman. "She was right to take on the special rights of women
in the second book... It's a book that is profoundly important both for those interested in universal or any other kind
of rights. So I wouldn't go against the special rights point of view when it is needed, but never forgetting that they
stand on the solid rock of universal rights."
There is something reassuringly unflappable about Sen. Every comment is laced with a benevolent charm that makes
clear he has already carefully considered your counter-arguments. He is intellectually sociable, and has a talent for
befriending powerful thinkers. His books are full of politely phrased disagreements with other big names, giving them
the feel of a genial seminar room.
On New Year's Day, Sen lost two close friends: the economist Anthony Atkinson and the philosopher Derek Parfit.
He is visibly moved recalling Parfit, who was 74 when he died. "I mourn his death tremendously," he said. Parfit was
"an enormously powerful thinker," he added, who tackled personal identity and meta-ethics with "excellent
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arguments." While at Oxford, Sen taught a course with Parfit with Ronald Dworkin and Jerry Cohen. He is the only
survivor. "I am the only one to recollect what happened-the collaboration, the interactive teaching." He laughed
quietly. "I shall miss those days as long as I live." Sen quickly gathered himself: there were more people to meet and
ideas to discuss. As we said goodbye, another interviewer arrived. I left him to what he loves best, living life as a
perpetual conversation.
An expanded edition of "Collective Choice and Social Welfare" is published by Allen Lane
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I grilled Nigel and he was half-baked; SAIRA KHAN @iamsairakhan 28
SUNDAY MIRROR 05.02.2017 SMUULS
SAIRA KHAN

This week I found myself sitting shoulder-to-shoulder with Nigel Farage on Loose Women.
He was on to talk about his support for Trump's travel ban, an Executive Order which bars US entry to passport holders
from seven mainly Muslim countries and imposes a 120-day suspension of admissions for all refugees.
It has became known as the Muslim ban and it has sparked mass protests around the world and been branded
racist and Islamophobic.
As the show's only Muslim panellist, I asked this so-called man of the people how HE would feel if someone who
subscribed to his views physically attacked someone like me because they didn't like immigrants, Muslims, or people
with brown skin? I didn't pluck my question from thin air to be awkward, I based it on facts.
FACTS like the murder of MP Jo Cox by extremist Thomas Mair during the EU referendum campaign. Mr Justice
Wilkie told Mair: "It is evident your inspiration ... is not love of country or your fellow citizens, it is an admiration for
Nazis and similar anti-democratic white supremacist creeds." FACTS like the fatal shooting of six Muslims gunned
down in Quebec during evening prayers. The man charged with their murders is reported to have "liked" Donald
Trump and other right-wing diehards on his Facebook page.
With a mind and tongue as sharp as Farage's, I'd have thought such a question would have been a golden opportunity
to show he lives up to that man of the people tag.
He could have empathised with my fear, especially as reported hate crime - including assault and arson - soared 41
per cent in the UK directly after the Brexit vote.
What I wanted him to say was: "Saira, if someone attacked you in my name, I'd feel ashamed."
But he didn't empathise because, I suspect, he's not capable of it.
Instead he asked me: "How would you feel if Muslims listening to an extremist preacher planted a bomb on a
London Tube?" There was no condemnation of hate crime, just words like "extremist preacher and bomb" handpicked to resonate with his supporters.
Then he came out with the old chestnut: "I have Muslim friends who feel they're looked at in a different way, because
they're scared, but they're not getting that from us."
And there it is in a nutshell - he sees British Muslims as "them" and his political allies as "us". He presents himself as
a bit like that naughty uncle we all have, who says things like: "I have Muslim friends. How can I be Islamophobic?"
And people go along with it - he doesn't mean any harm, it's just banter. Which is how the far right's dangerous
rhetoric, masquerading as common sense, makes even reasonable people say things like: "Saira, you know I'm not a
racist, but I can see their point."
Our society is being spoon-fed so many lies for breakfast, lunch and dinner many of us just lap it up without even
questioning it.
And when bombarded with headline words like "Muslim, border control, migrants, refugees" you start to associate
them with negativity. They are problem words and we don't want problems, do we? Nigel Farage wants to be the new
Piers Morgan. With his chatty persona, he could do well. He should revive muchloved 80s quiz show 3-2-1. Especially
as no one would win Dusty Bin. The booby prize would go to Fa r a g e every
'I gave him a golden opportunity but he can't empathise'
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An assassination rattles Myanmar; An assassination in Myanmar
The killing of a prominent Muslim lawyer rattles the country
KO NI was shot in the head at close range in broad daylight. He was waiting for a taxi outside Yangon's bustling
international airport, holding his three-year-old grandson in his arms. A prominent lawyer and adviser to the
ruling National League for Democracy (NLD) party, he had just returned from Indonesia, where he had been
part of a delegation studying democracy and conflict resolution.
Mr Ko Ni was also a Muslim and a prominent defender of religious minorities in a country seething with antiMuslim sentiment. The climate has worsened since attacks on Burmese border guards last October that have been
blamed on the Rohingya, a persecuted Muslim minority group. Since then the Burmese army has taken a scorchedearth approach in northern Rakhine state, home to the largest concentration of Rohingya. Human-rights groups and
international monitors have accused the army of torching villages and raping and murdering many of their inhabitants.
Mr Ko Ni, who was not himself Rohingya, spoke against the law that long ago stripped them of citizenship. That was
daring: most people close to the government see the Rohingya as interlopers from Bangladesh, with no right to stay
in Myanmar.
Unsurprisingly, Mr Ko Ni had received death threats from Buddhist extremists. One Muslim activist who
preferred to remain anonymous said: "People who speak against the nationalists?people who speak the truth
about the situation in Rakhine state?are not secure."
Whether Mr Ko Ni's killer targeted him because of his religion and as a prominent advocate of tolerance remains
unclear. Police arrested a 54-year-old named Kyi Lin shortly after the killings. (Taxi drivers at the airport had chased
the fleeing gunman; he shot one of them dead before being overpowered by others.) Little is known about him. Initially
he claimed to come from Mandalay, the country's second city, but police later said that was untrue.
The Irrawaddy, an independent news website, reported that Mr Kyi Lin told police he had been hired by a man named
Myint Swe, who had promised to reward him with a car. Both men have reportedly dabbled in illegal antiquitiesdealing, but no clear motive has emerged for the murder. Police later said they had arrested Mr Myint Swe near the
border with Thailand.
But that makes Myanmar no less anxious. Some NLD members suspect Mr Ko Ni was chosen for his religion--not
out of bigotry, but to undermine the government through religious discord. Nyan Win, an NLD executivecommittee member, said in a televised interview that he feared further assassinations. Some see a military link: Mr
Ko Ni was a constitutional expert, and had advised the government on reforms to the charter, imposed on the country
in 2008 after a sham referendum, that gives vast and unaccountable power to the army. A press release from the
president's office after the murder claimed its intent was to "destabilise the state".
If so, it has failed--for now. After Mr Ko Ni's murder, friends and relatives gathered near his home in Yangon's colonial
district. "We are very angry", said one Muslim NLD member, "but we will control our anger." Ko Lay, a 43-year-old
sailor who lives nearby, said Mr Ko Ni "did so much good for the country, but we cannot always know if people love
him or hate him."
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Media must resist tide of hate speech
Paul Gillespie

Hate speech is intended to incite violent action against a specific group of people on the basis of their gender, ethnic
or national origin, religion, race, disability or sexual orientation. The act of uttering or publishing it with that intent is
what matters, rather than expressing a private opinion.
Europe's migration and refugee crisis has highlighted the issue in debates over whether to welcome and help
newcomers and those fleeing danger, or to close borders against them. These debates rightly focus on who is
responsible for hate speech about these "others". Is it primarily politicians, extremist parties and racist activists - or
the media? Where should the line be drawn between uttering and publishing hostile prejudice? How should public
policy respond at national and European levels?
Such debates are hugely amplified by Donald Trump's executive order against refugees and all travellers from
Iraq, Iran, Syria, Yemen, Somalia, Sudan and Libya entering the United States. The link between this order
and his campaign rhetoric against Muslims, along with the acknowledged Islamophobes in his immediate
entourage, bring stereotyping and action together. Their description of the media as the opposition heads off liberal
critiques of these plans and serves to legitimise their own "alternative right" media to justify the measures.
Travel ban Trump denies targeting Muslim states, as distinct from failing or dangerous ones
, and critics note the absence of Saudi Arabia or Pakistan. But the travel ban plays into the surge of white nationalism
in Europe. Already, studies show huge discrepancies between the perceived and actual numbers of Muslims in
different European states.
An Ipsos Mori poll found that French people believe 31 per cent of the population is Muslim, compared with the real
figure of 8 per cent; similar, if smaller, differences were reported from Italy, the UK, Sweden, Netherlands, Denmark
and Belgium.
A conference in Brussels last week, organised by the United Nations Alliance of Civilisations and the European
Union, discussed how hate speech against migrants and refugees is reflected in the media.
Focusing on media can misleadingly put the responsibility for hate speech on broadcasters, newspapers or social media
rather than on the political and societal actors who utter inflammatory statements. Media can be aligned with them
and can sometimes take the lead in stereotyping and sensationalising, but the primary responsibility for hate speech
normally resides elsewhere.
The new leaders of right-wing populism, such as Marine Le Pen, Geert Wilders, Viktor Orban and Frauke Petry, are
skilled at targeting refugees and blaming immigration for social ills. Established centrist leaders and media are thereby
put on the defensive.
Too seldom do they refer to the costs of non-immigration for their societies or salute their welcome for strangers. Fake
and distorted news thrives in these circumstances.
Brutal intervention
Trump's brutal intervention changes that setting by provoking protests and resistance as well as support from the hard
right wing. It is a sharp reminder that the rights, respect and civility shown in the hate-speech discourse were
established by prolonged political and social struggles, including by journalists, publishers and their allies for a free
and fair media.
Rights of self-expression should be distinguished from media freedoms in this debate. They are not the same thing.
Press and media freedoms are necessary for the public good so that accurate, honest, evidence-based and correctable
debate is made possible. Professionalisation of journalism along these lines helped create strong readerships and
audiences. But the growing corporate and political control of media tends to undermine those values, leading to falling
public trust in recent years.
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Social media platforms such as Facebook and Google take advantage of those trends, become prime sources of news
using algorithms and provide a space for hate speech, while taking advertising revenue from existing publishers - but
denying that they are publishers too.
It is an unsustainable situation politically, commercially and ethically, for the public good and media alike. The
transatlantic political crisis will presumably include a radical shake-out of media practice and usage in response.
Among the preventive and remedial measures discussed by this conference were restoring media ethics of accuracy,
independence, impartiality, humanity and transparency as civic values to counter hate speech. Much greater emphasis
on media literacy is required in education and civil society. More voice should be given to the victims rather than
perpetrators of violence. And a deeper dialogue between media and their audiences is needed.
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An order that breeds disorder
The immigration ban, coupled with another order to start building a multibillion dollar wall on the Mexican border
has, in one week, sent a disconcerting international message of American intolerance and isolation. And similar
concerns have developed on the domestic side, with the administration signaling its intent to deny federal funds to socalled "sanctuary cities" that do not cooperate with federal immigration officials. In other words, the White House
will make local governments pay for the feds' inability to overhaul broken U.S. immigration policy. That shifting of
responsibility makes no sense. And for that reason, we agree with Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer of New
York, who said last week, "The only real solution to reform our immigration system is to pass comprehensive
immigration reform that provides a path to citizenship for the 11 million" undocumented immigrants already in this
country.
FULL TEXT
Most of the organized Jewish community, along with many conservative voices and most liberal voices, shuddered as
the new administration hastily issued an executive order severely restricting immigration and admission of refugees
from seven Middle Eastern countries.
The order suspends the U.S. Refugee Admissions Program for 120 days for review. It permanently bans immigration
of Syrian refugees. And it calls for a blanket 30-day ban on visas to people from Iraq, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan,
Syria and Yemen. It does not "ban Muslims" since it does not apply to the other 50 member states of the Organization
of Islamic Cooperation. Still, in the current political climate it is undeniable that the order can give the appearance of
supporting those who genuinely are anti-Muslim. Moreover, its dramatic broad strokes ignore significant factors, such
as the case of Iraqis who risked their lives by assisting American troops. On the whole, the order will harm U.S.
interests.
This slash and burn approach to an otherwise manageable security situation - on full view last weekend, when even
legal permanent residents attempting to enter the United States were sent back to their points of origin - support the
conclusion that the White House, despite repeated assertions to the contrary, is holding Muslim refugees fleeing the
civil wars of the Middle East guilty by association.
Our community takes pride that the United States is a land of immigrants. Most of us are children or grandchildren of
immigrants, as is the president himself. So we cringe when blanket immigration restrictions are imposed in a wholesale
manner and especially when the effect of the restrictions is to consign a religious group to unjust treatment. As
explained by the Jewish Council of Public Affairs, the umbrella agency for Jewish community relations councils,
"These pronouncements not only severely restrict immigration, they instill fear among existing immigrant populations
that they are not welcome and may be at risk."
The Interfaith Alliance and American Jewish Committee joined many other Jewish organizations in criticizing the ban
- calling it "deeply un-American" and an effort to improperly target Muslims fleeing violence and oppression. The
outlier was the Zionist Organization of America, which commended the president for "understanding and acting on
the need to keep all of us safe from radical Islamist terrorism."
The immigration ban, coupled with another order to start building a multibillion dollar wall on the Mexican border
has, in one week, sent a disconcerting international message of American intolerance and isolation. And similar
concerns have developed on the domestic side, with the administration signaling its intent to deny federal funds to socalled "sanctuary cities" that do not cooperate with federal immigration officials. In other words, the White House
will make local governments pay for the feds' inability to overhaul broken U.S. immigration policy. That shifting of
responsibility makes no sense. And for that reason, we agree with Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer of New
York, who said last week, "The only real solution to reform our immigration system is to pass comprehensive
immigration reform that provides a path to citizenship for the 11 million" undocumented immigrants already in this
country. We encourage an approach that shows concern, compassion and understanding toward immigrants and those
seeking refuge from persecution, and that furthers the image of the United States as the indispensable nation, rather
than the new global bully.
We encourage an approach that shows concern, compassion and understanding
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Trump is uniting US Jews and Muslims in a way few have ever managed
RACHEL SHABI

A few weeks ago, Saturday night subway commuters in New York met with the sight of swastikas daubed onto their
train's walls - and set about collectively removing them, appropriately enough, with hand sanitisers.
It wasn't the first sighting of swastikas in New York since Donald Trump was elected President. But it came days after
the White House intentionally omitted mention of Jewish victims in the President's Holocaust Remembrance Day
message. On that same day, Trump issued his ban on refugees and anyone from seven majority-Muslim countries. Put
together, as these things have been, the Trump administration has united Muslim and Jewish communities in a way
that few could manage.
Jewish American solidarity over the Muslim ban is no surprise: the measure, and its devastating effects, were painfully
evocative of Jewish stories of migration to the US - or tragic accounts of family members denied entry to the US as
refugees, only to be killed in the Holocaust.
Jewish organisations, as well as religious groups spanning liberal and Orthodox communities, were quick to condemn
the ban and take part in protests. Dozens of rabbis were recently arrested while demonstrating against the ban outside
Trump Tower in Manhattan. One of them, Jill Jacobs, told The New York Times: "We know that some of the language
that's being used now to stop Muslims from coming in is the same language that was used to stop Jewish refugees
from coming."
This unity flows in both directions: the Council of American Islamic Relations (Cair), as well as fighting the Muslim
ban, has come out in support of Jewish communities after incidents of hate vandalism - echoing similar expressions
of solidarity taking place in US neighbourhoods. Just after Trump's election, a new Muslim-Jewish advisory council
was formed to tackle both anti-Semitism and Islamophobia, while existing grassroots organisations premised on joint
Muslim-Jewish action have reported a surge in interest.
The solidarity has gained momentum because of the combination of the Muslim ban and the anti-Semitism unleashed
as a result of Trump's election - the bomb threats to Jewish community centres, the rise in anti-Semitic incidents, all
those swastikas in the streets. The whole thing seems to spell out in bold what had previously been in the subtext: for
the far right, anti-Semitism and Islamophobia go hand-in-hand.
This has already been tracked in Europe where, in the post-9/11 period, far-right parties opportunistically swapped
one hatred for another in a rehabilitation exercise. A resurgent populist right clocked that scapegoating Muslims
and scaremongering over "Islamification" could bring electoral gain where anti-Semitism had long become
unacceptable.
By 2010, far-right figures such as the Dutch Party for Freedom leader Geert Wilders were canvassing for
Jewish endorsements (another image-scrubbing tactic) by talking up support for Israel as a vanguard in a
broader Judeo-Christian battle against "fundamentalist Islam". Welcomed by some of Israel's hard-right
government, Wilders described the country as a front-line fighter, warning: "If Jerusalem falls, Amsterdam
and New York will be next." Last year, the leader of Austria's Freedom Party, founded by former Nazis, was
unofficially welcomed in Israel by members of the coalition government's Likud party.
Trump's chief of staff Stephen Bannon, who previously ran the extreme right Breitbart website, which trades in white
supremacy and anti-Semitism, has also talked of a "Judeo-Christian war". And he has cast the American Jewish
community (along with the media, universities and "the left") as unwitting enablers of jihad. This gets to what one
progressive Jewish American described to me as "old school anti-Semitism, reloaded": once, American Jewry was
blamed for communism; it now stands accused of facilitating violent Islamist extremism.
As with the far right in Europe, Team Trump's support for Israel is a fig leaf. Explaining why the president's Holocaust
Remembrance Day message removed references to anti-Semitism, White House press secretary Sean Spicer swiftly
pivoted to this subject, noting: "In respect to, you know, Israel and the Jewish people specifically, there's been no
better friend than Donald Trump when it comes to protecting Israel."
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But being pro-Israel, in this context, clearly does not preclude anti-Semitism. When some nativist far-rightists support
Israel, that's because they are equal-opportunity ethno-nationalists - promoting the ideology both domestically and
globally. To put it bluntly, this sort of "support" for Israel creepily carries the sense that Jewish people are terrific - in
their own country. Just not so much when they presume to live elsewhere.
All of which has created clarity of purpose among those who may previously have been divided over the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. Cheerleading for a hard-right version of Israel, from the far-right end of the spectrum with its
tones of anti-Semitism, can now be unequivocally named as a harmful convenience, a toxic roadblock thrown in the
path of potentially powerful community alliances. If the past few weeks in the US are anything to go by, Jewish and
Muslim communities are, now more than ever, inclined to jump over it.
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14-YEAR-OLD BIRD WATCHER SPEAKS OUT OVER ONLINE TROLLS
Michael Yong
A14-YEAR-old Muslim girl has been attacked by trolls and bullies online. Mya-Rose Craig, who rose to fame
after campaigning about environmental issues and writing about birding, has received explicit and sexist abuse
in the past.
But trolls are now targeting her with Islamophobic tweets and posts on social media, with little regard for the
schoolgirl.
The Bristol Post has seen some of these Facebook posts and tweets, and cannot repeat them here.
The problems started when Mya-Rose did a documentary when she was seven, and a thread on a popular birding
forum had been started to criticise her.
Things got worse, and people started directing the insults at the teenager as soon as she got on social media.
Mya-Rose, who comes from a family of twitchers - bird watchers who travel to find exotic birds - has now bravely
opened up about the abuse.
She said: "At its worst, I get about four or five a day.
"It got really bad when I was slightly older. Some of the abuse was racist and Islamophobic.
"My parents try and stop me from looking at them, but I'm getting more and more of them.
"On the internet, people seem to find the courage to say nasty things.
"Some of it is really quite shocking. I can be scrolling through Twitter and there are these comments, and it can really
ruin your entire day.
"Some of it is horrible, but I try to look past it and just block them."
The Chew Valley schoolgirl had started blogging about her adventures when she was about 11, and rose to fame
quickly.
But since Brexit, there has been a rise in the number of attacks on Mya-Rose, forcing her mum to delete or hide
comments on social media so the teenager wouldn't see them.
"They are just vile. We taught Mya to look past it and never to be a troll herself. If she doesn't like something, just
leave it," her mum Helena said.
"There are a huge number of very supportive people that we are thankful for, and a lot of people who tell us to ignore
it.
"But the abuse is constant."
Mya-Rose added: "It just hits me really hard. A lot of the time - even though I'm getting more of it now - the abuse
can be completely unexpected.
"It can ruin your day or week, and I find it really hard to understand why people think they can do that to someone
else.
"I feel strongly about my religion. It's part of who I am, and it's just really upsetting.
"I think it's the accumulation of abuse. If you get one or two, you just deal with it. But when you keep getting them,
and it doesn't stop, then it just builds up."
At one point, the abuse got so bad Mya-Rose wanted to close down her social media accounts.
Helena said: "Recently, Mya has been thinking about shutting down all of her social media, but I told her to give it
some space and to reflect.
"She understands, and feels strongly about it, but she is not letting it ruin her life."
Mya-Rose said: "In the end these people are sending me all of these messages -and they do have an impact on me and
how I feel - but I refuse to let them have a long-term impact on me, and affect me.
"I've the hopes that one day it will stop and people will realise this is not acceptable."
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Local police take on Islamophobic online trolls after deadly car attack in
Heidelberg; Police battle Twitter trolls spreading news of fictional Islamist
attacks
Derek Scally

Minutes after the attack on Saturday afternoon, the trolling began.
A 35-year-old man driving a rented car crashed into pedestrians in the southern German university city of Heidelberg,
killing a 73-year-old passerby.
Leaving two others injured at the scene, the driver bolted from the car, wielding a knife.
He was soon cornered by police, shot in the stomach and taken into custody.
As the perpetrator underwent an emergency operation and police worked to establish his identity, the trolls were
already on the case.
"According to friends at the police, the shot perpetrator from Heidelberg is a so-called #refugee," tweeted one.
Twitter troll
Local police shot back on Twitter immediately: "Nope, he's not."
Another Twitter troll called "ludwig felsenkiefer" demanded to know about the perpetrator's appearance, writing: "Tell
the full truth or shut your mouth."
To which the police replied: "Forgotten your childhood manners or never had any?"
All evening, as the investigation continued, so did the trolling.
One troll went to the trouble of copying the official press release from the police website, adding a new line about the
perpetrator "shouting in Arabic". After uploading a screenshot of this version, with the fictitious additions highlighted,
the troll declared this the "proof" of a cover-up.
By 9pm on Saturday, the avalanche of tweets about a supposed Islamist perpetrator continued, including one
from an account called "Brexit Means Brexit", reading in English: "he f**k German. He's a f**king Muslim.
F**k the lot of them out of the West."
To which local police intervened in English: "WTF are you talking about?"
German national
Even after the identity of the car's driver emerged - he was a 35-year-old German national - the trolling continued.
One conceded that the perpetrator was a German, adding: "with immigrants one would have kept that quiet for
months".
Again the police intervened: "No, 'one' wouldn't have, at least not us." And later: "For once and for all: Suspected
perpetrator German WITHOUT migration background."
Police spokesman Norbert Schätzle said the troll army had caused frustration but also amusement among social-media
staff.
Asked about the rather direct response to "Brexit Means Brexit", Mr Schätzle cited positive feedback.
"Some things can't be answered with political correctness or police correctness," he told the Süddeutsche Zeitung,
announcing plans to examine all tweets from the evening, with a view to pressing charges against the problematic
posters. The 35-year-old driver, shot in the stomach, is recovering in a Heidelberg prison hospital. Two injured
passersby were treated at the scene.
Attacks on refugees
While German police battle online trolls spreading news of fictional Islamist attacks, the real world poses a real threat
to asylum seekers in Germany. Official statistics for 2016 recorded 3,533 attacks on refugees or refugee
accommodation last year, averaging almost 10 attacks a day.
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Amid a social-media buzz about reports of asylum seeker attacks on German women, some real federal interior
ministry figures show that 560 asylum seekers, including 43 children, were injured in attacks last year. In addition,
some 217 aid-agency workers and volunteers were also attacked.
The figures, though preliminary, show a slight reduction in absolute terms on the number of attacks in 2015, when
1,031 attacks were carried out. However, almost 900,000 people filed for asylum in Germany in 2015, compared with
about 200,000 last year.
In the last quarter of 2016 alone, police recorded 525 attacks nationally on asylum seekers or their accommodation.
"These attacks are almost 10 a day," said Ulla Jelpke, interior spokeswoman for the opposition Left Party. "Does there
have to be deaths before right-wing violence is viewed as a central problem of domestic security?"
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To fight far right we must help Muslims to fit in
David McWilliams
WE have three upcoming elections in France, the Netherlands and Germany where immigration - and Muslim
immigration in particular - will be the main issue. In America, Donald Trump has declared his hand. AntiIslam was one of his central campaign messages. And in Britain, immigration was probably the issue that swung
the Brexit vote.
Your tolerance or otherwise of mass immigration depends on many factors. Are you threatened? Do you benefit
economically? Do you believe that multiculturalism is a good thing? Do you believe that we should take responsibility
for the poor? Most of us do not take extreme positions on immigration and are typically somewhere in the middle. It
is common to hear people saying the success or otherwise of immigration depends whether the immigrants "fit in".
Integration is what politicians call it, but to most of us the expression "fitting in" does just grand.
Integration is Orwelliansounding. It is the sort of term a European Commission bureaucrat would come up with.
So immigration is about fitting in, being one of www.us.No matter how different the parents are, most of us believe
that the children of immigrants to Ireland will become Irish and will share our values. In this scenario, immigration
does not lead to segregation. In other words, time heals all.
We Irish are the living embodiment of this.
In the US of the mid-19th century, mass Irish and German immigration, particularly Catholic immigration, prompted
the virulently anti-Catholic "Know Nothing" movement.
The Know Nothings were Nativist American movement - a kind of precursor of Mr Trump - that warned against the
dilution of Protestant America by these new Catholics.
In 1855, 52pc of New York's 622,925 citizens were foreignborn. Of these foreigners, 28pc were Irish and 16pc were
German. In all, from 1847 to 1860, 1.1 million Irish immigrants docked at the Port of New York, as well as 900,000
largely Catholic Germans.
The Know Nothings claimed these Catholics, particularly the Irish, would never fit in. They were seen as foreign and
un-American. The Know Nothings called for a 21-year naturalisation rule to prevent the Irish from voting. Only after
this time could the immigrant be American enough to gain the right to vote.
In the end, the opposition to Catholics - and later Jews - proved to be transitory.
Both groups fitted in, eventually. This ability of the immigrants to fit in is crucial to the gradual acceptance of new
neighbours in any society.
But if "fitting in" is a natural process, why is a massive resistance to Islamic immigration sweeping across the West?
This is new. It is violent and it is dangerous. But is it understandable? Are Muslim immigrants different? I was thinking
about this while watching coverage of the Dutch elections because the Netherlands has been traditionally a very open,
tolerant country. Yet on March 15, Geert Wilders' Party for Freedom, or PVV, is likely to become the biggest
political party in the country. Among his proposed policies are zero new immigration and - more inflammatory
- closure of all Mosques and a ban on the sale of the Koran in The Netherlands.
This to me is outrageous stuff, but indignation is not a strategy. The question is whether Mr Wilders and French farright presidential candidate Marine Le Pen are both tapping into something real or are they simply demagogues.
If Muslims fit in like all previous immigrants before them and if the children of Muslim immigrants become just like
the locals, surely this opposition is simply racist? In considering this question, I re-examined a paper I read a few years
ago published by respected economists in Germany, based then on up-to-date evidence from the UK. This research
suggests that Muslim immigrants could be an exception.
The Institute for the Study of Labour in Bonn suggested, in a research paper "Are Muslim Immigrants different in
terms of Cultural Integration?" (www.ideas.repec.org) that the evidence shows many Muslim migrants are
exceptional.
This territory - as we all know - is a minefield, so let's stay as close as possible to the data.
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Using the UK Fourth National Survey of Ethnic Minorities, the German researchers arrive at definitive but explosive
conclusions. If these conclusions were incendiary 10 years ago, think about the political reality today.
In a nutshell, the data shows that in Britain, Muslims integrate less and considerably more slowly than non-Muslims.
A Muslim born in the UK and having spent more than 50 years there, is likely to have a much stronger, separate
identity than another non-Muslim immigrant who has just arrived. This includes Chinese, Caribbeans and non-Muslim
Indians.
The first finding of the report, which is based on comprehensive survey data and interviews carried out in the UK,
found that "Muslims do not seem to assimilate with the time spent in the UK, or at least they seem to do so at a much
slower rate than non-Muslims".
For example, 79pc of Muslims stated that religious identity was very important to them as opposed to 42pc of nonMuslims. Meanwhile, 70pc of Muslims said that they "would mind very much" if one of the family married a nonMuslim person as opposed to 37pc of other faiths.
This territory is a minefield, so let's stay as close as possible to the data The second finding blows a hole in one of the
central economic arguments about financial progress and fitting in. Most economists, social scientists and political
commentators say that integration is a matter of opportunity.
But this finding reveals that for British Muslims, "Education does not seem to have any effect on the attenuation of
their identity; and job qualification, as well as living in neighbourhoods with a low unemployment rate, seem to
accentuate rather than moderate the identity formation of Muslims".
Bizarrely, therefore, the richer the area, the more "Muslim" the Muslim resident becomes.
The third observation, which is particularly interesting as it goes against the presumed wisdom, is that "for Muslims
more than for non-Muslims, there is no evidence that segregated neighbourhoods breed intense religious and cultural
identities". This is relevant because it is normal to hear politicians warn (whether they mean this or not) against
"creating ghettos".
This report suggests that ghettos don't matter in terms of affecting the extent of Muslim integration.
These findings indicate that "fitting in" isn't always something that we can assume just happens. Granted it is just one
paper and it singles out the UK, but it is fascinating and instructive. The lesson is that if we want to counter the antiMuslim feeling whipped up by the likes of Mr Wilders and Ms Le Pen, we can't simply be indignant or merely
affronted. If Europe wants less anti-Muslim political movements, policies to encourage "fitting in" need to be the most
pressing issue of the day. It also means that Muslim leaders have to be honest about whether they are playing their
part in coaxing their own communities to fit in.
In the long-run this can only be beneficial for everyone, but right now the omens are not good.
This territory is a ; ; minefield, so let's ; ; stay as close as ; ; possible to the data. ;
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Punishing Muslims for being Muslim
The immigration ban, coupled with another order to start building a multibillion-dollar wall on the Mexican border
has, in one week, sent a disconcerting international message of American intolerance and isolation. And similar
concerns have developed on the domestic side, with the administration signaling its intent to deny federal funds to socalled "sanctuary cities" that do not cooperate with federal immigration officials. In other words, the White House
will make local governments pay for the feds' inability to overhaul broken U.S. immigration policy. That shifting of
responsibility makes no sense. And for that reason, we agree with Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer of New
York, who said last week, "The only real solution to reform our immigration system is to pass comprehensive
immigration reform that provides a path to citizenship for the 11 million" undocumented immigrants already in this
country.
FULL TEXT
Most of the organized Jewish community, along with most civil libertarians, shuddered as the new administration
issued an executive order effectively targeting Muslims who want to immigrate to the United States.
The order suspends the U.S. Refugee Admissions Program for 120 days for review. It permanently bans immigration
of Syrian refugees. It calls for a blanket 30-day ban on visas to people from Iraq, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria
and Yemen. And it prioritizes claims of religious persecution that essentially favor Christians who seek refuge in the
United States from majority-Muslim countries.
This slash-and-burn approach to an otherwise manageable security situation - on full view last weekend, when even
legal permanent residents attempting to enter the United States were sent back to their points of origin - supports the
conclusion that the White House, despite repeated assertions to the contrary, wants to punish Muslims for being
Muslim.
Our community takes pride that the United States is a land of immigrants. Most of us are children or grandchildren of
immigrants, as is the president himself. So we cringe when blanket immigration restrictions are imposed in a wholesale
manner and especially when the effect of the restrictions is to consign a religious group to unjust treatment. As
explained by the Jewish Council of Public Affairs, the umbrella agency for Jewish community relations councils,
"These pronouncements not only severely -restrict immigration, they instill fear among existing immigrant
populations that they are not welcome and may be at risk."
The Interfaith Alliance and American Jewish Committee joined many other Jewish organizations in criticizing the ban
- calling it "deeply un-American" and an effort to improperly target Muslims fleeing violence and oppression. The
outlier was the Zionist Organization of America, which commended the president for "understanding and acting
on the need to keep all of us safe from radical Islamist terrorism."
The immigration ban, coupled with another order to start building a multibillion-dollar wall on the Mexican border
has, in one week, sent a disconcerting international message of American intolerance and isolation. And similar
concerns have developed on the domestic side, with the administration signaling its intent to deny federal funds to socalled "sanctuary cities" that do not cooperate with federal immigration officials. In other words, the White House
will make local governments pay for the feds' inability to overhaul broken U.S. immigration policy. That shifting of
responsibility makes no sense. And for that reason, we agree with Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer of New
York, who said last week, "The only real solution to reform our immigration system is to pass comprehensive
immigration reform that provides a path to citizenship for the 11 million" undocumented immigrants already in this
country.
We encourage an approach that shows concern, compassion and understanding toward immigrants and those seeking
refuge from persecution and that furthers the image of the United States as the indispensable nation, rather than the
new global bully.
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Henry McLeish: The five questions No voters must ask themselves to decide
Scotland's post-Brexit destiny
Henry McLeish

EMBRACING at least the spirit of Shakespeare's Mark Antony, and looking at the dispiriting state of British politics,
our new mantra should be: "We come to bury Brexit not to praise it. The evil that politicians - men and women - do
lives after them."
At last, the arrival of Trump and Brexit is providing a wake-up call for progressives in the US and Britain. A new and
palpable sense of outrage at these acts of national self-harm is evident. A politics that puts principle and protest back
on the political agenda is long overdue.
In a year where political extremes in Germany, France and the Netherlands have been emboldened by recent events,
and where elections will be held, there is a need to expose populism and the damage that extreme politics is doing to
Britain. Brexit makes no sense, so why should we keep up any notion to the contrary.
After the false arguments that were made for Brexit and the fake claims of Britain soon to become great again - or to
use another import from the US, Britain First - there is an urgent need to spell out what history tells us about
nationalism, authoritarianism, racism, xenophobia and religious intolerance and what they mean for countries and
continents. The politics of yesterday are being revisited as the echoes of the past grow louder.
The fanatics and the delusional, now sadly occupying the top levels of the Conservative Party and Ukip, are risking
the breaking up of Britain, the bleeding of our economy, and by their behaviour, creating a bitterly divided society.
Theresa May's trip to the US to meet President Trump only serves to underline the dangers that lie ahead and the
unsettling similarities of policy and intent between the two newcomers to office.
People in the US cannot begin to understand why a British Prime Minister would be so willing to be used by Trump
at a time when he is undermining and abusing his own Judiciary, the European Union, Nato, Mexico, China, Iran and
more recently the Australian Prime Minister during a telephone rant. This is a president that forgot to mention the
Jews in his Holocaust Memorial comments.
At a major prayer and faith meeting in Washington he sought God's prayers for Arnold Schwarzenegger to help
improve his TV ratings as the boss of Trumps old TV show, The Apprentice. This is a president that refers to Mexicans
as "dudes" and allows his advisers to talk about "alternative facts" and invent massacres to spread the Trump message.
Economic nationalism is on the march. The legitimacy of judges is being questioned. Anti-Islamic feeling is on the
rise. And Putin's Russia is being held up as morally equivalent to Western democracies. Yes, this is Trump's world
but it looks embarrassingly similar to the mindset of the right of the Conservative Party.
America First means nationalism not patriotism. Every other country comes second. Our transatlantic relations are
vitally important on so many fronts, but Trump's new world of bilateral trade deals will not see a renewed
'Anglosphere' of equal partners but only a desperate Prime Minister struggling for any crumbs off the Trump table to
suggest her brave new Britain is in the making.
Ignoring for now the wider implications of this, there would be real and immediate practical dangers - a hurried trade
deal with the US could destroy our farming industry, open up our NHS to the predatory behaviour and market excesses
of the US pharmaceutical giants. And, at least for the time being, Britain would be at the mercy of an erratic and
unpredictable president.
On foreign policy Theresa May seems to have learned nothing from some of our post war adventures when she said
that Brexit Britain and Trump's America can "lead" the world. Our Prime Minister, heading up a disunited and
potentially disintegrating UK should have more pressing priorities. More to the point, why should Britain want to lead
the world?
Britain is a middling country in the world order of international affairs. Despite this the Tories keep looking for a role
and seem happy to sup with any devil to maintain the fantasy of still ruling the waves abroad and promoting at home
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the fiction, so deftly used by Prime Minister Harold MacMillan some 50 years ago, that "you will see a state of
prosperity such as we have never had"... outside the European Union.
Not content with cosying up to one authoritarian and nationalist 'tough guy', the Prime Minister meets President
Erdogan of Turkey, and despite the globally strategic importance of his country, this president jails more journalists
than most countries, pays scant regard to human rights and is a seasoned autocrat. The symbolism of this visit is
obvious. The substance is harder to discern.
Brexit isn't going to work. At a time of growing international tensions and challenges the European Union is a safe,
secure and supportive place for Britain to be. Europe is our future.
Most people in Britain would balk at the idea of the Americanisation of our society, or creating some artificial new
Atlantic partnership, or becoming de facto the 51st state of America, or even worse, as Jeremy Corbyn described, a
"bargain basement tax haven off the shores of Europe" where money, markets and the worship of Mammon become
the hallmarks of making Britain great again.
May and Trump seem content with the notion that countries should be run like companies. This is Trump's key
credential for being Commander in Chief, a view reinforced on both sides of the Atlantic by the simple but flawed
idea that businesses trade, not countries, and that governments only get in the way. This is an agenda for markets and
consumers not for democracies and citizens.
Britain is in danger of helping Trump to break up not only the EU, NAFTA and the Trans Pacific Partnership but also
any other global regional grouping that doesn't meet his requirements of bilateral and unfettered free trade deals
between nation states encompassing all the worst excesses of his autocratic and nationalist impulses. Trump is not a
stable or reliable partner.
The European Council at their meeting in Malta decided to reject Theresa May's idea of Britain being a bridge to the
US. This idea was breathtaking in its arrogance and contempt for the EU and post-war history, especially following
Trump's tweets suggesting the EU should be broken up: a view that is shared by Marine Le Pen.
Theresa May's fantasies of a world outside the EU are one side of the crisis facing Britain. The other side concerns
her crude and clumsy assault on the integrity and importance of the other nations of the Union, in particular Scotland.
BREXIT may yet be the spark that once again ignites the flames of unrest and leads more Scots to think that Britain
under the Tories and out of the EU is a poor deal. The Scottish debate needs to move on and widen its scope. The
answers to five questions will help Scotland decide.
1. Will the deepening gloom about the prospects of a change of government at Westminster in the next 10-to-15 years
worry Scottish Labour voters - still the most important body of voters still to be won round to radical change - that
there is no escape from Tory rule? 2. Can the Labour Party convince electors that it is capable of conceiving and
delivering to Scotland an alternative to independence which is not just a make-over of the status quo?
3. Are there any prospects of Westminster - so steeped in the history of absolute sovereignty, political exceptionalism,
collective centralism, and now in the grip of English nationalism - being able to offer and share real power with any
of the nations of Britain?
4. Will Scotland's future ultimately be determined by England's block on Britain's progress, it's new and virulent strain
of right-wing populism and the fact that politically Scotland is diverging so dramatically from England? 5. Have Scots
reached a point where they have an idea of what Scotland could be, of what kind of society they want to live in and
what vision and role they have for Scotland on the world stage?
Brexit has been heavily criticised for offering no alternative future for Britain on leaving the EU. If Scots decide to
leave the United Kingdom that mistake can't be repeated. These are questions for people who don't support Scottish
nationalism, the SNP and haven't been life-long adherents to radical change. This is about the 50 per cent who remain
unconvinced by the current debate but, in the current chaos of a declining United Kingdom and the madness of Brexit,
could be sympathetic to the idea of a new future for their country, better governance and membership of the EU.
Brexit has made the debate about Scotland's future more confused, complex and uncertain. But although the timeline
is hard to define, the battle lines and big issues remain clear. Let us promote the politics of principle and protest. Let
us spend more time ridiculing the populist justifications of Trump and Brexit and denying credence, oxygen and
respectability to their ideas. Let us make people great and put peoples' interests first.
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DAILY MAIL (London)
February 4, 2017

RABBLE ROUSER WHO COULD BE THE NEXT NAIL IN THE EU'S
COFFIN
SUE REID

HE'S THE VIRULENTLY ANTI-MUSLIM POLITICIAN ON COURSE TO WIN THE DUTCH ELECTION WITH EVEN THE RESPECTABLE MIDDLE CLASSES SUPPORTING HIM
Wearing spivvy shoes, a tight blue suit and a crooked smile, the wide boy of European politics strides into a room in
the Dutch parliament building, flanked by armed security men. He holds up a fat paperback entitled Angry, full of
stories of ordinary folk worried about the kind of issues that swept Donald Trump to power in America.
Our people have been betrayed by politicians and want a new Patriotic Spring,' he tells his audience, who nod
enthusiastically.
This is Geert Wilders, the 53-year-old of part-Indonesian heritage with peroxide blond hair, who is turning Dutch
thinking on its head. He is described by some as a rabid racist and has been convicted for inciting discrimination.
Once temporarily banned from Britain as persona non grata' by the Labour government, he lives under threat of
assassination for his fiercely anti-immigration stance, and only this week tried (unsuccessfully) to plaster Stop Islam'
adverts over Holland's trams.
He is in such danger from Left-wing activists and Islamic militants that he often wears a bullet-proof vest and is
guarded at a safe house round the clock. He can only visit his wife Krisztina, a former Yugoslav diplomat, once a
week at the family's secret address because of security concerns. Nobody, he says with truth, would want his sort of
life.
Yet next month there are national elections in the Netherlands and Wilders's Freedom Party is ahead in the polls and
expected to win at least 20 per cent of the vote. It could be even higher.
One paunchy man listening on Thursday at the book launch admitted: At first we dared not think like him or talk like
him. Now many of us in Holland do both.'
For a groundswell of support for Wilders among the Dutch his is the most popular party in the Netherlands is fast
gathering momentum.
In 2012 he was doing well but not that well, with one in ten supporting him. Today his Right-wing, Trump-like
promises of imposing border controls, stopping Islamic sharia law, sending home migrants who reject Dutch
values or cause crime, and even banning the Koran, has won him an extraordinary following in this Christian
country, which has a Protestant Bible belt' and is dotted with Catholic churches.
One of his favourite mantras (confirmed, so he claims, by university studies in Holland and Berlin) is that 80 per cent
of Muslims in the Netherlands believe it is heroic to travel to Syria as a fighter. He says Islam is not a religion but
an imperialist ideology like communism or fascism. And the Dutch, from the urban middle class to those out in
the sticks, are lapping it up.
Wilders's meteoric rise means the Netherlands, long famed for its liberal outlook, could well provide the next shock
to the European political elite. On his agenda is a Dutch exit from the European Union and possibly a return from the
euro to the traditional Dutch currency, the guilder, too.
This week, when I travelled around Holland to speak to ordinary people who have thrown their support behind
Wilders, I found them in a mood of defiance stoked by him, and by Donald Trump's victory.
Few are better placed to notice the changing mood than Protestant church minister Henk-Jan Prosman, a mildmannered 41-year-old, who invites me to his home in Nieuwkoop, a village surrounded by flat land and canals in the
west of Holland.
On an average Sunday, about a third of the 800 villagers attend morning service at his 19th-century church, and he
has got to know them well in five years as their minister.
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The traditional jobs in the Nieuwkoop area, once famed for producing peat and bullrushes, have all but gone. Now the
locals worry about jobs, the strains on the health and welfare system and even rising crime, which they blame on
Muslim migrants (although there are precious few to be seen in Nieuwkoop on this cloudy day, or any other).
More of the villagers, says Minister Prosman, are turning for consolation to the Freedom Party.
I have watched them start listening to Wilders. Very few really expect him to close all mosques and ban the Koran [as
he threatens]. They don't agree with everything he says. But there are no other political leaders in Holland whom they
trust any more.
Even a senior policeman told me the other day that 60 per cent of his officers will vote for the Freedom Party. They
are not racists. They know what it's like in the real world working with the day-to-day consequences of open borders
and uncontrolled immigration. The white political elite, who defend a multicultural Holland, have no idea what's going
on.'
Indeed, everywhere I travel, there is an overwhelming feeling here that the Dutch old guard's days are coming to an
end.
Nevertheless, Mark Rutte, the middle-of-the-road prime minister (and head of the People's Party for Freedom and
Democracy) is now scambling to head off the Right-wing challenge. He stunned Dutch citizens last month by
publishing an open letter, online and in full-page newspaper advertisements, warning that there was something wrong
with our country'.
In what might have been a message from Wilders himself, he said the silent majority' would no longer tolerate
immigrants who abuse our freedom', castigating those who drop litter or spit in the streets.
He went on to criticise those who abuse women and gay rights, adding: If you reject our country, I'd prefer you to go...
act normal or leave.'
It was, of course, a last-ditch attempt to lure back disaffected voters. But it was also a belated recognition of the acute
concerns over years of uncontrolled mass immigration of non-Europeans to Holland, which has helped push the
population up to 17 million (despite many indigenous Dutch choosing to emigrate), a rise of about 700,000 in a decade
or so. Many who have been here for years are families of Turks and Moroccans who were invited as guest workers'
half a century ago. Others are a legacy of Dutch colonialism in Indonesia, the Caribbean, and Suriname in South
America.
More recently, though, amid the biggest migration crisis in Europe since World War II, thousands of asylum-seekers
and economic migrants from the troubled Middle East and poverty-riddled Africa have arrived, too.
Yet today almost half the non-EU migrants in the Netherlands are out of work, according to an estimate by the
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development.
The Gatestone Institute, a conservative international think-tank, says a Dutch interior ministry report in 2011 revealed
that 40 per cent of Moroccans aged 12-24 (and mostly born in Holland) had been arrested, fined, charged or implicated
in a crime.
Dutch journalist Fleur Jurgens, in her book The Moroccan Drama, further claims that more than 60 per cent of
Moroccans aged between 17 and 23 drop out of education without even a basic qualification.
Jurgens also contends that 60 per cent of Moroccan men aged between 40 and 64, including some who arrived years
ago, live on state benefits.
Geert Wilders, needless to say, has something to say about that: They happily accept our dole, houses and doctors but
not our rules and values,' was one of his comments.
In a more florid pronouncement, he said the Dutch have had enough of burkas, headscarves, the ritual slaughter of
animals, so-called honour revenge, blaring minarets, female circumcision, hymen restoration operations, abuse of
homosexuals, halal meat at shops and the enormous over-representation of Muslims in the crime arena'.
It is inflammatory stuff, yet the indigenous Dutch (and even some migrants who have integrated well over time) are
listening.
One of them is Edwin Heij, 49, who is married to a Bulgarian woman, with a family of three boys aged eight, 11 and
18. They live in a four-bedroom house with a big garden in a village near Utrecht a city full of Christian monuments
dating back to the 14th century.
Edwin is a builder who always voted for the Dutch liberal parties. Now I distrust politicians because they don't do
what they promise. Wilders is too radical for me in many ways, but there's no other party to halt what is going on.
Really it will be a protest vote, but what else can I do?' he asks, as we sit in a coffee bar not far from his home.
I would love Holland to leave the EU, like Britain. The politicians say this is a rich country but I have worked for the
Army and see that on the ranges the soldiers must pretend to fire rifles because they don't have bullets.
In the care homes, the old people have nothing. I have worked in them and watched when two 19-year-old Dutch girls
tried to care for 30 elderly in their beds. They were on a shift from 7am to 1pm. They only finished cleaning the last
person at lunchtime.
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That is unfair treatment of pensioners who have paid into the social system all their lives, especially when we see new
migrants getting council homes, state money, and not working because they don't speak Dutch and have no skills.'
Then he adds: Of course, not every migrant is the same. The Indonesians and those from Suriname have integrated
well. They stand up on the bus to let old people have a seat. It's the others who don't care.'
Edwin says it is only now that he dares speak his mind. On Monday night he appeared on a Dutch TV programme to
debate the Freedom Party phenomenon. Afterwards I received hundreds of messages on Twitter from people agreeing
with me. Only three were rude.
It is only on social media that you hear what people really think. People are scared of being called racist if they tell
their friends or workmates what they really think. Until very recently I didn't mention my new political views, even
to people I invited to my house.'
Then there is Cindy Van Kruistum, 57, a mother of two girls aged 17 and 21, who lives in a smart house in Veenendaal,
a city in the central part of the country. She is a finance manager and married to a businessman (who has little time
for the Freedom Party).
A pretty woman and half Indonesian herself she sits on a sumptuous grey sofa and says: The election of Donald Trump
has changed a lot here. What happened in America has freed Dutch people to voice their opinions, and they see the
chance of change with the Freedom Party.'
She explains: At my office, I told my boss that I was voting for Wilders. He said Wilders is a racist and therefore I
was, too. I said he was a hypocrite.
He has 30 employees sitting at their desks who are all Dutch. There is only one Muslim, a lady who cleans the toilet.
That makes me ashamed. We live in a parallel society where migrants, mainly the Muslims, have not integrated and
that is dangerous.'
Then things get personal for Cindy's teenage daughter has a boyfriend who is Moroccan. He comes here every day
but never takes my child to his home. His family don't know she exists because the boyfriend daren't tell them he is
going out with a Christian Dutch girl.
The two are very much in love and I don't mind that. He is a nice boy, very respectful to me. But I am worried that
the relationship cannot last, that she will end up with nothing because the two societies don't mix.'
Cindy is certain that Geert Wilders will triumph in the forthcoming election, thanks to people who will vote for him
without necessarily admitting it publicly.
Those voters, she and others tell me, are sick of hijabs for sale in the shops, rising homophobia amongst immigrants
and a watering down of Holocaust teaching in schools in the Netherlands (the story goes that Moroccan teenagers
walk out of such World War II lessons because they have been told in the mosques that the Nazi atrocities against the
Jewish people never happened).
Of course, in this febrile atmosphere, many of the allegations hurled at migrants may be half-truths or even untruths.
Yet the book called Angry, which Wilders held in his hand on Thursday, was written by a respected journalist called
Joost Niemoller. It details the views of 31 Dutch men and women from every walk of life who are worried about the
impact of uncontrolled immigration on them, their families and the future of Holland.
It is expected to become a bestseller and, of course, is well-timed fodder for the Freedom Party. Geert Wilders left the
book launch carrying a copy. No doubt he will wave it in the air again during the next few weeks of election
campaigning.
Although the betting is now on Wilders and his party winning, until a few days ago there was little chance of him
becoming Prime Minister.
The Netherlands has a system of proportional representation, and the other main parties say they will not partner him
in a coalition Government even if he gets a landslide victory.
Then out of the wings stepped the leader of a small new anti-Establishment party, the Forum for Democracy.
Thierry Baudet is a dashing, floppy-haired, 34-year-old former university professor who put himself on the political
map last year when he organised an unsuccessful referendum opposing an EU association with Ukraine.
Lionised on social media and expected to win a respectable election vote, he agrees with Wilders that the Netherlands,
like Britain, must cut off the EU shackles and regain its sovereignty.
He says he could act as kingmaker in post-election talks, joining forces with Wilders to hand him power.
We are seeing a surge of change in the Netherlands,' an ebullient Baudet boasted the other day. He may provide a
critical lifeline for Geert Wilders, the political bogeyman they dub the Dutch Trump.
But one thing is certain: if Wilders wins the election but cannot take power, it will surely enrage those Dutch people
who rightly or wrongly believe they have no one else to turn to.
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Trump is only finishing what Hollywood and the media started
1.1.1.1.1

Waleed Aly

For a brief moment, it was almost as if they were people. They were scientists working on new treatments for
HIV/AIDS or whose research had helped contain the spread of that Ebola outbreak a few years ago. They were
engineers who led NASA deployments of rovers to Mars. They were elderly people banned from returning home after
travelling for a family funeral – and others banned from attending the funerals of their American relatives. They were
translators helping Western journalists or the US military. They were dog-owners whose pets were suddenly stranded.
They were high-school students who wanted only to attend a space camp. They were vets and doctors and musicians.
They were Olympic gold medallists and Oscar-nominated directors and actors.
That's what struck me immediately as news of the Trump administration's immigration ban screamed across the
world. I'd never really seen Muslims described in that way, and it was frightening just how much it stood out.
It was like some lost tribe had been discovered: the previously invisible inhabitants of the badlands that occupy our
fears far more than they do thoughts.
And frankly, that's why we're here. Something as crude and bludgeoning as this only happens because of the years
that precede it. Say what you will about Donald Trump, he is not suddenly afflicted with insanity. He is not the
generator of some new malevolent thought. He's building on foundations he hasn't laid. He can only do this – after
taking it to a never-ending election campaign – because the cultural environment exists to receive it as some
version of common sense. He can treat Muslims in a grossly undifferentiated way because that's largely the
way public culture has trained us to see them.
That doesn't mean Muslims must always be terrorists – though that is only a semitone from Trump's rhetoric.
It's that they must always be defined by their relationship to terrorism. If we're in a tolerant mood, we'll make a
series of disclaimers about the "moderate majority" who reject such atrocities. And sure, that's true.
But the trouble is that's not the story of a people. It's not anything really, other than a statement of what someone isn't.
In this formulation you can be "not a terrorist", but you can't be something. Not a contributor, not an asset, not even a
battler. You can't be complex, nuanced, evolving. You can either confirm or "challenge" a predetermined stereotype,
but that's just another way of saying you must prove your innocence – over, and over, and over ...
So it's hardly surprising that – even as the touching stories of those caught up in Trump's dark fantasy were everywhere
– the fact of a terrorist attack on a mosque in Quebec City this week barely touched any emotional register.
Nothing about the lives of the six Muslims killed, or even of the Trump-loving white guy who killed them, seems
to have been worthy of quite the same treatment. Indeed we were spared even the ritual emoting that accompanies
these things.
Malcolm Turnbull offered his condolences to the Canadian Prime Minister, sent a tweet and noted it at a press
conference, but you probably missed that because no one seemed particularly interested to hear it.
Trump did make his condolences public, but only as his press secretary said the event justified the President's
"proactive rather than reactive" steps. How exactly these steps address this Quebecois tragedy is unclear. Perhaps
Trump is banning millions of Muslims from coming to America because he's worried his more violent supporters will
kill them. That's nice, I suppose. It would be wrong to call this a double standard. It's not that we feel an affinity with
Trump's stranded travellers that we don't with those killed in Quebec. The truth is we feel little affinity with either.
It's just that the former are fodder for a story we're more interested in telling right now. The best way to tell that story
has been to discover the humanity of those affected, but the story is really about Trump and his cyclonic presidency.
That's the cause of the emotional investment. Were they victims of Obama, or even a right-wing lone-wolf terrorist,
they'd be immediately less interesting, less human. Perhaps if that weren't so true, the very idea of a Trump's blanket
ban would have been less saleable. That's probably why I've felt a nagging sense of irony this week as the world
swelled in protest. Yes, I take some heart from the parade of Hollywood celebrities, for instance, dedicating their
awards-night speeches to standing against what Trump has unleashed. And I take some heart from the thought that
finally Muslim stories are being told that actually correspond to their lives, even if in awful circumstances. But not
too much. Not when few cultural institutions have been as effective at building the most one-dimensional Muslim
stereotypes as Hollywood. And not when a media now saturated with disdainful, heartfelt coverage of Trump's chaos,
has not even the slightest hunch that it has done so much of the dehumanising work for him.
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Donald Trump to focus counter-extremism program solely on Islam:
sources
1.1.1.1.2

Julia Edwards Ainsley, Dustin Volz and Kristina Cooke

Washington/San Francisco: The Trump administration wants to revamp and rename a US government
program designed to counter all violent ideologies so that it focuses solely on Islamist extremism, five people
briefed on the matter told Reuters.
The program, "Countering Violent Extremism," or CVE, would be changed to "Countering Islamic
Extremism" or "Countering Radical Islamic Extremism," the sources said, and would no longer target groups
such as white supremacists who have also carried out bombings and shootings in the United States.
Such a change would reflect Trump's election campaign rhetoric and criticism of former President Barack Obama for
being weak in the fight against Islamic State and for refusing to use the phrase "radical Islam" in describing it. Islamic
State has claimed responsibility for attacks on civilians in several countries.
The CVE program aims to deter groups or potential lone attackers through community partnerships and educational
programs or counter-messaging campaigns in cooperation with companies such as Google and Facebook.
Some proponents of the program fear that rebranding it could make it more difficult for the government to work with
Muslims already hesitant to trust the new administration, particularly after Trump issued an executive order last Friday
temporarily blocking travel to the United States from seven predominantly Muslim countries.
Still, the CVE program, which focuses on US residents and is separate from a military effort to fight extremism online,
has been criticised even by some supporters as ineffective.
A source who has worked closely with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) on the program said Trump
transition team members first met with a CVE task force in December and floated the idea of changing the name and
focus.
In a meeting last Thursday attended by senior staff for DHS Secretary John Kelly, government employees were asked
to defend why they chose certain community organisations as recipients of CVE program grants, said the source, who
requested anonymity because of the sensitive nature of the discussions.
Although CVE funding has been appropriated by Congress and the grant recipients were notified in the final days of
the Obama administration, the money still may not go out the door, the source said, adding that Kelly is reviewing the
matter.
The department declined comment. The White House did not respond to a request for comment.
Program criticised
Some Republicans in Congress have long assailed the program as politically correct and ineffective, asserting that
singling out and using the term "radical Islam" as the trigger for many violent attacks would help focus deterrence
efforts.
Others counter that branding the problem as "radical Islam" would only serve to alienate more than three million
Americans who practice Islam peacefully.
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Many community groups, meanwhile, had already been cautious about the program, partly over concerns that it could
double as a surveillance tool for law enforcement.
Hoda Hawa, director of policy for the Muslim Public Affairs Council, said she was told last week by people within
DHS that there was a push to refocus the CVE effort from tackling all violent ideology to only Islamist extremism.
"That is concerning for us because they are targeting a faith group and casting it under a net of suspicion," she
said.
Another source familiar with the matter was told last week by a DHS official that a name change would take place.
Three other sources, speaking on condition of anonymity, said such plans had been discussed but were unable to attest
whether they had been finalised.
The Obama administration sought to foster relationships with community groups to engage them in the
counterterrorism effort. In 2016, Congress appropriated $US10 million in grants for CVE efforts and DHS awarded
the first round of grants on January 13, a week before Trump was inaugurated.
Among those approved were local governments, city police departments, universities and non-profit organisations. In
addition to organisations dedicated to combating Islamic State's recruitment in the United States, grants also went to
Life After Hate, which rehabilitates former neo-Nazis and other domestic extremists.
Just in the past two years, authorities blamed radical and violent ideologies as the motives for a white supremacist's
shooting rampage inside a historic African-American church in Charleston, South Carolina and Islamist militants for
shootings and bombings in California, Florida and New York.
One grant recipient, Leaders Advancing & Helping Communities, a Michigan-based group led by LebaneseAmericans, has declined a $US500,000 DHS grant it had sought, according to an email the group sent that was seen
by Reuters. A representative for the group confirmed the grant had been rejected but declined further comment.
"Given the current political climate and cause for concern, LAHC has chosen to decline the award," said the email,
which was sent last Thursday, a day before Trump issued his immigration order, which was condemned at home and
abroad as discriminating against Muslims while the White House said it was to "to protect the American people from
terrorist attacks by foreign nationals."
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Local support for Donald Trump block on Muslims
PHILLIP HUDSON
A majority of Coalition voters believe Australia should follow Donald Trump’s lead and make it harder for
citizens from Muslim countries to travel to Australia.
A special Newspoll, taken exclusively for The Australian, reveals 52 per cent of Liberal and Nationals voters
are in favour of copying the dramatic executive order issued by the US President to suspend visas being issued
for migrants or travellers from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen, halt all refugee arrivals
into the US for 120 days and ban Syrian refugees indefinitely.
Overall, Australians are divided over the issue, with the poll of 1734 voters taken from last Thursday to Sunday
showing 44 per cent believe Australia should take similar measures while 45 per cent oppose that action. Some 11 per
cent were uncommitted.
Among Coalition voters, Newspoll found 52 per cent were in favour of adopting Mr Trump’s measures here, with 39
per cent opposed and 9 per cent uncommitted. More than half of Labor voters were opposed, with 55 per cent against
the idea, although 34 per cent were in favour and 11 per cent uncommitted. Greens voters objected the most, with 75
per cent opposed, although just over one in five Greens supporters wanted Australia to take up Mr Trump’s hardline
policy, which caused havoc at airports when it was introduced and sparked protests and legal challenges.
The President lashed out at a District Court judge who put the executive order on hold, saying it was a ridiculous
ruling. “Just cannot believe a judge would put our country in such peril. If something happens blame him and court
system. People pouring in. Bad!” he wrote on Twitter. “I have instructed Homeland Security to check people coming
into our country VERY CAREFULLY. The courts are making the job very difficult!”
Britain and Germany have condemned the executive order but Malcolm Turnbull refused to take a position, saying it
was “not my job” to cast a verdict. Instead the Prime Minister focused on trying to lock in Mr Trump’s support for an
agreement struck with his predecessor Barack Obama to send refugees to the US, which the President called the “worst
deal ever” in a stunning leak of their fiery conversation.
Australia, like other nations including New Zealand and Canada, sought an exemption from the executive order by
asking for “preferential treatment” for Australians with dual nationality who could be blocked by the policy.
While the Trump administration has vowed to take action to restore its restrictions, people who were stranded by the
order have used the court rulings to rush into the US, including students, researchers and families.
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Muslim woman cops online abuse for years
AGRON LATIFI
A Muslim woman in Wollongong has had enough of two years of ‘’systematic online bullying’’ and decided to
speak up.
While the woman in question fears ‘’backlash’’ and prefers to remain anonymous, Fairfax Media has seen most
of the almost 20 hate emails she has received.
The correspondence, which started in October 2014, was also directed to other Muslims in the community as well as
the Illawarra People 4 Peace group.
One of the worst was a Facebook message last July in the lead-up to Pauline Hanson’s appearance on ABC
program Q&A. The message read ‘’we will be waiting for you! Filthy muslim [sic] scum! Our weapons are aimed
at your neanderthal skull’’.
‘’When I got this message I was really disgusted and distraught by it,’’ the woman said. ‘’If this was a random
message I would have thought nothing of it but it came from the same guy who sent me all the other emails. It was
definitely threatening and it really scared me.
‘’I’ve felt really demoralised and concerned for my own family’s safety but I know this is a much bigger issue than
just me being bullied. I know a lot of younger girls, who are much more active on social media, who are getting
bullied and harassed online as well as in their local community for being Muslim and choosing to wear a
hijab. Something needs to be done to protect us.’’
Keira MP Ryan Park has seen some of the emails and said there was no place in our society for online bullying.
‘’I want to reiterate that that type of behaviour, whether it is behind the anonymity of a keyboard or whether it is in
the street is something that we should never tolerate. I know the police won’t tolerate it. I won’t tolerate it,’’ Mr Park
said.
It was important to contact police if you received that type of ‘’vitriol and hate correspondence’’.
‘’I don’t want people to think that type of behaviour is appropriate. I don’t want people to think that they have to put
up with that sort of intolerance in 2017. I don’t think it is appropriate.’’
Mr Park said it was important for people who felt threatened to go through the right channels and not take matters into
their own hands.
‘’Keyboard warriors who act silently behind these things are not going to be tolerated and the police will use every
means possible to try and track them down,’’ he said.
‘’...because we are not going to sit by and be quiet and be silent while someone feels threatened or attacked just
because of their different cultural or religious background.
‘’That’s not the way we do things here in Wollongong. That’s not the way we do things in this country...’’
Omar Mosque Wollongong chairman Dr Munir Hussain thanked Mr Park for his support of the Muslim community
at this ‘’time of need’’.
Mr Munir said the community was ‘’very stressed out’’ following the January incident where three Omani students
were attacked outside the mosque.
‘’I’m grateful to police and I hope they continue supporting us,’’ he said.
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Islamophobic ex-con jailed for 30 years over Florida mosque fire
Associated Press
An ex-convict who investigators say confessed to setting fire to a Florida mosque tied to the Orlando nightclub shooter
has been sentenced to 30 years in prison.
Joseph Schreiber, 32, pleaded no contest to second-degree arson during his hearing overnight in Fort Pierce, a plea
treated the same as a guilty plea.
Prosecutor Steve Gosnell says Schreiber confessed to detectives that he set the fire, saying he believed Muslims
"are trying to infiltrate our government" and "the teaching of Islam should be completely, completely illegal".
Schreiber read a written statement where he said the fire was not caused by hate but by his anxiety.
He set the fire to the Islamic Center of Fort Pierce last on September 11, 2016, the 15th anniversary of the 2001
terrorist attacks. No one was injured in the fire. Pulse nightclub shooter Omar Mateen sometimes attended the
mosque.
Last July, Schreiber, who is Jewish, posted on Facebook that "All Islam is radical" and that all Muslims should
be treated as terrorists and criminals.
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Inside the far-right Q Society's explosive dinner, where Muslims are fair game
Jacqueline Maley
"Let's be honest, I can't stand Muslims," said Larry Pickering, cartoonist and VIP guest at the Q Society
fundraising dinner held in Sydney on Thursday night.
"If they are in the same street as me, I start shaking."
Then the cartoonist, who had donated for auction one of his own works depicting the rape of a woman in a
niqab by her son-in-law, softened slightly.
"They are not all bad, they do chuck pillow-biters off buildings."
The cartoon fetched $600, which will go towards the legal defence bill of the Q Society's leading members, most
notably Kirralie Smith, the charismatic blonde who ran in the last election as a NSW Senate candidate for the
Australian Liberty Alliance.
The pro-"halal choice" campaigners, who insist they are against Islam but not Muslims, are being sued for
defamation by Halal certifier Mohamed El-Mouelhy.
They frame the case, brought over Mrs Smith's videos about halal certification practices, as an attack on free
speech.
They estimate their defence bill will be $1 million.
"Australia is much further down the path of political correctness than most people realise," Q Society president Debbie
Robinson told the 160-odd guests, gathered at the North Ryde RSL.
"People are beginning to wake up. Brexit and recent results in the US and Europe are indicative of the rise of
conservatism.
"What we are doing is right and we are righteous."
On Friday night, another fundraiser will be held in Melbourne, where the VIP guests slated include Liberal Party
defector Cory Bernardi and LNP MP George Christensen, who remains in the Turnbull government tent.
Supporters of the movement believe they speak for a silent majority who fear the impact of Islam on Australian
society, and are fed up with political correctness.
They associate strongly with the rise of Donald Trump – one man seated near Fairfax Media wore a "Deplorable" Tshirt which he pointed to proudly whenever the US president was mentioned by speakers, which was frequently.
The event was emceed by singer Angry Anderson, who kept the crowd amused with a constant patter about his exwife ("She said I was a violent man because I ate red meat, but that's a story for my next book…").
Other VIP speakers included former Liberal MP Ross Cameron and crime fiction author Gabrielle Lord.
Mr Cameron, who has a television show on Sky News, constantly mentioned homosexuality in his speech.
He spoke about the classical philosophers, who valued reason over orthodoxy, and said Socrates "might have had a
bit of same-sex attraction".
He said the Roman emperor Hadrian had a young male lover who "fell off the back of a barge".
"I'm sure he was snorting coke at the time," Mr Cameron said.
"The NSW division of the Liberal Party is basically a gay club," he told guests.
"I don't mind that they are gay, I just wish, like Hadrian, they would build a wall."
In a rambling speech, Mr Cameron moved onto Marcus Aurelius, who "said it was better to exist than not exist – that's
one of the reasons I'm quite attracted to heterosexuality".
Mr Cameron said too often debate is shut down by people who say "the person who doesn't agree with me is a bad,
evil, bigoted, redneck, racist xenophobe".
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He likened Kirralie Smith to Copernicus, who took on the orthodoxy of the time "supported by a big propaganda
machine of largely taxpayer-funded money", and said we needed leaders who wanted something more than to be
"applauded on the stage" – a comment which drew applause.
"That, in the end, is what I admire most about Kirralie and Debbie and [cartoonist] Bill Leak …and Larry Pickering,
Cory Bernardi," he said.
"There could not be a more authentic expression of the goodness of Australian than Kirralie Smith."
Novelist Gabrielle Lord, whose latest novel is about forced marriage in a Muslim community, said she had met many
Muslim women who had been abused and persecuted.
"Brothers and sisters, there is a war on and unfortunately…we are caught a little unaware because they were
better prepared than we are," Lord told the crowd, apparently referring to Muslims.
Her publishers had asked her to include "more attractive Muslim characters" and more about the "positives" of Islam.
She took this as a sign people are too frightened to speak the truth about Islam – something she could
understand as offending Muslims could lead to "bricks thrown through windows and rioting".
Lord spoke lovingly of the institutions built by Western society and said "the other mob only build one kind of
building, as you know".
Another Larry Pickering cartoon auctioned depicted an imam as a pig, being roasted on a spit, with a "halal certified"
stamp on its rump. A case of wine called "72 Virgins" was also up for grabs, along with a signed photograph of Dame
Joan Sutherland.
Ms Smith addressed the dinner briefly at the end, passionately detailing stories of people persecuted by Islam
around the world.
She said she was anti-Islam, not anti-Muslims, and said she did not incite violence, but exposed the people who
incited violence.
The prophet Mohammed was violent, and "five times a day Muslims are praying to be like him and that is
unacceptable".
In keeping with the tactics of Mr Trump, the media was derided by many of the speakers. The ABC was referred to
as "the enemy station" and Mr Cameron made special mention of reporters present from the "Sydney Morning
Homosexual".
"Trigger warning for the Herald, there are heterosexuals in the room…I have to warn you there are some males who
are attracted to females in this room."
Mr Cameron also joked the Herald's editorial board would have not objected to the Carthaginians' practice of child
burning, for reasons of political correctness.
When contacted Friday morning, Ms Smith said she did not know how much money the dinner had raised for the
cause.
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Bizarre alliance sees Regressive Left tolerating Islamist bigotry
Rita Panahi
IT’S amazing what you can get away with in the name of cultural diversity.
The bizarre alliance between the Regressive Left and Islamists sees the former excuse behaviour that they would never
tolerate from non-Muslims.
The Australian Islamic Peace Conference’s flyer featuring 12 bearded men and three veiled women with their faces
blacked has caused a tiny social media storm.
Sadly, it is only a minor backlash and we’re unlikely to see feminists protesting the event at the Melbourne Convention
and Exhibition centre this March.
The organisers claim that they blacked out the women’s faces not for reasons of modesty but to protect them from
abusive right-wingers and Islamophobia.
“Muslim women are particularly (being) humiliated and targeted in our streets, threatened and abused on
social media,” said Waseem Razvi from the Islamic Research and Education Academy (IREA).
“Due to the growing Islamophobia our campaign team wanted to be extra cautious with female guests so they
wouldn’t be targeted in the streets.”
Only a braindead simpleton would swallow such nonsense.
It’s worth noting that Mr Razvi and the IREA, which he founded, are responsible for other questionable posters for
another Islamic conference including one entitled: “Hijab: A solution for rape”.
If they were really concerned about the safety of the three female speakers, psychologist Monique Toohey, social
worker Nina Trad Azam and Islamic teacher Umm Jamaal ud-Din, then why did they list their names in the
promotional material?
Surely if you genuinely fear verbal or physical abuse from “Islamophobes” then you’d remove their names rather than
their faces.
The organisers were not answering the Herald Sun’s calls today.
I’d like to know if the event will see enforced segregation of men and women during speeches.
It would also be worth hearing their explanation for why they are giving a platform to radical homophobes,
polygamy advocates and sharia supporters?
It doesn’t take much research to reveal some of the worrying attitudes of the speakers pictured in the promotional
material.
Feminists and Islamist apologists have either ignored this latest episode of misogyny or criticised it in the gentlest
terms possible.
The venom they normally reserve for a democratically-elected president, a prime ministerial wink, gendered toys or
sexist air conditioning was nowhere to be seen.
The bigotry of low expectations sees much forgiven and overlooked by those who pretend to care about equality and
women’s rights.
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Ross Cameron defends appearance at dinner for anti-Islam Q Society
RHIAN DEUTRON
Controversial former Liberal MP Ross Cameron defended his bizarre appearance at a fundraising dinner
overnight that was slammed for offensive comments made by guests about homosexuals and Muslims.
The Q Society, a far right, anti-Islam organisation, held a fundraising dinner in Sydney in which cartoonist
Larry Pickering donated one of his works which collected $600 at auction, depicting the rape of a woman
wearing a niqab.
Several members of the media were present at the dinner, in which Mr Pickering made staggering comments
about Muslims, including the declaration: “Let’s be honest, I can’t stand Muslims … If they are in the
same street as me, I start shaking.
“They are not all bad, they do chuck pillow-biters off buildings,” he then said during his speech.
The comments were widely condemned today across social media, with many people calling for a public apology
from those who spoke at the event.
Sam Dastyari today called on Malcolm Turnbull to forbid Liberal MP George Christensen from attending the Q
Society’s second fundraiser, which is to be held in Melbourne tonight. Cory Bernadi, who resigned from the LNP
this week, will also be attending.
Mr Cameron, who hosts a show on Sky News, also made an allegedly “rambling speech” in which he consistently
spoke about homosexuals, called the NSW division of the Liberal Party “a gay club” and described the Sydney
Morning Herald as the “Sydney Morning Homosexual”. “Trigger warning for the Herald, there are heterosexuals in
the room … I have to warn you there are some males who are attracted to females in this room,” Mr Cameron said
during his bizarre speech.
Appearing on the Janine Perrett show this afternoon on Sky News, Mr Cameron took aim at the Sydney Morning
Herald for conflating his speech with Mr Pickering’s and using an unflattering photograph of him, describing the
outlet as a “bully”.
“What I object to is the Sydney Morning Herald taking the view that the vast sweep of Australians are homophobic,
racist, rednecks,” Mr Cameron said on the show this afternoon.
When asked to offer an apology to the LGBTI community, Mr Cameron appeared to step around the issue.
“I would like to spend the rest of my life without doing anything to make a person who feels their sexual preference
is being criticised or challenged or ridiculed,” Mr Cameron.
“If the reporting of these comments has caused someone to feel a greater sense of isolation over their attraction then I
very sincerely apologise”.
The talk show host mercilessly clapped back.
“Ross, that was the worst apology I have ever heard,” Ms Perrett said.
Ms Perrett continued to probe her guest, asking if he could appreciate that people were offended by Mr
Pickering’s “unacceptable” comments about Muslims.
“It is the job of people like me to not be offended. It is the job of people like me to suck it up,” Mr Cameron
said.
He defended his speech, saying he never made disparaging comments about homosexuals but directed his joke to a
SMH reporter present on the night.
“I said I’m not going to talk to you about Islam, I’m going to talk to you about freedom of speech and freedom of
opinion and I said I want to welcome the Sydney Morning Homosexual,” Mr Cameron.
“I went into that speech last night quite determined to distinguish between the gay person and what I regard as the
political ideology of mandatory support for gay marriage which I reject and I object to.”
Before the interview was abruptly concluded, Mr Cameron launched a scathing attack on the SMH, likening the paper
to a bully and a dog.
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“It was not my objective to offend people, it was my objective to offend the Sydney Morning Herald because they
deserve it,” he said.
“They spend their lives, like a bully, like a big Alsatian on the front yard when somebody steps one degree over the
line, letting out the dogs as they are doing now to me ... to seek to destroy dissent and alternative opinion,”
Mr Cameron described himself as the “captain of liberality in relation to matters of sexuality”.
Protesters have gathered St Kilda Marina in Melbourne to stop the Q Society’s second dinner this evening.
Protesters have clashed with people attending a fundraiser held by the far-right, anti-Islam Q Society, which is
headlined by Liberal MP George Christensen and former Liberal Senator Cory Bernardi.
More than a hundred people gathered at St Kilda Marina to stop the organisation’s Melbourne event, which was held
at a secret location “tba (to be announced) to booked guests”.
“When Cory Bernardi is in town, shut it down, shut it down,” protesters chanted, holding placards with the words
‘Fascist Free Zone’ and ‘F… Donald Trump’.
The protesters also shouted “racists, sexists, anti-queer, fascists are not welcome here”, before the bus left around
7pm, reportedly carrying about a dozen attendees
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Anti-Muslim dinner talk ‘depraved’ says social advocate Silma Ihram
JENNINE KHALIK
Social advocate Silma Ihram has blasted the “depravity” of anti-Muslim statements made at a far-right organisation’s
fundraising dinner in Sydney on Thursday.
Cartoonist Larry Pickering, one of the speakers at the Q Society event, told an audience of about 160 in
Sydney’s North Ryde: “Let’s be honest, I can’t stand Muslims.”
“If they (Muslims) are in the same street as me, I start shaking,” Mr Pickering said, according to a Fairfax
journalist attending the event.
But Australian Muslim Women’s Association President Ms Ihram told The Weekend Australian she hoped “if I were
to meet them that they wouldn’t start shaking”.
The Q Society, which describes itself as Australia’s “premier Islamic-critical organisation” and which opposes
halal certification of food, is fundraising to support a defamation case brought by halal certifier Mohamed ElMouelhy against anti-halal campaigner Kirralie Smith.
The five-week jury trial is to take place in the NSW Supreme Court in March.
Ms Smith ran as a NSW senate candidate with the Australian Liberty Alliance in the last election.
Q Society President Debbie Robinson told The Australian she had “no recollection” of what Pickering said.
“I don’t recall him saying that,” Ms Robinson said. “We don’t discuss individual Muslims and Muslims in
general, we always discuss the ideology.”
During the auction, Pickering also sold for $600 a cartoon depicting a woman wearing the niqab — a face veil
— being raped by her son-in-law.
“Australian society should not descend to such depravity because of their hatred of religion,” Ms Ihram said.
“Worldwide, we are living in a crazy time where extreme comments and behaviours are becoming the norm.”
Speakers included crime fiction author Gabrielle Lord and former Liberal MP and regular Sky News contributor Ross
Cameron, who was blasted by his colleague Janine Perrett on The Friday Show last night for attending an anti-Muslim
event and referring to the Sydney Morning Herald as the “Sydney Morning Homosexual”.
The Liberal Party issued a statement saying it was unaware of the event and of Mr Cameron’s attendance or
participation. “He was not speaking on behalf of the organisation,” it said.
Protesters picketed a similar Q Society fundraising dinner in Melbourne yesterday.
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George Christensen, Kirralie Smith defend comments at anti-Islam Q Society event
Heath Aston

Maverick government MP George Christensen has defended his attendance at a controversial anti-Islam
function, saying he was there to push back against the "erosion of free speech" by the Left in Australia.
Mr Christensen, along with Liberal Party defector Cory Bernardi, addressed the anti-halal fundraiser in
Melbourne on Friday night despite a similar event in Sydney on Thursday causing uproar after cartoonist
Larry Pickering told guests he "couldn't stand Muslims" but praised radical Islamists for their murderous
treatment of homosexuals.
Amid more fallout from the event, far-right political candidate Kirralie Smith on Saturday defended the comments of
former Liberal MP Ross Cameron, who referred to The Sydney Morning Herald as the "Sydney Morning Homosexual"
and claimed the NSW division of the Liberal Party was one big "gay club".
Ms Smith described his remarks as a display of Mr Cameron's "dry humour".
The Greens will push a motion against Mr Christensen in the House of Representatives on Monday calling for his
sacking from the LNP as opposition parties seek to ratchet up pressure on Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull over the
hard right agenda advocated by elements of the Coalition.
But Mr Christensen told Fairfax Media on Saturday that Mr Turnbull "cannot be held responsible" for him fronting
the Q Society event, which was almost derailed by left-wing protesters.
"I chose to attend at my own cost," Mr Christensen said.
"I personally paid for airfares, accommodation and car transport. Taxpayers did not pay one cent for my trip to
Melbourne.
"I attended the 'defending freedom' event because I believe we are slowly seeing the erosion of free speech with
the myriad of anti-discrimination laws we have in this country and the threats of violence from Islamist and
leftist groups like [anti-fascist] Antifa."
Mr Christensen, who courted controversy in 2015 when he addressed a rally of far-right Reclaim Australia, described
the anti-Muslim, anti-gay comments of Mr Pickering as "disgusting" but pointed out he was an "edgy cartoonist".
During his address to the Q Society, Mr Christensen spoke of the "hypocrisy of leftists".
"They are protesting against us for being against radical Islam when Sharia law doesn't allow free speech,
subjugates women and has the death penalty for homosexuality. I also pointed out that many great minds would
have fallen foul of our anti-discrimination laws for criticising Islam, including Winston Churchill, Gandhi,
Dante, Voltaire, Mark Twain and Carl Jung amongst many others."
Senator Bernardi told the $150-a-head fundraiser that those there were described in pejorative terms as "hard right"
but were actually just normal "people with concerns".
The Q Society dinner was part of an effort to raise to raise funds for a defamation case brought by halal certifier
Mohamed El-Mouelhy who is suing Liberty Alliance political candidate Kirralie Smith over her videos alleging halal
certification funds illegal activity.
On Saturday, Ms Smith posted a statement in which she claimed the media is engaged in a "witch hunt" against her
friend Mr Pickering and Mr Cameron.
"Larry is a friend and we don't see eye-to-eye on a number of issues including the issue of gays and also my Christian
faith. But we are mature enough to engage in debate and not spit the dummy every time the other says something we
don't like," Ms Smith wrote.
"To be clear – I do not accept, condone or agree with Larry's statement.
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"What disappoints me the most is that the media are on a witch hunt over Larry and Ross BUT completely
ignore the fact that there are Muslims that actually do throw gays off buildings! Where is the same level of
outrage directed at the Islamic practice that inspired Larry's comment? Absolutely condemn his comment but
it is time the same offenderati brigade got equally worked up about the daily human rights abuses that are
being carried out by some Muslims here and around the world."
"I felt in the context of his speech and his dry humour he had every right to say those things at a dinner defending
freedom of speech. His walk through history and his dry, sharp humour highlighted the danger we now live in when
the media elite and political class censor, abuse, deride and isolate people because they hold a different view. The
SMH article was actually a perfect illustration of how when the media don't like something they throw their full weight
behind whipping up offence and shutting people down without engaging in debate," she wrote.
Mr Cameron has resisted making an apology as some of his colleagues and the NSW Liberal Party on Sky News
distanced themselves from him after Thursday's derogatory remarks about gay people.
Sky News political editor David Speers called the Q Society event "appalling" and commentator Peter van Onselen
said he was "scared where this kind of hate is going".
The Greens motion will note that "Malcolm Turnbull's failure to rein in George Christensen [is a] tacit endorsement
of the homophobic and Islamophobic views that this hate group espouses" and the Prime Minister's silence "sends a
message to people of Islam faith that they are not welcome in Australia".
Greens leader Richard Di Natale said: "There was a time that these views were not welcome inside the Coaltion.
Senator Pauline Hanson was expelled from the Liberal Party for similar views but they are now clearly embraced
inside the Coalition"
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Swiss vote on citizenship measure after anti-Muslim campaign

Switzerland votes Sunday on whether to make it easier for third generation immigrants to become citizens,
after a campaign tainted by anti-Muslim messages and charges of religious prejudice.
The government as well as most lawmakers and political parties support the proposal that would allow the
grandchildren of immigrants to skip several steps in the lengthy process of securing a Swiss passport.
But the outcome of the referendum, the latest in Switzerland's direct democracy system, has been clouded by the far
right nationalist Swiss People's Party (SVP), which put issues of Islam and national identity at the centre of the debate.
According to a migration department study, less than 25,000 people in the country of about eight million currently
qualify as third generation immigrants, meaning they have at least one grandparent who was born here or acquired
Swiss residency.
Nearly 60 percent of that group are Italians, followed by those with origins in the Balkans and Turkish nationals.
Debate on the proposal had nothing to do with religion at the outset, said Sophie Guignard of the Institute of Political
Science at the University of Bern.
It was the SVP, a party repeatedly accused of demonising Islam, that focused on the risks of more Muslims
becoming citizens and the possible "loss of Swiss values", Guignard told AFP.
1.1.2

Poster controversy

Central to that effort was a widely-distributed poster showing a woman with shadowed eyes staring out from
a black niqab with a tagline urging voters to reject "uncontrolled citizenship."
The SVP is not officially responsible for the poster.
It was commissioned by the Committee Against Facilitated Citizenship, which has several SVP members including
in leadership positions.
The co-chair of that committee and an SVP lawmaker, Jean-Luc Addor, urged people to vote "No" on grounds that in
the coming years most third generation immigrants will not be of European origin.
"In one or two generations, who will these third generation foreigners be?" he wrote in an opinion piece on the SVP
website.
"They will be born of the Arab Spring, they will be from sub-Saharan Africa, the Horn of Africa, Syria or
Afghanistan," said Addor, who has defended the niqab poster.
Critics of the inflammatory campaign image have denounced it as a brazen appeal to those worried about more
Muslims becoming Swiss.
Guignard said mainstream politicians and journalists view the poster as "a violent attack against Muslims".
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Political initiatives that either directly or implicitly target Muslims may be on the rise in the West, notably
including US President Donald Trump's travel ban against seven mainly Muslim countries, which was undone
in court this week.
But in Switzerland such moves are nothing new.
The SVP in 2009 successfully persuaded Swiss voters to approve a ban on new mosque minaret construction,
while religiously charged messages have been a part of multiple referendums on immigration since.
The latest polls from the gfs.bern institute show 66 percent of people support easier citizenship for third-generation
immigrants, with 31 percent against and three percent undecided.
Polls from the news company Tamedia have it closer, with 55 percent in favour and 44 percent against.
The "No" side has however gained about 10 points since polling opened, with analysts saying an upset can't be ruled
out.
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Demonising Muslim women solves nothing but fuels racial division
Susie O’Brien
WOMEN wearing face-obscuring burqas and niqabs in court should be required to remove them for identification and
safety purposes. And if the judge requests it, they should also have to remove them to give evidence or be crossexamined.
The same rules should apply for anyone wearing a motorcycle helmet, balaclava or hat.
However, when the items in question have religious significance, the issue should be handled sensitively. The court
should be respectful of the person’s religious preferences and try to accommodate them.
With regard to removing a burqa, the identity check could be done in a private room or the woman could disrobe in
front of female security guards. Or she could give evidence via video link or in front of a closed court.
The issue has arisen again this week after Opposition leader Matthew Guy said women who refused to show their
face in court could face two weeks in jail or a $1500 fine.
It’s part of a wider push to force people to show more respect when in court.
The broader issue is one I support. Sadly, there does seem to be a need to compel people to adhere to court processes
and traditions. Too often people refuse to stand to show respect, fail to turn up, or use public galleries to hold rowdy
protests.
But there is no need to single out women wearing burqas or niqabs as a special group representing a major security
risk.
Why not make it a blanket law that anyone refusing to follow a direction from a judge should be prosecuted rather
than focusing on one group in our society?
Focusing solely on women wearing burqas gives the false impression that there is a spate of women wasting up
precious court time by refusing to show their faces.
But just as there is no crime spree involving Muslim women who exploit the fact that their identity is obscured, there
is no long list of women refusing to be identified in court.
A much bigger issue than Muslim women committing crimes is non-Muslims using burqas to commit crimes. One socalled “burqa bandit” was in fact a male armed robber.
As I have said before, I am not a fan of the burqa. I think they are intimidating symbols of oppression and are
inappropriate for our climate and lifestyle.
However, I am not a Muslim woman and I support the right of any person to wear garments or symbols as part of the
observance of their faith as long as doesn’t break Australian laws or customs.
I passionately believe that at all times police and court processes should take precedence over religious observations
— regardless of the faith.
Let’s not forget that the issue of women wearing burqas or niqabs in Australian courts is one that police, judges and
court official already have the power to act on. This issue came up in New South Wales recently when Moutia Elzahed,
one of the wives of convicted Islamic State recruiter Hamdi Alqudsi, wanted her face covered when giving evidence.
Judge Audrey Balla stopped Ms Elzahed from giving evidence, saying she needed to see her face to assess her
credibility.
Even then Judge Balla offered some common sense compromises, including offering to close the court and allow Ms
Elzahed to give evidence via video link. Ms Elzahed declined those options and did not end up giving evidence and
her case against the police for brutality was thrown out.
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The issue also came up in 2010 when a 36-year-old Muslim woman, known only as Tasneem, wished to testify while
wearing a full-face veil. However, in that case — involving fraud of school funds involving another person — the
woman accepted the decision of the court. She later issued a statement that said she was a “proud, law abiding
Australian” and was “not trying to change the Australian way of life” but merely trying to live by her beliefs.
Much more threatening than women wearing burqas are those who want the burqa banned. In my mind they’re doing
little more than fuelling racial and religious divisions.
This includes Senator Jacqui Lambie who put a photo of a Muslim women in a burqa holding a handgun on her
Facebook page in 2014. The caption read: Terror attack level: Severe — an attack is highly likely. For security
reasons its now time to ban the burqa.”
But the photo was in fact Afghanistan’s first female policewoman, not a terrorist.
Let’s focus on those who act illegally and deliberately flout court rules and stop demonising all Muslim women merely
for exercising their faith. We may not like the burqa or understand why they are worn, but we must respect religious
symbols and clothing as long as wearing them doesn’t conflict with Australian laws.
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Cory Bernardi and George Christensen's Q Society event stirs anger at
Victoria University
Tom McIlroy

Melbourne's Victoria University has launched a review of administrative processes after staff and students demanded
an apology over a controversial anti-Islamic event featuring Liberal defector Cory Bernardi and outspoken
backbencher George Christensen on Friday.
The Q Society event attracted more than 100 anti-racism protesters outside Victoria University's city convention
centre, with a bus transporting guests blocked for more than an hour and clashes between attendees and
activists.
The "Halal Choices" dinner, part of a two-night fundraising tour billed as part of a defence of free
speech, was raising money for the legal defence bill of outspoken Q Society member Kirralie Smith, who is being
sued for defamation over videos she made about halal certification practices.
Literary journal Overland published a letter of protest expressing alarm and disappointment to the university
council and vice-chancellor Peter Dawkins from 75 current and former staff and students, campus organisations,
Victorian Greens MP Colleen Hartland and writer Jeff Sparrow.
"The Q Society is well known for associating Islam with terrorism and lobbying Parliament to ban halal certification,"
the letter said.
"In 2014, the Q Society toured far-right Dutch MP Geert Wilders, who advocates a total ban on Muslim
migration. At the Q Society fundraising dinner held in Sydney on Thursday night, Larry Pickering, cartoonist
and VIP guest said: 'Let's be honest, I can't stand Muslims'.
"Cory Bernardi, former Liberal Party senator, was a keynote speaker at Friday night's event in Melbourne.
Bernardi has been a vocal opponent of Islam, opposes reproductive freedom for women and has linked same-sex
marriage to bestiality."
The letter said the event breached policies which forbid university facilities from being made available for unlawful
activities and events which are in conflict or incompatible with university values.
"Providing a venue for the Q Society contradicts the university's vision of being '… open and excellent, creating
exceptional value for any student from any background and uplifting the communities in which we operate'.
"It also threatens Victoria University Safer Community strategy, which is designed to foster an inclusive and safe
environment for staff, students and the broader community."
In an email to Victoria University staff on Monday, Professor Dawkins said the university was "a proudly diverse and
multicultural institution" and had launched a review of administrative processes.
"We are strongly committed to promoting diversity and cross-cultural understanding. There is a stark divergence of
many of the Q Society's views from VU's values," he said.
"VU deeply regrets that it inadvertently took a booking for this event and apologises for any distress caused to our
staff, students and other stakeholders."
Thursday's first fundraising event included homophobic and anti-Muslim comments. Fairfax Media had been invited
to attend the Melbourne event, but the invitation was rescinded late on Friday after an article was published describing
what was said at the Sydney event.
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Labor senator Sam Dastyari said Mr Christensen, as a member of the Queensland Liberal-National Party, should not
have been permitted to attend the event.
"This is a right-wing, racist, fringe group. The hateful language that came out from them the night before should have
been reason enough for every politician not to go," he said.
"Your attendance at their events . . . is interpreted as government support. If Malcolm Turnbull even remotely had a
spine . . . he would be standing up to his own party."
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One Nation candidate advocated killing Indonesian journalists, attacked
gays, Muslims and blacks
Michael Koziol
A One Nation candidate receiving Liberal preferences in the West Australian election once advocated killing
Indonesian journalists, and attacked "poofters", Muslims and black people on his now-deactivated Twitter account.
Richard Eldridge, a real estate agent contesting an upper house seat in the South Metropolitan region of Perth,
called Muslims "little sheet heads", derided gay relationships as "poo games" and advocated taking up arms
against "extreme Muslims".
In one extraordinary rant about Indonesians in November 2013, Mr Eldridge said we should "Balibo" Indonesian
journalists, an apparent reference to the 1975 murder of the Balibo Five group of Australian journalists in Timor.
"The only real thing Muslims are good at is multiplying but that is all they need to do history will show," he
tweeted. "Let's hunt down some indo reporters and balibo them. What's Suharto up to these days.
It's locker room talk, mate, that's all it is": Richard Eldridge defended his tweets to Fairfax Media.
"I've got indo mates and fuc their [sic] arrogant about their superiority over us lazy Aussies. we are regarded as shit
in Indonesian eyes."
In other tweets from the account, which bore the name "Ned Kelly", Mr Eldridge stated:
"You never here [sic] a good looking black person complain its [sic] the ugly blacks that start this nonsense
Mohammed Ali was black and he loved it.
"Gays [sic] marriage certificate could be called the poof proof certificate or the licker letter of law.
"You see when we consummate a marriage kids are generally born 9 mths later when gays consummate its [sic] just
bum sex for enjoyment.
"Don't call Muslims towel heads anymore its [sic] a little sheet so yes they will answer to little sheet heads.
"Extreme Muslims hide amongst us watch out common man the future looks ugly give us back our guns."
And in a series of tweets in May 2013, Mr Eldridge made reference to the Noongar people, an Indigenous group from
Western Australia's south-west.
"The girl who was racist to to Adam Goodes should be sent to Perth to meet some noogahs on the streets here
wonderful people," he tweeted.
"Lovely people the noogahs of WA just the other day we caught one of them moving our letterbox.
"Yeah he must have thought it was more useful to us on its side right in the middle of the footpath."
When contacted by Fairfax Media on Wednesday, Mr Eldridge initially said he could not explain the tweets because
he could not remember them, before threatening to litigate if anything "derogatory or negative" were published.
After Fairfax Media emailed screenshots of the tweets, Mr Eldridge acknowledged they belonged to his nowdeactivated account @hugetrouble, but dismissed them as "locker room talk" and apologised for any offensiveness.
"I don't remember most of the tweets. One of them I do. But it was pretty much locker room talk," he said.
"I deactivated the account because I wasn't running in 2013. It's locker room talk, mate, that's all it is. I didn't want to
offend anyone."
Regarding the tweets about the Noongar people, Mr Eldridge expressed regret but said he was recounting a real
incident involving his letterbox.
"I want to work with these people if I get elected and try to do some good with the Aboriginal people. My heart's in
the right place," he told Fairfax Media.
"The letterbox was taken down and put on the pavement. It's not like I'm making it up. It does look like I'm being a
bit racist but I'm not."
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Mr Eldridge is unlikely to win the metropolitan upper house seat, but will receive Liberal Party preferences ahead of
the Liberal Democrats, Labor and the Greens.
A preference deal between One Nation and the Liberals in WA has come under heavy criticism, with the Liberals
ditching the Howard-era practice of putting One Nation last.
Earlier this week Industry Minister Arthur Sindonos said One Nation was more "a lot more sophisticated" than it was
20 years ago.
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How anti-Muslim prejudice gets dressed up as feminism
Jacqueline Maley
Islam is a medieval religion that oppresses women, provides cover for forced marriages and honour killings,
treats female flesh as shameful and allows Muslim men to treat their women as personal property.
But none of us can say so out loud in our so-called pluralistic society because political correctness has made people
too scared to offend.
So runs the line of much anti-Muslim sentiment in this country and abroad, among people who are just smart enough
to hide their naked prejudice behind some sort of veil – and the veil of choice has become concern for the rights of
women.
The "fear of causing offence" has become, we are told, a powerful gag that impedes our freedom of speech and
stops people from telling the truth about Islam.
Even if this were true, which is demonstrably isn't, it is worth reminding ourselves that the fear of causing offence is
the glue that holds civil society together.
It is overwhelmingly a force for good.
Last week I attended a fundraising dinner for the Q Society, which describes itself as an "Islam-critical organisation".
They insist they are not anti-Muslim.
The two female speakers at the event were novelist Gabrielle Lord and Kirralie Smith, who ran at the last election as
a NSW Senate candidate for the Australian Liberty Alliance.
Both women gave impassioned speeches in which they described having met Muslim women, in Australia and
around the world, who had been the victims of Islamic practices, subjected to violence and forced marriages.
Parts of the speeches would not have been out of place at a UN forum for women's rights.
But the rhetoric that surrounded these pleas for Muslim women's rights told a different story.
People spoke of "them", of "wars" between "us" and "them", and of course cartoonist Larry Pickering let the
cat out of the bag when he told the crowd he "can't stand Muslims".
Smith has since said she didn't hear those comments and disagrees with them.
But respect for women is not something Pickering is renowned for, and it didn't ooze from the cartoon of his that
depicted a woman in a niqab being raped – and which was auctioned for the Q Society cause.
And what is that cause, exactly?
It is the defence of a defamation action brought by a halal certifier.
The Q Society folk are not fundraising for a foundation that helps at-risk Muslim women. They don't want to build a
shelter for Muslim women fleeing family violence. They are not asking for resources to help girls subjected to genital
mutilation done in the name of Islam.
Likewise, while Tasmanian senator Jacqui Lambie campaigns against the burka, in part because it's oppressive of
women, she also manages to imply veiled women might be security risks – terrorists, in fact.
The people who claim Muslim women are victims of their religion are generally the first to accuse Muslim people of
"playing the victim".
This is what Lambie said to the Muslim youth leader Yassmin Abdel-Magied on last Monday night's fiery Q&A.
Nearly a decade ago, I worked as religious affairs reporter for the Herald.
As part of the job, I visited mosques and met sheikhs and imams, as well as ordinary Muslims. I was acutely aware of
how few Muslim people were in my own circle.
I tried to be culturally sensitive and objective – professional, in other words – but I admit I was taken aback when a
Shiite imam refused to shake my hand because it was improper for him to have physical contact with a woman.
I also felt uncomfortable with the back-of-the-bus gallery for women worshippers at Lakemba mosque.
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Those things were hard to square off with the notion that Islam is a religion that treats women equally. I find
it difficult to swallow the idea that Islam is the most feminist religion, as Abdel-Magied insisted on Q&A.
But it is equally hard to argue convincingly that the best way to promote female equality in Australia's Muslim
subcultures is to demonise the entire religion and alienate the majority of ordinary Muslim Australians who are just
living their lives.
Wajiha Ahmed is a Pakistani-born, Sydney-based lawyer and a non-practising Muslim. She feels the presumption that
all Muslim women are oppressed is unjustified.
Ten years ago she took part in a cross-cultural forum between Muslims and non-Muslims called the Sydney Leadership
Dialogue.
It was organised by Macquarie Bank and led by Ross Cameron, the former Liberal MP who also spoke at last week's
Q Society dinner.
Ahmed participated in the "dialogue" because she wanted to help the cause of social cohesion after the upset of the
2005 Cronulla riots.
She was horrified to see Cameron had attended the Q Society dinner, describing it as a "180-degree turn" from
the kinds of sentiments he spouted back then.
In an article Cameron wrote in 2007 for Refugee Transitions magazine, he said "too often, traditional media see their
interest as projecting, sharpening and magnifying the fears of their audience, further locking-in positions, polarising
people who could be friends and evaporating the precious goodwill that still exists".
It's a laudable sentiment. If only it could jump off the page.
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Miranda Devine: Sharia apologist’s taxpayer tour a wasteful disgrace
Miranda Devine

Muslim activist Yassmin Abdel-Magied’s taxpayer-funded book tour to repressive regimes in the Middle East is proof
that the government is not serious about cutting its own wasteful spending.
There’s no credibility in attacking the incomes of superannuants and pensioners without running the red pen through
non-essential government expenditure such as politically correct junkets for a Sharia apologist.
When quizzed in the Senate by One Nation’s Malcolm Roberts last week, Senator George Brandis didn’t even have
the grace to be embarrassed by the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade’s funding of such questionable “public
diplomacy” excursions.
“I can advise you that Yassmin Abdel Magied visited a number of countries in the Middle East to promote Australia
as an open, tolerant and multicultural society... [Her trip] was funded from the public diplomacy budgets of middle
east posts and cost an estimated $11,485 comprising travel allowance and flights… There was no personal fee or profit
element to her.”
Why on earth would we want to present an alluring image of Australia to repressive Islamic regimes, where
little girls are circumcised, women are stoned for adultery, gay people are executed, and where our idea of “an
open tolerant” society is decried as Western decadence?
In any case, no one said Magied was receiving a “personal fee” for going on the DFAT junket. That’s beside the point.
“Yassmin’s Middle East speaking tour”, as Magied describes it on her Facebook page, to Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Jordan, Israel, Egypt and Sudan in November coincided with the publication of her book “Yassmin’s story”, billed as
the memoir of a Sudanese-Egyptian-Australian Muslim woman who wears the hijab, as The Australian reported last
week.
And, judging by her appearance on the taxpayer-funded ABC’s Q&A last week, her promotional activities also extend
back home, to misrepresenting the oppressive misogyny of Sharia Law.
She said that Sharia law is simply “me praying five times day,” that it required Muslims to “follow the law of the land
on which you are on”, and that “Islam is the most feminist religion”, which prompted guffaws even from Q&A’s
partisan audience.
Fellow panellist Senator Jacqui Lambie wasn’t buying this soft soaping of Sharia.
“The fact is we have one law in this country and it is the Australian law not sharia law, not in this country,”
Lambie said, before telling Magied to “stop playing the victim”.
Predictably enough a group of 49 Muslim activists now are demanding an apology from the ABC for not giving
Magied, who actually is employed by the ABC as a television host, a “safe” space to promote Sharia.
In their change.org petition they blasted Lambie as “racist, Islamophobic and crude, and [her words] constitute racial
abuse and bullying...
“If Q&A wants to invite Muslim individuals to its forum, it should be able to guarantee a safe environment.”
In other words, Magied’s portrayal of Sharia should not be challenged.
As Professor Clive Kessler points out, Magied is correct that Sharia, or Islamic law, does say “that one must
obey the law of the land”. But only where the “law of the land” is Sharia.
And as Somali-born author Ayaan Hirsi Ali, who is calling for a reform of Islam, points out: “As a moral and
legal code, sharia law is among the most dehumanising, demeaning and degrading for women ever devised by
man.”
Under sharia, women are not equal to men: a woman’s testimony in court is worth half of a man’s; she inherits
half as much as a man; husbands are allowed to beat their wives for disobedience; sex with prepubescent girls,
and having female sex slaves is allowed.
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Under sharia, Muslims are superior to non-Muslims (labelled unbelievers or kafir) and insulting Islam is a
punishable offence.
And, as at least three imams on the Australian National Imams Council have declared, under sharia, homosexuals
should be put to death.
In other words there’s a lot more to sharia than praying five times a day.
Yet Islamists in Australia, such as the Hizb ut-Tahrir organisation, continue to push for a separate system of sharia, to
operate in parallel with the law of the land, which would pose a serious threat to our freedoms. The Australian
Federation of Islamic Councils also tried unsuccessfully to convince the Gillard government to introduce a modified
form of sharia.
We’re a long way behind the UK, where dozens of separate Islamic courts are in operation, but Halal food regulation
and sharia finance are an indication of creeping sharia, as is the phenomenon of radical Muslims refusing to stand for
judges in court rooms.
Being a tolerant society does not mean we have to defend intolerant attitudes of sharia, particularly the
inequality of women, which is evident in promotional posters for an Islamic conference in Melbourne in which the
faces of male speakers were shown but the faces of female speakers were blacked out. Or the Victoria Police
recruitment poster promising gender segregated information seminars.
Lambie’s style might be abrasive but it’s not Islamophobic to insist that everyone in this country should abide by
Australian law.
Nor is it Islamophobic to question why someone who misrepresents the true nature of Sharia would end up at the
tender age of 25 being the beneficiary of not one but two taxpayer funded junkets, the first being a trip to the ASEAN
“emerging leaders” program in Malaysia in 2012.
A lot of Muslims in Australia have escaped from repressive cruel Islamist regimes. It’s not in their interests for Sharia
apologists to be promoted by the government and the taxpayer funded ABC as the face of moderate Islam.
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